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PREFACE 
The present study was initiated a little more than seventeen 
years ago when I joined the Geology Department of the Panjab 
University, Chandigarh, as a research scholar in January, 1961. 
I was deeply interested in foraminiferal research and was assigned 
the problem to study the foraminifera of the marine intercalations 
in the otherwise fresh-water Upper Gondwana sequence of the east 
coast of India. In the beginning, I was a bit hesitant to take up 
this venture because reports on £oraminifera from these rocks were 
not at all encouraging* However, realising that no topic is trivial 
for an investigator so long as some unknown or hidden fact is 
brought to light} or some half-known thing is fully enlightened; 
or a known thing, as it often happens, is interpreted in a different 
and better manner so as to enhance its usefulness, I went to 
Andhra Pradesh (pradeeh in Hindi means province) for the collection 
of samples from different localities of the Upper Gondwana of the 
east coast of India. Out of enthusiasm, I also sampled the Infra-
and the Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area, also in 
Andhra Pradesh, for future work. I must admit, however, at that 
time I was neither aware about the richness of the material nor 
that my studies would illuminate several important and intriguing 
problems of Indian geology which, in fact, they did in due course. 
In July, 1964, I was awarded the Ph.D. degree by the Panjab 
University and in August, 1964, I joined the Aligarh Muslim 
University as a Lecturer in the Department of Geology. While 
preparing manuscripts for papers out of my Ph.D. thesis, 
I realised that a lot more could be done on the region. This 
stimulated me to work on additional material and then a stream 
of papers of local as well as regional interest followed in 
subsequent years. 
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I had the opportunity to do advanced research on microfossils 
with Professor Alan Wood, Aberystwyth, U. K. During the course 
of discussions on problems of the east coast of India, Professor 
Wood encouraged me to study the Inter-trappean ostracode assemblage 
also which I did at Leicester, U.K., with generous grant from his 
Department. Discussions on the Mesozoic foraminifera from Andhra 
Pradesh with Dr. Hell H. Ludbrook, Australia, and Eocene and Recent 
foraminlfera from the east coast with Professor Dr. Herbert Hagn, 
MUnchen, and Dr. Barbara Zobel, Hannover, were very fruitful. 
-• Having covered almost all the aspects of micropaleontological and 
stratigraphical studies of the Mesozoic and Tertiary formations of 
Andhra Pradesh and paid adequate attention to the Recent foraminlfera 
from the east coast of India, I decided to compile the entire work 
in its present form. In addition, a few papers emanating mainly 
from my work on areas other than Andhra Pradesh, have also been 
incorporated* 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In Peninsular India, marine fossiliferous rocks are mainly 
restricted to coastal regions. Even in these regions, Mesozoic 
to Recent sediments containing marine fossils are present only at 
a few places and a well-developed sequence showing good exposures 
is seen in Andhra Pradesh on the east coast of India (Figure 1). 
Due to its proximity to the sea, even in the geologic past, 
Andhra Pradesh, like other coastal regions of the Indian Peninsula, 
was an arena of contest between land and sea since Early Cretaceous 
times. An interesting succession ranging from Early Cretaceous to 
Recent, with a few breaks, and exhibiting a variety of rock types 
is present in a comparatively small circumscribed area encompassing 
Kakinada-Eluru-Masulipatnam region of Andhra Pradesh (Table 1) and 
such a sequence is not found mirrored in any other part of the 
Indian sub-continent. This region is, therefore, of considerable 
attraction because a study of the different rock types present here 
serves a multiple purpose. It helps in solving several important 
problems of Indian geology, viz., age and depositional environment 
of the East Coast Gondwana and the Infra- and the Inter-trappean 
beds of the Rajahmundry area, Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, 
age of the Deccan Trap, nature and extent of different marine 
invasions and paleogeography of the east coast, oil possibilities, 
etc., besides advancing our knowledge of the flora and the fauna 
flourshing on the east coast of India during different periods of 
earth's history and now found entombed in these rocks. With these 
advantages in view, a comprehensive study of microfossils, 
especially foraminifera, from these rocks was undertaken by the 
author as practically no attention was paid to them by earlier 
investigators. 
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For a proper interpretation of fossil assemblages, its is necessary 
to study their living representatives. The foraminifera from Indian 
waters, including the east coast of India, have been studied only 
in a cursory vay. It was, therefore, considered desirable to examine 
the east coast Recent foraminifera also so that the knowledge thus 
gained may be applied in understanding the marine coastal formations 
of Andhra Pradesh in a better way. However, due to non-availability 
of samples from off-shore regions, a detailed study of the Recent 
foraminifera from the shore sands of the east coast of India 
was made. 
The main contributions of the author to the Mesozoic and Tertiary 
formations of Andhra Pradesh and Recent foraminifera from the east 
coast of India are as followsi 
1. A detailed systematic study of the foraminifera from the 
Raghavapuram shale of Andhra Pradesh - a middle division of the 
• 
Upper Gondwana of the east coast - was made for the first time 
by the author and a fairly rich assemblage consisting entirely 
arenaceous forms was found (Bhalla, 1965a, 1968a, 1969b). A total 
of fifteen species, including six new species, mostly belonging 
to genera Haplophragmoides and Ammobaculites, were described and 
illustrated. During the course of the study, certain taxonomic 
problems concerning Lituolidae were successfully solved. 
2. Foraminifera were discovered from the Budavada sandstone 
(homotaxial with Raghavapuram shale and also belonging to the 
East Coast Gondwana) of the Ongole sector in Andhra Pradesh. 
On fossil evidence, it was inferred that the deposition of the 
sandstone took place in a calm, near shore, marine basin 
(Bhalla, 1969c), 
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3. For the first time, a comprehensive study of the paleoecology 
of the Haghavapuram shale vae made (Bhalla* 1968e, 1968f, 1969a). 
On the basis of field observations, fossil evidence, and occurrence 
of glauconite, it vae pointed out that the lover part of the shale 
sequence vas deposited in a near shore, shallow, open marine 
conditions while the upper part vas accumulated in a marsh 
environment. 
4. It vas surmised that the Raghavapuram shale and its 
contemporaries in Andhra Pradesh extend towards the east and 
southeast of the region, even to the Bay of Bengal (Bhalla, 1970b). 
5. On foraminiferal evidence, Raghavapuram shale was assigned a 
Lower Cretaceous age (Bhalla, 1969b). All the conceivable aspects 
of the highly controversial upper age limit of the East Coast 
Gondwana were critically discussed and it was suggested that it 
should be fixed at Aptian or Albian (Bhalla, 1972a). 
6. On the basis of the close affinity of the foraminiferal 
assemblage of the Haghavapuram shale with those from the Great 
Artesian Basin of Australia, the Indo-Australian relationship 
during the lower Cretaceous as suggested by earlier workers, was 
supported (Bhalla, 1969b). 
7. A comprehensive study of the foraminifera from the 
Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area, Andhra Pradesh, was made 
(Bhalla, 1966a, 1968c). These beds yielded eight species of 
foraminifera, including two new species. 
8. The depositional environment of the Infra-trappean beds was 
studied for the first time by the author. The foraminiferal 
evidence (Bhalla, 1966a), combined with petrographic study of the 
sediments (Bhalla, 1968b), indicates a protected, rather warm, 
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inner-neritic environment for the accumulation of these beds. 
9. On the basis of'foraminifera, a Paleocene age for the 
Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area was suggested 
(Bhalla, 1966a). 
10. The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in Andhra Pradesh was 
discussed for the first time by the author (Bhalla, 1968b). 
It was observed that the boundary lies between the Tirupati 
sandstone and the overlying Infra-trappean beds* 
11. A detailed systematic study of the foraminifera from the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Fangadi (Bhalla, 1967, 1968c) and 
Kateru (Bhalla and Khan, 1969) areas of Andhra Pradesh was made. 
Nineteen species of foraminifera, including four new species, 
were described and illustrated. The taxonomic positions of a few 
genera of Discorbidea were critically discussed. 
12. The ophiuroid ossicles were discovered from the Xnter-trappean 
beds of the Fangadi (Bhalla, 1966b) and Kateru (Bhalla and Khan, 1969) 
areas of Andhra Pradesh. However, due to poor preservation, their 
detailed systematic study could not be made. 
15* A fairly rich assemblage of Ostracoda was found in the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Fangadi area (Bhalla, 1965b, 1967). 
The assemblage includes five new species which have been subjected 
to detailed study with the help of scanning electron microscope 
(Bhalla, MSc-MSg). 
14. A few specimens of fish teeth belonging to the genus Eotrigonodon 
were discovered by the author from the Inter-trappean beds of the 
Pangadi area and were described in detail (Bhalla, 1974). 
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15. The paleoecology of the Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi and 
Kateru areas was deduced for the first time by the author. The 
fossil evidence indicates alternating two normal marine and two 
brackish-water conditions during the entire span of the Inter-trappean 
sedimentation which took place at the mouth of a big river or in 
some coastal depression (Bhalla, 1967, 1968c; Bhalla and Khan, 1969)'. 
16. On the basis of fossils, a Lower Eocene age for the Inter-trappean 
beds of Andhra Pradesh was suggested (Bhalla, 1967, 1968c, 1974; 
Bhalla and Khan, 1969)* 
17. In the light of the evidences obtained from the East Coast 
Gondwana and the Infra- and the Inter-trappean beds of Andhra 
Pradesh, the polemical age of the Deccan Trap was discussed 
(Bhalla, 1968b, 1968c). It was observed that the outpouring of the 
Deccan Trap lava in the Rajahmundry area commenced during the 
Early Eocene times. 
18. On the basis of different marine formations, three invasions 
of the sea in Andhra Pradesh have been indicated (Bhalla, 1970a). 
The first occurred in Early Cretaceous times, the second in 
Paleocene, and the third and the last major invasion took place in 
Early Eocene times. The area of marine influence was almost the 
same every time and this was chiefly controlled by the broad 
structural pattern of the region (Bhalla oj>. cit.)« 
19. The probable extension of different marine and continental 
formations in the coastal region of Andhra Pradesh and the adjacent 
shelf of the Bay of Bengal was visualised (Bhalla, 1970a, 1970b). 
The possibility of finding oil and gas in the on-shore and off-shore 
areas of Andhra Pradesh was suggested (Bhalla, 1970a). 
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20. The first detailed investigation of the Recent foraminlfera 
from the east coast of India was made. Beach sands at Puri 
(Shatia and Bhalla, 1964), Vishakhapatnam (Bhalla, 1968d) and 
Marina (Madras) (Bhalla, 1970c) were examined. The study revealed 
the presence of thirty species of foraminifera; Critical taxonomie 
assessment of certain species of the genus Pararotalia was also 
made (Bhalla, 1972b). 
The frequency and number of Recent foraminiferal species on the 
east coast increase southwards. A comparison of the east and west 
coast foraminiferal assemblages indicates that both are somewhat 
different and belong to separate faunal realms. The east coast 
assemblage contains an admixture of East African and Indo-Pacific 
fauna and falls under a "mixed zone" which extends from the Bay of 
Bengal up to the Great Australian Bight. It was also observed that 
ocean currents play a significant role in the establishment of this 
"mixed zone" (Bhalla, 1968d, 1970c). 
In order to facilitate presentation, the entire work has been 
arranged into nine sections. Each section gives a broad outline 
of the nature of the problem, work done by the author, and results 
obtained and also contains reprints of published papers or 
manuscripts of papers under publication pertaining to the 
particular section. The last section, however, deals with the 
Mesozoic geology of India and a few other publications of the 
author on the marine Tertiary rocks of Orissa which hopefully 
would contribute, in future, towards the reconstruction of the 
Mesozoic and Tertiary panoramas of the east coast of India, 
including Andhra Pradesh. 
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SECTION 2 
SECTION 2 
EAST COAST GONDWANA 
The Gondwana Supergroup has attracted a great deal of attention 
since it was first described by Feistmantel in India in 1876 
mainly due to vast reserves of coal and prolific flora and fauna 
preserved in this thick pile of sediments* mostly fresh-water but 
in some places marine, and ranging in age from Upper Carboniferous 
to Lower Cretaceous. The study of this Supergroup is interesting 
and of great significance because of its relation to the theory 
of continental drift, phenomenon of ancient glaciation, nature 
and origin of coal, fossil flora and fauna, and a variety of other 
aspects of scientific value. 
The Gondwana rocks are widely distributed in India and those found 
on the east coast are commonly referred to as East Coast Gondvana. 
Although work on these rocks commenced nearly a century ago, they 
have not received much attention because they were not of economic 
significance. They are of considerable scientific interest, however, 
due to the presence of marine fauna, including ammonites, in 
addition to characteristic Upper Gondvana land flora in them. These 
rocks are especially attractive because occasionally the marine 
fauna and land flora are found preserved in a single bed, sometimes 
even in a single hand specimen. Within a sequence of fresh-water 
strata to the extent of the Gondwana, attaining a thickness of 
several thousand metres, intercalations of fossiliferous marine 
sediments are of tremendous value and, therefore, the east coast 
beds have a special status in the Gondwana stratigraphy of India. 
A study of these rooks and their flora and fauna illuminates the 
distribution of ancient land and sea, paleoenvironment, stratigraphic 
correlations, and the polemical upper age limit of the sequence. 
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The Upper Gondvana rocks on the east coast occur in a chain of 
isolated outliers from near Cuttack to Tiruchchirappalli (Figure 1), 
approximately following the eastern coast-line of the Indian 
Peninsula. These beds dip at low angles towards east or southeast 
and are mostly covered by laterite or alluvium. However, exposures 
are well seen in three sectors, eg., Eluru, Ongole, and Madras. 
Of these, exposures in the Eluru sector of Andhra Pradesh are best 
developed and have been most thoroughly studied. 
The stratigraphic nomenclature of the Gondwana Supergroup is in a 
state of flux in India. Different subdivisions have been named 
differently and there is no consistency in the usage of stratigraphic 
terminology. Sometimes they have been given chronostratigraphic rank 
terms while at others^lithostratigraphic terminology has been used 
for them. However, with the publication of'the Code of Stratigraphic 
Nomenclature of India (1971), efforts are now being made to 
standardise the stratigraphic nomenclature of the Gondwana sequence 
but the final picture has not yet emerged. In view of this, the 
well-established stratigraphic terminology, though erroneous in the 
modern sense, has been adhered to in the present work. 
The Upper Gondwana sequence on the east coast has been broadly 
divided into three formations - Lower, Middle, and Upper - mainly 
on the basis of fossil evidence and stratigraphic considerations 
(Table 1). The Middle formation is the centre of attraction 
because unlike the Lower and the Upper fresh-water formations, it 
is marine in nature (Table 2). The fossil assemblage of this 
formation contains a marine fauna as well as land flora which is 
of considerable value in dating it and also in the interpretation 
of its environment of deposition. 
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In the Eluru sector, the Middle formation of the Upper Gondwana 
is named as Raghavapuram shale. About 26 sq. km of the area vas 
geologically mapped and detailed sampling was done for 
micropaleontological investigation by the author. From the 
type-section of the Raghavapuram shale, a fairly rich assemblage 
of foraminifera consisting entirely . arenaceous species was 
discovered and described for the first time in detail by the 
author (Bhalla, 1965. 1968a, 1969a). The microfauna is dominated 
by Haplophragmoidea and Ammobaculites. Emphasis was placed on 
tracing the range of variation of different species belonging to 
these highly variable genera of foraminifera and also in working 
out their dimorphism. A total of fifteen species, including six 
new species, were described in detail. 
Paleoecology: The interpretation of paleoecology of the 
Raghavapuram shale was attempted, also for the first time by the 
author (Bhalla, 1968b, 1968c). 
A characteristic feature of the fossil assemblage of the 
Raghavapuram shale is that it contains an admixture of land flora 
and marine fauna. The fossil fauna includes a rather meagre 
ammonite assemblage, Tellina. Pectin. Solon, etc., and is 
restricted to the lower 18 to 21 m of the sequence whereas the 
microfauna comprise a rich assemblage of exclusively arenaceous 
foraminifera having simple interiors with Ammobaculites and 
and Haplophragmoides as the dominant genera and is confined to the 
upper 30 m of the succession (Bhalla, 1968c). The megafossils 
indicate a rather shallow, truly marine environment whereas the 
predominance of arenaceous species of foraminifera having simple 
interior is generally attributed to a near-shore, shallow-water, 
marsh environment. 
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On the basis of fossil evidence, it was inferred that the deposition 
of the Raghavapuram shale commenced in a near-shore, shallow-water 
environment which had open sea connection, thus allowing the free 
but sporadic movements of a few ammonites and other megafauna to the 
site of deposition. This was truly marine environment marking the 
transgressive phase of the sea in which the lower 18 to 21 m of 
the sediments were laid down. Thereafter, the sea gradually regressed 
towards the east and southeast and the basin became land-locked 
resulting in the development of a near-shore, shallow, marsh 
environment having low oxygen, low p , and low salinity values and 
under these conditions, the upper 30 m of the Raghavapuram sequence 
was deposited (Shalla, 1968c). The change-over from truly marine to 
marsh environment is marked by the change of fauna and synchronous 
appearance of a fairly thick band of glauconite-bearing mudstone 
at a level 18 to 21 m from the base of the shale sequence (Bhalla, 
1969b). With the further regression of the sea, fresh-water 
conditions again prevailed in the basin resulting in the 
accumulation of the Upper formation, ie., Tirupati sandstone. 
Thus, in the Eluru sector and, perhaps, in other sectors also, the 
Lower and Upper formations are of fresh-water origin while the 
Middle formation is of marine nature. 
Like other coastal marine deposits, the Raghavapuram shale is the 
result of marine transgression which took place on the east coast 
of India from east and southeast. The trend of its outcrop suggests 
that the Raghavapuram basin was, perhaps, crescentic in outline 
surrounded by land on three sides - north, northwest and west - in 
which deposition of fresh-water Golapilli sandstone was already in 
progress. Although the Raghavapuram shale is found exposed about 
100 km west of the present shore-line of the east coast, it has 
been pointed out by the author (Bhalla, 1970) that these beds 
extend towards the Godavari delta and even beyond into the Bay of 
Bengal but lie concealed below the younger formations. 
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Although in Ongole sector, a meagre foramlniferal assemblage from 
the topmost bed of the Budavada sandstone (homotaxial with the 
Eaghavapuram shale) was also discovered by the author (Bhalla, 1969c), 
except Eluru, fossils are not prolific in the Middle formation at 
other sectors, A total of only six specimens belonging to five genera 
of foraminifera were recovered and it was suggested that the 
accumulation of the sandstone took place in a tranquil, open marine 
basin near to the shore-line. 
Upper Afte Limitt The upper age limit of the East Coast Oondwana has 
long been a controversial problem in Indian geology. This was mainly 
due to the fact that both marine fauna and land flora occur in these 
sediments and a discrepancy exists between the chronological 
testimony of the two fossil groups. 
The plant assemblage of the Upper Gondwana on the east coast was 
compared with that of the Upper Gondwana type-section in Rajmahal 
range where it is extensively developed and, consequently, its 
assemblage is termed as "Rajmahal flora" or "Upper Gondwana flora" -
both these terms being synonyms in Indian geological literature. 
The Rajmahal flora has been studied in great detail and was 
considered to be of Jurassic age. The overall predominance of the 
elements of the Rajmahal flora in the plant assemblage of the 
East Coast Gondwana led workers to consider Jurassic as the upper 
age limit of the east coast sequence. 
As against the floral testimony, the ammonites and other megafossils 
restricted to the Middle formation only, indicate Upper Neocomian 
age. The Lower Cretaceous age is supported by foraminifera also. 
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The above account reveals that while the plant fossils indicate a 
Jurassic age for the Upper Gondwana of the east coast, the ammonites 
and other marine fossils suggest that the beds are not older than 
the Neocomian. The only course then left is to scrutinise the 
reliability of floral and faunal evidences. 
It is difficult to doubt the testimony of ammonites because 
firstly, they are not reworked, and secondly, the ammonites are 
excellent age-markers during the Mesozoic. Moreover, the evidence 
from ammonites is corroborated by micro- as well as other 
megafossils also. 
The Gondwana rocks containing prolific flora are extensively 
developed in the vicinity of the east coast of India. It is 
possible that the plant fossils now entombed in the Middle 
formation were reworked from pre-existing Gondwana sediments for 
a short distance or had fallen as blocks of plant-bearing Jurassic 
rocks from low cliffs into coastal basins during Lower Cretaceous 
times and got intimately mixed up with the ammonite-bearing marine 
Cretaceous sediments (Bhalla, 1972). The sedimentological studies 
of the Lower and the Upper Gondwana of the Eluru sector indicate 
that the sediments of the Lower formation of the Upper Gondwana 
were derived from the pre-existing Lower Gondwana rocks. The 
assumption of the derived nature of the flora settles the 
controversy regarding the upper age limit of the East Coast 
Gondwana (Bhalla, op. cit.). 
The Heocomian age is assigned to the Middle formation only which 
would, in turn, necessitate that the tipper formation should be 
taken further up in the column and Aptian or Albian should be 
considered as the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwana 
(Bhalla, 1972). 
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Paleogeographyt The foraminiferal assemblage of the Raghavapuram 
shale shows very close affinity with those described from the 
Lower Cretaceous of Australia. Several species are common to 
Raghavapuram shale and the Lower Cretaceous of the Great Artesian 
Basin of Australia described by different authors. 
It has been suggested by a few workers on continental drift that 
during Tithonian-Neocomian times, some parts of the east coast 
of India, including Raghavapuram area, were connected with the 
Great Artesian Basin of Australia by a mixed environment. The 
present study supports the view regarding close India-Australia 
association during Lower Cretaceous. 
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NEW SPECIES OF FORAMINIFERA FROM THE RAGHAVAPURAM 
SHALES (LOWER CRETACEOUS), ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA 
S. N. B H A L L A * 
Introduction: During the course of micropalaeontological investi-
gations of the East Coast Gondwanas, a rich assemblage of arenaceous 
Foraminifera, including six new species, was obtained from the type 
section of the Raghavapuram shales (Lower Cretaceous) exposed on 
the northern slope of hill A 512', about one and a half miles east of 
Raghavapuram village (17c00'02": 81°15'30") in Andhra Pradesh. 
The Raghavapuram shales form the middle division of the East 
Coast Gondwanas and constitute an important marine, fossiliferous 
horizon. Lithologically, this horizon consists chiefly of shales with 
occasional sandy beds and is about 160' thick at the type section. 
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King (1880) has given a detailed account of the geology of the area. 
Except Sastri et. al. (1961) who have reported three species of 
Foramimkra-Haplopkragmoides concava (Chapman), H. chapmani 
Crespin, and Ammobaculites fished var. tirupathiensis var. nov. from 
these beds, no work on the Foraminifera of the Raghavapuram shales 
has yet appeared. These authors have assigned a Lower Cretaceous 
age to this stage. 
The foraminiferal fauna now under study suggests a shallow, 
brackish water, rather marshy, environment of deposition and 
confirms the Lower Cretaceous age of the beds. The present pa^er 
gives only the diagrams and descriptions of the holotypes of the new 
species of Foraminifera obtained from the Raghavapuram shales at 
the type section; detailed descriptions will be published later. 
Systematic Descriptions: 
Genus Haplophragmoides Cushman, 1910 
Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla, sp. nov. 
(Fig. 1, No. 2a-b) 
Test planispiral, slightly evolute, inflated, medium sized, final 
evolution consists of eleven, fairly well marked, chambers which 
increase very gradually in size with growth; only two chambers of 
inner whorl visible from outside; sutures straight, distinct, strongly 
limbate, almost flush with the surface; periphery entire, faintly 
lobulate, if at all, in the later chambers, broadly rounded; aperture 
an arched slit at the base of the apertural face (interio-marginal); 
umbilical area depressed; wall finely arenaceous, consisting of fine 
grains of quartz with little cement; surface smooth somewhat shining. 
Dimensions (in'mm.): 
Major diameter 0.63 
Minor diameter 0.53 
Thickness 0.33 
i 
Genus Ammobaculites Cushman, 1910 
( Ammobaculites crespinae Bhalla, sp. nov. 
(Fig. l , N o . 3) 
Test of medium size, elongate, free, rounded in end view; early 
portion involutely coiled, consisting of four chambers, uniserial 
portion of five chambers, last formed chamber dome-shaped; 
chambers inflated, increase gradually in size with growth; aperture 
central, rounded with a very short neck; sutures well marked, 
straight, depressed; periphery lobulate; wall moderately thick, arena-
ceous, composed of quartz grains with much siliceous cement; surface 
smoothly finished. 
Dimensions (in mm.): 
' Length of the test 1.03 
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Length of the uncoiled portion 0.80 
Maximum width of the uncoiled portion 0.43 
Maximum diameter of the coiled portion 0.43 
Diameter of the last chamber 0.40 
Ammobaculites hofkeri Bhalla, sp. nov. 
(Fig. I, No. 1) 
Figure 1, Foraminifera from Raghavapuram Shales 
Test free, large, flattened, and elongate; early portion planispirally 
coiled, somewhat evolute with gradually enlarging four chambers, 
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uniserial part with five imbricate and compressed chambers, increas-
ing gradually in size with growth; last formed chamber has maximum 
height but penultimate chamber has maximum width; sutures of 
coiled portion not well marked, of uniserial portion distinct, 
depressed, more or less straight; periphery lobulate; wall thick rather 
coarsely arenaceous, composed of quartz grains of moderate size with 
normal amount of cement, insoluble in acid; aperture rounded, 
central. 
Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length of the test 1.36 
Length of the uncoiled portion 1.00 
Maximum width of the uncoiled portion 0.73 -
Maximum diameter of the coiled portion 0.50 
Diameter of the last chamber 0.67 
Ammobaculites indicus Bhalla, sp. nov. 
(Fig. 1, No. 4) 
Test free, narrow, cylindrical; coiled portion slightly evolute with 
four chambers, uniserial portion rectilinear with six chambers; 
chambers, especially of uniserial portion, inflated, rounded in cross-
section, nearly all of the same size, higher than broad; sutures straight, 
depressed, well marked in uncoiled portion, less so in coiled portion; 
periphery lobulate; aperture terminal, simple, small, and rounded; 
wall thin, arenaceous, of quartz grains^with fair amount of silica as 
cementing material; surface fairly smooth. 
Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length of the test 0.73 
Length of the uncoiled portion 0.60 
Maximum width of the uncoiled portion 0.13 
Maximum diameter of the coiled portion 0.18 
Diameter of the last chamber 0.13 
Ammobaculites raghavapuramensis Bhalla sp. nov. 
(Fig. 1, No. 5) 
Test free, large, compressed; early portion planispirally coiled with 
fourteen chambers, uncoiled portion with four chambers in a 
rectilinear series; chambers increase very gradually in size with 
growth; sutures well marked, limbate in coiled as well as in uncoiled 
portion, straight to gently curved, depressed; periphery entire in 
early portion, slightly lobulate in uncoiled portion; aperture an 
elongate slit, terminal; wall finely arenaceous, of minute quartz 
grains with moderate amount of siliceous cement; surface smoothly 
finished; colour white. 
Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length of the test 1.60 
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Length of the uncoiled portion 0.70 
Maximum width of the uncoiled portion 0.70 
Maximum diameter of the coiled portion 1.10 
Diameter of the last chamber 0.73 
Ammobaculites sahnii Bhalla sp. nov. 
(Fig. 1, No. 6) 
Test free, large, elongate, nearly circular in end view; early 
portion streptospirally coiled, consisting of four chambers, uniserial 
portion of six imbricate, inflated chambers, in a rectilinear series, 
increasing rapidly in diameter with growth giving the test a flaring 
appearance, last chamber 'cap'-shaped, oblique to the axis of 
rectilinear series; sutures distinct, slightly curved, depressed; 
periphery lobulate; aperture circular, terminal; wall thick, arenaceous, 
composed of quartz grains of moderate size with siliceous cement; 
exterior rough. 
Dimensions (in mm'.) 
Length of the test 1.47 
Length of the uncoiled portion 1.10 
Maximum width of the uncoiled portion 0.90 
Maximum diameter of the coiled portion 0.37 
Diameter of the last chamber 0.90 
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A N O T E OF THE VALIDITY OF HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES HAGNI BHALLA, 1965 
S. N. BHALLA 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
A few new species of Foraminiferida, includ-
ing Haplophragmoides hagni, were described 
and illustrated by Bhalla (1965) from the type 
section of the Raghavapuram shales, Andhra 
Pradesh, India. 
In a recent publication, Baksi (1966) placed 
Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla, 1965, under 
the genus Trochammina Parker & Jones, 1859, 
and gave a new combination to the species Tro-
chammina hagni (Bhalla) nov. comb. The main 
argument of Baksi (1965, p. 8) for this taxo-
nomic shift is that the photograph of Haplo-
phragmoides hagni in apertural view as given 
by Bhalla (1965, Fig. 2b) clearly shows ". . . 
the trochospiral nature of the coiling." A care-
ful look at the above-mentioned photograph, 
however, shows a slight distortion in the aper-
tural view of the holotype of Haplophragmoides 
hagni which Baksi (loc. cit.) erroneously inter-
preted as the trochospiral nature of the coiling. 
A slight distortion in a planispiral test does not 
necessarily make it trochospiral. However, 
apart from the photograph, Bhalla (1965, p. 
40), while describing the holotype of Haplo-
phragmoides hagni, clearly mentioned that the 
test is "planispiral," an important diagnostic 
feature probably overlooked by Baksi. 
The basic difference between Haplo-
phragmoides Cushman, 1910, and Trochammina 
Parker & Jones, 1859, is that, although the for-
mer is planispiral and has a partly or completely 
involute test, the latter is strictly trochospiral. 
Because Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla, 1965, 
has a planispiral test, the present author does 
not find Baksi's justification valid in transfer-
ring it to the genus Trochammina. Thus, ac-
cording to Article 61(b) of the International 
Code of Zoological Nomenclature of 1961, Tro-
chammina hagni (Bhalla) Baksi, 1966, becomes 
a subjective synonym of Haplophragmoides 
hagni Bhalla, 1965. Also, the selection of holo-
type and paratypes by Baksi (1966, p. 18) for 
his Trochammina hagni (Bhalla) does not con-
form with the recommendations of the Interna-
tional Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. 
A careful comparison of Haplophragmoides 
hagni Bhalla, 1965, with the figures and descrip-
tions of Trochammina hagni (Bhalla) as given 
by Baksi (1966) further reveals that the latter 
is not the same as H. hagni Bhalla, 1965. H. 
hagni differs from the forms described and il-
lustrated by Baksi (1966) in having a plani-
spiral and inflated test, strongly limbate sutures, 
entire and broadly rounded periphery, and in 
showing no compressional effect. 
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A NOTE ON THE DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF 
RAGHAVAPURAM SHALES, EAST COAST 
GONDWANAS, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
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A NOTE ON THE DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF 
KAGHAVAPURAM SHALES, EAST COAST 
GONDWANAS, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, 
During the course of micropaleonrological studies of the East 
Coast Gondwanas of India, the author recovered a prolific assemblage of 
foraminifera from the Raghavapuram shales—a middle member of the 
Upper Gondwanas of east coast. The nature of the foraminiferal assemb-
lage deserves careful attention since it lends credence to the paleoecologi-
cal studies of the Raghavapuram shales. A few papers which deal, though 
cursorily, with the depositional history of these shales, are by Bhalla 
(1965) and Baksi (1966). The present note gives a brief account of the 
author's main findings regarding the paleoecology of the beds. 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the Raghavapuram shales cont-
ains exclusively of arenaceous species which are few in number but have 
large population and sometimes have robust forms. The species are:— 
Saccammina lagenoides (Crespin), ? Ammopemphix sp., AmmodUcus cf. A. 
cretaceus (Reuss), Haplophragmoides concavus (Chapman), Haplophrag-
moides cf. H dick'msoni Crespin, Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla, Haph' 
phragmoides kirki Wickenden, Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespin, 
Ammobaculites crespinae Bhalla, Ammobaculites hofkeri Bhalla, Ammob-
aculites indicus Bhalla, Ammobaculites irregulariformis Bartenstein and 
Brand, Ammobaculites cf. A. polythalamus Loeblich, Ammobaculites 
raghavapuramensis Bhalla, and Ammobaculites sahnii Bhalla. 
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The occurrences of exclusively arenaceous assemblage of foramini-
fera have been subjected to intensive studies in fossil as well as in living 
state. The studies of different workers reveal that the arenaceous foram-
iniferans generally flourish under shallow, brackish-water, rather marshy 
conditinos where the oxygen content and pH value are low. A majority of 
calcareous foraminiferans are unable to thrive in such an environment 
and as a consequence, are generally not found in ancient sediments which 
were deposited under these conditions. A few calcareous species which 
tolerate the rigours of such an ecological niche, are rare and there is every 
possibility that after the death of the animal, the test may be dissolved 
by the toxic substances generated in the water-body by organic decay. 
The occurrence of arenaceous assemblage of foraminifera, therefore, 
indicates certain set of environmental conditions and helps in deducing 
the paleoecology of the beds. 
The type-section of the Raghavapuram shales, from where the 
collection for the present study was made, is exposed near Raghavapuram 
village (170 00' 02" : 81° 15' 30") in the West - Godavari district of 
Andhra Tradesh and is about 160 feet thick. On the basis of fossil 
assemblage, the entire sequence can be divided into two main parts : (1) 
Lower.—The lower 60 to 70 feet of the shales are devoid of foraminifera 
but contain a few megafossils, eg., Pecten, Solont Tellina, some ammonites, 
and plant remains. (2) Upper,— The upper part is about 100 feet thick 
and contains a large population of arenaceous foraminifera which con-
tinue up to the top of the succession. In this portion, no megafossils has 
been observed. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is suggested that there were two 
distinct episodes during the life span of the Raghavapuram basin :(1) 
Transgressive.—During this phase, the basin was established and it had 
.open sea connections which allowed the occasional movement of a few 
megafossils in it. The presence of plant remains indicates that the basin 
was near to the shore-line. Under these conditians, the lower 60 to 70 
feet of the shale sequence was deposited. (2) Regressive.—After the first 
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phase, the Early Cretaceous sea gradually regressed and the basin became 
land-locked. It was also influenced by fresh-watef due to its proximity 
with the land area. The water-body, thus, became brackish and marshy 
conditions developed resulting in the decrease of oxygen content and pH 
value. The upper 100 feet of the shales were laid under these conditions. 
This is indicated by the presence of abundant arenaceous foraminifera in 
this part of the shaie sequence. 
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SUMMARY 
The Raghavapuram stage, a middle division of the East Coast Gondwanas 
and of Early Cretaceous age, has yielded a fairly rich foraminiferal assemblage 
comprising entirely of arenaceous species. The dominant genera are Ammobaculites 
and Haplophragmoides. The foraminiferal fauna indicates that out of about 
160 ft. of the sequence at the type-section of the Raghavapuram Shales, the lower 
60-70 ft. of the sediments were deposited in a basin having open-sea connection. 
Later on, the basin gradually became land-locked and the rest of the column was 
deposited in a shallow, brackish-water, near-shore, rather marshy environment 
having low oxygen, low pH, and low salinity values. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Raghavapuram stage is the middle division of the East Coast Gond-
wanas of India. It occupies an important place in the Gondwana stratigraphy 
because unlike other fresh-water stages of the East Coast Gondwanas, it is marine 
in nature. It contains mega- as well as micro-fossils which are interesting and 
significant from the point of view of age determination and also in interpreting 
the environment of deposition. During the course of a micropaleontological 
investigation of the East Coast Gondwanas, the author (BHALLA, 1965, 1969) 
recorded a fairly rich assemblage of Foraminifera from the type-section of the 
Raghavapuram Shales consisting exclusively of arenaceous species. In all, fifteen 
species of Foraminifera were found. The species are: Saccanvnina lagenoides 
(CRESPIN), ?Ammopemphix sp., Ammodiscus cf. A. cretaceus (REUSS), Haplo-
phragmoides concavus (CHAPMAN), H. cf. H. dickinsoni CRESPIN, H. hagni BHALLA, 
H. kirki WICKENDEN, H. wilgunyaensis CRESPIN, Ammobaculites crespinae BHALLA, 
A. indicus BHALLA, A. irregulariformis BARTENSTEIN and BRAND, A. cf. A. poly-
thalamus LOEBLICH, A. raghavapuramensis BHALLA, A. hofkeri BHALLA, and A. 
sahnii BHALLA. Although a few papers have been published on the Foraminifera 
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Fig.l. Localities of the Raghavapuram Shales. A. Type-locality of the Raghavapuram 
Shales, on the northern side of the 512 ft. hill (view looking southeast). B. Photograph showing a 
typical exposure of the Raghavapuram Shales (Bed B/12) at the type-section. 
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Fig.2. Map showing location of Raghavapuram and the collecting localities. 
of the Raghavapuram Shales, no significant study of the paleoecology of these 
beds has yet been made. It is BAKSI (1966) who dealt with the environment of 
deposition of the Raghavapuram Shales in some detail. 
The sequence of various stages in the area is given in Table I. 
TABLE I 
THE SEQUENCE OF VARIOUS STAGES IN THE UPPER GONDWANAS OF THE EAST COAST 
Stage Fossils Lithology Environment Age 
Tirupati plants and a few sandstones fresh-water Middle 
animals Cretaceous 
Raghavapuram animals, including shales marine to Lower 
Upper ) Lower-Cretaceous marsh Cretaceous 
Gondwanas 1 ammonites and 
Foraminifera, and 
a few plants 
Golapilli plants sandstones fresh-water Jurassic 
Detailed sampling of the Raghavapuram Shales at the type-section (Fig.lA-
B), exposed on the northern slope of 512 ft. hill, about one and half mile east of 
the Raghavapuram village 17°N 81 °E in Andhra Pradesh (Fig.2), was done for 
micropaleontological studies. 
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HISTORICAL RECAPITULATION 
Very little work has been done on the paleoecology of the Raghavapuram 
Shales. 
BHALLA (1965) described six new species of Foraminifera from the type-
section of the Raghavapuram Shales and, on foraminiferal evidence, surmised that 
the shales were deposited in a shallow, brackish-water, rather marshy environment. 
BAKSI(1966) described Foraminifera from the Raghavapuram Shales and 
also dealt with the paleoecology of the beds. On the basis of Foraminifera, he 
suggested that the lower and middle members of the Raghavapuram Shales were 
deposited in a near-shore, brackish-water, lagoonal environment while the sedi-
ments of the upper member were laid down in a slightly different environment 
marked by the establishment of open-sea connections. 
The present work is the first comprehensrve study of the paleoecology of the 
Raghavapuram Shales. The results, however, do not support the contentions of 
BAKSI (1966), mentioned above. 
PALEOECOLOGY 
The paleoecological studies of sediments older than Tertiary can only be 
made in a generalised way. Many workers, including NATLAND (1957), SKOLINCK 
(1958), PHLEGER (1960), BURNABY (1962), ACER (1963) have cautioned against 
comparing Cretaceous and other pre-Tertiary fossil assemblages with Recent ones. 
However, the Raghavapuram faunal assemblage (both micro and mega) shows 
certain characteristics and peculiarities and on the basis of these, the following 
generalised conclusions regarding the paleoecology ofjjre beds may be made. 
A characteristic feature of the fossils of Raghavapuram Shales is that the 
assemblage contains an admixture of fossil fauna and flora. The fossil fauna 
includes micro- as well as mega-fossils. The former comprise only the arenaceous 
Foraminifera predominantly belonging to the genera Ammohaculites and Haplo-
phragmoides which occasionally have robust specimens. The fauna includes seven 
species of Ammohaculites, five species of Haplophragmoides, and one each of 
Saccammina, Ammodiscus, and 1'Ammopemphix. None of the species recorded, 
however, survives to Recent times. The foraminiferal tests are usually much 
contorted and deflated in the upper beds (B/l6). The calcareous and/or planktonic 
forms are completely absent. All the arenaceous forms have simple internal 
structure and no form like Cyclammina with labyrinthic or alveolar structure was 
found in these sediments. The megafossils, e.g., Solen, Tellina, Pecten, various am-
monites, etc., are restricted to the lower beds (B/1-10) while the Foraminifera are 
found only in the upper beds (B/l 1-16), (Fig.3). 
Foraminiferal assemblages, exclusively arenaceous, have been recorded by 
many workers from the Cretaceous of different parts of the world, e.g., HEDBERG 
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A 
L E G E N D 
FORAMINIFERA 
S logenoides 
"> Ammophemphix sp 
i Ammodiscus cf A cretaceus 
H concavus 
Haplophragmoides cf H dickmsoni 
H hagni 
H krrki 
( H wilgunyaensis 
A crespinae 
A hofkert 
A rndicus 
A irregulantormis 
Ammobaculites ct A poly thalamus 
A raghavapuramensis 
A satann 
•$- F"oraminHero absent 
LITHOLOGY 
,
<y
a\ Vesicular sandstones 
/VJSol t latentoid sandstones 
T"- J~- J Clays with clay ironstone concretio 
Sandy beds 
... J Sandy shales 
i ' ~ '": "H Soft shales 
| ::—rq Hard shales 
B COt OR SYMBOLS 
Brown yellow 
n White 
\m\ Ferruginonous dark brown red & yellow 
L J Light colored with purple &ye!1ow blotches Pale with purple spots & blotches 
Brownish yellow 
Pale green to buff 
Yellowish-brown to buff 
Brown to buff w i th yellow blotches 
Buff 
Fig.3. Stages in the evolution of Raghavapuram Basin. A. Near-shore, shallow-water, 
open-sea environment. B. Regression of the sea and the development of marshy conditions. 
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(1934) from Venezuela; BOLIN (1956) from Minnesota (U.S.A.); SKOLNICK (1958) 
from the Black Hills area (U.S.A.); EICHER (1960) from Wyoming (U.S.A.); 
GEROCH (1960) from Lagota Beds of Silesian Carpathians; TAPPAN (1962) from 
Alaska; and CRESPIN (1963) and LUDBROOK (1966) from Australia, among others. 
CRESPIN (1963) and LUDBROOK (1966) obtained a rich arenaceous foraminiferal 
assemblage from certain Lower-Cretaceous beds of Australia. Many of the A u -
stralian forms are common or closely related to those from the Raghavapuram 
area. 
In the present-day seas, similar arenaceous assemblages have been recorded 
and studied, among others, by LOWMAN (1949), PHLEGER and WALTON (1950), 
ELLISON (1951), STAINFORTH (1952), PARKER (1952), PARKER and ATHERAN (1959), 
WALTON (1955, 1964), LANKFORD (1959), BANDY (1956, 1960, 1963), BANDY and 
ARNAL (1960), PHLEGER (1960), and PHLEGER and BRADSHAW (1966). A survey of 
the literature referred to above shows that in the majority of cases the maximum 
population of arenaceous species of Foraminifera is restricted to a near-shore, 
brackish-water, marsh or lagoonal environment where the basin of deposition is 
rather land-locked with little or no open-sea connection. 
The predominance of arenaceous species in an assemblage (almost to the 
exclusion of calcareous forms) is attributed to different ecological factors by 
different workers. However, a majority including HEDBERG (1934), LOWMAN 
(1949), LOEBLICH and TAPPAN (1950), BANDY (1956), TAPPAN (1962), and POKORNY 
(1963), consider salinity to be an important controlling factor for such assemblages. 
WALTON (1955) attributes this to lack of calcium carbonate content in the sea-
water. STAINFORTH (1952), LAUGHBAUM (1960), and CRESPIN (1963), consider 
turbidity to be an important controlling factor for such arenaceous assemblage of 
Foraminifera that have large and robust forms. PHLEGER (1960), however, is of 
the opinion that turbidity is not directly responsible for the distribution of arena-
ceous Foraminifera. According to BOLIN (1956) and WALTON (1964), a predomi-
nantly arenaceous assemblage of Foraminifera indicates a near-shore, brackish-
water environment. Similar assemblage of Foraminifera with Ammobaculites, 
Haplophragmoides, Trochammina, and Trochamminoides as dominant genera, have 
been recorded from the Lower Therrill member of the Gulf Coast Eocene (U.S.A.), 
which are considered to have been deposited in swamp or coastal marsh (fide 
BURST, 1958). BHATIA and SINGH (1959) recorded a prolific, exclusively arenaceous, 
assemblage of Foraminifera from the Upper Carboniferous of central India and 
attributed it to shallow, rather brackish-water, environment. 
The majority of foraminiferal species cannot survive wide range salinity 
fluctuations which is a common feature in marsh or brackish-water environment. 
In marsh environment, there is a great variation in salinity values and this is 
mainly related to the tidal flushing (PHLEGER and BRADSHAW, 1966). The abundant 
plant remains and organic decay generally found in these environments, reduce 
the oxygen-content of the water-body thus precluding the growth of many for-
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aminiferal genera. The few arenaceous genera which can tolerate such an en-
vironment include Ammobaculites, Haplophragmoides, and Trochammina. The 
Ammobaculites-Trochammina assemblage is reportedly characteristic of low-
salinity, brackish-water, near-shore environment, e.g., LOWMAN (1949), PHLEGER 
and WALTON (1950), BANDY (1956, 1960), and WALTON (1964). PHLEGER (1960), 
while discussing the marsh fauna observed that the foraminiferal assemblage of 
this environment is characterised by mostly or exclusively arenaceous, benthonic 
forms representing 5-8 species and 3-8 genera. The occurrence of limited number 
of species in marshes is attributed by WALTON (1955,1964) to considerable variation 
in temperature and salinity. LANKFORD (1959), while describing the foraminiferal 
fauna of a marsh environment, observed that the fauna was predominantly 
arenaceous, represented by a few species and large populations with poorly 
cemented tests. TAPPAN (1962) and POKORNY (1963) are of the view that because 
of little competition in such environment, a limited number of foramim'ferai 
species are able to thrive freely and, as a consequence, large populations of these 
species are found. BANDY (1956) and BEHM and GREKULINSKI (1958) consider that 
there is an interrelationship between Foraminifera and marsh flora. This may be 
one of the reasons for large populations of some species of Foraminifera in such an 
environment. It is also possible that the provenance was an almost peneplained 
area resulting in the slow rate of sedimentation. This might have allowed the 
development of high frequency of foraminiferal species in Raghavapuram Shales. 
An important feature of shallow, brackish-water environment is that the 
calcareous species of Foraminifera are usually rare. This feature has been observed 
both in fossil as well as in Recent assemblages. Studies on Recent fauna indicate 
that under such environments, the organic decay results in reducing conditions 
and that toxic substances, including acids, are produced which result in the dis-
solution of calcareous tests. Under such ecological conditions it is the arenaceous 
group which will be preserved. This is, perhaps, one of the reasons why in ancient 
sediments that were deposited under marsh environments the calcareous forms 
are extremely rare (PARKER and ATHEARN, 1959). According to WALTON (1955), 
the dominance of arenaceous foraminifers in marshes may be due to poor per-
centage of calcium carbonate in marsh water. BOLIN (1956) observed that almost 
the total absence of calcareous species indicates either low temperature or low pH 
or a combination of these two factors. However, BANDY and ARNAL (1960) are 
of the view that one of the causes for the absence of calcareous species in fossil 
assemblages may be the post-depositional changes which dissolve the calcareous 
tests leaving behind the agglutinated forms. PHLEGER (1960) attributes low pH 
value to be the cause for low percentage of calcareous species in such environ-
ments. PHLEGER and BRADSHAW (1966) while working on the sedimentary en-
vironment in a marine marsh, Mission Bay, Calif., observed that low pH value is 
an important characteristic of marine marshes and it has got direct control over 
the occurrence of organisms in such an environment. BANDY (1963) also noted 
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that there is considerable fluctuation in the pH values (5.7-6.9) of marshes and, 
under these conditions, only arenaceous and siliceous species of Foraminifera 
escape dissolution forming the dominant elements of the foraminiferal population 
of marshes. Bandy's idea gets credence from lab studies of MURRAY (1967). 
Murray studied the effects of lowered pH on foraminiferal tests in lab cultures. 
He observed that at pH 7 or below, the tests of calcareous foraminifera became 
etched and weak within a short span of time. In the light of Murray's experiments, 
it is reasonable to infer that in environments having low pH value, there will be 
dissolution of calcareous foraminifers and the sediments which were deposited 
under such conditions, will be devoid of calcareous tests of Foraminifera. 
It is highly unlikely that post-depositional changes were responsible for the 
complete absence of calcareous Foraminifera in the assemblage from the Raghava-
puram Shales as no fragmentary remains or casts, etc., of calcareous Foraminifera 
have been observed in the present material. It appears more probable that factors 
like reducing conditions, presence of toxic substances, and low pH values, char-
acteristic of brackish and marshy environments, were the dominant controlling 
factors which inhibited the growth of calcareous Foraminifera in these sediments. 
Another important feature of the foraminiferal fauna of brackish-water, 
near-shore environments is that the tests are usually much compressed and 
distorted. BHATIA and SINGH (1959), while commenting on the work of ARNOLD 
(1954) on the laboratory cultures of Discorinopsis aguayoi (Bermudes) considered 
variation in salinity to be the main cause for contortion in the foraminiferal tests. 
BHALLA (1969) discussed the causes of compression in Ammobaculites and pointed 
that it may be either due to the growth of a heavy network of algae on the test 
or the position of the animal with respect to the substratum at the time of it's 
growth, besides other factors. Similar assemblages, containing distorted tests of 
arenaceous foraminifers, have been obtained by various workers including BOLIN 
(1956) from the Upper Cretaceous of Minnesota, TAPPAN (1962) from the Cre-
taceous of Alaska, CRESPIN (1963) and LUDBROOK (1966) from the Lower Cretaceous 
of Australia, and many others. A considerable range of variation has been ob-
served in certain species of Ammobaculites and Haplophragmoides in the present 
material, e.g., Ammobaculites irregulariformis, A. hofkeri, A. crespinae, A. rag-
havapuramensis, Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis, etc. In the upper beds (B/16), 
deflated tests of Haplophragmoides concavus occur in great abundance. The 
ecological factor or factors chiefly responsible for contortion and deflation of 
tests in Lituolidae are not clearly understood, but salinity, postmortal compression, 
and pH value have been considered to be responsible for such deflations in the 
tests. However, this requires careful studies in laboratory cultures before any 
definite conclusions can be drawn. 
In recent years, BANDY (1960) and BANDY and ARNAL (1960) have made an 
attempt to correlate foraminiferal structures with the environment. These authors 
are of the opinion that the arenaceous forms with simple interiors, e.g., Am-
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mobaculites, Haplophragmoides, Trochammina, etc., are predominant in near-shore, 
bay, lagoonal, or estuarine environment and such forms are very abundant under 
low pH and low salinity conditions of some estuaries. On the other hand, forms 
with complicated interiors, e.g., Cyclammina, etc., are characteristic of deep waters. 
In a recent publication, BANDY (1963) observed that the dominant members of the 
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marsh foraminiferal fauna include arenaceous forms having simple interiors. In 
the Raghavapuram Shales, all the forms are with simple interiors. If the above 
mentioned surmise is correct, then, it is likely that these shales were deposited in a 
near-shore, shallow-water, rather marshy environment having low pH and low 
salinity conditions. 
The meagre megafossil fauna comprising Tellina, Pecten, Solen, etc., is 
restricted to the lower beds (B/1-10) which are completely devoid of foraminifers 
(Table II). PLUMMER (1933), who recorded Tellina from the Jackson-group (Upper 
Eocene) in Texas, considered it to be indicative of a near-shore, sandy-bottom 
environment. In the present-day seas, Tellina has been found by LADD et al. (1957) 
in near-shore environments at a depth of 2% ft. Similarly, Pecten is also a near-
shore form (ADKINGS, 1918). BANDY (1958), while working on the mollusks of the 
San Pedro Basin, California, found Tellina, Pecten, and Solon to be dominant in 
the shallow waters of the basin. 
A number of plant fossils have also been found associated with marine fauna 
in these Cretaceous beds. Whether these plant fossils are indigenous or exotic is a 
matter of controversy and beyond the scope of the present work. However, 
PASCOE (1959, p. 1007) had the following interesting comments to make with 
regard to this peculiar admixture of plant-remains with marine fauna: "It seems 
possible for blocks of plant-bearing Jurassic rocks to have fallen, in Early-Cre-
taceous times, from low cliffs into some protected delta or coastal lake... and to 
have become intimately mixed with ammonite-bearing Cretaceous sediments". If 
Pascoe's contention is correct, then, it is likely that the basin in which the Raghava-
puram Shales were deposited was close to the shore-line, possibly cut off from the 
main sea. 
CONCLUSION 
From the foregoing discussion, it may be concluded that the deposition of 
the Raghavapuram Shales commenced in a near-shore, shallow-water environment 
which had open-sea connection, thus allowing the free but sporadic movement 
of a few ammonite and other megafossils to the site of deposition (Fig.4A). 
•Thereafter, the sea regressed and the basin gradually became land-locked. The 
salinity of the water-body also decreased appreciably due to intake of fresh-water 
from the adjacent land-area resulting in the development of marshy conditions 
(Fig.4B). This is evident from the exclusive occurrence of arenaceous Foraminifera 
in the upper beds (B/l 1-16) of the Raghavapuram Shales (Table II). Foraminiferal 
assemblage similar to that of the Raghavapuram Shales containing exclusively of 
arenaceous forms in the present-day seas, are found in shallow, brackish-water, 
near-shore, marsh-environment, having low oxygen, low pH, and low salinity 
values. 
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Fig.4. Columnar section of Raghavapuram Shales at the type-locality. 
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ABSTRACT 
A systematic study of the foraminiferal 
fauna from the type section of the 
Raghavapuram Shales has revealed the 
presence of a fairly rich assemblage 
consisting entirely of arenaceous forms 
Fifteen species of foraminifera are 
described and illustrated The dominant 
genera are Haplophragmoides and 
Ammobacuhtes The foraminifera suggest a 
Lower Cretaceous age for the 
Raghavapuram Shales The assemblage 
shows close affinity with those described 
from the Lower Cretaceous of the Great 
Artesian Basin, Australia 
INTRODUCTION 
The rocks of the Gondwana System have attracted a great deal of 
attention since they were first described by Feistmantel in 1876, mainly 
because of the vast reserves of coal and the prolific fossil flora and fauna 
preserved in this thick pile of sediments, mostly fresh-water but in some 
places marine, and ranging in age from Upper Carboniferous to Lower 
Cretaceous The study of this system is interesting and of great scientific 
value because of its relation to the theory of continental drift 
In India, although a lot of paleobotanical work has been done on the 
Gondwanas, no significant study of its fossil microfauna has yet been 
made Of the various marine exposures of the Peninsular Gondwanas, 
those found on the east coast of India are by far the best developed and 
most interesting, and are commonly designated as "East Coast Gond-
wanas ' The rocks are especially interesting because occasionally the 
marine fauna and the land flora are found preserved in a single bed, 
sometimes even " together in the same hand specimen", to quote 
Pascoe (1959, p 1004) 
The Upper Gondwana rocks of the east coast occur in a chain of isolated 
outliers from near Cuttack to Trichinopoly, approximately parallel to the 
eastern coast line of the Indian Peninsula The beds dip at low angles 
towards the east or southeast, and are mostly covered by latente and 
alluvium 
The present work was primarily undertaken to study the little-known 
microfaunal assemblages in the marine beds of the East Coast Gond-
wanas It was felt that this study might be very useful in fixing the con-
troversial upper age limit of the Gondwanas of the east coast 
Nearly all of the type localities of the marine beds of the East Coast 
Gondwanas, except those of the Sriperumbudur area, were visited (text-
figure 1), and bed-by-bed samples were collected from each locality for 
micropaleontological study 
The Raghavapuram Shales, a middle division of the Upper Gondwanas 
of the east coast and of Lower Cretaceous age, have yielded a fairly rich 
assemblage of arenaceous foraminifera consisting of fifteen species, 
whereas the homotaxial beds of the Vammevaram area, as well as the 
marine equivalents of theTirupati Sandstones at Ayaparaz-Kotapilli, are 
devoid of microfauna The foraminifera of the Raghavapuram Shales 
at the type section are quite rich in number of specimens but not in 
number of species and genera In the present material calcareous forms 
were not observed 
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TEXT-FIGURE 1 
Location map of the areas visited. 
he Raghavapuram Shales were named by King (1877, 
p. 56) after the village of Raghavapuram (Survey of India 
topographical sheet no. 65 G/8; lat. 17° 00 ' 02" N, 
long. 81° 15' 30" E) in the West Godavari District. 
Andhra Pradesh (text-figure 1), near which the type 
section of these shales is exposed. It is one of the import-
ant and well-studied localities of the Upper Gond-
wanas of the Ellore region and is of particular interest 
because, in a small area of about 8 sq. miles, nearly all 
of the three stages of the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast are exposed. About 10 sq. miles of the area were 
geologically mapped (text-figure 2), and a detailed 
sampling of the Raghavapuram Shales at the type 
section was carried out. 
PAST WORK 
Little work has been done on the foraminifera from the 
East Coast Gondwanas. 
King (1880, p. 221), in his monumental work on the 
East Coast Gondwanas, drew attention to the presence 
of foraminifera in the Raghavapuram Shales, although 
no identifications were given. 
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Sastri, Chandra and Pant (1961, 1963) reported 
foraminifera from the Raghavapuram Shales exposed 
near Tirupati village in Andhra Pradesh. These authors 
have recorded an exclusively arenaceous fauna wi th 
Ammobaculites and Haplophragmoides as dominant 
genera. They described Ammobaculites fisheri var. tiru-
pathiensis var. nov., Haplophragmoides concava (Chap-
man) and H. chapmani Crespin in their work, and 
assigned a Lower Cretaceous age to the Raghavapuram 
Shales on the basis of the foraminiferal evidence. 
Murthy and Sastri (1960. 1962), recorded and de-
scribed the foraminiferal fauna from the Sriperumbudur 
Beds (homotaxial with the Raghavapuram Shales) near 
Madras. They identified Bathysiphon cf. taurinensis 
Sacco, Pelosina complanata Franke, Ammodiscus 
cretaceous (sic) (Reuss), Lituotuba sp., Haplo-
phragmoides dickinsonii (sic) Crespin, H. concava 
(Chapman), H. footei sp. nov., H. indicus sp. nov., 
Ammobaculites sp. and Spiroplectammina indica sp. 
nov., and described two indeterminate genera from 
these beds. On the basis of the foraminifera, they con-
cluded that these sediments were deposited in a 
shallow brackish-water environment and are of Lower 
Cretaceous age. 
Bhalla (1965) described and illustrated six new species 
of foraminifera from the type section of the Raghava-
puram Shales. These were Haplophragmoides hagnisp. 
nov.. Ammobaculites crespinae sp. nov., A. hofkeri sp. 
nov., A. indicus sp. nov., A. raghavapuramensis sp. nov., 
and A. sahnii sp. nov. On foraminiferal evidence, he 
suggested a shallow, brackish-water, rather marshy 
environment of deposition and supported the Lower 
Cretaceous age assigned to the beds by the earlier 
workers. 
Baksi (1 966) described foraminifera from the Raghava-
puram Shales exposed near Barakonda and Darasani-
padu villages. Twelve species of foraminifera were 
described and calcareous foraminifera, represented by 
the genus Nonion Montfort, were reported. Baksi (op. 
cit.) identified the following species of foraminifera from 
the Raghavapuram Shales: Ammobaculites funicularis 
n. sp., A phlegeri n. sp., A. globosa n. sp., A crespinae 
Bhalla, A hofkeri Bhalla, A. indicus Bhalla, A sahnii 
Bhalla, Trochammina hagni (Bhalla) comb, nov., T. 
stellifera n. sp., 7". sp. cf. T. whittingtoni Jappan, Nonion 
presub/aeve n. sp. and N. barakondai n. sp. According to 
Baksi (op. cit), the Raghavapuram Shales, on the 
whole, were deposited in a near-shore, brackish-water 
environment. He suggested a post-Jurassic but pre-
Upper Cretaceous age for the Raghavapuram Shales. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 2 
Geological map of the Raghavapuram area, showing the collecting localities. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
King (1880) recognized the following sequence in the 
area under review: 
fTirupati sandstone 
Upper Gondwanas - < Raghavapuram shales 
[Golapilli sandstones 
Unconformity 
Lower Gondwanas-Chintalpudi sandstones and conglomerates 
A good section of the Raghavapuram Shales is exposed 
on the steep northern slope of the hill with an altitude of 
512 feet situated about one and a half miles east of 
Raghavapuram village. King designated this as the 
"type section" of the Raghavapuram Shales, which 
occupy the major part of the area under investigation. 
The type section is well exposed and almost complete, 
and it is here that the detailed sampling was done. The 
shales are white, buff and purple, and include a few 
sandstone intercalations. The beds dip at low angles 
(5° to 10°) in a southeast direction. The succession, as 
interpreted by the author at the type locality of the 
Raghavapuram Shales, is in general the same as that 
described by King (1880). but differs in some minor 
details. The succession, in descending order, is as 
fol lows: 
Sample no. 
B/T 
B/17 
B/16-1 to 
B/16-2 
17 
16 
Lithology 
Tirupati sandstones-hard, dark, 
coarse and gritty 
Vesicular brown and yellow 
sandstones 
Soft white shales 
Thicknes 
(in feet) 
5 
3 
6 
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B/15 15 Soft irregularly vesicular, 2 
latentoid sandstones 
B/14-1 to 14 White shales 6 
B/14-3 
B/1 3-1 to 13 Ferruginous dark, brown, red 9 
B/1 3-5 yellow, and purple clays with two or 
three seams of clay-ironstone 
concretions (up to 114 feet in width 
and 2 feet in length) having very 
hard cores 
B/1 2-1 to 12 Light-colored sandy shales with 27 
B/1 2-7 purple and yellow blotches and with 
about 6 feet of whitish shales towards 
the top At 15feetfromthebasethey 
become more purple andat20feet 
to 25 feet more yellowish Junction 
between the yellow and purple 
shales is well marked 
B/11-1 to 
B/11-4 
B/10 
B/9 
B/8 
B/7 
B/6 
B/5 
B/4 
B/3 
B/2 
B/1 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Pale finely sandy shales rough to 
Ihetouch with purple spots and 
blotches and tubiform bodies 
Soft buff shales 
Brownish-yellow sandy shales 
Soft buff shales covered by talus 
Pale green to buff shales 
Soft buff shales 
Yellowish-brown to buff sandy 
shales 
Soft buff shales 
Brown to buff shales with yellow 
blotches 
Buff shales rather hard 
Buff shales splintery mostly 
covered by talus 
45 
12 
5 
8 
2 
6 
1 5 
14 
1 5 
10 
2 
Golapilli sandstones and conglomerates 
The hard, dark, ferruginous Golapilli sandstones and 
conglomerates crop out a short distance north of the 
type section of the Raghavapuram Shales and are 
separated from the hill by a slight depression at its 
base This depression is filled up by the talus derived 
from the Raghavapuram Shales, and covers the junction 
between the Golapilli and the Raghavapuram, which is 
not clearly seen in the area 
At the foot of the hill, the buff shales (Bed 1 of the 
succession) makes its first appearance from below the 
talus and from there the whole succession of the 
Raghavapuram Shales stretches towards the top of the 
hill At the top, the Tirupati Sandstones conformably 
overlie the whole succession 
Both plant and animal remains have been found in the 
Raghavapuram Shales by earlier investigators Feist-
mantel (1879) identified plant and some animal fossils 
from these beds Pascoe (1959, p 1001) has given a 
list of the fossil fauna The most frequently found fossil 
is the cast of a species of Leda Schumacher Other 
pelecypod genera, including Gervillia Defrance, Mytilus 
Linnaeus, Tngonia Bruguiere, Pecten Muller and 
Tellina Linnaeus, ammonites, and fish scales have also 
been recovered from these shales The ammonites are 
not well preserved 
METHODS 
The usual procedure of crushing the samples, boiling 
them in detergents and screening them through a set of 
standard sieves has been followed in the present work 
The forammifera were picked out with a fine sable-hair 
brush and arranged in squared slides for identification 
and study 
The forammifera from the Raghavapuram Shales are 
exclusively arenaceous in nature and show considerable 
variation, which often makes the identification difficult 
Great emphasis has been laid in the present study on 
working out the range of variation shown by different 
species Likewise, dimorphism is also considered to be 
an important feature and, wherever possible, the di-
morphic generations are described and illustrated 
In order to study the internal structure (including the 
proloculus) of the arenaceous foraminifers, the speci-
mens were first thoroughly cleaned and then kept 
immersed for about two days in xylene contained in a 
glass cavity slab The cavity slab was then placed on the 
stage of a stereoscopic binocular microscope The 
reflecting mirror was so adjusted that a contrast was 
developed between the specimen and the xylene 
Natural light was found more suitable than artificial 
light However, in some cases where this method was 
not found workable, thin sections were prepared in 
order to study the internal structure, size of the pro-
loculus, etc 
DISPOSITION OF TYPES 
The holotypes and paratypes of the species erected by 
the author have been housed in the museum of the 
Geology Department, Punjab University, Chandigarh, 
and their references are designated by a PUGD Cata-
logue number in the text As mentioned earlier, the 
author (Bhalla, 1965) in an advance note reported the 
occurrence of six new species of forammifera from the 
type section of the Raghavapuram Shales, but the 
detailed description of each species, including those 
erected by the author (Bhalla, 1965), is given in the 
present paper In the following pages, the classification 
of forammifera proposed by Loeblich and Tappan 
(1964) has been followed The different species within 
a single genus are arranged alphabetically Figures for 
the plates have been drawn by the author from his 
original camera lucida sketches 
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SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder TEXTULARIINA Delage and HSrouard, 1896 
Superfamily AMMODISCACEA Reuss, 1862 
Family SACCAMMINIDAE Brady 1884 
Subfamily SACCAMMININAE Brady 1884 
Genus SACCAMMINA Sars in Carpenter, 1869 
Saccammina lagenoides (Crespin) 
Plate 1, figure 1 
Pelosina lagenoides CRESPIN 1953 p 28, pi 5, fig 1 
Saccammina lagenoides (Crespin) - LUDBROOK 1966, p 81, 
pi l . f ig 9 
Description Test free, deflated elongate, flask-shaped , 
wall composed of very fine quartz grains, aperture 
simple, oval due to compression, terminal with a very 
short neck 
Dimensions Length 0 53 mm, maximum breadth 
0 27 mm , thickness 0 10 mm 
Discussion Only a single specimen was found in our 
material It shows very close resemblance to Saccam-
mina lagenoides. described by Crespin (1 953) from the 
Lower Cretaceous of the Great Artesian Basin, Australia 
Dr Nell H Ludbrook, of the Geological Survey of South 
Australia, who checked the identification of the Indian 
specimen of S lagenoides, was of the opinion that the 
Indian and Australian forms are similar The author 
agrees with Ludbrook (1 966, p 81) in transferring this 
species from Pelosina to Saccammina 
Occurrence Rare in sample B/1 6-2 
Subfamily HEMISPHAERAMMININAE Loebhch and Tappan, 
1961 
Genus AMMOPEMPHIX Loebhch 1952 
?Ammopemphix sp 
Plate 1, figure 2 
Description Test plano-convex, more or less circular in 
outline, with four chambers , chambers somewhat poly-
gonal in outline and well marked, aperture visible in 
only one chamber, obscure in the rest, wall thin, com-
posed of fine sand grains, smoothly finished 
Dimensions Diameter 0 33 mm. 
Discussion A single specimen which may be question-
ably referred to the genus Ammopemphix was found in 
our material The genus Ammopemphix has so far been 
recorded only from the Recent seas More specimens 
are required before the generic identification can be 
confirmed 
Occurrence Rare in sample B/16-2 
Family AMMODISCIDAE Reuss 1862 
Subfamily AMMODISCINAE Reuss, 1 862 
Genus AMMODISCUS Reuss, 1 862 
Ammodiscus sp cf A. cretaceus (Reuss) 
Plate 1, figure 3 
Cf Operculina cretacea REUSS, 1 845, p 35, pi 1 3, figs 64-65 
Cf Cornuspira cretacea (Reuss) - REUSS, 1860, p 177, pi 1, 
fig 1 
Cf Ammodiscus cretaceus (Reuss) - CUSHMAN, 1944, p 2, 
pi 1,fig 2,1946, p 17 pi T, fig 35.1949 p 2, pi l . f ig 3 -
CRESPIN,1955.p 82 1 963. p 26 pi 2,figs 6-7 -LUDBROOK. 
1966 p 82 pi 4 fig 23 
Cf Ammodiscus cretaceous (Reuss) - MURTHY and SASTRI, 
1960 p 215 1962, p 449 pi 12, fig 5 
Description Test free, discoidal, compressed, slightly 
distorted, nearly circular in outline, initial chamber 
followed by a second chamber in the form of a Jong, 
planispiral, coiled tube, gradually increasing in size, 
forming about four coils, spiral suture fairly clear, 
periphery somewhat rounded, sides depressed due to 
compression, aperture obscure, formed by the open 
end of the tube, wall thin, finely arenaceous 
Dimensions Maximum diameter 0 43 m m , maximum 
thickness 0 07 mm 
Discussion A solitary, broken, poorly preserved speci-
men which may be compared with Ammodiscus 
cretaceus (Reuss) was found in our material The types 
of this species are from the Bohemian Planermergel 
(Turonian) This species was recorded by Cushman 
(1 944, 1 946, 1 949) from the Upper Cretaceous of the 
U S A Crespin (1955, 1963) and Ludbrook (1966) 
reported it from the Lower Cretaceous of the Great 
Artesian Basin, Australia Recently, Murthy and Sastri 
(1960, 1962) have described this species from the 
Sriperumbudur Beds (Lower Cretaceous) near Madras 
Occurrence Rare in sample B/1 6-2 
Superfamily LITUOLACEA de Blainville, 1825 
Family LITUOLIDAE de Blainville 1825 
Subfamily HAPLOPHRAGMOIDINAE Maync, 1952 
Genus HAPLOPHRAGMOIDES Cushman, 1910 
Haplophragmoides concavus (Chapman) 
Plate 1, figure 4 
Trochammina concava CHAPMAN, 1892, p 327, pi 6, fig 14a-b 
Haplophragmoides concava (Chapman) -Tappan 1 940, p 95, 
pi 14 fig 7a-c 1943 p 481, pi 77 fig 7a-b -MURTHY and 
SASTRI, 1 960, p 215,1962 p 450, pi 1 2, figs 9-10 -SASTRI, 
CHANDRA and PANT, 1961. p 81 .1963 p 312 pi 36. figs 6-8 
Haplophragmoides concavus (Chapman) - FRIZZELL, 1954, 
p 59, pi 1,fig 27a-c 
Description Test thin, compressed, planispirally coiled, 
involute, four or five chambers in the last whorl, 
gradually increasing in size with growth, usually not 
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well marked, "collapsed", concave, triangular in outline; 
sutures straight, slightly depressed; periphery lobulate, 
subacute; umbilicus depressed; aperture indistinct; 
wall thin, finely arenaceous, smoothly finished. 
Dimensions: Maximum diameter 0.30 to 0.50 mm., 
minimum diameter 0.23 to 0.37 mm., thickness 0.07 to 
0.13 mm. 
Discussion: The type of Haplophragmoides concavus is 
from the Gault of Folkstone. The species is cosmo-
politan and has been recorded from the Lower Cre-
taceous of America, middle and upper Valanginian of 
north Germany, Albian of France and England; Infra-
Valanginian, Valanginian, and Hautenvian of central 
Poland; Lower Cretaceous of Australia, etc. In India, 
this species has been recorded by Murthy and Sastri 
(1960, 1962) from the Snperumbudur Beds (Lower 
Cretaceous) near Madras. Sastri, Chandra and Pant 
(1 961, 1 963) have reported it from the Raghavapuram 
Shales nearTirupati, Andhra Pradesh. 
Although our specimens differ from those figured by 
Chapman in having rather obscure sutures, a very small 
umbilicus, and smaller size of the test, they apparently 
come within the range of variation. However, from the 
Sriperumbudur forms described by Murthy and Sastri 
(ioc. cit), the present specimens differ in having fewer 
chambers in the final whorl and not so well-marked 
sutures. 
Occurrence: Frequent in sample B/16-2. 
Haplophragmoides sp. cf. H. dickinsoni Crespin 
Plate 1, figure 5 
Cf. Haplophragmoides dickinsoni CRESPIN, 1953, p. 29, pi. 5, 
fig. 6. - LUDBROOK, 1 966, p. 88, pi. 2, figs. 5-6. 
Cf. Haplophragmoides diekinsonii Crespin. - MURTHY and 
SASTRI, 1960, p. 215. 
Cf. Haplophragmoides diekinsonii Crespin. - MURTHY and 
SASTRI, 1962. pp. 449-450, pi. 1 2, figs. 7-8. 
Description: Test small, planispiral, involute; final coil 
with five to six inflated well-marked, gradually enlarging 
chambers; sutures generally distinct, slightly depressed, 
straight; periphery broadly rounded, lobulate; aperture 
a small arched opening at the base of the last-formed 
chamber (interiomarginal); wall finely to moderately 
arenaceous, consisting of quartz grains with a fair 
amount of silica as the cement; surface smooth. 
Dimensions: Maximum diameter 0.28 to 0.52 mm., 
minimum diameter 0.23 to 0.40 mm., thickness 0.18 to 
0.30 mm., diameter of proloculus 49 /*. 
Discussion: Our specimens can be compared with 
Haplophragmoides dickinsoni Crespin, described from 
the Lower Cretaceous of Australia. Dr. L. C. Noakes of 
TEXT-FIGURE 3 
Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla. showing the variation in the 
shape of the test. 1 a, 2-8, side views; 1 b, peripheral view. 
the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra, through 
whom the author had the Indian specimens compared 
with the types of H. dickinsoni deposited there, made 
the following comments (personal communication, 
1 964) : "Your specimens appear to have less chambers, 
and the sutures between the chambers are much deeper. 
The outer surface of this type is smoother." Dr. Nell H. 
Ludbrook, of the Geological Survey of South Australia, 
who checked the specimens from the Raghavapuram 
Shales, was of the view that the Indian specimens were 
similar to those described by her (Ludbrook, 1966) 
from the Lower Cretaceous of South Australia. 
Occurrence: Abundant in sample B/11-4. 
Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla 
Plate 1, figures 6-7 ; text-figure 3 
Haplophragmoides hagni BHALLA, 1965, p. 40, text-fig. 1. 
no. 2a-b. 
Trochammina hagni (Bhalla). - BAKSI, 1966, p. 8, pi. 1, figs. 
11a-b.12a-b.pl. 2. figs. 2a-b. 3. 
Diagnosis: Test planispiral, slightly evolute, inflated, 
medium-sized ; final volution consisting of eleven fairly 
well-marked chambers, which increase very gradually 
in size with growth; only two chambers of the inner 
whorl visible from outside; sutures straight, distinct, 
strongly limbate, almost flush with the surface; 
periphery usually entire, faintly lobulate, if at all, in the 
later chambers, broadly rounded; aperture an arched 
slit at the base of the apertural face (interiomarginal); 
umbilical area depressed; wall finely arenaceous, con-
sisting of fine grains of quartz with little cement; surface 
smooth, somewhat shining. 
Dimorphism and variation: No evidence of dimorphism 
was noted in Haplophragmoides hagni. It shows very 
little variation. The number of chambers in the last 
whorl varies from nine to eleven. The periphery is gener-
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TEXT-FIGURE 4 
Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespm, showing the compression and distortion of the test. 
ally entire (text-figure 3, figures 7-8), but in a few cases 
it may be slightly lobulate (text-figure 3, figures 1, 3, 5). 
The umbilicus is generally depressed. Usually two 
chambers of the inner whorl are visible from outside, but 
in one case (text-figure 3, figure 5) three chambers have 
been noticed. The tests have undergone very slight 
distortion but apparently no compression. 
Dimensions: 
Maximum diameter (mm ) 
Minimum diameter (mm ) 
Thickness (mm ) 
Illustration (pi 1) 
Holotype 
0 63 
0 53 
0 33 
fig 6a-b 
Paratype 
0 60 
0 60 
0 33 
fig 7 
Adult specimens 
0 33 W 0 67 
0 30 W 0 57 
0 20 to 0 40 
Discussion: Haplophragmoides hagni shows resem-
blance to Haplophragmoides atahuallpai described by 
Frizzell in 1943 from the Upper Cretaceous of north-
western Peru, but differs from it in having strongly 
limbate sutures, a broadly rounded periphery, and a 
slightly evolute test. 
Baksi (1966) transferred H. hagni Bhalla, 1965, to the 
genus Trochammina Parker and Jones, 1859, and pro-
duced the new combination Trochammina hagni 
(Bhalla) Baksi. Baksi's main ground for this taxonomic 
shift was that the figure of H. hagni in apertural view 
(Bhalla, 1 965, fig. 2b) shows the trochospiral nature of 
the test The above mentioned figure, in fact, shows a 
slight distortion in the test which Baksi interpreted as 
the trochospiral coiling. A slight distortion would not 
transform a planispiral test into a trochospiral one. 
Moreover, Bhalla (1965, p 40) clearly mentioned that 
the test was "planispiral", a point which Baksi probably 
overlooked. 
The specimens figured and described by Baksi (1966, 
pi. 1, figs. 11 a-b, 12a-b,; pi. 2, figs. 2a-b. 3) as the 
paratype and holotype of Trochammina hagni (Bhalla) 
are not the paratype and holotype of Haplophragmoides 
hagni Bhalla, 1965. These specimens have not been 
seen by the author but probably belong to some other 
species of Haplophragmoides. The author does not find 
Baksi's justification for putting H. hagni Bhalla under 
the genus Trochammina valid, and therefore T. hagni 
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(Bhalla) Baksi is treated here as a synonym of H hagni 
Bhalla 
Type horizon Sample B/12-4, purple sandy shales 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales, 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 51 2 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village. West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat 
no F1199, paratype, PUGD Cat no F1200 
Etymology This species has been named in honour of 
Dr Herbert Hagn of the Institute of Palaeontology and 
Historical Geology Munich, West Germany 
Haplophragmoides kirk/ Wickenden 
Plate 1, figure 14 
Haplophragmoides kirki WICKENDEN 1932, p 85, pi 1 fig 
1a-c -CUSHMAN.1946 pp 21-22 pi 2, fig 23a-c 
Description Test free, small, planispiral, closely coiled , 
four inflated chambers in last whorl , last chamber 
usually occupying nearly half of test, sutures well 
marked, slightly depressed, moderately curved , periph-
ery broadly rounded, lobulate , aperture arched, mterio-
marginal, wall finely to moderately arenaceous, con-
sisting of quartz grains with silica as cementing material, 
exterior smoothly finished 
Dimensions Maximum diameter 0 30 to 0 43 mm , 
minimum diameter 0 23 to 0 37 mm , thickness 0 17 to 
0 34 mm diameter of proloculus 49 p. 
Discussion The present form, with four chambers in its 
final whorl and its small size, is very similar to Haplo-
phragmoides kirki Wickenden, 1932, and also to the 
specimens figured by Cushman (1 946) 
Occurrence Frequent to abundant in almost all of the 
samples 
Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespin 
Plate 1 figure 8 text-figure 4 
Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis CRESPIN, 1963, pp 32-33, 
pi 7,figs 1-10 -LUDBROOK. 1966, pp 89-90.pl 2, fig. 8. 
Description Test free, umbihcate, planispiral, involute, 
generally distorted, final volution consisting of nine to 
twelve inflated chambers, sutures straight, slightly 
depressed, not very well marked, umbilici small, 
depressed, forming a small pit on each side, periphery 
lobulate, broadly rounded; apertural face with slight 
depression around the aperture, aperture a low arched 
slit, intenomarginal, wall thick, arenaceous, composed 
of fine quartz grains with siliceous cement, exterior 
surface smooth 
Variation A survey of the literature on the various 
species of the genus Haplophragmoides reveals that a 
majority of the species belonging to this genus shows 
great variation, apparently due to distortion and com-
pression of the test Some authors have even suggested 
that the compression of the test is of specific importance 
For example, Marks (1 951, p 35), while describing the 
new species Haplophragmoides obliquicameratus, 
stated, "The test at first sight has the appearance of a 
normal trochoid test which has been subjected to a 
lateral shearing stress Although it first appeared to be a 
pathological case, numerous similar paratype speci-
mens have been f ound " Later, Haynes (1958, p 60) 
expressed doubts about the views expressed by Marks, 
and suggested, " that the sheared form of H 
obliquicameratus is also due to deformation " Lozo 
(1944), in describing the new species Haplophrag-
moides globosa, has made an effort to study the varia-
tion in this species in some detail Similarly, Tappan 
(1957) has also showed the variation exhibited by 
Haplophragmoides topagorukensis Tappan 
Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespin exhibits a 
wide range of variation, especially in the degree and 
mode of compression and distortion An attempt has 
been made to show on the basis of three imaginary axes 
(a-a', b-b ' and c-c', text-figure 4, figure 1 a-c) that 
variously distorted and compressed specimens belong 
to a single species, and that a broad understanding of 
the nature of variation is required when erecting a new 
species, at least in Haplophragmoides 
The three axes are a-a', extending from front to back 
and coinciding with the axis of coil ing, b-b', running 
from right to left along the minimum diameter of the 
test, lying in the plane of coiling and at 90° to the 
a-a' axis, and c-c', passing from top to bottom, also 
lying in the plane of coiling but at 90° to both a-a' and 
b-b ' axes The distortion in the test has been shown by 
the curved ends of the relevant axes 
The use of axes for demonstrating the variation in the 
tests of foraminifera was first suggested by Arnold 
(1954) in his study of variation in Discormopsis aguayoi 
(Bermudez) in laboratory cultures In the present study, 
a slight modification has been made in the axes shown 
by Arnold, viz, the direction of compressive forces has 
been shown by broken lines and arrows 
The tests in H wilgunyaensis do not follow any fixed 
pattern of distortion, and various peculiarly shaped tests 
have been found Tests compressed along the a-a' axis 
grade into those compressed along the b-b ' axis (vide 
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text-figure 4, figures 2, 6, 8. 11, 5, 4, 3) The b-b ' and 
c-c ' axes are variously twisted as shown in the varia-
tion diagrams (text-figure 4, figures 4, 5, 7 , 3-4, 8-10, 
12) 
The number of chambers in the final whorl varies from 
nine to twelve The sutures are usually well marked and 
can be best seen when the specimens are moistened 
They are generally straight, but curved ones, mainly due 
to distortion, have also been observed The umbilical 
depression is nearly always present, though having 
various shapes and sizes due to compression, but in a 
few cases where the tests have suffered a great degree 
of distortion, it becomes obscure (text-figure 4, 
figures 3-4, 8-9) The periphery is lobulate and may be 
broadly rounded (text-figure 4, figures 3-5, 11) or sub-
acute (text-figure 4 figures 2, 6, 9-10, 14) The test is 
always involutely coiled 
The juvenile forms of the species also show compres-
sion and distortion in varying degrees like the adult 
specimens 
Dimensions 
Adult specimens Juvenile specimens 
Maximum diameter (mm ) 0 60 to 1 1 7 0 27 
Minimum diameter (mm ) 0 60 to 0 80 0 13 
Thickness (mm ) 0 1 7 to 0 67 0 10 
Discussion Crespin (1 963) described H wilgunyaensis, 
a distinctive species of Haplophragmoides, from the 
Lower Cretaceous of Australia It has also been re-
corded by Ludbrook (1 966) from the Lower Cretaceous 
of South Australia Our specimens come well within the 
range of variation and are identical with the types of 
H wilgunyaensis {fide Noakes, personal communica-
tion, 1964) Dr Nell H Ludbrook, who also examined 
the Indian specimens of H wilgunyaensis, was of the 
opinion that they were similar to those in the Lower 
Cretaceous of Australia, except that in the Indian speci-
mens the number of chambers in the last coil might 
sometimes be less 
Occurrence This species occurs abundantly in nearly 
all samples of the Raghavapuram Shales (Lower 
Cretaceous) at Raghavapuram 
Subfamily LITUOLINAE de Blamville, 1825 
Genus Ammobaculites Cushman, 1910 
Discussion There has been considerable confusion and 
difference of opinion about the taxonomic position of 
the genus Ammobaculites Cushman and other related 
genera A number of important publications, dealing 
with the different lituolid genera have appeared during 
the last decade The following notes have been com-
piled to summarize the conflicting views and to deter-
mine the exact position regarding these genera 
Maync (1952, p 40), while critically reviewing the 
family Lituohdae, considered "the mode of the early 
spire" to be "a fundamental taxonomic feature" On 
this basis he restricted the genus Ammobaculites 
Cushman, 1910, with the type species Spirohna 
agglutmans d'Orbigny, 1846, to forms having plani-
spirally coiled initial portions Maync (1 952, p 47) then 
erected a new genus Bulbobaculites with the type 
species Ammobaculites lueckei Cushman and Hedberg, 
1941, for forms "deviating from the Ammobaculites 
norm" and having a streptospirally coiled initial portion 
He included Spirohna aequalis Roemer, 1841, which 
has a streptospirally coiled initial portion and which was 
selected by Cushman (1 920, p 67) as the type species 
of Haplophragmium Reuss, 1860, in his new genus 
Bulbobaculites 
At about the same time when Maync's paper appeared, 
Bartenstem (1952) published his work on Ammo-
baculites, Haplophragmium and Lituola Bartenstem 
found closely related tests having both streptospirally 
and planispirally coiled initial portions in the same 
association, and suggested that the megalospheric and 
microsphenc generations are represented by the strepto-
spirally and planispirally coiled forms respectively He 
therefore concluded that the mode of coiling of the 
initial portion is not of generic significance as suggested 
by Maync (1952) 
Loeblich and Tappan (1953) revised Maync's work 
and justified Cushman's selection of Spiro/ma aequalis 
Roemer 1 841, as the type species of Haplophragmium 
Reuss, 1860 They commented (1953, p 44), "The 
inclusion of Spirohna aequalis Roemer, 1841, as a 
species of Bulbobaculites Maync, 1952 also is in-
correct, for certainly a species cannot belong to two 
genera at the same time, and having been already 
selected as the genotype species of Haplophragmium, 
it cannot be placed in another genus which lacks 
priority Thus, if the genotype species of Bulbobaculites 
{Ammobaculites lueckei Cushman and Hedberg, 1 941) 
is congeneric with Spirohna aequalis Roemer, 1 841, as 
implied by Maync himself, Bulbobaculites would of ne-
cessity be only a junior synonym of Haplophragmium " 
Regarding the validity of the genus Bulbobaculites 
Maync, 1952, Ellis and Messina (1953) expressed the 
same opinion as Loeblich and Tappan (1953) They 
commented "Maync includes Spirohna aequalis 
Roemer, 1841, the genotype of Haplophragmium Reuss, 
1860, in his new genus Bulbobaculites If Spirohna 
aequalis is actually congeneric with Ammobaculites 
lueckei Cushman and Hedberg, 1941, the genotype of 
Bulbobaculites, then the genus must be called Haplo-
phragmium (International Rules of Zoological Nomen-
clature, Article 28) " 
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TEXT-FIGURE 5 
Ammobaculites crespinae Bhalla, showing the variation in the shape of the test 
Maync (1 954a, b) revised his earlier work (1 952) in the 
light of the papers published by Bartenstein (1 952) and 
Loeblich and Tappan (1953) Taking into consideration 
Bartenstein's view (1952), Maync (1954a, p 52) 
remarked "If this idea should actually prove to be true, 
the genus Bulbophragmium, and possibly also Bulbo-
bacuhtes, would thus be invalid as such " Furthermore, 
Maync (19546, p 142) tentatively supported Barten-
stein's concept (1952) and observed: "If Bartenstein's 
view should prove to be correct, the genera Bulbo-
phragmium Maync, 1952, for streptospirally coiled 
forms of Lituola, and Bulbobaculites Maync, 1952, for 
the irregularly twisted representativesof/4/W77o6ac£///res. 
would only indicate different generations " 
The present material contains well-preserved specimens 
of two species of Ammobaculites, A hofkeri Bhalla, 
1965, and A sahnn Bhalla, 1965 In both of these 
species tests with planispiral and streptospiral initial 
portions are present, and, at least in our material, there 
appears to be no definite relationship between the 
mode of coiling and the dimorphism Microsphere and 
megalospheric generations have been found to have 
both types of coiling {vide A hofkeri. text-figure 6, 
figures 4, 8 (microsphere), figures 9, 13 (megalo-
spheric) and/1 sahnn. text-figure 9, figures 3, 5 (mero-
spheric), figures 6,12 (megalospheric)) Therefore, the 
mode of initial coiling appears to be simply an individual 
morphological feature It is neither "a fundamental taxo-
nomic feature" as emphasized by Maync (1952, p 40), 
nor is it a morphological feature connected with 
dimorphism as suggested by Bartenstein (1952) 
Ammobaculites crespinae Bhalla 
Plate 2, figures 1-3, text-figure 5 \ 
Ammobaculites crespinae BHALLA, 1965, pp 40- l41. text-fig 1, 
no 3 -BAKSI. 1 966, p 7, pi l . f ig 1 
Diagnosis Test of medium size, elongate, free, rounded 
in end view, early portion mvolutely coiled, consisting 
of four chambers, unisenal portion consisting of five 
chambers, last-formed chamber dome-shaped, cham-
bers inflated, increasing gradually in size with growth; 
aperture central, rounded, with a very short neck, 
sutures well marked, straight, depressed, periphery 
lobulate, wall moderately thick, composed of quartz 
grains with much siliceous cement, surface smoothly 
finished 
Dimorphism and variation Both the microsphere and 
megalospheric generations have been found in the 
present material The microsphere forms are elongate 
and cylindrical having a small coiled portion (text-
figure 5, figures 3, 5, 7), whereas the megalospheric 
individuals are comparatively short and stout, and have 
a larger coiled portion (text-figure 5, figures 4, 6,12) 
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TEXT-FIGURE 6 
Ammobaculites hofkeri Bhalla showing the variation in the shape of the test 
The number of chambers in the coiled portion varies 
from three to six and in the unisenal portion from three 
to seven The sutures are distinct, depressed and usually 
straight, but may be sometimes curved In a great 
majority of cases the last-formed chamber is dome-
shaped, but this is not always the case Generally, the 
aperture has a very short neck 
The juvenile forms have three to four chambers in the 
coiled portion and one to three in the uncoiled portion 
A crespinae has more or less distinct morphological 
characters, and it was therefore possible to work out 
the complete growth stages from the juvenile to the 
adult About two hundred specimens were examined 
Dimensions 
Length of test (mm ) 
Length of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum width of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum diameter of 
coiled portion (mm ) 
Diameter of last chamber (mm ) 
Illustration (plate 2) 
Holotype 
1 03 
0 80 
0 43 
0 43 
0 40 
fig 1 
Paratype A 
1 27 
1 00 
0 40 
0 33 
0 40 
fig 2 
Paratype B 
0 83 
0 50 
0 40 
0 40 
0 40 
fig 3 
Adult specimens Length of the test 0 50 to 1 50 mm , 
width of the uncoiled portion 0 23 to 0 66 mm 
Juvenile specimens Minimum length of the test 
0 30 m m , minimum width of the uncoiled portion 
017 mm. 
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Microsphere forms Average diameter of the coiled 
portion 0 30 mm , diameter of the proloculus 1 6 /x 
Megalospheric forms. Average diameter of the coiled 
portion 0 43 mm , diameter of the proloculus 33 /x 
Discussion Ammobaculites crespmae closely resembles 
Ammobaculites fishen Crespin, 1953, described by 
Crespin from the Lower Cretaceous of New South 
Wales, Australia However, it differs from A fishen in 
being larger in size and in having inflated chambers in 
the coiled portion, a dome-shaped last-formed chamber, 
and a rounded aperture which generally has a very short 
neck Through the courtesy of Dr L C Noakes of the 
Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra, it was possible 
to have our specimens compared with the types of 
A fishen deposited there He (personal communication 
1964) made the following comments regarding the 
Indian forms, "Your specimens appear to be quite 
different from our type The shape of the test of the type 
is very slender while the earlier and the younger 
chambers of the uncoiled part of the test are all of the 
same diameter Your specimens show an increase in the 
diameter of the chambers of the uncoiled part of the test 
from the earlier to the younger chambers of the tests 
and are much stouter " 
A crespmae Bhalla shows some resemblance to Ammo-
baculites mconspicuus Cushman and Waters 1928 
described from the Pennsylvanian of Texas but differs 
from it in having a much larger size, a comparatively 
coarse arenaceous wall, a dome-shaped last chamber, 
and an apertural neck 
Type horizon Sample B/11-4, pale-colored sandy 
shale with purple blotches 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 51 2 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village, West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat no 
F1 201 , paratype A, PUGD Cat no F1 202 , paratype B, 
PUGD Cat no F1203 
Etymology This species has been named in honour of 
Dr. Irene Crespin, formerly of the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, Canberra, Australia 
Ammobaculites hofkeri Bhalla 
Plate 1. figures 15-18, text-figure 6 
Ammobaculites hofkeri BHALLA. 1965, pp 41-42, text-fig 1, 
no 1 -BAKSI.1966. p 7, pi 1. figs 7-8 
Diagnosis Test free, large, flattened, elongate, early 
portion planispirally coiled, somewhat evolute with 
three to eight gradually enlarging chambers, unisenal 
part with three to eight imbricate and compressed 
chambers, increasing gradually in size with growth, 
last-formed chamber has maximum height but penulti-
mate chamber has maximum w id th , sutures of coiled 
portion not well marked, of unisenal portion distinct, 
depressed more or less straight, periphery lobulate, 
wall thick, rather coarsely arenaceous, composed of 
quartz grains of moderate size with normal amount of 
cement, aperture rounded, central 
Dimorphism and variation Dimorphic generations have 
been recognized in A hofkeri The microspheric tests 
have a small initial coil followed by a large, flaring uni-
senal portion (plate 1 figure 17 , text-figure 6, figures 4, 
6, 8) whereas the megalospheric tests have a fairly 
large initial coil and a short unisenal portion with more 
or less parallel sides (plate 1, figures 16, 18, text-
figure 6 figures 2, 9,1 3) In comparison with the micro-
spheric tests, the megalospheric tests are short and 
stout and have a greater width 
A hofkeri exhibits a wide range of variation (text-
figure 6 figures 1-28) About six hundred specimens 
were examined to study the range of variation in this 
species The chambers of the coiled portion are not 
much compressed and vary from three to eight in 
number The size of the initial coil also vanes much The 
mode of coiling may be planispiral or streptospiral The 
chambers in the initial portion can be best seen when 
the specimen is immersed in glycerin In the unisenal 
portion, the chambers are compressed, well marked, 
and vary from three to eight in number The increase in 
the width and height of the chambers is gradual and 
regular The sutures are distinct, depressed, and 
generally straight, but sometimes may be curved The 
last chamber reaches the maximum height and termi-
nates in the simple, oval or rounded aperture, usually 
situated in the middle 
The juvenile forms have three to five chambers in the 
coiled portion and one to two in the unisenal portion 
The aperture is simple, rounded and terminal 
Dimensions 
Holotype Paratype A Paratype B Paratype C 
Length of test (mm ) 
Length of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum width of 
uncoiled portion (mm ) 
Maximumdiameterof 
coiled portion (mm ) 
Diameter of last chamber 
(mm ) 
Illustration (p la te ! ) 
1 36 
1 00 
0 73 
0 50 
0 67 
fig 15 
1 73 
1 50 
0 73 
0 33 
0 70 
fig 17 
1 80 
1 40 
0 67 
0 60 
0 70 
fig 16 
1 43 
1 03 
0 90 
0 86 
0 90 
fig 1 
Adult specimens: Length of test 0 90 to 2 17 mm 
width of uncoiled portion 0 50 to 1 00 mm 
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Juvenile specimens Minimum length of test 0 33 mm , 
minimum width of uncoiled portion 0 23 mm 
Microsphere forms Average diameter of coiled portion 
0 23 mm , diameter of proloculus 33 ^ 
Megalopshenc forms Average diameter of coiled 
portion 0 60 mm , diameter of proloculus 66 /* 
Discussion A hofkeri is somewhat similar to Ammo-
bacuhtes cuyleri Tappan, 1940, described from the 
Lower Cretaceous of Texas, but differs from it in having 
a less compressed test, a coarsely arenaceous wall, 
larger size, a rounded or oval aperture, faint sutures in 
the coiled portion, and comparatively rapid increase in 
the width of the chambers in the unisenal portion 
From Ammobacuhtes torosus Loeblich and Tappan, 
1949, described from the Lower Cretaceous of Texas, 
A hofkeri Bhalla differs in having less inflated chambers, 
a smooth exterior, and a rather definite shape of the last 
chamber, and in the absence of a neck and a slight lip 
around the aperture The aperture is not always rounded 
as in A torosus 
A hofkeri differs from Ammobacuhtes sahnu Bhalla in 
the much compressed test, the rather regular chambers 
in the coiled portions, and the absence of the character-
istic "cap-shaped" last chamber of A sahnu 
Recently, Crespin (1963) reported A fragmentar/us 
Cushman, 1927, from the Lower Cretaceous of 
Australia Some of the variants of A hofkeri show some 
resemblance to A fragmentar/us, but differ from it in the 
absence of the flaky structure of the wall, which is an 
important feature of A fragmentar/us, and in having 
both streptospirally and planispirally coiled initial 
portions, and a greater number of chambers, both in the 
coiled and in the uncoiled portions 
Type horizon Sample B /11-1 , fine white sandy shale 
with purple blotches 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 51 2 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village. West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat 
no F1204, paratype A. PUGD Cat no F1205, para-
type B, PUGD Cat no F1 206 . paratype C, PUGD Cat 
no F1207 
Etymology The species has been named in honour of 
Dr J Hofker, The Hague, Netherlands 
TEXT-FIGURE 7 
Ammobacuhtes indicus Bhalla showing the variation in the shape 
of the test 
Ammobaculites indicus Bhalla 
Plate 1 figures 9-11 text-figure 7 
Ammobacuhtes indicus BHALLA 1965 p 42 text-fig 1,no 4 -
BAKSI 1966 pp 6-7 pi 1 fig 5 
Diagnosis Test free, narrow, cylindrical, coiled portion 
slightly evolute, with four to six chambers, unisenal 
portion rectilinear with two to six chambers , chambers, 
especially of unisenal portion, inflated, rounded in cross 
section, nearly all of the same size, higher than broad , 
sutures straight, depressed, well marked in uncoiled 
portion, less so in coiled portion, periphery lobulate, 
aperture terminal, simple, small and rounded , wall thin, 
composed of quartz grains with a fair amount of silica as 
cementing material, surface fairly smooth 
Dimorphism and variation No evidence of dimorphism 
was noted in A indicus The only variation observed is 
in the shape and size of the test (text-figure 7, figures 
1-6) The number of chambers in the coiled portion 
varies from four to six, and in the uncoiled portion from 
two to six The sutures are usually straight The test is 
generally cylindrical with inflated chambers 
Dimensions 
Length of test (mm ) 
Length of uncoiled portion (mm ) 
Maximum width of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum diameter of coiled 
portion (mm ) 
Diameter of last chamber (mm ) 
Illustration (plate 1) 
Holotype 
0 73 
0 60 
0 1 3 
0 1 8 
0 1 3 
fig 9 
Paratype A 
0 70 
0 50 
0 1 5 
0 1 8 
0 1 3 
fig 10 
Paratype 
0 60 
0 43 
0 1 5 
0 20 
0 1 3 
fig 11 
Adult specimens: Length of test 0 37 to 0 73 mm 
width of uncoiled portion 0 12 to 0 17 mm 
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Discussion A md/cus somewhat resembles Ammo-
bacuhtes mconspicuus Cushman and Waters, 1928, 
described from the Pennsylvaman of Texas, but differs 
from it in having an open umbilicus and a lesser number 
of chambers in the unisenal portion, and in the shape of 
the unisenal chambers, which usually have more height 
than width and do not increase in size with growth, 
whereas those of/\ mconspicuus ate broader than high 
and increase in size with growth From Ammobacuhtes 
parallelus Ireland, 1956, described from the Pennsyl-
vaman of Kansas, A indicus differs in having fewer 
chambers, a rather open initial coil, longer-than-broad 
chambers in the unisenal portion, and a fairly smooth 
surface Harlton (1927) described the somewhat simi-
lar species Ammobacuhtes rectus (H B Brady) 
[Haplophragmium rectum Brady, 1876] from the Penn-
sylvaman of southern Oklahoma, but A indicus differs 
from it in having an open umbilicus 
Type horizon Sample B/11-4 pale fine sandy shales 
with purple blotches 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales, 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 51 2 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village. West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat 
no F1208, paratype A, PUGD Cat no F1209, para-
type B, PUGD Cat no F1210 
Etymology The trivial name indicus means Indian in 
Latin 
Ammobaculites irregulanformis Bartenstein and Brand 
Plate 1, figure 12 
Ammobacuhtes irregulanformis BARTENSTEIN and BRAND, 
1951, p 270 pi 2, figs 41-44.46 - SZTEJN, 1957, p 209 -
CRESPIN, 1963, p 42 pi 10, figs 1-3 
Description Test free, elongate, compressed, initial 
portion irregularly coiled, with four to nine chambers, 
unisenal portion with three to five chambers, chambers 
generally compressed, broader than high and irregular 
in outline, last-formed chamber largest of al l , aperture 
terminal, small, irregularly elliptical, sutures irregular, 
somewhat straight, generally well marked and fairly 
deep in unisenal portion, less so in coiled portion, 
periphery very irregular in outline, wall coarsely 
arenaceous, consisting of fairly large quartz grains with 
silica as cementing material, exterior roughly finished 
Dimensions Length of test 0 40 to 1 33 mm , length of 
uncoiled portion 0 18 to 0 77 m m , width of uncoiled 
portion 0 25 to 0 42 mm , diameter of coiled portion 
0 17 to 0 33 m m , diameter of last chamber 017 to 
0 40 mm 
Discussion The present specimens, though slightly 
smaller in size, come within the range of variation of 
Ammobacuhtes irregulanformis, described by Barten-
stein and Brand (1951) from the Lower Cretaceous of 
Germany Sztejn (1957) reported the same species 
from the Valangiman of central Poland Crespin (1963) 
has recorded this distinctive species of Ammobaculites 
from the Lower Cretaceous of Australia It is here 
recorded for the first time in India from the Raghava-
puram Shales 
Occurrence Rare to abundant in samples B/11-1 to 
B/11-6 
Ammobaculites sp cf A. polythalamus Loeblich 
Plate 1 figure 13 
Cf Ammobacuhtes polythalamus LOEBLICH. 1946 p 135, pi 22, 
fig 7a-b text fig 2 
Description Test free, small, slightly compressed, 
coiled portion of five chambers, followed by a unisenal 
portion of three chambers , chambers somewhat inflated, 
arranged in a rectilinear series, ultimate chamber more 
or less tapering, narrower than the penultimate, sutures 
faint and radial in coiled portion, well marked, straight 
and slightly depressed in unisenal portion, periphery 
faintly lobulate, aperture small, rounded, central, wall 
finely arenaceous, consisting of quartz grains with 
siliceous cement, surface rather smooth 
Dimensions Length of test 0 43 mm , length of uncoiled 
portion 0 27 mm , maximum width of uncoiled portion 
0 17 mm .maximum diameterof coiled portion 0 25mm , 
diameter of last chamber 0 1 3 mm 
Discussion The present species may be compared with 
A polythalamus Loeblich, 1946, which was originally 
described from the Upper Cretaceous of Texas Our 
specimens differ from the Texas forms in having fewer 
chambers and a comparatively rounded periphery 
Occurrence This species is restricted to sample B/11-1 
Ammobaculites raghavapuramensis Bhalla 
Plate 2 figures 8-10, text-figure 8 
Ammobaculites raghavapuramensis BHALLA 1965, pp 42-43, 
text-fig 1, no 5 
Diagnosis Test free, large, compressed, early portion 
planispirally coiled with twelve to fifteen chambers, un-
coiled portion with four to seven chambers in a recti-
linear series, chambers increasing very gradually in size 
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TEXT-FIGURE 8 
Ammobaculnes raghavapuramensis Bhalla showing the variation in the shape of the test 
with growth, sutures well marked, hmbate in coiled as 
well as in uncoiled portion, straight to gently curved 
depressed, periphery entire in early portion, slightly 
lobulate in uncoiled portion , aperture varying from oval 
to an elongate slit, terminal, wall finely arenaceous, 
composed of minute quartz grains with a moderate 
amount of siliceous cement, surface smoothly finished , 
color white 
Dimorphism and variation No evidence of dimorphism 
was noticed in A raghavapuramensis A wide range of 
variation, however, may be observed in this species, 
especially in the coiled portion and also in the degree 
and nature of the compression of the test (text-figure 8, 
figures 1-12) 
The early coiled portion may be involute (text-figure 8, 
figures 1, 5), or the inner whorls may be variously 
exposed, depending upon the nature and degree of 
compression and contortion (text-figure 8, figures 2-3, 
7) The number of chambers in the final coil vanes from 
twelve to fifteen, in the uncoiled portion from four to 
seven 
The coiled portion in the holotype is strongly com-
pressed but undistorted It may, however, be twisted in 
many specimens with respect to the long axis of the 
unisenal portion (text-figure 8, figures 2-3, 7) In the 
majority of cases, the sutures are straight, but curved 
sutures may also occur (text-figure 8, figures 3, 5) 
The curvature in some sutures may possibly be due to 
the strong twisting and distortion of the test (text-
figure 8, figure 5) A complete gradation exists between 
forms figured 1 -2 -3 -8 -7 -6 in text-figure 8 This is also 
reflected in the shape of the aperture, which varies from 
a rounded opening (text-figure 8, figure 1) to an elon-
gate slitlike opening (text-figure 8, figure 6) The tests 
are nonflaring with the unisenal portion of nearly 
uniform width throughout The juvenile forms are plani-
spirally coiled and evolute Their inner whorls are 
variously exposed, depending upon the nature of the 
compression and contortion (text-figure 8, figures 
9-12) 
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Dimensions 
Length of test (mm ) 
Length of uncoiled portion (mm ) 
Maximum width of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum diameter of coiled 
portion (mm ) 
Diameter of last chamber (mm ) 
Illustration (plate 2) 
Holotype 
1 60 
0 70 
0 70 
1 10 
0 73 
fig 10 
Paratype A 
1 67 
1 00 
0 73 
0 77 
0 53 
fig 9 
Paratype 
1 47 
0 60 
0 67 
0 93 
0 60 
fig 8 
Adult specimens Length of test 1 33 to 1 73 mm , 
diameter of coiled portion 0 67 to 1 10 mm , thickness 
of test 0 23 to 0 53 mm 
Juvenile specimens Diameter of testO 33 toO 73 mm , 
thickness 0 1 0 t o 0 23 mm 
Discussion Wiesner (1931, p 97) erected a new genus 
Ammomarginuhna with Ammomarginuhna ensis Wies-
ner, 1931, as the type species The only difference 
between Ammomarginuhna and Ammobaculites Cush-
man, 1910, is the compressed test of the former 
Cushman (1948 p 103) described Ammomarginulma 
as "Test similar to Ammobaculites but much com-
pressed aperture narrow, linear, terminal" Barnard 
(1949, p 354) discussed the relationship between 
Ammomarginuhna and Ammobaculites and stated, "It 
seems, from the study of the figures and description 
that these two genera are synonymous and that Ammo-
marginuhna should become obsolete on the ground of 
priority, especially as most Tertiary and Recent forms 
of both 'genera show much variation, and there is in 
many forms a complete passage between them " 
Considerable variation in the degree of inflation was 
encountered in Ammobaculites raghavapuramensis 
Bhalla, and a full spectrum of variation from one extreme 
to the other was observed The variation study shows 
that the noncompressed forms grade into the com-
pressed ones This is evident from the figures (text-
figure 8, figures 1-3, 6), wherein the shape of the aper-
ture may be seen to vary from oval to narrow and linear, 
depending upon whether the test is noncompressed or 
compressed These observations are in harmony with 
the views expressed by Barnard (1949) The genus 
Ammomarginuhna Wiesner, 1931, is actually a com-
pressed variant of Ammobaculites and therefore should 
be suppressed as a junior synonym of the genus Ammo-
baculites Cushman, A\§\0 John H Wall of the Research 
Council of Alberta, Canada, also agrees (personal 
communication, 1964) with the author that Ammo-
marginuhna is merely a compressed Ammobaculites and 
need not be recognized 
The causes of compression in Ammobaculites are not 
yet clearly understood The studies of Arnold (1 953) on 
Allogromia laticollare in laboratory cultures show that 
the flattening of the test is induced by environment 
Arnold observed that the growth of a heavy network of 
filamentous algae on the foramimfer causes the flatten-
ing of the test However, according to Arnold, this 
anomaly is not inherited by the offspring Arnold 
(personal communication, 1963) mentioned that in 
laboratory cultures the chambers of Nubeculana luci-
fuga and Calcituba polymorpha are often more inflated 
when the animal grows perpendicular to the bottom of 
a dish than when it grows attached to the bottom 
throughout its test length Baksi (1966) attributed the 
compression mainly to the diagenesis of the sediments 
It is also possible that the flattened forms of Ammo-
baculites lived tightly pressed into minute crevices that 
would prevent the full inflation of their chambers The 
compressional effect in Ammobaculites may be due to 
either one or a combination of the above-mentioned 
factors However, in order to know the real cause of 
compression in Ammobaculites, it is suggested that the 
foramimfer should be thoroughly studied in laboratory 
cultures This would also help in determining the full 
spectrum of variation commonly found in Ammobacu-
lites 
Ammobaculites raghavapuramensis Bhalla shows some 
resemblance to Ammomarginuhna loncata Loeblich and 
Tappan, 1 949, described from the Albian beds of Texas, 
but differs from it in having a large, slightly evolute test, 
more chambers both in the coiled and in the uncoiled 
portions, fairly well-marked sutures, an elongate to 
rounded aperture, and a finely arenaceous wall with a 
lesser amount of cement From Ammobaculites laevi-
gatus Lozo, 1 944, it differs in its slightly evolute test, its 
larger number of chambers in the coiled portion, and in 
the rounded or elliptical cross section of its chambers 
Type horizon Sample B/11-3, pale fine sandy shales 
with purple blotches 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 51 2 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village, West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat 
no F1211 , paratype A, PUGD Cat no F1212, para-
type B, PUGD Cat no F1213 
Etymology This species has been named after the 
village of Raghavapuram near which the type section of 
the Raghavapuram Shales is exposed 
Ammobaculites sahnii Bhalla 
Plate 2, figures 4-7 text-figure 9 
Ammobaculites sp MURTHY and SASTRI, 1 962, p 451, pi 13, 
fig 3 
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TEXT-FIGURE 9 
Ammobaculnes sahnii Bhalla, showing the variation in the shape of the test 
Ammobaculnes sahnii BHALLA 1965, p 43, text-fig 1. 
-BAKSl , 1966, p 6, pi 1 fig 6 
no 6, 
Diagnosis Test free, large, elongate, nearly circular in 
end view, early portion streptospirally coiled, consisting 
of three to twelve chambers, unisenal portion consist-
ing of three to seven imbricate inflated chambers in a 
rectilinear series, increasing rapidly in diameter with 
growth giving the test a flaring appearance, last 
chamber "cap-shaped", oblique to the axis of the recti-
linear series, sutures distinct, slightly curved, depressed , 
periphery lobulate, aperture circular, terminal, wall 
thick, composed of quartz grains of moderate size with 
siliceous cement, exterior rough 
Dimorphism and variation Both the microspheric and 
megalosphenc generations were recognized in Ammo-
baculnes sahnii The microspheric individuals have a 
large and flaring test with a small coiled portion com-
posed of four to twelve chambers (plate 2, figure 7 , 
text-figure 9, figures 3-5, 9), whereas the megalo-
sphenc forms have a short, stout, nonflaring test with a 
comparatively large coiled portion composed of three 
to four chambers (plate 2, figure 4 , text-figure 9, 
figures 6, 10, 12) 
Bartenstein (1952) found tests having streptospiral and 
planispiral initial coils in the same sample and suggested 
that the two different types of coiling represent the 
microspheric and the megalosphenc generations of the 
same species However, in the present material, there 
does not appear to be any marked relationship between 
the mode of initial coiling and dimorphism The irregu-
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TABLE 1 
Distribution of foraminifera in the type section of the Raghavapuram Shales near Raghavapuram 
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lar streptospiral coiling may be due to other factors 
rather than to dimorphism Individuals having a strepto-
spirally coiled initial portion have been found repre-
senting the microspheric as well as the megalospheric 
generation and the same holds true for the forms having 
a planispirally coiled initial portion The ratio of micro-
spheric to megalospheric forms is 1 3 
About four hundred specimens were examined in order 
to study the range of variation The coiled portion, 
which may be small and reach up to the middle of the 
uncoiled portion, consists of three to twelve inflated or 
compressed chambers The chambers in the uncoiled 
portion vary from three to seven in number and are 
usually inflated Their width may be two to three times 
their height In some cases the increase in the width of a 
chamber is quite abrupt (text-figure 9, figure 13) The 
sides of the uncoiled portion may be rectilinear or curvi-
linear The sutures, which are fairly well marked, 
depressed and straight, may be either curved or irregu-
lar The last chamber is comparatively large and "cap-
shaped", and in some specimens occupies nearly half or 
one-third of the uncoiled portion (text-figure 9, figures 
6, 8, 13, 21-22) It may be inflated or slightly com-
pressed, and vertical or tilted with respect to the long 
axis of the unisenal portion The aperture is simple, 
terminal, rounded to irregular, and usually situated in a 
slight depression The color of the test may sometimes 
be reddish-brown due to iron oxide staining 
The juvenile forms of A sahnii have three to five 
chambers in the coiled portion and one to four in the 
uncoiled portion 
Dimensions 
Length of test (mm ) 
Length of uncoiled portion 
(mm ) 
Maximum width of uncoiled 
portion (mm ) 
Maximum diameter of coiled 
portion (mm ) 
Diameter of last 
chamber (mm ) 
Illustration (plate 2) 
Holotype 
1 47 
1 10 
0 90 
0 37 
0 90 
fig 5 
Paratype A 
1 83 
1 23 
0 90 
0 57 
0 90 
fig 6 
Paratype B 
1 60 
1 20 
1 00 
•0 43 
1 00 
fig 7 
Paratype C 
1 23 
1 17 
0 80 
0 77 
0 80 
fig 4 
Adult specimens- Length of test 0 83 to 3.00 m m , 
width of test 0 43 to 1 10 mm , diameter of aperture 0 03 
to 010 mm 
Juvenile specimens Minimum length of test 0 33 mm , 
minimum width of test 0 23 mm 
Microspheric forms Average diameter of coiled portion 
0 27 mm , diameter of proloculus 20 /n 
Megalospheric forms Average diameter of coiled por-
tion 0 50 mm , diameter of proloculus 66 /x 
Discussion Ammobaculites sahnii somewhat resembles 
Ammobaculites imbncatus Skolnick, 1958, described 
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from the Black Hills area, U S A , but differs from it in 
not having a "keel" in the last two chambers, which is a 
diagnostic feature of Ammobaculites imbncatus It also 
differs in the size and shape of the last-formed chamber, 
in the nature of the coil, and in having a flaring uncoiled 
portion 
Ammobaculites sahnii Bhalla shows much resemblance 
to Haplophragmium bullatum Perner, 1897, described 
from the Cretaceous of Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, but 
differs in having a flaring test and a rough exterior, and 
in the shape of the test In a majority of the cases, unlike 
Haplophragmium bullatum, the last-formed chamber is 
not in agreement with the trend of earlier chambers of 
the unisenal portion From the description and figure of 
H bullatum Perner (Perner, 1897, pi 1 fig 6c). it is 
evident that the species possesses a single aperture, on 
account of which it should be transferred to the genus 
Ammobaculites Cushman, 1910, from Haplophragmium 
Reuss, 1860 The latter is characterized by having a 
multiple aperture The true relationship of Ammo-
baculites sahnii Bhalla and Haplophragmium bullatum 
Perner could not be ascertained, as topotype specimens 
of the latter were not available 
Ammobaculites sahnii Bhalla is undoubtedly identical 
with the indeterminate Ammobaculites sp described 
by Murthy and Sastri (1962) from the Snperumbudur 
Beds (Lower Cretaceous), India, being similar in shape, 
size, and nature of the test, especially the last-formed 
chamber The Snperumbudur specimen is, therefore, 
considered a synonym of A sahnii Bhalla, 1 965 
The present species also shows resemblance to some 
species of the genus Orbignyna Hagenow, 1842, but 
the longitudinal and transverse sections of A sahnii do 
not show any radial partition in the chambers, which is a 
characteristic feature of the genus Orbignyna 
Type horizon Sample B /11-1 , fine white sandy shales 
with purple blotches 
Type locality Type section of the Raghavapuram Shales 
exposed on the northern side of the hill with an altitude 
of 512 feet about one and a half miles east of Raghava-
puram village, West Godavan District, Andhra Pradesh, 
India 
Geologic age Lower Cretaceous 
Repository of type material Holotype, PUGD Cat 
no F1214. paratype A, PUGD Cat no F1 21 5. para-
type B, PUGD Cat no F1216; paratype C, PUGD Cat 
no F1217 
Etymology This species has been named in honour of 
Prof M R Sahni, Honorary Professor, Department of 
Geology, Punjab University, Chandigarh, India 
COMPOSITION, AFFINITIES, AGE AND CORRELATION OF 
FORAMINIFERAL FAUNA 
The foramimferal fauna of the Raghavapuram Shales 
consists of fifteen species (vide table 1), all of which are 
arenaceous Of these, twelve belong to the family 
Lituohdae, two to the Saccamminidae, and one to the 
Ammodiscidae The abundant species are Haplo-
phragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespin, Ammobaculites 
crespinae Bhalla, A hofken Bhalla, and A sahnii Bhalla 
The microfauna includes certain well-known cosmo-
politan Cretaceous species of foraminifera or closely 
comparable forms like Ammod/scus sp cf A cretaceus, 
Haplophragmoides concavus, H kirki. Ammobaculites 
irregulanformis, and Ammobaculites sp cf A poly-
thalamus Ammod/scus cretaceus has been recorded 
from the Lower Cretaceous of Australia and India and 
from the Upper Cretaceous of Czechoslovakia and the 
U S A H concavus has been widely reported from the 
Lower Cretaceous of Australia, India, Europe and the 
U S A Similarly, A irregulanformis is also a cosmo-
politan species and occurs in the Lower Cretaceous of 
Australia, Poland and Germany 
Bhalla (1 965) reported six new species of foraminifera 
(redescribed in greater detail in the present paper) from 
the type section of the Raghavapuram Shales, which 
show Lower Cretaceous affinities Of these, Ammo-
baculites crespinae Bhalla resembles Ammobaculites 
fishen Crespin, described from the Lower Cretaceous of 
Australia Ammobaculites hofken Bhalla shows resem-
blance to Ammobaculites cuylen Tappan and also to 
Ammobaculites torosus Loebhch and Tappan, both 
described from the Lower Cretaceous of Texas It also 
somewhat resembles Ammobaculites fragmentanus 
Cushman, described from the Lower Cretaceous of 
Australia Some variants of Ammobaculites raghava-
puramensis Bhalla show resemblance to Ammo-
marginulma loncata Loebhch and Tappan and also to 
Ammobaculites laevigatus Lozo, both described from 
the Lower Cretaceous of Texas Ammobaculites sahnii 
Bhalla shows similarities to Ammobaculites imbncatus 
Skolnick, described from the Lower Cretaceous of the 
Black Hills area of the U S A It also resembles Haplo-
phragmium bullatum Perner, described from the Cre-
taceous of Bohemia, Czechoslovakia (H bullatum 
Perner should be transferred to the genus Ammobacu-
lites Cushman, 1 910, as stated elsewhere in the present 
paper) 
Murthy and Sastri (1962) described foraminifera from 
the Snperumbudur Beds (homotaxial with the Raghava-
puram Shales) near Madras and, on the foramimferal 
evidence, assigned a Lower Cretaceous age to the beds. 
The following species are common to the Raghava-
puram and the Snperumbudur assemblages- Ammo-
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discus sp cf A cretaceus, Haplophragmoides sp cf 
H d/ck/nsoni and H concavus 
Sastri, Chandra and Pant (1 963) reported three species 
of foraminifera from the Raghavapuram Shales exposed 
near Tirupati, but only H concavus is common to the 
present assemblage On the foraminiferal evidence, these 
authors suggested a Lower Cretaceous age for the 
Raghavapuram Shales 
Baksi (1966) described twelve species of foraminifera 
from the Raghavapuram Shales exposed near Ramanu-
japuram and Darasanipadu villages, and five of these 
species also occur in the present assemblage Haplo-
phragmoides hagni, Ammobaculites cresp/nae, A 
hofken.A ind/cusandA sahnu Baksi (op cit) assigned 
a post-Jurassic and pre-Upper Cretaceous age to the 
Raghavapuram Shales 
In the absence of marker species of foraminifera in the 
Raghavapuram Shales, it has not been possible to fix 
precisely the age of these beds, but the over-all pre-
dominance of Lower Cretaceous forms indicates that 
the Raghavapuram Shales were deposited during Lower 
Cretaceous (Neocomian) times The present work con-
firms the earlier views, based on microfossils as well as 
megafossils, that the Raghavapuram Shales are of Lower 
Cretaceous age A detailed study of the ammonites of 
the Raghavapuram Shales is necessary for the precise 
placement of these beds in the proper stage within the 
Lower Cretaceous 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the Raghavapuram 
Shales shows very close affinity with those described by 
Crespm (1963) and Ludbrook (1966) from the Lower 
Cretaceous of Australia Out of fifteen species of 
foraminifera from the Raghavapuram Shales, six species 
are also found in Australia Saccammina lagenoides, 
Ammodiscus sp cf A cretaceus. Haplophragmoides 
concavus, H sp cf H dickmsoni, H wilgunyaensis and 
Ammobaculites irregulanformis have all been de-
scribed by Crespm (1963) from the Lower Wilgunya 
Formation (Lower Cretaceous) or its equivalents of the 
Great Artesian Basin, Australia, and these species also 
occur in the Raghavapuram Shales The following 
species of foraminifera are common to the Raghava-
puram assemblage and the Marree Formation (Aptian-
Albian) assemblage described by Ludbrook (1966) 
from the Great Artesian Basin in South Australia 
Saccammina lagenoides, Ammodiscus sp cf A creta-
ceus, Haplophragmoides sp cf H dickmsoni and H 
wilgunyaensis 
Ahmad (1961 pi 8) in his monumental work on the 
paleogeography of Gondwanaland based on isopach 
maps, observed that, during Tithonian—Neocomian 
times, some portions of the East Coast of India, includ-
ing the Raghavapuram area, were connected with the 
Great Artesian Basin of Australia by a mixed environ-
ment As mentioned earlier, the foraminiferal fauna of 
the Raghavapuram Shales shows close affinity with 
those of the Lower Cretaceous of the Great Artesian 
Basin, Australia The similarity in the mode of preserva-
tion and in variation shown by the Indian and Australian 
specimens is remarkable The present study, therefore, 
supports the views expressed by Ahmad (1 961) regard-
ing the close India-Australia association during the 
Lower Cretaceous 
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PLATE 
All figures 
Saccammina lagenoides (Crespm) 
?Ammopemphix sp 
Ammodiscus sp cf A cretaceus (Reuss) 
Haplophragmoides concavus (Chapman) 
Haplophragmoides sp cf H dickmsoni Crespm 
Haplophragmoides hagni Bhalla 
6, holotype, a, side view, b, peripheral view 
7, paratype 
Haplophragmoides wilgunyaensis Crespm 
Ammobaculites indicus Bhalla 
9, holotype, side view 10, paratype A 
11, paratype B 
1 
X55 
12 
13 
14 
15-18 
Ammobaculites irregulanformis Bartenstem 
and Brand 
Ammobaculites sp cf A polythalamus Loeb-
lich 
Haplophragmoides k/rki Wickenden 
Ammobaculites hofken Bhalla 
15, holotype, side view, megalosphenc form 
1 6, paratype B, side view, megalosphenc form 
17, paratype A, side view, microspheric form 
18, paratype C, side view, megalosphenc form 
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF GLAUCONITE IN THE 
RAGHAVAPURAM SHALES, EAST COAST GONDWANAS, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF GLAUCONITE IN 
THE RAGHAVAPURAM SHALES, EAST COAST GONDWANAS, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA* 
The Raghavapuram shales constitute the middle division of the Upper 
Gondwanas of the east coast of India. The study of these shales is 
interesting and of great scientific value because of their nature and unique 
fossil assemblage consisting of both animals and plants. A study of the 
fossils entombed in these sediments, not only throws light on the polemi-
cal upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, but also reveals the 
nature of environment under which these shales were deposited. 
In a recent publication, the author (Bhalla, 1969a) gave a comprehen-
sive account of the Foraminiferida recovered from the type section of the 
Raghavapuram shales; and in another (Bhalla, 1969b) discussed the 
paleoecology of these shales mainly on the basis of foraminiferal evidence. 
Bhalla (1969b) observed that the lower part of the shale sequence (60-70 
feet from the base) was deposited under a shallow-water, near-shore, 
marine environment but the basin gradually became land-locked resulting 
in appreciable decrease in pH, oxygen, and salinity values and develop-
ing a marsh environment in which the rest of the column of the 
Raghavapuram shales were laid down. 
An independent evidence supporting the paleoecological conclusions 
of the Raghavapuram shales drawn by the author (Bhalla, 1969b) comes 
from the reported occurrence of glauconite in these shales by Baksi 
(1966). He has reported the presence of a persistent band of glauconitic 
mudstone, about 2 feet thick, and occurring at a level 60-70 feet from 
the bottom of the shale sequence. This band of glauconitic mudstone 
occurs at a place where the arenaceous foraminifers appear for the first 
time (Fig. 1, bed B/10 to B/l 1). Glauconite is a 'sophisticated' mineral 
and is produced under a particular set of conditions only. It is an 
important criterion in deducing the environment of deposition, and is 
therefore being discussed here in some detail. 
According to Baksi (1966, p. 351), the grains of glauconite ' are found 
to be embedded in the clay matrix of the coarse fraction (+ 40 mesh, 
A.S.T.M.) residues or to leave negative (vbid) impression on the mud-
stones'. Under the microscope, Baksi found that, 'the periphery of the 
grain-aggregate is fractured'. He further observed: 'What is striking 
here, in spite of the presence of micro-foraminifera, is the absence of 
any glauconitic mould of micro-organism, particularly microforamini-
fera . . .'. 
Before the conditions under which the Raghavapuram glauconite was 
produced are visualised, it is important to know whether the mineral, as 
found in the Raghavapuram mudstone, is autocthonous or allocthonous. 
Baksi (1965) did not deal with this aspect of Raghavapuram glauconite 
but some indirect clues are available which indicate that the glauconite 
in the Raghavapuram shales is autocthonous and not' fossil' glauconite. 
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In the provenance, no glauconite-bearing rocks older than the Raghava-
puram shales, are known to occur and, therefore, it is highly unlikely 
that the mineral was transported to the site of deposition from somewhere 
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of Foraminiferida in the type Raghavapuram shales. 
else. Further support for the autocthonous origin of the Raghavapuram 
glauconite comes from the Foraminiferida. The foraminiferal fauna of 
the Raghavapuram shales is not a reworked fauna (Bhalla, 1969a). The 
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synchronous appearance of Foraminiferida at a level where glauconite 
occurs, is of great paleoecological significance. The foraminiferal 
assemblage is typical of marsh environment (Bhalla, 1969b) and indicates 
conditions which are favourable for the formation of glauconite also. 
This would then suggest that the glauconite was not allocthonous but 
developed in the same ecological niche as that of Foraminiferida. The 
shape and size of glauconite grains and their relation to mud matrix as 
described by Baksi (1965), also rule out the possibility of the detrital 
origin of the mineral. In the light of the foregoing, it is reasonable to 
infer that the glauconite in the Raghavapuram shales was produced at 
the site of deposition of the shales and was not brought into the basin 
from somewhere else. 
An important contribution to our knowledge of glauconite formation 
has been made by Burst (1958a). According to him, the formation of 
glauconite depends upon the following four requirements: 
1. Layered or degraded silicate lattice, 
2. Sufficient supplies of potassium, 
3. Sufficient supplies of iron, and 
4. Semi-reducing environment. 
In the case of Raghavapuram glauconite, the silicate lattice was inherent 
in the clay minerals of the shale, potassium was available from the sea-
water, and iron was present in the environment as is indicated by the 
colour and composition of the sediments, and also by the occasional 
presence of thin intercalations of clay-ironstones. It is the establishment 
of a favourable semi-reducing condition which poses a problem in the 
present study. 
The semi-reducing conditions can be developed either through organic 
agencies or from restricted basin conditions. Assuming that semi-reduc-
ing environment was created by organisms, especially foraminiferens, it 
is indeed surprising that no 'foraminiferal' glauconite is found in the 
Raghavapuram shales. Further, it is difficult to explain the restricted 
occurrence of this mineral although more or less the same foraminiferal 
assemblage occurs in the rest of the column. This lack of association of 
glauconite with organisms, both in space and time, goes strongly against 
this mode of origin. On the other hand, if the formation of glauconite 
is attributed to inorganic agencies, this anomaly no longer exists. The 
semi-reducing environment, which is so essential for the formation of 
glauconite, may have arisen in a 'restricted' or 'barred' basin which 
developed during the deposition of the upper 100 feet (Bed B/l 1 upwards) 
of the Raghavapuram shales much in the same manner as visualised by 
Srivastava (1966) for the Lower Vindhyan glauconites of the Son Valley. 
According to Burst (1958b, p. 483), semi-reducing conditions could be 
' accomplished in a depositional area of natural semi-oxidising conditions 
such as restricted basins or lagoons'. The existence of such condition is 
strongly suggested by independent foraminiferal evidence (Bhalla, 1969b). 
The process of glauconite formation in the Raghavapuram shales, there-
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fore, appears to be dependent upon the physico-chemical environment of 
the basin of deposition. This mode of origin of the glauconite explains 
not only the absence of ' foraminiferaP glauconite and the restricted 
occurrence of this mineral in the Raghavapuram shales, but also the 
abrupt faunal break in the shale sequence (Bhalla, 1969b). 
From the foregoing discussion, it becomes apparent that the Raghava-
puram basin had open-sea connection up to the deposition of Bed B/10 
(Fig. 2). The sea, then, regressed and the basin gradually became land-
locked resulting in the development of semi-reducing conditions. This 
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Figure 2. Evolution of the Raghavapuram basin. 
event in the history of the basin is marked by the synchronous appearance 
of glauconite and arenaceous foraminiferens in the Raghavapuram shales. 
When the restricted-basin conditions became accentuated, the glauconite 
ceased to form but the foraminiferal fauna, capable of tolerating such 
conditions, kept on developing in the rest of the column. These con-
clusions are in harmony with the environmental changes visualised by the 
author (Bhalla, 1969b) on foraminiferal evidence. 
Acknowledgement: I am thankful to Dr. V. K. Srivastava of the Geo-
logy Department, Aligarh Muslim University, for several helpful discus-
sions and for going through the manuscript critically. 
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OCCURRENCE OF FORAMINIFERA IN THE BUDAVADA 
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OCCURRENCE OF FORAMINIFERA IN THE BUDAVADA BEDS OF 
THE EAST COAST GONDWANAS, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA* 
In a thick sequence of fresh water sediments of the extent of the 
Gondwanas, intercalated marine beds are of great significance. Such 
marine beds are rather frequent in the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast of India, and the Bubavada beds are one of these. 
The Budavada stage is the lower member of the Upper Gondwana of 
the east coast. The stage receives its name from the village Budavada 
(15° 51' : 80° 9') in the Guntur district of Andhra Pradesh where it is 
very well developed. The Gondwana rocks occupy an area of about 15 
square miles near Budavada and represent all the three stages of the 
Upper Gondwana sequence on the east coast of India, viz., Budavada, 
Vemavaram, and Pavalur. 
The exposures of the Budavada beds are poor due to an extensive 
stretch of cotton soil. However, some outcrops can be seen in well 
sections and pits dug out in fields. Foote (1880) was the first to make a 
systematic and detailed geological survey of this area. He (op. cit.) 
recognised the following succession of the Budavada beds. The section 
starts slightly west of Budavada village and runs in an east-west direction. 
Vemavaram stage Shales: hard and soft, mottled in parts, 
generally whitish or light grey in colour. 
f 5. Sandstones: gritty, calcareous, full of shells, 
rather hard and tough when fresh. 
4. Sandstones: shaly, friable, dark buff 
coloured. 
Budavada stage H
 3 S a n d s t o n e s . h a r d > brown, alternating with 
thin shaly beds. 
2. Sandstones: massive, hard, brown. 
I 1. Sandstones: pebbly, much weathered. 
unconformity 
Gneiss 
The beds dip at low angles (3° to 5°) towards east. Marine fauna has 
been recovered from beds 4 and 5. However, bed 5 contains marine 
fauna as well as terrestrial flora. 
Detailed sampling of the entire sequence was done for foraminiferal 
studies but foraminifers were observed only in bed 5. This bed is full of 
megafossils but extremely poor in foraminifera. Only two specimens of 
Dentalina Risso, and one each of ?Bathysiphon Sars, Lenticulina Lamarck, 
Frondicularia Defrance, and Pseudopolytnorphina Cushman and Ozawa 
were recovered after a thorough search of about 800 grams of washed 
104 
material. The preservation of foraminifera is not satisfactory and it is 
not possible to identify them at species level. However, the present note 
reports the foraminifera from the Budavada stage for the first time. 
The foraminifera recovered from the Budavada stage are long ranging, 
and as such, of no significance in the placement of these beds in the 
stratigraphic column. The Budavada stage is considered to be the 
marine equivalent of the fresh water Golapillis of the Ellore region 
(Krishnan, 1968). However, the ammonites from the upper beds (Beds 
4 and 5) of the Budavada stage suggest a Lower Cretaceous age while the 
plant fossils of the Golapillis indicate a Lower Jurassic age. The fauna, 
including the ammonites, of the upper two beds (beds 4 and 5) of the 
Budavada stage shows close affinities with those of the overlying Vema-
varam stage (Lower Cretaceous) and, therefore, the two beds should be 
included in the Vemavaram stage. Thus, beds 1 to 3 should constitute 
the Budavada stage while bed 4 should mark the base of the Vemavarams. 
However, this needs detailed investigations before definite conclusions can 
be drawn. Bhalla (1969) described a rich fotaminiferal assemblage from 
the Raghavapuram shales which overlie the Golapillis and are homotaxial 
with Vemavarams. He (op. cit.) considered the Raghavapurams to be of 
Lower Cretaceous (?Neocomian) age. Since Golapilli and Budavada 
stages are homotaxial, it is reasonable to infer that the Budavada stage is 
not younger than the Lower Cretaceous (? Neocomian). 
The foraminiferal assemblage does not indicate precisely the conditions 
of deposition except that the bed 5 was laid under marine environment. 
However, the presence of abundant and complete marine shells along 
with a few terrestrial plant remains in it, suggests that the deposition took 
place in a rather tranquil, open marine basin near to the shore line. 
Judging from the thickness of the Raghavapuram and Vemavaram 
strata—both of which are marine—it appears that the marine phase in 
the Ongole region was of lesser duration than in the Ellore region. 
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ON THE POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF THE RAGHAVAPURAM SHALES BELOW 
GODAVARI DELTA, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
The rocks of the Gondwana system on the east coast of India occur in a chain 
of isolated outliers running almost parallel to the eastern shore line of the sub-
continent. One such outlier is in the Eluru region of Andhra Pradesh. Here, the 
Lower as well as the Upper Gondwana rocks are well developed and are exposed in 
a comparatively small area. 
In India, as in other parts of the continents of the southern hemisphere, the 
sediments of the Gondwana system are generally of fresh water origin. However, 
the Upper Gondwanas on the east coast of India contain certain marine intercala-
tions which are of particular interest, because a study of these beds povides clues to 
some unsolved problems of Gondwana stratigraphy and paleogeography. 
The Upper Gondwanas of the east coast are divisible into 3 stages; and it is 
interesting to note that while the lower and the upper stages are of fresh-water origin, 
the middle stage in almost all the outliers, viz., Eluru, Ongole, and Madras, is con-
sidered to be marine. This indicates that in the Eluru region, now under considera-
tion, the sea invaded the coastal areas of Andhra Pradesh from the east and the 
Gondwana basin in which fresh water conditions prevailed, turned marine. The 
pile of sediments which was deposited in the basin under the influence of marine 
conditions, now constitute the middle stage—the Raghavapuram. After a certain 
period, the sea regressed and fresh water conditions returned resulting in the de-
position of upper stage—the Tirupati. Thus, in the Eluru region, the lower and 
the upper stages are of fresh water nature whereas the middle stage is marine. 
Like other coastal marine deposits, the Raghavapuram stage is the result of a 
marine transgression which took place during early Cretaceous times on the east 
coast of India. The early Cretaceous sea advanced over the Golapillis from the east 
and southeast and resulted in the development of the Raghavapuram basin. This 
basin was a rather narrow, crescentic, strip of depression, not very deep and stretch-
ing for more than 16 miles in northeast-southwest direction in Andhra Pradesh. 
The Raghavapuram shales are about 160 feet thick at the type section and the 
beds dip at low angles towards east and south-east. Bhalla (1969a) described a 
prolific assemblage of foraminifera from the type section of the Raghavapuram shales 
and on the basis of faunal evidence inferred that while the lower 60 to 70 feet of the 
sequence was laid under marine conditions, the upper 100 feet of the sediments 
accumulated in a marginal marine marsh environment (Bhalla, 1969b). This indi-
cates that the early Cretaceous sea advanced over the Golapillis, deposited 60 to 70 
feet of the Raghavapuram sediments and then regressed leaving behind a marine 
marsh, in which the upper 100 feet of the shale sequence was laid down. This would, 
then, suggest that the transgressive phase of the early Cretaceous sea prevailed for a 
rather short duration in the region. With the further regression of the sea, fresh 
water conditions advanced towards the east and southeast resulting in the deposition 
of sandstones of Tirupati stage. 
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The band of the Raghavapuram shales is exposed about 60 miles west of the 
present shore line of the east coast of India. This implies that the early Cretaceous 
sea must have invaded at least 60' miles inside the present Andhra Pradesh and 
covered a vast area, most of which is now occupied by the younger formations and 
alluvium of the Godavari river. As mentioned earlier, the upper part of the 
Raghavapuram shales was deposited during the regressive phase of the sea in a -
marginal marine marsh environment, and not under truly marine conditions. It is 
obvious that during this time, sedimentation must also have taken place in the deeper 
and truly marine parts of the basin towards east and southeast of Raghavapuram. 
Such truly marine contemporaries of Raghavapuram shales, though not exposed, 
must occur below the Godavari delta and even beyond. In all probability, they are 
covered by the fresh water sandstones of Tirupati stage, and further east by the infra-
trappean beds, traps, the intertrappean beds, Rajahmundry sandstones, and alluvium, 
which belong to different ages but are younger than the Raghavapuram shales. 
It is the surmise of the author that if a thorough search for the marine con-
temporaneous beds of the Raghavapuram shales fs made, there is every reason to 
expect some such beds, either exposed or concealed below the younger formations 
in the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatam region of Andhra Pradesh. It is quite 
possible that a small outcrop of Raghavapuram shales recently discovered by Sarma 
and Ramesam (1962) near Duddukuru, may represent the truly marine facies. If 
such beds are found, there will be complete transition from marginal marsh condi-
tions to truly marine environment, and this will be reflected in the nature of the fossil 
content. These beds will eventually help in understanding not only the nature of 
the early Cretaceous sea and the marine life of that time flourishing along the east 
coast of India, but will also contribute towards the reconstruction of paleogeography 
and precise age determination of the Raghavapuram stage which has not yet been 
possible with the available data. 
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Upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, 
India 
S A T Y E N D R A N. B H A L L A 
Bhalla, S. N . : Upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, India. Lethaia, 
Vol. 5, pp 271-280. Oslo, July 15th, 1972. 
The controversial upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas is discussed. 
A reassessment of the evidence furnished by animal and plant fossils is made in 
view of recent findings. Whereas the flora points towards a Jurassic age, the 
ammonites and other invertebrate megafossils indicate a Neocomian age. The 
microfossils support the concept of an Early Cretaceous age. The conflicting 
evidence of flora and fauna and the probable reliability of each is discussed. 
Although there is some doubt about the correctness of the floral testimony, the 
reliability of faunal evidence seems established, and an Aptian or Albian age is 
favoured as the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
5 . N. Bhalla, Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Ahgarh, India, 
March 15th, 1971; present address Geology Department, Llandinam Building, 
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, U. K. 
The Gondwana system, the store-house of coal in India, has interested ge-
ologists all over the globe ever since it was realised that its study presented 
a tremendous field for research. Due to its regional appeal, the System was 
studied from different angles in great detail by Indian as well as by foreign 
geologists. These studies have involved the theory of continental drift, the 
phenomenon of ancient glaciation, nature and origin of coal, reconstruction 
of paleogeography, fossil floras and faunas, and a variety of other aspects 
of scientific value. 
The term Gondwana originated in India. It was coined by Midlicott in 
an unpublished report of the Geological Survey of India in 1872 for a set 
of fresh-water strata in the erstwhile state of Gonds in Madhya Pradesh. 
The term was published by Feistmantel (1876). As the geological explora-
t ion of the country progressed, more and more Gondwana outcrops were 
discovered; they started to receive added attention because vast reserves of 
coal were found in them. In addition to coal, the Gondwana rocks yielded a 
fascinating suite of plant fossils not confined to India alone, but occurring 
in all the continents of the Southern hemisphere. This flora aroused the 
interest of geologists in other countries also, and led Suess to propose the 
idea that all the Southern continents were at one time united or closely 
linked together constituting a super-continent - the Gondwana-Land. Since 
the beginning of this century, studies made by B. Sahni and his co-
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workers on the extensive flora preserved in this thick sequence of sediments 
have brought many interesting facts to light. A major problem considered 
has been the upper age limit of the Gondwanas. 
The Gondwana rocks are widely distributed in India. Those on the east 
coast are commonly designated as the East Coast Gondwanas. Although 
work on these strata commenced nearly a century ago, they have not received 
much attention, mainly because they are not of economic significance. They 
are of great scientific interest, however, because they contain marine animals, 
including ammonites, in addition to a characteristic Upper Gondwana land 
flora. Within a thick sequence of fresh-water sediments, intercalations of 
fossiliferous marine strata are of tremendous value and, therefore, the east 
coast beds have a special status in the Gondwana stratigraphy of India. A 
study of these rocks and their flora and fauna reveals data on the distribu-
tion of ancient land and sea, palaeoenvironment, stratigraphic correlations, 
and the upper age limit of the sequence. A discrepancy exists between tine 
evidence furnished by plant and the evidence of animal fossils for the upper 
age limit of the Gondwanas. Whereas the plant fossils indicate a Jurassic 
age, the ammonites and other marine animals point towards an Early 
Cretaceous age for the beds. The age of the East Coast Gondwanas indicates 
the extent of Gondwana sedimentation in India, the time of development of 
the eastern coast-line of the sub-continent, and the time of the union and 
parting of the India-Australia association. It is of particular interest to 
students of continental drift. 
Strat igraphy 
The Upper Gondwanas are well-developed on the east coast of India. The 
exposures occur in patches extending from near Cuttack in the north to 
Tiruchchirapalli in the south (Fig. 1), almost following the eastern coast-
line. In three regions of the east coast, the Upper Gondwana rocks are well-
developed, viz. Eluru, Ongole, and Madras. The Eluru exposure is best 
developed and has been most thoroughly studied. 
The upper Gondwana sequence on the east coast of India has been broadly 
divided into three stages - Lower, Middle, and Upper - mainly on the 
basis of fossil evidences and stratigraphic considerations. These stages are 
the following: 
Upper Stage (Sandstones: fragmentary plants and a few animals; fresh-water). Cuttack mot 
known. Eluru: Tirupati. Ongole: Pavulur. Madras: Sattavedu. Tiruchchirappalli: not 
known. 
Middle Stage (Shales; animals including Early Cretaceous ammonites and Foraminifera 
with an admixture of Rajmahal and Jabalpur plants; marine to marsh). Cuttack: not known. 
Eluru: Raghavapuram. Ongole: Vammevaram. Madras:Sriperumbudur. Tiruchchirappalli: 
PUtatur Plants beds. 
Lower Stage (Sandstones; Rajmahal plants; fresh-water). Cuttack: Athgarh. Eluru: Golapilli. 
Ongole: Budavada. Madras: not known. Tiruchchirappalli: ?Utatur Plant beds. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of 
the east coast of India, 
showing different locali-
ties referred to in the 
text. 
The Middle Stage contains both a land flora and a marine fauna. Unfor-
tunately no consistency is maintained in the nomenclature of the different 
stages. The stages derive their names from the villages where they are best 
developed. 
The evidence for the upper age limit is treated below. 
Evidence from plant fossils 
The Upper Gondwana sedimentary rocks of the east coast of India contain 
a rich floral assemblage which has been studied for more than a century. 
A large volume of literature has accumulated and has provided valuable 
clues to certain unsolved problems connected with the East Coast Gond-
wanas, including their upper age limit. 
Plant fossils from the Upper Gondwana rocks on the east coast were 
compared with those of known geological age. They were found to contain 
a high percentage of elements of the floral assemblage of the Upper Gond-
wana sediments of the Rajmahal range in West Bengal. The Upper Gondwana 
beds are extensively developed in the Rajmahal area where a great variety 
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of fossil plant material, including leaves, stems and roots occur, so it is 
generally considered the type-locality of the Upper Gondwana flora. 
'Rajmahal flora' and 'Upper Gondwana flora' have been frequently used 
as synonyms. The Rajmahal flora was subjected to extensive studies by 
B. Sahni and his co-workers and was considered to be of Jurassic age. In 
India the term Rajmahal flora is commonly used to imply a Jurassic age. 
A majority of paleobotanists consider the Rajmahal flora to be represented 
in the East Coast Gondwana assemblage; consequently the age of these 
beds is inferred to be Jurassic. 
The Lower stage of the Upper Gondwanas of the east coast is well-
developed in Cuttack, Eluru, and Ongole areas. The sediments of this stage, 
especially the Golapilli beds, have yielded an extensive assemblage of plant 
fossils which are characterstic of the Rajmahal flora. A check-list of some 
important plant fossils recovered from the Lower stage is given below: 
Taeniopteris (Angiopteridium) ensis, T. (A.) spatulata, Marattiopsis marcrocarpa, Gleiche-
nites gleichenoides, Cladophlebis denticulata, C. indica, Thinnfeldia sp., Retinosporites indica, 
Elatocladus indica, E. conferta, Brachyphyllum expansum, Retinosporites indica, Nilssonia 
morrisiana, Ptilophyllum acutifolium, P. cutchense, Dictyozamites falcatus, Williamsonia 
indica, etc. 
Except in the Budavada Beds of the Ongole area, the Lower stage contains 
plant fossils only. The upper two beds of the Budavada succession that 
contain ammonites and other megafossils are in the overlying Vammevar-
ams belonging to the Middle Stage of the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast. 
The Middle Stage is developed in all the east coast areas except Cuttack. 
In the Eluru area, the Golapillis are overlain by 160 feet of strata - the 
Raghavapuram shales which unlike the Lower and the Upper stages con-
tain a marine fauna, including ammonites and Foraminifera, along with rare 
but characteristic Upper Gondwana plant remains. The assemblage contains 
an admixture of several forms of the Golapillis showing Rajmahal affinities and 
some Jabalpur elements besides its own set of plant fossils. The Jabalpurs are 
at a higher level than the Rajmahals and contain a different plant assemblage. 
In the Ongole area, the Middle Stage is represented by Vammevaram beds, 
which contain a rich assemblage of animal fossils, including ammonites, and 
some plant remains almost identical with that of the Raghavapuram beds. 
In the Madras area, the Sriperumbudur beds represent the Middle Stage 
and contain ammonites and foraminifera besides fragmentary plant remains 
showing close affinities with Raghavapuram and Vammevaram assemblages. 
The Uttatur plant beds represent the Middle Stage in the Tiruchchirappalli 
area and a few fragile plant remains occur in these beds, Ptilophyllum being 
the most prominent. A check-list of the plant fossils occurring in the Middle 
Stage is given below: 
Cladophlebis indica, C. denticulata, Taeniopteris (Angiopteridium) spatulata, T. (A.) maclel-
landi, Dictyozamites indicus, Otozamites bengalensis, O. hislopi, Ptilophyllum acutifolium, 
P. cutchense, Elatocladus plana, E. tenerrima, Retinosporites indica, Brachyphyllum expansum, 
Ginkgoites crassipes, Araucarites cutchense, etc. 
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The Upper Stage is of fresh-water origin. It is missing from the Cuttack 
area, but from other areas it has yielded a few fragmentary and poorly 
preserved plant remains including Ptilophyllum acutifolium, P. cutchense, 
Dictyozamites, Williamsonia blanfordi, etc. 
From the foregoing information it is evident that the Lower stage contains 
the Rajmahal assemblage; the Middle Stage has an admixture of Rajmahal 
and Jabalpur floras; and the Upper Stage contains fragmentary plant re-
mains which are generally not identifiable. Plant fossils are abundant in 
the Lower Stage, start declining during the Middle Stage, and become 
scarce in the Upper Stage. The assemblage, on the whole, suggests a Middle 
to Upper Jurassic age. Although, in recent years, some Wealden elements 
have been reported from Cutch, Rewa, and Jabalpur areas (Bose 1958; Bose 
& Sukh Dev 1958; Singh et al. 1963; and Roy 1967), none have so far been 
found in the sediments of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
Evidence from animal fossils 
In addition to the prolific land flora, the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast of India contain a rich marine fauna. They are found to be intimately 
associated with the terrestrial plant remains and throw considerable light 
on the palaeoenvironment, the palaeogeography, and the chronology. The 
age determined from the marine fauna conflicts with the traditional age 
deduced from floral evidence. 
With the exception of the Tirupati beds at Ayaparaz-Kotapilli, the marine 
fossils are restricted to the Middle stage. In the Cuttack outlier, the Middle 
stage is missing and no record of marine life is found there. The Raghava-
puram shales contain ammonites, Foraminifera, fish scales, and other marine 
fossils generally confined to the lower part of the shale sequence. A rich 
assemblage of marine fossils including brachiopods, lamellibranchs, am-
monites, fish scales, Foraminifera, etc., has been recorded from the Vamme-
varam shales also. M. R. Sahni (1938) reported the occurrence of the 
Cenomanian genus Rectithyris — R. expansa and R. recurvata - from these 
beds. The Sriperumbudur beds represent the Middle Stage in the Madras 
area and contain ammonites, Foraminifera, and other fossils of marine 
nature. 
A check-list of ammonites found in the Middle Stage is given below: 
Stephanoceras opis, S. obscura, Hocodiscus cf. perezianus, H. cf. H. calHaudianus, Pascoeites 
budavadensis, P. crassus, Hoplites (Hemihoplites?) cf. borowae, H. (H.) cf. beskidensis, H, 
(H.) codazzianus, Gymmoplites simplex, and Lytoceras sp. cf. vogdti. 
The Upper Stage does not contain marine fossils except at Ayaparaz-Kota-
pilli, where the assemblage comprises of Lima, Pecten, Inoceramus, Pseudo-
monotis, and two species of Trigonia - T. smeei Sowerby and T. ventricosa 
Krauss. These two species of Trigonia have also been commonly recorded 
from the Umia beds of Cutch which have been assigned a Late Portlandian 
to Neocomian age. T. ventricosa has also been reported from the Uitenhage 
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series (Cretaceous) of South Africa and Early Neocomian beds of Tanga-
nyika. In addition to these, the Cretaceous ammonite Helicoceras has also 
been recovered from Ayaparaz-Kotapilli area. 
The overwhelming evidence of ammonites and other invertebrates indi-
cates a Neocomian age to the Middle Stage. The occurrence of the Ceno-
manian genus Rectithyris is also a contribution towards the Cretaceous affin-
ity of these beds. 
Evidence from microfossils 
The conflicting evidence of flora and fauna demanded fresh evidence in 
order to place precisely the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, 
and the testimony of Foraminifera is of considerable significance in this 
regard. Although King (1880) made passing reference to the presence of 
Foraminifera in the Raghavapuram shales, it was Sastri et al. (1961, 1963) 
who first described three species from these shales. This was followed by 
Bhalla (1965, 1969b), who made a detailed study of Foraminifera from the 
Raghavapuram shales. From the Ongole area, Bhalla (1969c) reported the 
occurrence of Foraminifera from the top bed of the Budavada sequence be-
longing to the Vammevarams. Murthy & Sastri (1960, 1962) described 
Foraminifera from the Sriperumbudur beds. 
A check-list of the Foraminifera found in the Middle Stage is given below: 
Saccamina lagenoides, Pelosina complanata, Ammodiscus cf. A. cretaceus, Bathysiphon, cf. 
taurinensis, ?Ammopemphix sp., Lituotuba sp., Haplophragmoides concavus, H. cf. H. dickin-
soni, H. footei, H. indicus, H. hagni, H. kirki, H. chapmani, H. wilgunyaensis, Ammobactdites 
hofkeri, A. indicus, A. irregulariformis, A. cf. A. poly thalamus, A. raghavapuramensis, A. 
sahnii, A. fisheri var. tirupathiensis, A. funicularis, A. phlegeri, A. globosa, Trochammina 
stellifera, T. cf. T. whittingtoni, Dentalina, Lenticulina, Frondicularia, Pseudopolymorphina, 
Nonion presublaeve, N. barakondai, etc. 
A striking feature which emerges from the microfaunal study is that the 
assemblage at Eluru, Ongole, and Madras is predominantly arenaceous and 
confined to the Middle Stage only. A majority of foraminiferal species occur 
in the Early Cretaceous of the different parts of the world, including the 
Lower Wilgunya Formation (Early Cretaceous) and Marree Formation 
(Aptian-Albian) of Australia. However, in the absence of any marker species 
of Foraminifera, the microfaunal evidence prohibits the assignment of precise 
age for these beds, but the overall predominance of the Cretaceous species 
further reinforces the evidence furnished by ammonites and other megafos-
sils for the Early Cretaceous age of the Middle Stage. 
Discussion 
In various Gondwana exposures, the controversy of the upper age limit is 
mainly restricted to the east coast beds. This is perhaps because at other 
places there is no other evidence except floral with which it may come in 
conflict. The situation is chiefly due to the palaeogeographic position of the 
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east coast Gondwana basin which made it possible for the sequence to in-
clude marine fauna along with the land flora. It would imply that during 
the Upper Gondwana times, the earth had started getting the impulses of 
the well-known Cenomanian transgression, and these impulses probably 
caused fluctuations of the shore-line of the east coast of India. By virtue of 
their coastal positions, the Gondwana basins in which fresh-water conditions 
were prevailing, turned marine with the advance of the sea and incorporated 
marine animals along with land plants, thus preserving clues for the age 
and the palaeoecology of the beds. Bhalla (1968) made a detailed study of 
the palaeoecology of the Raghavapuram shales and observed that out of 
160 feet of the shale sequence, the lower 60 to 70 feet was deposited in open 
sea environment, allowing free but sporadic movements of ammonites and 
other invertebrates in the basin. Thereafter, the basin became land-locked, 
resulting in the development of marsh environment in which the rest of the 
column was laid down. This change-over is supported by the presence of 
a glauconite-bearing bed at 60 to 70 feet from the base (Bhalla 1969a). A 
palaeoecological study of the Middle Stage in other areas has not yet been 
made, but in view of similar assemblages found there, it may be inferred 
that during the deposition of this Stage a chain of isolated, shallow-water, 
marine basins developed on the east coast resulting in the incorporation of 
marine animals in the sediments of the Middle Stage. The association of 
terrestrial plants and marine animals is interesting for it is sometimes found 
in a single hand specimen, but these fossil groups have different stories 
to tell. 
The plant fossils are fairly abundant in the Upper Gondwanas of the 
east coast. The overall predominance of Rajmahal flora led workers to con-
sider that the beds were of Jurassic age. Dettmann( 1963) made a comprehen-
sive study of spores from certain formations in South-East Australia which 
show plant remains similar to those found in the Rajmahals of India. On 
palynological evidence, she considered Australian as well as Indian forma-
tion to be of Lower Cretaceous age. Recently, Douglas (1969) gave a detailed 
account of megaplant remains from southern Victorian Mesozoic of Australia 
and made overseas correlations. Commenting on Dettmann(1963), Douglas 
(1969 : 283) mentioned that '. . . outright rejection of a Jurassic age for at 
least some of the Rajmahal Group beds does not seem justified at this junc-
ture'. He, however, compared Victorian floras with the Jurassi-Lower 
Cretaceous floras of other parts of the world. In view of the studies made 
by these workers, it is possible that the plant assemblage of the East Coast 
Gondwanas is also of Lower Cretaceous age but it is still premature to rely 
on this for two reasons: the observations made by Douglas (op. cit.), and 
the fact that the East Coast assemblage has not yet been thoroughly revised. 
The pioneering work of eminent palaeobotanists so much obsessed the 
thoughts of workers on the Gondwanas in India that they forgot there was 
other evidence - the ammonites - which could not be overlooked while 
fixing the upper age of the Gondwanas. Although the ammonites were dis-
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covered as early as 1871 by Waagen, they remained in obscurity till the 
palaeobotanists proposed Jurassic as the upper age limit of the East Coast 
Gondwanas. This was in apparent contradiction to the age indicated by the 
ammonites and led Spath (1933) to revise the collections of ammonites made 
from Eluru, Ongole, and Madras areas by King, Foote, and Iyer. Spath 
(op. cit.) observed that the Middle stage was of Upper Neocomian age, 
thus making, inter alia, the Upper stage still younger. 
The studies of Spath (1933) accelerated the present controversy and wor-
kers started to doubt the reliability of palaeobotanical evidence for fixing 
the age of the East Coast Gondwanas. Fresh evidence was sought and the 
discovery of Rectithyris by M. R. Sahni (1938) in the Vammevaram shales 
is of significant value. This genus is not known before Cenomanian so its 
presence in these beds is of considerable interest. Although it was not 
suggested by Sahni that the beds are so much higher up in the sequence, 
this find further strengthens the testimony of ammonites for the Cretaceous 
age of these beds. The Middle stage has yielded Foraminifera also and their 
evidence also favours the Cretaceous age for these east coast beds. 
The above discussion reveals that while the plant fossils indicate a Jurassic 
age for the East Coast Gondwanas, the ammonites and other animal fossils 
suggest that the beds are not older than the Neocomian. This makes it 
difficult to bring a compromise between the two and the only course then 
left is to scrutinise the reliability of floral and faunal evidences. 
It seems difficult to doubt the testimony of ammonites because of two 
reasons: firstly, the ammonites do not appear to be reworked, as no ammon-
ite-bearing rocks older than the Middle stage are known to exist on the east 
coast of India, and secondly, the ammonites are very good age-markers 
during the Mesozoic in other parts of the world. Moreover, the evidence of 
ammonites is corroborated by micro- as well as mega-fossils. It is, therefore, 
hard to contradict the testimony of ammonites and the solution of the prob-
lem then lies in judging the evidence of plant fossils. 
Pascoe (1959:1010), when dealing with the evidence of plant remains for 
the age of the East Coast Gondwanas, suggested that if the plants are con-
sidered to be indigenous, then, in order to bring a settlement with the am-
monites, the only solution '. . . would seem to be that the numerous plants 
common to the Rajmahals and the East Coast beds are but an example of 
the slower evolutionary change during Upper Gondwana times as compared 
with those which obtained in the Lower Gondwana period'. However, 
Pascoe's suggestion of slow evolutionary change appears doubtful. If the 
rate of evolution of plants during Upper Gondwana times was slow in com-
parison to Lower Gondwana times, then why was it restricted to the Indian 
region alone ? Such a phenomenon should be of a world-wide nature and 
not a localized one. And if such a condition was there, what were the reasons 
for it? No explanation to these corollaries was attempted by Pascoe. 
The second possibility is that the plant fossils are reworked. The Gond-
wana rocks containing prolific flora are extensively developed in the vicinity 
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of the east coast of India. It is possible that the plant fossils now entombed 
in the Middle Stage were brought to the site of deposition from pre-existing 
Gondwana rocks and got intimately mixed up with the marine fauna during 
Early Cretaceous times. If the plea for the reworked nature of the floral 
assemblage is accepted, the discrepancy between the chronological testimony 
of fossil plants and animals no longer exists. The concept of a derived nature 
of plant fossils receives further credence from the fact that the floral assem-
blage of the Middle Stage contains elements of Raj mahals as well as Jabalpurs. 
Jabalpurs are at a higher level than the Raj mahals and contain a different 
plant assemblage. It is rather difficult to visualise the presence of a younger 
assemblage in an older strata unless the former is reworked, in which case 
the strata would be even younger than the assemblage. This is evidence 
by itself for the derived nature of the plant fossils in the East Coast Gond-
wanas. An additional support regarding the 'reworking' comes from the 
studies of Raju & Rao (1954). These authors worked on the Lower and the 
Upper Gondwanas of the Eluru area and, on the basis of sedimentological 
evidence, noted that the sediments of Golapillis were derived from the pre-
existing Lower Gondwana rocks in the vicinity. It is also '. . . possible for 
blocks of plant-bearing Jurassic rocks to have fallen, in early Cretaceous 
times, from low cliffs into some protected delta or coastal lake . . . and to 
have become intimately mixed with ammonite-bearing marine Cretaceous 
sediments', as observed by Pascoe (1959:1007). 
The assumption of the derived nature of the flora settles the controversy 
regarding the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas and the cir-
cumstantial evidence is such to lend credence to it. This would indicate 
that what has so far been accepted as evidence from flora, may not be true. 
Conclusion 
The controversy over fixing the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwana 
arises when evidence from plant and animal fossils is relied upon. As dis-
cussed above, the fauna of the east coast beds is not reworked, but it has 
yet to be confirmed that the plant fossils are indigenous. The floral evidence 
is, therefore, open to doubt. It is not safe to rely on it till the assemblage 
is thoroughly revised. The only course then left is to accept the testimony 
of ammonites and other megafossils which indicate a Neocomian age for 
these beds. This is further corroborated by the evidence from Foraminifera. 
The ammonites and other animal fossils are present in the Middle Stage 
only and, therefore, the Neocomian age is assigned to this stage. This 
would, in turn, necessitate that the Upper Stage should be taken further 
up in the column and Aptian or Albian should be considered as the upper 
age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
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SECTION- 3 
SECTION 3 
INPRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS 
The Upper Oondwana sequence in the vicinity of Pangadi in Andhra 
Pradesh is unconformably overlain by a 20 m thick set of 
sedimentary rocks which, in turn, is succeeded by Deccan Trap. 
These rocks, by virtue of their stratigraphic position, are 
commonly referred to as Infra-trappean beds (Table 1). 
The Pangadi Infra-trappean beds were first scientifically 
described by King in 1880 and since then, they have remained a 
centre of great attraction to geologists in this country due to 
their strategic stratigraphic position. A study of these rocks 
serves a two-fold purpose: 1, it reveals the nature of Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary in the region, and 2, it illuminates the 
polemical age of the Deccan Trap with which they are closely 
associated in the area. 
The first comprehensive study of the foraminifera from the 
Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area was made by the author 
(Shalla, 1966). A rather meagre assemblage -comprising eight 
species, including two new species, was found in these beds. 
The paleoecology of the Infra-trappean beds was also studied for 
the first time by the author (Bhalla, 1966, 1968a) and it was 
observed that the foraminiferal fauna indicates a shallow marine, 
inner-neritic environment of deposition for them. In a subsequent 
publication, the author (Bhalla, 1968b) made a detailed petrographic 
study of the limestone belonging to the Infra-trappean beds in order 
to check the foraminiferal testimony. On combined evidence based on 
sediments and fossils, it was inferred that the Infra-trappea^beds 
were deposited in a protected, rather warm, well-illuminated, 
inner-neritic environment which had open sea connections. 
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The Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have yielded mega- and 
micro-fossils of marine nature providing clues to their age which 
remained controversial for a long time in spite of considerable 
attention paid to this aspect by paleontologiste from time to time. 
It was pointed out by the author (Bhalla, 1966, 1968b) that the 
balance of foraminlferal evidence favoured a Paleocene age for 
them. It is now generally agreed that these beds mark the dawn of 
the Tertiary Era in this part of the country* 
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FORAMINIFERA FROM THE INFRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF 
THE PANGADI AREA, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
ABSTRACT—The Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have yielded eight species of forami-
nifera, including two new species, Pseudopolymorphtna devarapalleensis andPlanuhna 
bhahai. The foraminiferal assemblage suggests a shallow marine, inner-neritic environment of 
deposition. The balance of foraminiferal evidence points to a Palcccene age for these beds. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE na tu re of the Cre taceous-Eocene se-quence has been one of the most controver-
sial problems of geology and has engaged the 
a t ten t ion of geologists a lmos t all over the 
world. In Tndia, t he Cre taceous-Eocene rocks are 
widely d is t r ibu ted and are found associated 
together a t several places. An in teres t ing area of 
the Cre taceous-Eocene succession is found in the 
vicinity of Pangad i , A n d h r a Pradesh . In this 
locality outcrops of Uppe r G o n d w a n a rocks, 
Inf ra- t rappean beds, and In t e r - t r appean rocks 
are found in a small c i rcumscribed area, and 
their association wi th t he Deccan T r a p s make 
them even more in teres t ing . 
T h e mar ine In f r a - t r appean beds of t he Pan -
gadi area (Text-fig. 1) occupy an i m p o r t a n t place 
in Indian s t r a t i g r aphy . The i r age has been a 
subject of grea t cont roversy since they were first 
scientifically described (King, 1880). Al though 
some megafossils from these beds have been 
described, their identif ications need revision. T h e 
microfossils from these beds have been recorded 
by R a o & Rao (193S), b u t the present work deals 
for the first t ime wi th t he foraminifera in detai l . 
Detai led sampling was done a t different local-
ities of the exposed In f r a - t r appean beds in this 
area with a view to m a k e a comprehens ive s tudy 
of their microfauna, especially foraminifera. 
In the present work, the reclassification pro-
posed by Reiss (1963) has been followed for t he 
perforate species of foraminifera, b u t P o k o r n y ' s 
(1963) classification has been a d o p t e d for porcel-
laneous foraminifera. 
Synonymies are reduced to a m i n i m u m , ar-
ranged chronologically, and indica te only impor-
t a n t shifts in t h e generic names . F u r t h e r , in 
order to avoid repet i t ion , t he words et. syn. fol-
low those references in which comple te or sat is-
factory synonymies have a l ready appea red . 
Holotypes and p a r a t y p e s of the new species 
have been deposi ted in the m u s e u m of t h e Ge-
ology D e p a r t m e n t , P a n j a b Univers i ty , C h a n d i -
garh, and their references are des ignated by a 
P U G D cata logue n u m b e r in the text . H y p o t y p e s 
of previously described species are also housed in 
the Geology D e p a r t m e n t of P a n j a b Univers i ty . 
LABORATORY P R O C E D U R E AND T E C H N I Q U E S 
T h e samples were crushed, boiled in deter -
gents , d isaggregated, and finally screened th rough 
a set of s t anda rd sieves. Microfossils were picked 
up from the picking t r a y wi th the help of a fine 
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Quinqueloculina sp. A. Side view. 
Quinqueloculina sp. B. Side view. 
Vaginulina cf. V. cenomana Perner. Side view. 
—Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis n. sp. 4, Holotype, side view of a megalospheric form; 5, 
type A, side view of a microspheric form. 
Guttulina lactea (Walker & Jacob). Side view. 
1
—Planulina bhatiai n. sp. 7a-c, Dorsal, ventral, and peripheral views of holotype, a megalospheric form; 
8, paratype A, dorsal view of megalospheric form. 
-Cibicides sp. indet. Dorsal view. 
—Cibicides mensillina (Schwager). Dorsal view. 
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TEXT-FIG. 1—Map of the Pangadi area showing the locations of collecting localities. 
sable-hair brush and arranged in squared slides 
for identification and study. 
Particular attention was given to the structure 
of wall because in recent years a great deal of 
emphasis has been laid on this feature of calcare-
ous foraminifcra; the techniques described by 
Wood (1963) have been followed. The specimens 
were cleaned, immersed in absolute alcohol to 
remove moisture, and were placed in xylene 
contained in a glass slide having a central cavity. 
The immersed specimen was examined under 
cross nicols. The black brushes in the keeled 
forms having a radially built wall were best seen 
at the periphery by rotating the stage of the 
microscope. However, in forms having globular 
chambers, as Vaginulina d'Orbigny, the black 
cross can well be seen in the centre of the cham-
bers. Where conclusive results could not be ob-
tained with the above-mentioned methods, thin 
sections were prepared. 
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The pores in the walls were studied by immers-
ing the specimen in xylene for about two days in 
order to remove the air bubbles in the specimen 
and then crushing it in Canada balsam under a 
cover slip (Wood, personal communication, 
1964). 
In order to make the surface features distinct, 
specimens were stained following the silver ni-
trate method described by Levinson (1951). 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The Infra-trappean beds near Pangadi were 
first reported by King (1874, p. 159), who {fide 
King 1880, p. 233) gave a check-list of the fossils 
identified by Hislop. He (King, 1880) gave a 
detailed account of the geology of the Rajah-
mundry area and made passing references to the 
studies of earlier workers. He {ibid.) considered 
these Infra-trappean rocks to be of marine origin 
and to have Upper Cretaceous affinities. 
Medlicott & Blanford (1879, p. 316), while 
discussing the fossil fauna and the age of the 
Infra-trappean beds of this area, observed, "Al-
though the whole facies is tertiary, there is a 
remarkable absence of characteristic genera, and 
the chief distinction from the cretaceous fauna of 
the upper beds in South India is simply the want 
of any marked cretaceous form. The fauna is 
distinctly marine." Discussing the evidence 
concerning the age of the Infra-trappean rocks of 
this region, these authors {ibid.) considered them 
to belong to " . . . cretaceous times than to 
tertiary. They may be of intermediate age." 
Their views were supported by Oldham (1893). 
Das Gupta (1933) collected Cardita beaumonti 
d'Archiac from the Infra-trappean rocks of 
Pangadi and suggested that these beds were of 
Late Cretaceous age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) reported for the first time 
foraminifera, Rotalia Lamarck, Discorbina 
Parker & Jones, Pulvinulina, Brady, Globigerina 
d'Orbigny and some miliolids and radiolarians, 
from the Infra-trappean rocks of this region. 
They correlated these beds with the Uttat tur 
(Cenomanian) of Trichinopoly on foraminiferal 
evidence. However, they did not give specific 
identifications, descriptions, or illustrations of 
these fossils. Except for some unidentifiable 
miliolid molds, the author did not find any speci-
mens which could be referred to any of the 
above-mentioned genera. Reliance cannot be 
placed on identifications made by Rao & Rao 
(1935). 
Rao and others (1936), while discussing the 
age of the Deccan Traps near Rajahmundry, 
concluded that the Infra-trappean beds are of 
very late Cretaceous age. 
L. Rama Rao (1950, 1964), while discussing 
the problems pertaining to the Cretaceous— 
Eocene boundary, discouraged drawing a sharp 
boundary between the Cretaceous and the Eo-
cene and suggested instead the use of the term 
"Creocene" for the transitional horizons separat-
ing the Cretaceous from the Eocene. 
L. Rama Rao (1953) reviewed the problem of 
"Danian" with special reference to India, and on 
the evidence of Cardita beaumonti considered the 
Infra-trappean beds to be of "Danian" age. He 
observed {ibid., p. 361) that the " . . . 'Danian' 
beds are best considered as occupying a part of 
the 'passage' between the Cretaceous and Eo-
cene without assigning to either of these sys-
tems". These views were maintained by him in a 
later publication (Rao, 1964). 
The same author (L. Rama Rao, 1956, p. 230) 
considered the Infra-trappean beds, " . . . as 
belonging to the uppermost part of the Creta-
ceous, almost on the border-line between that 
system and the Tertiary". He has further 
pointed out {ibid., p. 231) that " . . . the Rajah-
mundry Cretaceous beds below the Traps are of 
'Danian' age . . . ", thus by implication includ-
ing the "Danian" in the Cretaceous. This is ap-
parently in contradiction with his earlier view 
(L. Rama Rao, 1953). 
Pascoe (1959, p. 1262) has given a comprehen-
sive list of the fossils so far recorded from Infra-
trappean rocks. The list includes the following: 
Turritella dispassa Stoliczka, Nautilus Linne 
Cardita {Venericardia) beaumonti d'Archiac, 
Rostellaria Lamarck, Volutilithes Swainson, Na-
tica Scopoli, Dentalium Linne, Meretrix La-
marck, Glycimeris Lamarck, Lunulites Lamarck 
(a cheilostome bryozoan), and other fossils. 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
Pangadi (Survey of India, Toposheet No. 
65G/12; 17° l ' :18° 39' 02") is a small village in 
the West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh. 
The Pangadi area is of great geological interest 
because it is here that the trap rocks rest directly 
on the marine, fossiliferous Infra-trappean beds. 
The stratigraphic position of the Infra-trappean 
beds in this area follows. 
Rock unit Rock type Geologic age 
Deccan Traps Volcanic Early Eocene 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
Infra-Trappean Marine Paleocene 
beds 
Tirupati Sand- Fresh-water Late Gondwana 
stone (Early 
Cretaceous) 
The Infra-trappean beds overlie the Tirupati 
sandstones and are in turn overlain by the Dec-
can Traps. However, the exact contact of the 
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Tirupati sandstones and the Infra-trappean beds 
is not exposed in the area. 
Two good exposures of the Infra-trappean 
beds were noticed in the area; one, is about 0.5 
mile southeast of Devarapalle in a small nala 
cutting near a pond on the Devarapalle-Laksh-
mipuram footpath (Locality P), and the other 
is 0.5 mile south of Duddukuru (Locality Q). 
The outcrop at Devarapalle is small; the base 
of the section is not seen; and the succession at 
Locality P follows. 
Sample 
number 
Bed Number 3 varies greatly in thickness. In 
places it is totally absent and thus allows the 
trap to overlie directly bed Number 2. This 
probably indicates an erosional unconformity 
between the Infra-trappean beds and the traps. 
The following sequence of Infra-trappean 
rocks was observed about 0.5 mile south of 
Duddukuru (Locality Q), where the base of the 
section was not seen. 
Sample 
number 
The basal sandstone (bed Number 1) can be 
seen extending from near the village Duddukuru 
to the junction between the traps and the lime-
stone 0.5 mile south of the village. 
A short note reporting new species of forami-
nifera from these Infra-trappean beds has been 
sent for publication, but the detailed description 
of each species is given below. 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Superfamily MILIOLIDEA Glaessner, 1945 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
QUINQUELOCULINA SP. A 
PI. 40, fig. 1 
Description.—Mold small, nearly oval, more 
or less triangular in end view, having a broadly 
rounded periphery; sutures more or less well 
marked, depressed; chambers distinct, slightly 
inflated, peripheral chambers nearly cylindrical; 
apertural end not protruded but somewhat 
truncated. Dimensions in mm.: length, 0.37; 
breadth, 0.30; and maximum thickness, 0.30. 
Discussion.—A single internal mold, which 
may be questionably referred to Quinqueloculina 
brevidentata Le Calvez, 1947 from the Middle 
Eocene (Lutetian) of France, was found. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Thickness 
Lithology in feet 
QUINQUELOCULINA SP. B 
PL 40, fig. 2 
Discription.—Mold elongate, nearly twice as 
long as broad, more or less oval in end view; 
chambers distinct, inflated, four visible on one 
side and three on the other side, peripheral cham-
bers cylindrical; sutures distinct, somewhat 
depressed; apertural end slightly projecting; 
periphery broadly rounded. Dimensions in mm.: 
Thickness 
Lithology in feet 
length, 0.48; breath, 0.25; and maximum thick-
ness, 0.25. 
Discussion.—The solitary internal mold could 
not be assigned to any known species of Quin-
queloculina. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Superfamily NODOSARIIDEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus VAGINULINA d'Orbigny, 1826, 
emend. Marie, 1941 
VAGINULINA cf. V. CENOMANA Perner, 1892 
PI. 40, fig. 3 
Vaginulina cenomana PERNER, 1892, Tfide 2, no. 1, p. 
62 (Bohamian text, p. 37), PI. 5, fig. 18; CUSHMAN, 
1944, PI. 18, fig. 17 (type redrawn). 
Description.—Test free, elongate, flattened; 
dorsal margin more or less straight; ventral 
P/4 Trap rock: weathered, dirty green in color, fine-grained, friable 5 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
P/3 [3. Limestone: yellowish, hard, compact, and containing many 
i <• „ < ™<> „ i specimens of Turritella {Turritella Zone). 0.5-2 
p / 2 Jniia-lrappean rocks 2 L i m e s t o n e : greenish, sandy, and fossiliferous. 1.5 
P/ l U. Sand: green, soft, and fossiliferous. 3 
Q/4 Trap rock: greenish, friable, weathered 3 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
Q/3 (3. Limestone: yellowish, hard, compact, sandy, and containing 
n n Infra-trappean rocks - " l a n J specimens of Turitella (Turitella Zone). 0.7-1 
y/2 lv 12. Sand: green, soft. 2-3 
Q/l ll. Sandstone: calcareous. >40 
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TEXT-FIG. 2—Holotype of Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis n. sp. showing arrangement of chambers in a 
megalospheric form, la,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. X125. 
margin gently convex; periphery smooth and 
rounded; chambers five, proloculus spherical; 
sutures indistinct, slightly curved, somewhat 
thick; aperture small, radiate, at the dorsal 
angle. Dimensions in mm.: length, 0.47; maxi-
mum breadth, 0.20; and maximum thickness, 
0.12. 
Discussion.—Only one specimen was found in 
the material which strongly resembles Vaginu-
lina cenomana that was first described by Perner 
(1892) from the Cenomanian of Bohem (Czecho-
slovakia). The Indian form differs, however, in 
being smaller and in having fewer chambers. It 
may represent a megalospheric generation of this 
species. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Family POLYMORPHINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily POLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 
1839 
Genus GUTTULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
GUTTULINA LACTEA (Walker & Jacob) 
PI. 40 fig. 6 
Serpula laevis ovalis WALKER & BOYS, 1784, p. 2, PI. 1. 
fig. 5. 
Serpula lactea WALKER & JACOB, 1798, p. 637, PI. 14, 
fig. 2. 
Guttulina lactea CUSHMAN & OZAWA, 1930, p. 43, 
PI. 10, figs. 1-4, el. syn.; BROTZEN, 1948, p. 49, Figs. 
8, 10; PURI, 1953, p. 107, PI. 9, figs. 11,12; HAQUE, 
1956, p. 106,107, PI. 28, figs. 6a-c; HAYNES, 1958, p. 
4,5, PI. 3, figs. 1-lg. 
Description.—Test elongate, compressed, oval 
in end view; greatest width towards the base, 
apertural end slightly tapering; chambers five, 
not very distinct, elongate, embracing, reaching 
back to the base, arranged in a clockwise quin-
queloculine series; sutures distinct, very slightly 
depressed; wall thick, calcareous; aperture ter-
minal, radiate; surface smooth. Dimensions in 
mm.: length, 0.43; breadth, 0.23. 
Discussion.—The specimens show close re-
semblance to the forms described and figured by 
Haynes (1958). It is a well-known cosmopolitan 
species and ranges from Paleocene to Recent. 
From the Paleocene it has been recorded by 
Haynes (1958), Brotzen (1948), Haque (1956), 
and others. This is its first record from India. 
Occurrence.—Abundant in sample P /3 . 
Genus PSEUDOPOLYMORPHINA Cushman 
& Ozawa, 1928 
PSEUDOPOLYMORPHINA DEVARAPALLEENSIS n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 4,5; Text-figs. 2,3 
Description.—Test elongate, somewhat com-
pressed, ovate having blunt ends; periphery 
rounded; chambers seven, elongate, fairly well 
marked, slightly embracing, earlier chambers 
arranged in a quinqueloculine series, later be-
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TEXT-FIG. 3—Paratype A of p'seudopolymorphina devarapalleensis n. sp. showing arrangement of chambers in ; 
microspheric form, la,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. XI25. 
coming biserial, last chamber occupying nearly 
half of the test; sutures slightly impressed; aper-
ture terminal, radiate; wall smooth and thick. 
Dimorphism and variation.—This species is 
apparently represented by two generations; the 
microspheric individuals have a small proloculus 
and as many as nine chambers (Text-figs. 3a-c), 
and megalospheric individuals have compara-
tively larger proloculus and as many as seven 
chambers (Text-figs. 2a-c). The chambers of the 
microspheric forms are more embracing, and the 
quinqueloculine portion of the test is compara-
tively well developed compared with the megalo-
spheric individuals. Tests belonging to the two 
generations do not differ markedly in size. 
Variation has been observed in the size of the 
test as shown by the following measurements in 
millimeters. 
Dimension Holotype Paratype A Other paratypes 
Length 
Breadth 
Thickness 
0.73 
0.33 
0.33 
0.67 
0.33 
0.33 
0.45 to 0.72 
0.28 to 0.33 
0.28 to 0.33 
Discussion.—This new species of Pseudopoly-
morphina shows some resemblance to Pseudo-
polymorphina decora (Reuss) [ = Poly morphina 
decora Reuss, 1863] figured by Cushman and 
Ozawa (1930, PI. 24, figs. 6, 8a,b), but differs 
from it in having an oval shape, comparatively 
more embraching chambers, a less developed 
biserial portion, and blunt apertural and basal 
ends. 
Type horizon.—Infra-trappean beds; sample 
No. P / 3 ; pale sandy limestone. 
Type locality.—Infra-trappean beds exposed 
along the Devarapalle-Lakshmipuram footpath, 
about 0.S mile southeast of the Devarapalle 
village, West Godavari District, Andhra Pra-
desh, India. 
Geological age.—Paleocene. 
Repository of type material.—Holotype, PUGD 
F1218; paratype A, PUGD F1219. 
Etymology of trivial name.—This species is 
named after the village Devarapalle near which 
the Infra-trappean beds are exposed. 
Superfamily BILAMELLIDEA Reiss, 1957, 
emend. 1958 
Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
Taxonomic notes.—Several publications deal-
ing with the microstructure of the wall of Cibi-
cides, have appeared since 1949, but the micro-
structure of the wall of this genus is still not 
clearly understood. 
Wood (1949), in his significant work on the 
wall structure of foraminifera, erroneously 
placed the type species of Cibicides, Cibicides 
refulgens (Montfort), 1808, in the 'Perforate 
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Granulate' group, but later Wood & Haynes 
(1957, p. 46) modified the earlier views of Wood 
(1949) and stated, "Thin sections show the 
structure to be radiate." These authors have 
recorded both radial and granular species of 
Cibicides from the Paleoccne of England and 
commented, "The results appear to show that 
both radial and granular species are included in 
Cibicides as at present understood." However, 
they (Wood & Haynes, 1957) considered that 
the microstructure of the wall, as well as pore 
character, are of value in classification. 
Hofker (1951, p. 10) placed great stress on the* 
" . . . place and the structure of the pores," and 
considered this character to be " . . . of high 
systematic importance." 
Reiss (1959, p. 355) has also recorded "granu-
lar-calcareous structure" in some species of 
Cibicides. 
Loeblich & Tappan (1961, p. 248) considered, 
"test wall composition and structure" as the 
criteria for the separation of superfamilies and 
included the family Cibicididae in the super-
family Cassidulinacea, which has a granular 
wall. In a later publication, Loeblich & Tappan 
(1962, p. 71) restricted the genus Cibicides to 
include "radially built bilamellid wall." 
Cifelli (1962, p. 125) in his studies on Am-
monia beccari-i (Linne) has shown that in this 
species the test wall is radial but the septa are 
of granular microstructure and concluded, 
"Clearly, the nature of the wall at least as it is 
presently understood, cannot alone provide a 
natural basis for classifying the hyaline Forami-
nifera." A similar opinion was expressed by 
Wood and Haynes (1957), "The evidence as to 
the value of the wall structure in classification is 
yet inconclusive." 
Although all species of Cibicides in the present 
work have a radial wall, the author, in view of 
the foregoing discussion, believes that the genus 
Cibicides should include forms that may have 
either a radial or a granular wall. 
CIBICIDES MENSILLA (Schwager) 
PI. 40, fig. 10 
Discorbina mensilla SCHWAGER, 1883, p. 123, PI. 28(5), 
figs. 5a-c. 
Cibicides mexicana BANDY, (non NUTTAL), 1944, p. 
375, PI. 62, figs. 2a-c. 
Cibicides mensilla (Schwager) HAQUE, 1956, p. 203, 
204, PL 20, figs, lla-c. 
Description.—Test small, trochospiral, plano-
convex, nearly circular in outline; dorsal side 
evolute, fiat, ventral side convex having moder-
ately developed umbilical plug, some specimens 
also having an umbilical boss of clear shell ma-
terial on dorsal side; chambers noninflated, 
distinct, increasing gradually in size with growth, 
7 to 10 in last coil; sutures clearly marked, pore-
less, backward curving, limbate; dorsal sutures 
flush with surface, ventral sutures in some speci-
mens very slightly depressed in last two or three 
chambers, spiral suture clearly visible; dorsal 
pores coarse having very fine ones in between, 
ventral pores very fine having a few coarse ones 
scattered on the last three or four chambers; 
periphery subacute showing porelcss keel, very 
slightly lobulate in last three or four chambers, 
in some forms entire; aperture interiomarginal, 
peripheral, extending a short distance along the 
spiral suture on the dorsal side; wall calcareous 
displaying radial microstructure. 
Dimorphism and variation.—Two groups of 
proloculus size have been observed; one possibly 
represents microspheric individuals and has a 
diameter of 16/z and the other possibly represents 
megalospheric forms and has a diameter ranging 
from 30/x to 33/u. The development of chambers 
in the two groups does not differ markedly. The 
microspheric forms generally have 10 chambers 
in the first whorl followed by eight in the second 
whorl, but the megalospheric forms have nine 
chambers in the first whorl and eight chambers 
in the second whorl. 
Both sinistral and dextral tests have been 
found and their ratio of occurrence is nearly 
equal. Average diameter of coarse pores on the 
dorsal side is 6/x. Other dimensions in millimeters 
are given below. 
Adult Juvenile 
Dimension specimens specimens 
Major diameter 0.18 to 0.33 0.13 
Minor diameter 0.17 to 0.28 0.12 
Thickness 0.10 to 0.15 0.08 
Diameter of proloculus 16^ to 33fi 
Discussion.—The specimens strongly resemble 
Cibicides mensilla (Schwager), first described 
from the "Eocene" of the Libyan desert. Re-
cently, Haque (1956) recorded it from the lower-
most Laki beds (upper Paleocene) of Nammal 
gorge, West Pakistan. The Indian specimens are 
apparently similar to those described by Haque 
(1956) from Pakistan and probably come within 
the range of variation of the species. In the pres-
ent forms, however, the dorsal sutures are not 
depressed, and the dorsal convexity is not as 
developed as shown in Haque's figure (1956, PI. 
20, fig. l i e ) . The degree of convexity, however, is 
not considered to be of much significance in 
Cibicides because it is generally an attached form 
and shows considerable range of variation 
(Bhatia, 1956; Nyholm, 1961). 
Cibicides cassivellauni Haynes, 1957, described 
from the Thanet Beds (Paleocene) of East Kent, 
England, differs from the present form in being 
much larger, in having nonlimbate ventral su-
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TKXT-FIG. 4—Dorsal view of a megalospheric form of 
Planulina bhatiai n. sp. X80. 
tu res , lip showing lappets a t the aper ture , and 
granular mic ros t ruc tu re of the tes t wall. F r o m 
Cibicides cassivellauni var . buximargo Haynes , 
1957, also described from the T h a n e t Beds, t he 
present species differs in having noninflated 
chambers , subacu t e periphery, ape r tu re w i thou t 
lip, l imba te ven t ra l su tures , and radial wall. 
Occurrence.—Abundant in samples P / 3 and 
Q/3. 
C I B I C I D E S SP. INDEX. 
PI. 40, fig. 9 
Description.—Test concavo-convex, nearly 
circular in out l ine , dorsal side evolute, somewhat 
convex, ven t r a l side involute and slightly con-
cave, ven t ra l plug no t well developed; per iphery 
lobulate , rounded , slightly keeled; chambers , 
including proluculus , nine in the first coil and 
eight in t he second coil, dist inct , slightly in-
flated, enlarging gradual ly wi th growth, last 
chamber b roken ; dorsal su tures curved, well 
marked , sl ightly depressed, nonl imbate , vent ra l 
su tures curved ; bo th sides of test finely perfo-
ra te ; ape r tu ra l por t ion broken ; wall calcareous, 
hyaline, radial . Dimensions in m m . : max imum 
diameter , 0.30; thickness, 0.13. Proloculus 
d iameter , 28/u. 
Discussion.—A soli tary, broken specimen was 
found in t he mater ia l . I t m a y be ques t ionably 
referred to Cibicides pharaonis described by 
LeRoy (1953) from the Esna shale (Paleocene— 
Lower Eocene) of E g y p t . 
Occurrence.—Sample P / 3 . 
Genus P L A N U L I N A d 'Orbigny, 1926 
P L A N U L I N A BHATIAI n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 7,8; Text-figs. 4,5 
Description.—Test discoidal, t rochospiral , bi-
evolute, dorsal side more so t h a n the ven t ra l ; 
tes t consist ing of two whorls, t he first having ten 
chambers ( including the proloculus), t he second 
having seven c h a m b e r s ; chambers dist inct , in-
creasing fairly rapidly in size; su tures well 
marked , l imbate , sl ightly depressed, curved, 
especially in the second volut ion, nonper fora te ; 
per iphery ent ire , except for slight lobat ion in t he 
last two chambers ; keel faint, imper fora te ; um-
bilical side slightly depressed; a p e r t u r e equa-
torial , in ter iomarginal , and a rch-shaped having 
slight lip, ex tending on to the umbilical s ide; wall 
calcareous, modera te ly perforate on b o t h sides, 
radial , smooth . 
Dimorphism and variation.—About one hun-
dred specimens of this new species were exam-
ined to t i ace ou t the d imorphic genera t ions . T h e 
average d iamete r of megalospheric proloculus is 
26/i, b u t the average d iamete r of t he proloculus 
in microspheric forms is 12/u. T h e per iphery is 
generally ent i re in microspheric forms b u t in 
megalospheric individuals it is lobulate . 
Sl ight var ia t ion has been observed in t he 
lobulat ion of t he pe r iphery and the p rominence 
of t he keel. T h e per iphery of the las t two or th ree 
chambers is generally lobula te , and the poreless 
keel is normal ly not very well marked . 
Average d iamete r of the pores is 2fi. O the r 
d imensions in mil l imeters are given below. 
Adult 
Dimension Holotype Paratype A specimens 
Major diameter 0.30 0.31 0.18 to 0.37 
Minor diameter 0.25 0.25 0.13 to 0.29 
Thickness 0.08 0.10 O . 0 7 t o 0 . 1 2 
Diameter of pro-
loculus 32/i 24/i 
Discussion.—This dis t inct ive new species of 
Planulina shows some resemblance to Planulina 
caribaea described by C u s h m a n (1931) from the 
Mon tego Bay, Jamaica , Wes t Indies b u t differs 
in being smaller, less compressed, and hav ing 
modera te ly sized perforat ions on bo th the sides. 
F r o m Planulina heteropora Ehrenberg , 1854, 
described from the Cre taceous of E g y p t , th is 
new species differs in hav ing gently curved su-
tures and compara t ive ly coarsely p u n c t a t e tes t . 
Definite compar i sons canno t be m a d e wi th P. 
TEXT-FIG. 5—Dorsal view of a microspheric form of 
Planulina bhatiai n. sp. X80. 
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heteropora as the type description has not been 
given and topotypes were not available for com-
parison. 
Type horizon.—Infra-trappean beds; sample 
number P / 3 ; pale, sandy limestone; found abun-
dantly; also in the Infra-trappean sample Q/3. 
Type, locality.—Infra-trappean beds exposed 
along the Devarapalle—Lakshmipuram foot-
path, about 0.5 mile southeast of Devarapalle 
village, West Godavari District, Andhra Pra-
desh, India. 
Geologic age.—Paleocene. 
Repository of type material.—Holotype, PUGD 
F1220; paratype A, PUGD F1221. 
Etymology of trivial name.—The species is 
named in honour of S. B. Bhatia, Reader in 
Geology, Panjab University, Chandigarh. 
PALEOECOLOGY 
The Infra-trappean beds contain a meagre 
microfossil fauna comprised of molds of milio-
lids, Vaginulina, Guttulina, Pseudopolymorphina, 
Cibicides, Planulina, and ophiuroid ossicles. In 
this assemblage, only Planulina is abundant, and 
the other forms are either rare or common. Of 
these, two species, Pseudopolymorphina devara-
palleensis and Planulina bhatiai, are new, and 
the others, except Guttulina lactea (Walker & 
Jacob), are extinct. The microfossil assemblage is 
associated with Turritella (abundant), Denta-
lium, Nautilus, chelae of crabs, and other mega-
fossils. Because of the limited number of species 
and the lack of forms having definite ecological 
significance, environment under which these 
beds were deposited cannot be deduced precisely. 
The new species cannot be taken into considera-
tion for paleoecological deductions. Some broad 
generalizations, however, regarding the paleo-
ecology of these sediments can be made. 
In modern seas, miliolids are found in warm 
marine environments of the inner neritic zone 
and can tolerate a salinity range of 18(?) to 
36°/00. They have also been recorded from the 
brackish water environments (Lowman, 1949). 
Ecological data on the family Polymorphini-
dae indicate that the family, on the whole, is 
characteristic of a warm, shallow neritic environ-
ment, although it includes certain species which 
can tolerate variations in depth. Guttulina lactea, 
the only species in this fauna living in modern 
seas, has been recorded from depths of 15 to 900 
fathoms from different parts of the world. 
Ecological information pertaining to Cibicides 
shows that this genus is commonly represented 
in a shallow water (82 to 91 m.) marine environ-
ment (Hedberg, 1934; Lowman, 1949), although 
some species of Cibicides, like the polymorphi-
nids, tolerate wide range of depth variation. 
Data on Planulina suggest that the genus is 
common at depths of 153 to 350 feet (Lowman, 
1949). 
Although no systematic work on the ophi-
uroid ossicles from the Infra-trappean beds could 
be carried out, the presence of these ossicles 
apparently have ecological significance. The 
ophiuroids are characteristically marine orga-
nisms, and majority of living species inhabit a 
zone lying between the low tide mark and 180 
feet. 
Among the megafossils, Turritella is the most 
abundant. It is an exclusively marine genus 
(Gardner, 1957) and represents a near-shore, 
sandy bottom environment (Plummer, 1933). 
Similarly, Dentalium is also a shallow water form 
and was found in abundance by Ladd and others 
(1957) at a depth of 7.5 feet in the Gulf of Mex-
ico. 
The occurrence of chelae of crab is interesting. 
The Recent marine crabs are found in shallow 
(10 to 30 m.), rather turbulent water zone on a 
seafloor consisting of loose sand. 
On the basis of the faunal evidences, the 
author infers that the Infra-trappean beds were 
deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm and 
turbulent, inner neritic environment which had 
open sea connections. 
COMPOSITION, AGE, AND AFFINITIES 
OF THE MICROFAtWA 
The Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
contain a meagre microfossil assemblage. In all, 
eight species of foraminifera (Text-fig. 6), were 
found, of which one belongs to the family Nodo-
sariidae, two each to the families Polymorphini-
dae and Miliolidae, and three to the family 
Cibicidae. The foraminifera on the whole are 
rare, except Cibicides mensilla and Planulina 
bhatiai n. sp. which are found abundantly. 
The miliolids are represented only as molds. 
Quinqueloculina sp. A. may actually belong to 
Q. brevidentata, an Eocene species but, because 
actual foraminiferal tests were not found, no 
specific comments can be made on this. Only one 
specimen of Vaginulina has been found which 
shows some resemblance to V. cenomana, which 
was described originally from the Cenomanian of 
Czechoslovakia. 
The occurrence of Guttulina lactea and Cibi-
cides mensilla is significant. The former species is 
cosmopolitan and ranges from Paleocene to 
Recent. The Indian specimens show close re-
semblance to the Paleocene forms figured and 
described by Haynes (1958) from the Thanet 
beds of England and by Haque (1956) from the 
Paleocene of West Pakistan. Cibicides mensilla, 
which is found abundantly in this material, was 
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TEXT-FIG. 6—Distribution of microfossils in the Infra-trappean beds. 
first described from the "Eocene" of the Libyan 
desert. Bandy (1944) recorded it from the Eo-
cene of Cape Blanco, Oregon, U.S.A. Recently, 
Haque (1956) reported it from the lowermost 
Laki beds (Upper Paleocene) of Namma! gorge, 
West Pakistan. 
The megafossils of the Infra-trappean beds 
have not been studied in detail. It is not certain 
whether the majority of the species belong to 
Cretaceous or to Tertiary. Das Gupta (1933) on 
the basis of Cardita beaumonti from these beds, 
considered them to belong to the upper part of 
the Upper Cretaceous. Detailed investigation by 
Rutsch (1936, non vidi), however, on the so-
called C. beaumonti from different parts of the 
world shows that 'C. beaumonti s.l.' exhibits a 
wide range of variation and ranges from Mae-
strichtian to Middle Eocene. Unless "C. beau-
monti" from the Infra-trappean beds is 
throughly restudied, little reliance can be placed 
on this species in ascertaining the age of these 
sediments. 
Many workers consider these beds to be of 
Danian age, but in recent years Danian is fa-
voured to be included in the Paleocene rather 
than in the Cretaceous. 
The Infra-trappean beds are separated from 
the Intcr-trappean rocks (of definite early Eo-
cene age) by 40 feet to 50 feet of Traps and a 
slight unconformity. On this basis, the Infra-
trappean beds are not likely to be older than 
Paleocene. Although the balance of foraminiferal 
evidence indicates a Paleocene age for the Infra-
trappean strata, the fauna is too meagre to sug-
gest any definite age for these beds. The conclu-
sive evidence must come from the megafossils 
which are abundant but need a detailed and 
thorough revision. 
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A NOTE ON FORAMINIFERA FROM THE INFRA- AND 
INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF THE PANGADI AREA 
S. N. BHALLA* 
A detailed investigation of the Foraminifera from the infra- and the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi (17° V : 81° 39' 02") area was under-
taken by the author. This area was chosen particularly because the out-
crops of the infra-trappeans, the inter-trappeans, and the Deccan traps 
were found closely associated within a comparatively small area, and it 
was felt that a detailed study of these rocks would help in solving some 
important riddles of Indian geology, namely, (1) the nature of the Creta-
ceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) the age of Deccan traps 
in this part of India. The present note gives a concise account of the 
author's main findings. 
The general sequence of various rock units in the area is as follows: 
Geologic age Rock unit Rock Type 
Trap rock Volcanic 
unconformity-
Lower Eocene Inter-trappean beds Estuarine to 
shallow 
epineritic 
unconformity 
Trap rock Volcanic 
Erosional unconformity ? 
Paleocene Infra-trappean beds Marine 
unconformity 
Lower Cretaceous Upper Gondwanas Fresh-water and 
paralic 
/. Infra-trappean beds: The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
are marine in nature and overlie the Tirupati sandstones (Upper Gond-
wanas) with an unconformity. The infra-trappean band extends for 
about six miles and consists mainly of sandstones and fossiliferous lime-
stones. 
The study reveals the presence of eight species of Foraminifera in these 
infra-trappean beds. The species are: Quinqueloculina sp. A, Quinquelo-
culina sp. B, Vaginulina cf. V. cenomana Perner, Guttulina lactea (Walker 
& Jacob), Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis Bhalla, Cibicides mensilla 
(Schwager), Cibicides sp. indet., and Planulina bhatiai Bhalla. 
The foraminiferal fauna indicates a warm, marine, and inner neritic 
environment of deposition. The assemblage, on the whole, favours a 
Paleocene age for the infra-trappean beds. 
The Pangadi area affords a good site for the demarcation of Creta-
14 
ceous-Tertiary boundary in this part of the Deccan. The infra-trappeans 
are Paleocene in age and overlie the Tirupati sandstones of the Upper 
Gondwanas with an unconformity. The age of the Tirupati sandstones 
is considered to be Lower Cretaceous on the basis of plant fossils and 
stratigraphical considerations. Thus, it becomes evident that the Tirupati 
sandstones are of Lower Cretaceous age whereas the infra-trappean beds 
are of Paleocene age,- and the unconformity between the two marks the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the area. 
/ / . Inter-trappean beds: The inter-trappean band of the Pangadi area 
is sandwiched between the flows of the Deccan traps and is mainly com-
posed of limestones with some shale partings. The inter-trappeans con-
tain a prolific and interesting assemblage of both plant and animal fossils. 
A fairly rich assemblage of Foraminifera comprising of eighteen species, 
was recovered from these inter-trappean beds. The species are: BathysU 
phon eocenicus Cushman & Hanna, Quinqueloculina sp., Triloculina decU 
piens Reuss, Vaginulina icenii Haynes, Fissurina • laevigata Reuss, Globu-
lina inaequalis Reuss, Virgulina cf. V. dubta Haque, Epistominella dubia 
Haque, Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, 
Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d'Orbigny, Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, Rosalina sphareuligera (Schwager), Discorbis toddae 
Bhalla, Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp., Globorotalia (Turborotalia sp. 
cf. G. (T.) centralis Cushman and Bermudez, and Cibicides reinholdi ten 
Dam. 
The foraminiferal fauna, supported by ostracode fauna, indicates the 
prevelance of alternating marine and brackish-water conditions of deposi-
tion for the inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. There are two 
brackish-water units; the sedimentation commenced with a brackish-
water environment. 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the inter-trappean beds of this area 
consists of species which have been recorded from various Tertiary hori-
zons of the world. However, the overall predominance of Eocene species, 
supported by other microfossils, indicate a Lower Eocene age for the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. The present study supports the 
views of Rao et al. (1936) that the Pangadi inter-trappeans are of Eocene 
age. Due to the absence of marker species of Foraminifera, it has not 
been possible to fix precisely the age of these beds within the Lower 
Eocene. 
Age of the Deccan Traps: The early flows of the Deccan traps of the 
Pangadi area lie in between the infra-trappean and the inter-trappean 
beds. The infra-trappeans-are of Paleocene age whereas the inter-trap-
peans have been assigned a Lower Eocene age. This indicates that the 
lava of the lower flows of the Deccan traps started pouring out during 
early Eocene times in this part of the country. Rao et al. (1936) dis-
cussed in detail the relationship of the outlier of the Deccan traps at Pan-
gadi with the main body of the traps in Central India and concluded 
that the Pangadi traps are homotaxial with the lowest traps in Central 
15 
India. The Pangadi traps are of early Eocene age which would, then, 
suggest that the igneous activity of the Deccan traps in the Indian sub-
continent started at the dawn of the Eocene epoch. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the Pangadi area, Andhra Pradesh, is discussed in 
the light of the foraminiferal evidence obtained from the infra-trappean beds exposed in the 
region. The Foraminifera, though poor in number and frequency of species, indicate the 
prevalence of a shallow marine, inner-neritic condition of sedimentation. The assemblage 
favours a Palaeocene age for the infra-trappean beds. On this basis, the overlying flows of 
the Deccan Traps are regarded to be of early Eocene age. 
INTRODUCTION 
The demarcation of boundaries, whether political or natural, has always been a 
ticklish problem. Of all the boundaries in the geological column, the one between 
the Cretaceous and the Tertiary or, to be more precise, that between the Cretaceous 
and the Palaeocene, is, perhaps, the most controversial and at the same time a very 
interesting problem of world stratigraphy. The problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary 
boundary has attracted the attention of not only the palaeontologists who are consi-
dered to be at the helm of the affair, but also of sedimentologists, geochronologists, 
and petrologists from different parts of the world. However, it is interesting to note 
that in spite of different criteria employed and detailed work done throughout the 
world, no amicable agreement regarding the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary has yet 
emerged. 
In southern India, a few good exposures of marine Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence 
containing attractive fossil assemblages are present. In the vicinity of Pangadi in the 
West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh, an interesting set of sedimentary rocks, 
underlying the Deccan Traps, is present which is commonly referred to as the infra-
trappeans. These infra-trappeans are important from the stratigraphical point of 
view because a detailed study of these rocks serves a two-fold purpose: (1) it reveals 
the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) it throws con-
siderable light on the age of the Deccan Traps with which they are closely associated 
in the area. 
The age of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area has been a subject of con-
troversy ever since these were brought to the attention of Indian geologists by 
William King in 1874. The majority of workers consider it to be of topmost 
Cretaceous age. The rocks contain abundant marine fossils and it is rather unfortu-
nate that except for one or two reports on the fossils from these beds, no detailed 
work on the fossil fauna has yet been made. 
The recent advances in our knowledge of Foraminifera, especially the planktonic 
group, have proved that they are the best tools in local as well as long distance 
correlations. Parker (1965) pointed out certain irregularities in the distribution of 
planktonic Foraminifera but, maintained that in spite of the irregularities, they are 
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excellent for stratigraphic correlations. Since the last decade, an intense micro-
pal aeontological activity has been generated by the workers on Foraminifera to 
demarcate the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. The most interesting point arising 
out of their studies is the inclusion of the Danian in the Paleocene. Not only the 
Foraminifera, but other groups of microfossils also, including calcareous nanno-
plankton, support this view. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper 
to discuss the position of Danian in the geological time scale, especially when the 
whole problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, including that of the Danian, 
has been critically reviewed in a recent publication by Rama Rao (1964). The 
author agrees with the view that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
It was therefore, considered that a detailed study of the Foraminifera, from the 
infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area would greatly advance our knowledge 
regarding the age and palaeoecology of these beds which, in turn, would throw light 
on the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, and also on the age of the over-
lying flows of the Deccan Traps in this area. With this end in view, detailed 
sampling of these infra-trappean beds was done to make a comprehensive study of 
the Foraminifera entombed in these sediments. 
HISTORICAL RESUME 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area occupy an important place in Indian 
stratigraphy. The beds were discovered by King in 1874 and their fossil content was 
studied by Rev. Hislop. King (1880) in his monumental work on the geology of the 
Rajahmundry region, dealt with the infra-trappean beds in detail and suggested an 
Upper Cretaceous age for them. According to him, these beds were deposited in a 
marine environment. 
Medlicott and Blanford (1879) opined that the fauna of the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds show Tertiary affinities and that they are of marine origin. However, 
they failed to arrive at any definite conclusion as regards the age of these beds. 
Das Gupta (1933) described Cardita beaumonti d'Archiac from the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans and on this basis assigned these beds to the topmost Cretaceous age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) discovered Foraminifera and Radiolaria from the infra-
trappean beds, but neither descriptions nor illustrations were given. On the basis 
of the foraminiferal assemblage, they correlated the infra-trappean beds with the 
Uttattur (Cenomanian) rocks of Trichinopoly area. 
Rao et al. (1936) while dealing with the age of the Deccan Traps of the Pangadi 
area, considered the infra-trappean rocks to be of Upper Cretaceous age. 
Rama Rao (1950) did not consider it desirable to draw a sharp boundary 
between the Cretaceous and the Eocene and, therefore, suggested the use of the term 
'Creocene' for the transition beds which intervene between the undisputed Cretaceous 
and the Eocene strata. 
On the basis of Das Gupta's (1933) find of C. beaumonti from the Pangadi infra-
trappeans, he (1953) considered these beds to be of Danian age. As regards the 
position of the Danian, he maintained his earlier views (Rama Rao, 1950). In 
1956 he considered the infra-trappean rocks of Pangadi to be of Danian age and the 
overlying flows of the Deccan Traps, including the inter-trappean beds, to be of early 
Eocene age. 
A 
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Sarkar (1964) revised Venericardia beaumonli and allied forms from the Indian 
sub-continent. He made some taxonomic shifts in certain forms of V. beaumonti but 
retained the form from the Pangadi infra-trappeans, described by Das Gupta (1933), 
as such. 
Mathur & Evans (1964) considered the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
to be either of late Cretaceous or of Paleocene age. 
Raju ct al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the infra-trappean and 
the underlying Tirupati sandstones on the basis of heavy mineral data. These 
authors (op. cit.) considered the Pangadi infra-trappean beds to be of late Cretace-
ous age. 
Baksi (1965) while discussing the palaeoecology of the infra-trappean beds of 
Pangadi, considered the lower part of the sequence to be of fluvial deltaic nature, 
and the upper part to be of estuarine origin. 
Bhalla (1966) made a comprehensive study of the Foraminifera from the infra-
trappean beds of the Pangadi area and concluded that the assemblage suggested a 
shallow, marine, inner-neritic environment of deposition. According to him (op. cit.), 
the balance of foraminiferal evidence favoured a Paleocene age for these beds. 
Besides the Foraminifera, some ostracodes were also found by the author in these beds 
and are being reported here for the first time. However, due to imperfect state of 
preservation and paucity of specimens, no systematic work on these could be carried 
out. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphical succession of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area was 
-worked out by the author at two localities: Locality-A (PI. I. fig. 1), about half a 
mile southeast of Devarapalle village; and Locality-B (PI. I. fig. 2), about half a 
mile south of Duddukuru village. The sequence is as follows: 
Deccan Traps
 L Eocene 
(Volcanic) L O W e r t o c e n e 
Unconformity 
Locality-A Locality-B 
{ 3. Compact, yellowish 3. Compact, yellowish 
limestone full of limestone with 
Turritella 6" to 2' abundant Turritella 8" to 1' 
Infra-
trappeans -| 2. Sandy limestone 2. Soft sands 2' to 3' Paleocene 
(Marine) (fossiliferous) 1' 6" 
1. Greenish sands 1. Calcareous 
(fossiliferous) 3' sandstones 40' 
Unconformity 
(After Raju et. al., 1965) 
TirUFretsh-awadter3neS L o w e r Cretaceous 
The top bed (Bed No. 3) of the infra-trappeans at both the localities, is a 
yellowish, compact limestone. It is interesting from the palaeontological point of 
view because it is crowded with Turritella and other invertebrate shells (Plate 2) and 
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has yielded the maximum number of foraminiferal species (Bhalla, 1966). It varies 
considerably in thickness; at some places it is up to 2 feet thick whereas at others, 
it is completely missing with the result that the Traps come in direct contact with 
Bed No. 2. This feature of the limestone suggests a possible erosional unconformity 
between the infra-trappeans and the overlying traps. 
Structurally, the area is practically undisturbed. The infra-trappean beds dip 
with an angle of 6° to 10° towards southeast and overlie the Tirupati sandstones; 
however, the contact between the two is concealed below the alluvium and is not 
seen in the area. On the basis of. the heavy mineral characterstics of the two forma-
tions, Raju el al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the Tirupati sandstones 
and the infra-trappean beds. A slight erosional unconformity between the infra-
trappeans and overlying flows of the Deccan Traps exists and is indicated by a consi-
derable variation in the thickness of the top bed of the infra-trappean sequence. 
PALAEOECOLOGY OF THE INFRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have not been subjected to detailed 
palaeoecological investigations in the past. Baksi (1965, p. 145) in a short note on 
the environment of deposition of the infra-trappean sequence mentioned, " . . . a 
definite estuarine condition ffrom faunal evidence) in its upper part, the lower beds 
being deposited under liu. -1 deltaic conditions. . . . The nature and volume of the 
detritus in this formation suggest a slight uplift in the source area . . .". However, 
no faunal evidence for the estuarine nature of the upper part of the infra-trappean 
beds was given in support of his conclusions. 
Bhalla (1966) described eight species of Foraminifera from the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds. The foraminiferal assemblage comprise abundant Planulina and 
Cibicides, and rare to frequent forms of Guttulina, Pseudopolymorphina, Vaginulina, 
and miliolid moulds. Except for Guttulina lactea (Walker & Jacob), other species 
are either new or do not live in the modern seas. He (Bhalla, op. cit.) suggested that 
these beds were deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm, inner neritic environ-
ment having open-sea connections. 
Further ecological information is furnished by the presence of abundant ophiuroid 
ossicles in the topmost bed of the infra-trappean sequence (Bhalla, 1966). The 
ophiuroids are exclusively stenohaline organisms and most of them favour a near 
shore, shallow water environment. Thus it corroborates the contention that these 
beds were deposited under truly marine conditions. 
Another evidence supporting the marine nature of the beds is obtained from the 
work of Rao & Rao (1935) who reported the occurrence of Radiolaria besides the 
Foraminifera from the infra-trappean beds. The Radiolaria are exclusively marine 
protozoa and their presence in these beds does not, naturally, support the estuarine 
origin as postulated by Baksi (1965). 
In association with the microfossils, megafossils are also found in the infra-
trappean beds. A check-list of the megafossil fauna is given by Pascoe(1959, p.1262). 
It includes Turritella, Cardita (Venericardia) beaumonti, Volutilithes, Glycimeris, 
Natica, Rostellaria, Lunulites, Nautilus, Dentalium, Meretrix, chelae of a crab, etc. 
Of these Turritella is most aboundant. The studies of Gardner (1957) show that 
Tunitella is an exclusively marine genus. It is abundant in warm and shallow waters 
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of modern seas (Easton, 1960) and favours a near shore, sandy bottom condition 
(Plummer, 1933). Dentalium is a marine, benthonic genus and prefers a shallow 
water environment (Ladd et ai, 1957). Similarly, Natica is also a marine genus but 
is found from neritic to abyssal depths (Clarke, 1962; Jung, 1965). The occurrence 
of chelae of crab suggests a shallow water environment as the modern marine crabs 
inhabit an approximately 10 to 30 metre depth range. 
The petrography of the limestone occurring in the upper part of the infra-
trappean beds provides an altogether independent palaeoecological evidence and 
supports the conclusions of this author drawn onfaunal evidences. The limestone 
is a sandy, packed, biomicrudite (often passing into sandy biomicrite) in the termi-
nology of Folk (1962). An important feature of this rock is the presence of large 
quantities (15% to 35%) of terrigenous material in the sand-grade size which is inti-
mately mixed up with the organic debris (PI. 2). The land-derived detritus comprise 
angular grains of quartz and fresh felspars (perthite and acid plagioclase) with minor 
amounts of red and colourless garnet and actinolite. 
Such limestones originate essentially in calm, turbulence-free environments which 
could be established both in shallow, protected, basins as well as in deep waters. 
However, the large quantities of sand sized terrigenous material and lack of even 
small amounts of clay and silt in the rock and, above all, the fauna itself, rule out the 
possibility of deep sea sedimentation and suggests rather the proximity of land in re-
lation to the basin of deposition. It is obvious that the rock originated in an inner 
neritic environment, in a somewhat protected basin having open sea connections, where 
the currents were not strong enough or persistent enough to winnow away the calcite 
ooze which subsequently got deposited with the shells of the sedentary organisms 
living in the basin. Estuaries and lagoons, though providing conditions similar to 
those in protected seas, would not yield the type of sediment described above by 
virtue of a large contribution of clay and silt which is unavoidable in these 
environments. 
Tt is indeed possible that the large quantity of sandy material in limestone is due 
to uplift in the source area which must have consisted of crystalline schists and gneis-
ses. This uplift, perhaps, was contemporaneous with limestone sedimentation or 
might have been slightly later and was responsible for creating conditions unfavour-
able to carbonate sedimentation. This, then, may explain the limited distribution 
of this limestone both in space and time and also the presence of such abnormally 
high amounts of land-derived debris in the rock. 
From the foregoing discussion based on fossil as well as sedimentological evidences, 
it is concluded that these beds were deposited in a protected, rather warm, well illu-
minated, inner neritic environment which had open sea connection, like the one now 
existing in parts of the Gulf of Mexico. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 
1. Infra-trappean beds with the overlying traps, in a nala cutting at locality A, about half a mile 
southeast of Devarapalle village. 
2. Jnfra-trappean caicareous sandstone (Bed No. I) at locality B, half a mife south of Duddufeuru 
village. 
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CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY BOUNDARY 
In the Pangadi area both Cretaceous and Paleocene strata are present and an 
attempt has been made to demarcate the boundary between the two. The lowermost 
•stratigraphic unit in the area is the Tirupati sandstones. The sandstone has been 
assigned an early Cretaceous age by various workers on the basis of plant fossils as 
well as on stratigraphic considerations. 
The age of the overlying infra-trappean beds has been a matter of controversy 
•ever since they were discovered by King in 1874. As has been stated elsewhere, the 
majority of workers favour a late Cretaceous age for these beds. They found support 
from the occurrence of Cardita beaumonti which was reported by Das Gupta in 1933, 
and, thus assigned a Danian age to these beds. In the past, palaeontologists invari-
ably regarded Cardita beaumonti as a Danian marker and the Danian was considered 
as the topmost stage of the Cretaceous. However, the investigations of Rutsch (1936) 
Tevealed that Cardita beaumonti was not confined exclusively to the Danian but, was 
a variable form and ranged from Maestrichtian to Middle Eocene. As such, it is 
hardly of any value as an age marker. In recent years, a majority of foraminifero-
iogists consider that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
The typical genera and species of Foraminifera which have been extensively used 
in demarcating the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, are not present in the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans. However, the foraminiferal assemblage of these beds includes 
certain well known species (Bhalla, 1966) which have been recorded either from the 
Paleocene or from the Eocene of different parts of the world. Among these, 
Cibicides mensilla (abundant), Guttulina lactea (frequent), and a mould of Quinque-
loculina closely resembling Q. brevidentata, are of significant value in dating the 
infra-trappean beds. Cibicides mensilla was originally described by Schwager (1883) 
from the Eocene of Libya and has subsequently been recorded from the Eocene of 
U.S.A. by Bandy (1944) and from the late Paleocene of Pakistan by Haque (1956). 
Guttulina lactea is a well known polymorphinid and has been reported from various 
Tertiary strata of the world. The species of G. lactea from the Infra-trappean beds 
show close similarities with the ones described and illustrated by Haque (1956) from 
the Paleocene of Pakistan and by Haynes (1958) from the Paleocene of England. 
The mould of Quinqueloculina closely resembles brevidentata Le Calvez, described 
from the Lutetian of France. 
The megafossils, ostracodes, radiolaria, and ophiuroid ossicles also occur in the 
Pangadi infra-trappean beds but need detailed studies before they can be used for 
dating these strata. 
The foraminiferal assemblage, on the whole, favours a Paleocene age for the 
infra-trappean beds, but due to paucity of forms having precise age records, it is not 
possible to assign these beds to any particular stage within the Paleocene. However, 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II 
Photomicrograph of the infra-trappean limestone (Bed No. 3) showing ill sorted shell debris in 
calcite-mnd matrix. Note the abundant quantity of terrigenous quartz grains in the sand-grade size 
and the articulate nature of the shells. The rock is a sandy biomicrudite. 
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it is certain that the infra-trappean beds represent the dawn of the Tertiary era in this 
part of India. 
The contact between the Tirupati sandstone and the overlying infra-trappean beds 
is concealed below a vast stretch of alluvium and is nowhere seen in the area. How-
ever, Raju et al (1965) on the basis of heavy mineral characteristics of the Tirupati 
sandstones and the infra-trappean beds, suggested an unconformity between the two. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the Tirupati sandstones are of early 
Cretaceous age whereas the overlying infra-trappean beds are Paleocene in age* 
and the unconformity between the two marks the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in 
the area. 
The infra-trappeans are unconformably overlain by the flows of Deccan Traps 
which, in turn, contain the fossiliferous inter-trappean beds. As discussed earlier, 
the infra-trappean beds are of Paleocene age while the inter-trappeans have been 
assigned a definite Eocene age by various workers on the basis of fossil evidences. 
Thus, the flows of the Deccan Traps are sandwiched between the Paleocene infra-
trappeans and the Eocene inter-trappean beds. On this basis, it is inferred that the 
outpouring of the lava of Deccan Traps started in early Eocene times. This conclusion 
is in harmony with the view expressed by Rama Rao (1956) that the traps, including 
the inter-trappeans, are of Lower Eocene age. 
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CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY BOUNDARY 
In the Fangadi area of Andhra Pradesh, good exposures of Cretaceous 
and Paleocene rocks containing fascinating suites of fossils are 
found and an attempt was made to demarcate the Cretaceous-Tertiary 
boundary in this region. 
In the above area, the topmost stratigraphic unit belonging to the 
Mesozoic is the Tirupati sandstone which constitutes the uppermost 
formation of the East Coast Gondwana. On fossil evidence and 
stratigraphic considerations, the Tirupati sandstone is dated as 
Aptian or Albian (Bhalla, 1972) (Table 1). 
The age of the overlying Infra-trappean beds has been a matter of 
controversy. This is mainly because of the fact that characteristic 
genera and/or species which can place these beds precisely in the 
stratigraphic column are not found in them. The foraminiferal 
assemblage described by the author (Bhalla, 1966), however, 
Includes certain well-known species which have been recorded either 
from the Paleocene or Eocene of the different parts of the world. 
The mega- as well as micro-faunal assemblage, on the whole, favours 
a Paleocene age for these strata which represent the beginning of 
the Tertiary Era in this part of India. 
Structurally, Pangadi area is practically Undisturbed and the beds 
show low dips towards east and southeast. The contact between the 
Tirupati sandstone and the overlying Infra-trappean beds is 
concealed below a vast stretch of alluvium and is nowhere seen in 
the area. However, on the basis of sedimentological studies, an 
unconformity between the two has been suggested and the fOBSil 
records of both corroborate this contention. 
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It is, therefore, evident that the Tirupati sandstone is of Aptian 
or Albian age whereas the overlying Infra-trappean beds are of 
Paleocene age; and the unconformity between the two marks the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the area (Bhalla, 1968). 
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FORAMINIFERA FROM THE INFRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF 
THE PANGADI AREA, INDIA 
S. N. BHALLA 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
ABSTRACT—The I nfra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have yielded eight species of forami-
nifera, including two new species, Pseudopolymorphina devarapallecnsis andPlanulina 
bhatiai. The foraminiferal assemblage suggests a shallow marine, inner-neritic environment of 
deposition. The balance of foraminiferal evidence points to a Paleccene age for these beds. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE nature of the Cretaceous-Eocene se-quence has been one of the most controver-
sial problems of geology and has engaged the 
attention of geologists almost all over the 
world. In India, the Cretaceous-Eocene rocks are 
widely distributed and are found associated 
together at several places. An interesting area of 
the Cretaceous-Eocene succession is found in the 
vicinity of Pangadi, Andhra Pradesh. In this 
locality outcrops of Upper Gondwana rocks, 
Infra-trappean beds, and Inter-trappean rocks 
are found in a small circumscribed area, and 
their association with the Deccan Traps make 
them even more interesting. 
The marine Infra-trappean beds of the Pan-
gadi area (Text-fig. 1) occupy an important place 
in Indian stratigraphy. Their age has been a 
subject of great controversy since they were first 
scientifically described (King, 1880). Although 
some megafossils from these beds have been 
described, their identifications need revision. The 
microfossils from these beds have been recorded 
by Rao & Rao (1935), but the present work deals 
for the first time with the foraminifera in detail. 
Detailed sampling was done at different local-
ities of the exposed Infra-trappean beds in this 
area with a view to make a comprehensive study 
of their microfauna, especially foraminifera. 
In the present work, the reclassification pro-
posed by Reiss (1963) has been followed for the 
perforate species of foraminifera, but Pokorny's 
(1963) classification has been adopted for porcel-
laneous foraminifera. 
Synonymies are reduced to a minimum, ar-
ranged chronologically, and indicate only impor-
tant shifts in the generic names. Further, in 
order to avoid repetition, the words el. syn. fol-
low those references in which complete or satis-
factory synonymies have already appeared. 
Holotypes and paratypes of the new species 
have been deposited in the museum of the Ge-
ology Department, Panjab University, Chandi-
garh, and their references are designated by a 
PUGD catalogue number in the text. Hypotypes 
of previously described species are also housed in 
the Geology Department of Panjab University. 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQUES 
The samples were crushed, boiled in deter-
gents, disaggregated, and finally screened through 
a set of standard sieves. Microfossils were picked 
up from the picking tray with the help of a fine 
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FIG. 1—Quinqueloculina sp. A. Side view. 
2—Quinqueloculina sp. B. Side view. 
3—Vaginulina cf. V. cenomana Perner. Side view. 
4,5—Pseudopolymorphina devarapallecnsis n. sp. 4, Holotype, side view of a megalospheric form; 5, para-
type A, side view of a microspheric form. 
6—Guttulina lactea (Walker & Jacob). Side view. 
7,8—Planulina bhatiai n. sp. 7a-c, Dorsal, ventral, and peripheral views of holotype, a megalospheric form; 
8, paratype A, dorsal view of megalospheric form. 
9—Cibicides sp. indet. Dorsal view. 
10—Cibicides mensillina (Schwager). Dorsal view. 
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TEXT-PIG. 1—Map of the Pangadi area showing the locations of collecting localities. 
sable-hair brush and arranged in squared slides 
for identification and study. 
Particular attention was given to the structure 
of wall because in recent years a great deal of 
emphasis has been laid on this feature of calcare-
ous foraminifera; the techniques described by 
Wood (1963) have been followed. The specimens 
were cleaned, immersed in absolute alcohol to 
remove moisture, and were placed in xylene 
contained in a glass slide having a central cavity. 
The immersed specimen was examined under 
cross nicols. The black brushes in the keeled 
forms having a radially built wall were best seen 
at the periphery by rotating the stage of the 
microscope. However, in forms having globular 
chambers, as Vaginulina d'Orbigny, the black 
cross can well be seen in the centre of the cham-
bers. Where conclusive results could not be ob-
tained with the above-mentioned methods, thin 
sections were prepared. 
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The pores in the walls were studied by immers-
ing the specimen in xylene for about two days in 
order to remove the air bubbles in the specimen 
and then crushing it in Canada balsam under a 
cover slip (Wood, personal communication, 
1964). 
In order to make the surface features distinct, 
specimens were stained following the silver ni-
trate method described by Levinson (1951). 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The Infra-trappean beds near Pangadi were 
first reported by King (1874, p. 159), who {fide 
King 1880, p. 233) gave a check-list of the fossils 
identified by Hislop. He (King, 1880) gave a 
detailed account of the geology of the Rajah-
mundry area and made passing references to the 
studies of earlier workers. He {ibid.) considered 
these Infra-trappean rocks to be of marine origin 
and to have Upper Cretaceous affinities. 
Medlicott & Blanford (1879, p. 316), while 
discussing the fossil fauna and the age of the 
Infra-trappean beds of this area, observed, "Al-
though the whole facies is tertiary, there is a 
remarkable absence of characteristic genera, and 
the chief distinction from the cretaceous fauna of 
the upper beds in South India is simply the want 
of any marked cretaceous form. The fauna is 
distinctly marine." Discussing the evidence 
concerning the age of the Infra-trappean rocks of 
this region, these authors {ibid.) considered them 
to belong to " . . . cretaceous times than to 
tertiary. They may be of intermediate age." 
Their views were supported by Oldham (1893). 
Das Gupta (1933) collected Cardita beaumonti 
d'Archiac from the Infra-trappean rocks of 
Pangadi and suggested that these beds were of 
Late Cretaceous age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) reported for the first time 
foraminifera, Rotalia Lamarck, Discorbina 
Parker & Jones, Pulvinulina, Brady, Globigerina 
d'Orbigny and some miliolids and radiolarians, 
from the Infra-trappean rocks of this region. 
They correlated these beds with the Uttat tur 
(Cenomanian) of Trichinopoly on foraminiferal 
evidence. However, they did not give specific 
identifications, descriptions, or illustrations of 
these fossils. Except for some unidentifiable 
miliolid molds, the author did not find any speci-
mens which could be referred to any of the 
above-mentioned genera. Reliance cannot be 
placed on identifications made by Rao & Rao 
(1935). 
Rao and others (1936), while discussing the 
age of the Deccan Traps near Rajahmundry, 
concluded that the Infra-trappean beds are of 
very late Cretaceous age. 
L. Rama Rao (1950, 1964), while discussing 
the problems pertaining to the Cretaceous— 
Eocene boundary, discouraged drawing a sharp 
boundary between the Cretaceous and the Eo-
cene and suggested instead the use of the term 
"Creocene" for the transitional horizons separat-
ing the Cretaceous from the Eocene. 
L. Rama Rao (1953) reviewed the problem of 
"Danian" with special reference to India, and on 
the evidence of Cardita beaumonti considered the 
Infra-trappean beds to be of "Danian" age. He 
observed {ibid., p. 361) that the " . . . 'Danian' 
beds are best considered as occupying a part of 
the 'passage' between the Cretaceous and Eo-
cene without assigning to either of these sys-
tems". These views were maintained by him in a 
later publication (Rao, 1964). 
The same author (L. Rama Rao, 1956, p. 230) 
considered the Infra-trappean beds, " . . . as 
belonging to the uppermost part of the Creta-
ceous, almost on the border-line between that 
system and the Tertiary". He has further 
pointed out {ibid., p. 231) that " . . . the Rajah-
mundry Cretaceous beds below the Traps are of 
'Danian' age . . . ", thus by implication includ-
ing the "Danian" in the Cretaceous. This is ap-
parently in contradiction with his earlier view 
(L. Rama Rao, 1953). 
Pascoe (1959, p. 1262) has given a comprehen-
sive list of the fossils so far recorded from Infra-
trappean rocks. The list includes the following: 
Turritella dispassa Stoliczka, Nautilus Linne 
Cardita {Venericardia) beaumonti d'Archiac, 
Rostellaria Lamarck, Volutilithes Swainson, Na-
tica Scopoli, Dentalium Linne, Meretrix La-
marck, Glycimeris Lamarck, Lunulites Lamarck 
(a cheilostome bryozoan), and other fossils. 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
Pangadi (Survey of India, Toposheet No. 
65G/12; 17° l ':18° 39' 02") is a small village in 
the West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh. 
The Pangadi area is of great geological interest 
because it is here that the trap rocks rest directly 
on the marine, fossiliferous Infra-trappean beds. 
The stratigraphic position of the Infra-trappean 
beds in this area follows. 
Rock unit Rock type Geologic age 
Deccan Traps Volcanic Early Eocene 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
Infra-Trappcan Marine Paleocene 
beds 
Tirupati Sand- Fresh-water Late Gondwana 
stone (Early 
Cretaceous) 
The Infra-trappean beds overlie the Tirupati 
sandstones and are in turn overlain by the Dec-
can Traps. However, the exact contact of the 
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Tirupati sandstones and the Infra-trappean beds 
is not exposed in the area. 
Two good exposures of the Infra-trappean 
beds were noticed in the area; one, is about 0.5 
mile southeast of Devarapalle in a small nala 
cutting near a pond on the Devarapalle-Laksh-
mipuram footpath (Locality P), and the other 
is 0.5 mile south of Duddukuru (Locality Q). 
The outcrop at Devarapalle is small; the base 
of the section is not seen; and the succession at 
Locality P follows. 
Sample 
number 
Bed Number 3 varies greatly in thickness. In 
places it is totally absent and thus allows the 
trap to overlie directly bed Number 2. This 
probably indicates an erosional unconformity 
between the Infra-trappean beds and the traps. 
The following sequence of Infra-trappean 
rocks was observed about 0.5 mile south of 
Duddukuru (Locality Q), where the base of the 
section was not seen. 
Sample 
number 
The basal sandstone (bed Number 1) can be 
seen extending from near the village Duddukuru 
to the junction between the traps and the lime-
stone 0.5 mile south of the village. 
A short note reporting new species of forami-
nifera from these Infra-trappean beds has been 
sent for publication, but the detailed description 
of each species is given below. 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Superfamily MILIOLIDEA Glaessner, 1945 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
QUINQUELOCULINA SP. A 
PL 40, fig. 1 
Description.—Mold small, nearly oval, more 
or less triangular in end view, having a broadly 
rounded periphery; sutures more or less well 
marked, depressed; chambers distinct, slightly 
inflated, peripheral chambers nearly cylindrical; 
apertural end not protruded but somewhat 
truncated. Dimensions in mm.; length, 0.37; 
breadth, 0.30; and maximum thickness, 0.30. 
Discussion.—A single internal mold, which 
may be questionably referred to Quinqueloculina 
brevidentala Le Calvez, 1947 from the Middle 
Eocene (Lutetian) of France, was found. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Thickness 
Lithology in feet 
QUINQUELOCULINA SP. B 
PI. 40, fig. 2 
Discription.—Mold elongate, nearly twice as 
long as broad, more or less oval in end view; 
chambers distinct, inflated, four visible on one 
side and three on the other side, peripheral cham-
bers cylindrical; sutures distinct, somewhat 
depressed; apertural end slightly projecting; 
periphery broadly rounded. Dimensions in mm.: 
Thickness 
Lithology in feet 
length, 0.48; breath, 0.25; and maximum thick-
ness, 0.25. 
Discussion.—The solitary internal mold could 
not be assigned to any known species of Quin-
queloculina. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Superfamily NODOSARIIDEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus VAGINULINA d'Orbigny, 1826, 
emend. Marie, 1941 
VAGINULINA cf. V. CENOMANA Perner, 1892 
PI. 40, fig. 3 
Vaginulina cenomana PERNER, 1892, Tfide 2, no. 1, p. 
62 (Bohamian text, p. 37), PI. 5, fig. 18; CUSHMAN, 
1944, Pi. 18, fig. 17 (type redrawn). 
Description.—Test free, elongate, flattened; 
dorsal margin more or less straight; ventral 
P/4 Trap rock: weathered, dirty green in color, fine-grained, friable 5 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
P/3 [3. Limestone: yellowish, hard, compact, and containing many 
Infr-v traoDpn rorkJ specimens of Turritella (Turritella Zone). 0.5-2 
P/2 ' " <.pp-.n |2. Limestone: greenish, sandy, and fossiliferous. 1.5 
P/l [1. Sand: green, soft, and fossiliferous. 3 
Q/4 1 rap rock: greenish, friable, weathered 3 
—Erosional unconformity?— 
Q/3 [3. Limestone: yellowish, hard, compact, sandy, and containing 
n ,, Infra-trappean rocks , m a n / specimens of TuriteUa {Turitella Zone). 0.7-1 
Q/2 K r ]2. Sand: green, soft. 2-3 
Q/l ll. Sandstone: calcareous. >40 
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TEXT-FIG. 2—Holotype of P' seudopolymorphma devarapalleensis n. sp. showing arrangement of chambers in a 
megalospheric form, la,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. X125. 
margin gently convex; periphery smooth and 
rounded; chambers five, proloculus spherical; 
sutures indistinct, slightly curved, somewhat 
thick; aperture small, radiate, at the dorsal 
angle. Dimensions in mm.: length, 0.47; maxi-
mum breadth, 0.20; and maximum thickness, 
0.12. 
Discussion.—Only one specimen was found in 
the material which strongly resembles Vaginu-
lina cenomana that was first described by Perner 
(1892) from the Cenomanian of Bohem (Czecho-
slovakia). The Indian form differs, however, in 
being smaller and in having fewer chambers. It 
may represent a megalospheric generation of this 
species. 
Occurrence.—Sample P /3 . 
Family POLYMORPHINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily POLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 
1839 
Genus GUTTULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
GOTTULINA LACTEA (Walker & Jacob) 
PI. 40 fig. 6 
Serpula laevis ovalis WALKER & BOYS, 1784, p. 2, PI. 1, 
fig. 5. 
Serpula lactea WALKER & JACOB, 1798, p 637, PL 14, 
fig. 2. 
Guttulina lactea CUSHMAN & OZAWA, 1930, p. 43, 
PI. 10, figs. 1-4, et. syn.\ BROTZEN, 1948, p. 49, Figs. 
8, 10; Puw, 1953, p. 107, PI. 9, figs. 11,12; HAQUE, 
1956, p. 106,107, PI. 28, figs. 6a-c; HAYNES, 1958, p. 
4,5, PI. 3, figs. 1-lg. 
Description.—Test elongate, compressed, oval 
in end view; greatest width towards the base, 
apertural end slightly tapering; chambers five, 
not very distinct, elongate, embracing, reaching 
back to the base, arranged in a clockwise quin-
queloculine series; sutures distinct, very slightly 
depressed; wall thick, calcareous; aperture ter-
minal, radiate; surface smooth. Dimensions in 
mm.: length, 0.43; breadth, 0.23. 
Discussion.—The specimens show close re-
semblance to the forms described and figured by 
Haynes (1958). It is a well-known cosmopolitan 
species and ranges from Paleocene to Recent. 
From the Paleocene it has been recorded by 
Haynes (1958), Brotzen (1948), Haque (1956), 
and others. This is its first record from India. 
Occurrence.—Abundant in sample P /3 . 
Genus PSEUDOPOLYMORPHINA Cushman 
& Ozawa, 1928 
PSEUDOPOLYMORPHINA DEVARAPALLEENSIS n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 4,5; Text-figs. 2,3 
Description.—Test elongate, somewhat com-
pressed, ovate having blunt ends; periphery 
rounded; chambers seven, elongate, fairly well 
marked, slightly embracing, earlier chambers 
arranged in a quinqueloculine series, later be-
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TEXT-FIG. 3—Paratype A of Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis n. sp. showing arrangement of chambers in a 
microspheric form, la,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. XI25. 
coming biserial, last chamber occupying nearly 
half of the test; sutures slightly impressed; aper-
ture terminal, radiate; wall smooth and thick. 
Dimorphism and variation.—This species is 
apparently represented by two generations; the 
microspheric individuals have a small proloculus 
and as many as nine chambers (Text-figs. 3a-c), 
and megalospheric individuals have compara-
tively larger proloculus and as many as seven 
chambers (Text-figs. 2a-c). The chambers of the 
microspheric forms are more embracing, and the 
quinqueloculine portion of the test is compara-
tively well developed compared with the megalo-
spheric individuals. Tests belonging to the two 
generations do not differ markedly in size. 
Variation has been observed in the size of the 
test as shown by the following measurements in 
millimeters. 
Dimension Holotype Paratype A Other paratypes 
Length 
Breadth 
Thickness 
0 
0 
0 
73 
33 
33 
0 
0 
0 
67 
33 
33 
0 
0 
0 
45 toO 
28 toO 
28 toO 
72 
33 
33 
Discussion.—This new species of Pseudopoly-
morphina shows some resemblance to Pseudo-
polymorphina decora (Reuss) [ = Polymorphina 
decora Reuss, 1863] figured by Cushman and 
Ozawa (1930, PI. 24, figs. 6, 8a,b), but differs 
from it in having an oval shape, comparatively 
more embraching chambers, a less developed 
biserial portion, and blunt apertural and basal 
ends. 
Type horizon.—Infra-trappean beds; sample 
No. P / 3 ; pale sandy limestone. 
Type locality.—Infra-trappean beds exposed 
along the Devarapalle-Lakshmipuram footpath, 
about 0.5 mile southeast of the Devarapalle 
village, West Godavari District, Andhra Pra-
desh, India. 
Geological age.—Paleocene. 
Repository of type material.—Holotype, PUGD 
F1218; paratype A, PUGD F1219. 
Etymology of trivial name.—This species is 
named after the village Devarapalle near which 
the Infra-trappean beds are exposed. 
Superfamily BILAMELLIDEA Reiss, 1957, 
emend. 1958 
Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
Taxonomic notes.—Several publications deal-
ing with the microstructure of the wall of Cibi-
cides, have appeared since 1949, but the micro-
structure of the wall of this genus is still not 
clearly understood. 
Wood (1949), in his significant work on the 
wall structure of foraminifera, erroneously 
placed the type species of Cibicides, Cibicides 
refulgens (Montfort), 1808, in the 'Perforate 
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Granulate' group, but later Wood & Haynes 
(19S7, p. 46) modified the earlier views of Wood 
(1949) and stated, "Thin sections show the 
structure to be radiate." These authors have 
recorded both radial and granular species of 
Cibicides from the Paleocene of England and 
commented, "The results appear to show that 
both radial and granular species are included in 
Cibicides as at present understood." However, 
they (Wrood & Haynes, 1957) considered that 
the microstructure of the wall, as well as pore 
character, are of value in classification. 
Hofker (1951, p. 10) placed great stress on the 
" . . . place and the structure of the pores," and 
considered this character to be " . . . of high 
systematic importance." 
Reiss (1959, p. 355) has also recorded "granu-
lar-calcareous structure" in some species of 
Cibicides. 
Loeblich & Tappan (1961, p. 248) considered, 
"test wall composition and structure" as the 
criteria for the separation of superfamilies and 
included the family Cibicididae in the super-
family Cassidulinacea, which has a granular 
wall. In a later publication, Loeblich & Tappan 
(1962, p. 71) restricted the genus Cibicides to 
include "radially built bilamellid wall." 
Cifelli (1962, p. 125) in his studies on Am-
monia beccarii (Linne) has shown that in this 
species the test wall is radial but the septa are 
of granular microstructure and concluded, 
"Clearly, the nature of the wall at least as it is 
presently understood, cannot alone provide a 
natural basis for classifying the hyaline Forami-
nifera." A similar opinion was expressed by 
Wood and Haynes (1957), "The evidence as to 
the value of the wall structure in classification is 
yet inconclusive." 
Although all species of Cibicides in the present 
work have a radial wall, the author, in view of 
the foregoing discussion, believes that the genus 
Cibicides should include forms that may have 
either a radial or a granular wall. 
CIBICIDES MENSILLA (Schwager) 
PI. 40, fig. 10 
Discorbina mensilla SCHWAGER, 1883, p. 123, PI. 28(5), 
figs. 5a-c. 
Cibicides mexicana BANDY, (non NUTTAL), 1944, p. 
375, PI. 62, figs. 2a-c. 
Cibicides mensilla (Schwager) HAQUE, 1956, p. 203, 
204, PI. 20, figs, lla-c. 
Description.—Test small, trochospiral, plano-
convex, nearly circular in outline; dorsal side 
evolute, flat, ventral side convex having moder-
ately developed umbilical plug, some specimens 
also having an umbilical boss of clear shell ma-
terial on dorsal side; chambers noninflated, 
distinct, increasing gradually in size with growth, 
7 to 10 in last coil; sutures clearly marked, pore-
less, backward curving, limbate; dorsal sutures 
flush with surface, ventral sutures in some speci-
mens very slightly depressed in last two or three 
chambers, spiral suture clearly visible; dorsal 
pores coarse having very fine ones in between, 
ventral pores very fine having a few coarse ones 
scattered on the last three or four chambers; 
periphery subacute showing poreless keel, very 
slightly lobulate in last three or four chambers, 
in some forms entire; aperture interiomarginal, 
peripheral, extending a short distance along the 
spiral suture on the dorsal side; wall calcareous 
displaying radial microstructure. 
Dimorphism and variation.—Two groups of 
proloculus size have been observed; one possibly 
represents microspheric individuals and has a 
diameter of 16fj, and the other possibly represents 
megalospheric forms and has a diameter ranging 
from 30/i to 33/i. The development of chambers 
in the two groups does not differ markedly. The 
microspheric forms generally have 10 chambers 
in the first whorl followed by eight in the second 
whorl, but the megalospheric forms have nine 
chambers in the first whorl and eight chambers 
in the second whorl. 
Both sinistral and dextral tests have been 
found and their ratio of occurrence is nearly 
equal. Average diameter of coarse pores on the 
dorsal side is 6/x. Other dimensions in millimeters 
are given below. 
Adult Juvenile 
Dimension specimens specimens 
Major diameter 0.18 to 0.33 0.13 
Minor diameter 0.17 to 0.28 0.12 
Thickness 0.10 to 0.15 0.08 
Diameter of proloculus 16^ to 33/i 
Discussion.—The specimens strongly resemble 
Cibicides mensilla (Schwager), first described 
from the "Eocene" of the Libyan desert. Re-
cently, Haque (1956) recorded it from the lower-
most Laki beds (upper Paleocene) of Nammal 
gorge, West Pakistan. The Indian specimens are 
apparently similar to those described by Haque 
(1956) from Pakistan and probably come within 
the range of variation of the species. In the pres-
ent forms, however, the dorsal sutures are not 
depressed, and the dorsal convexity is not as 
developed as shown in Haque's figure (1956, PI. 
20, fig. l ie ) . The degree of convexity, however, is 
not considered to be of much significance in 
Cibicides because it is generally an attached form 
and shows considerable range of variation 
(Bhatia, 1956; Nyholm, 1961). 
Cibicides cassivellauni Haynes, 1957, described 
from the Thanet Beds (Paleocene) of East Kent, 
England, differs from the present form in being 
much larger, in having nonlimbate ventral su-
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TEXT-FIG. 4—Dorsal view of a megalospheric form of 
Planulina bhatiai n. sp. X80. 
tures , lip showing l appe t s a t the aper ture , and 
granular mic ros t ruc tu re of the test wall. F r o m 
Cibicides cassivellauni va r . buximargo Haynes , 
1957, also described from the T h a n e t Beds, the 
present species differs in having noninflated 
chambers , s u b a c u t e per iphery , ape r tu re wi thou t 
lip, l imba te ven t ra l su tures , and radial wall. 
Occurrence.—Abundant in samples P / 3 and 
Q / 3 . 
C I B I C I D E S SP. I N D E T . 
PI. 40, fig. 9 
Description.—Test concavo-convex, near ly 
circular in out l ine, dorsal side evolute , somewha t 
convex, ven t ra l side involu te and slightly con-
cave, ven t ra l plug no t well developed; per iphery 
lobulate, rounded , s l ightly keeled; chambers , 
including proluculus, nine in t he first coil and 
eight in the second coil, d is t inct , slightly in-
flated, enlarging gradua l ly wi th growth, last 
chamber b roken ; dorsal su tu res curved, well 
marked, slightly depressed, nonl imbate , ven t ra l 
sutures curved; b o t h sides of tes t finely perfo-
r a t e ; aper tura l por t ion b roken ; wall calcareous, 
hvaline, radial . Dimens ions in m m . : m a x i m u m 
diameter , 0.30; th ickness , 0.13. Proloculus 
diameter , 28/u. 
Discussion.—A sol i tary , b roken specimen was 
found in t he mater ia l . I t m a y be ques t ionably 
referred to Cibicides pharaonis described by 
LeRoy (1953) from the Esna shale (Paleocene— 
Lower Eocene) of E g y p t . 
Occurrence.—Sample P / 3 . 
Genus P L A N U L I N A d 'Orbigny , 1926 
P L A N U L I N A B H A T I A I n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 7,8; Text-figs. 4,5 
Description.—Test discoidal, t rochospiral , bi-
evolute, dorsal side more so t h a n the ven t ra l ; 
tes t consisting of two whorls , t he first having ten 
chambers ( including t h e proloculus) , the second 
having seven c h a m b e r s ; c h a m b e r s dis t inct , in-
creasing fairly rap id ly in size; su tu res well 
marked , l imba te , sl ightly depressed, curved, 
especially in t he second volut ion, nonper fora te ; 
per iphery ent i re , except for slight lobat ion in t he 
last two c h a m b e r s ; keel faint, imperfora te ; um-
bilical side sl ightly depressed; ape r tu re equa-
torial, in ter iomargina l , and arch-shaped hav ing 
slight lip, ex tend ing on to the umbilical side; wall 
calcareous, modera t e ly perforate on both sides, 
radial, smooth . 
Dimorphism and variation.—About one hun-
dred specimens of this new species were exam-
ined to t i ace ou t the d imorphic generat ions . T h e 
average d i ame te r of megalospheric proloculus is 
26/i, b u t t he average d iamete r of t he proloculus 
in microspheric forms is 12/x. T h e per iphery is 
generally ent i re in microspheric forms b u t in 
megalospheric individuals it is lobulate . 
Slight va r ia t ion has been observed in the 
lobulat ion of t he per iphery and the prominence 
of the keei. The per iphery of the fast two or th ree 
chambers is general ly lobula te , and the poreless 
keel is normal ly n o t very well marked . 
Average d i ame te r of the pores is 2\x. Other 
dimensions in mil l imeters are given below. 
Adult 
Dimension Holotype Paratype A specimens 
Major diameter 0.30 0.31 0.18 to 0.37 
Minor diameter 0.25 0.25 0.13 to 0.29 
Thickness 0.08 0.10 O .07 to0 .12 
Diameter of pro-
loculus 32/x 2 V 
Discussion.—This dis t inct ive new species of 
Planulina shows some resemblance t o Planulina 
caribaea described by C u s h m a n (1931) from the 
Montego Bay, J ama ica , Wes t Indies b u t differs 
in being smaller, less compressed, and having 
modera te ly sized perforat ions on bo th the sides. 
F rom Planulina heteropora Ehrenberg , 1854, 
described from the Cre taceous of E g y p t , th is 
new species differs in hav ing gent ly curved su-
tures and compara t ive ly coarsely p u n c t a t e test . 
Definite compar i sons c a n n o t be m a d e wi th P. 
TEXT-FIG. 5—Dorsal view of a microspheric form of 
Planulina bhatiai n. sp. X80. 
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heleropora as the type description has not been 
given and topotypes were not available for com-
parison. 
Type horizon.—Infra-trappean beds; sample 
number P / 3 ; pale, sandy limestone; found abun-
dantly; also in the Infra-trappean sample Q/3. 
Type locality.—Infra-trappean beds exposed 
along the Devarapallc—Lakshmipuram foot-
path, about O.S mile southeast of Devarapalle 
village, West Godavari District, Andhra Pra-
desh, India. 
Geologic age.—Paleocene. 
Repository of type material.—Holotype, PUGD 
F1220; paratype A, PUGD F1221. 
Etymology of trivial name.—The species is 
named in honour of S. B. Bhatia, Reader in 
Geology, Panjab University, Chandigarh. 
PALEOECOLOGY 
The Infra-trappean beds contain a meagre 
microfossil fauna comprised of molds of milio-
lids, Vaginulina, Gutlulina, Pseudopolymorphina, 
Cibicides, Planulina, and ophiuroid ossicles. In 
this assemblage, only Planulina is abundant, and 
the other forms are either rare or common. Of 
these, two species, Pseudopolymorphina devara-
palleensis and Planulina bhatiai, are new, and 
the others, except Guttulina lactea (Walker & 
Jacob), are extinct. The microfossil assemblage is 
associated with Turritella (abundant), Denta-
lium, Nautilus, chelae of crabs, and other mega-
fossils. Because of the limited number of species 
and the lack of forms having definite ecological 
significance, environment under which these 
beds were deposited cannot be deduced precisely. 
The new species cannot be taken into considera-
tion for paleoecological deductions. Some broad 
generalizations, however, regarding the paleo-
ecology of these sediments can be made. 
In modern seas, miliolids are found in warm 
marine environments of the inner neritic zone 
and can tolerate a salinity range of 18(?) to 
36°/00. They have also been recorded from the 
brackish water environments (Lowman, 1949). 
Ecological data on the family Polymorphini-
dae indicate that the family, on the whole, is 
characteristic of a warm, shallow neritic environ-
ment, although it includes certain species which 
can tolerate variations in depth. Guttulina lactea, 
the only species in this fauna living in modern 
seas, has been recorded from depths of IS to 900 
fathoms from different parts of the world. 
Ecological information pertaining to Cibicides 
shows that this genus is commonly represented 
in a shallow water (82 to 91 m.) marine environ-
ment (Hedberg, 1934; Lowman, 1949), although 
some species of Cibicides, like the polymorphi-
nids, tolerate wide range of depth variation. 
Data on Planulina suggest that the genus is 
common at depths of 153 to 350 feet (Lowman, 
1949). 
Although no systematic work on the ophi-
uroid ossicles from the Infra-trappean beds could 
be carried out, the presence -of these ossicles 
apparently have ecological significance. The 
ophiuroids are characteristically marine orga-
nisms, and majority of living species inhabit a 
zone lying between the low tide mark and 180 
feet. 
Among the megafossils, Turritella is the most 
abundant. It is an exclusively marine genus 
(Gardner, 1957) and represents a near-shore, 
sandy bottom environment (Plummer, 1933). 
Similarly, Dentalium is also a shallow water form 
and was found in abundance by Ladd and others 
(1957) at a depth of 7.5 feet in the Gulf of Mex-
ico. 
The occurrence of chelae of crab is interesting. 
The Recent marine crabs are found in shallow 
(10 to 30 m.), rather turbulent water zone on a 
seafloor consisting of loose sand. 
On the basis of the faunal evidences, the 
author infers that the Infra-trappean beds were 
deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm and 
turbulent, inner neritic environment which had 
open sea connections. 
COMPOSITION, AGE, AND AFFINITIES 
OF THE MICROFAUNA 
The Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
contain a meagre microfossil assemblage. In all, 
eight species of foraminifera (Text-fig. 6), were 
found, of which one belongs to the family Nodo-
sariidae, two each to the families Polymorphini-
dae and Miliolidae, and three to the family 
Cibicidae. The foraminifera on the whole are 
rare, except Cibicides mensilla and Planulina 
bhatiai n. sp. which are found abundantly. 
The miliolids are represented only as molds. 
Quinqueloculina sp. A. may actually belong to 
Q. brevidentata, an Eocene species but, because 
actual foraminiferal tests were not found, no 
specific comments can be made on this. Only one 
specimen of Vaginulina has been found which 
shows some resemblance to V. cenomana, which 
was described originally from the Cenomanian of 
Czechoslovakia. 
The occurrence of Guttulina lactea and Cibi-
cides mensilla is significant. The former species is 
cosmopolitan and ranges from Paleocene to 
Recent. The Indian specimens show close re-
semblance to the Paleocene forms figured and 
described by Haynes (1958) from the Thanet 
beds of England and by Haque (1956) from the 
Paleocene of West Pakistan. Cibicides mensilla, 
which is found abundantly in this material, was 
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TEXT-FIG. 6—Distribution of microfossils in the Infra-trappean beds. 
first described from the "Eocene" of the Libyan 
desert. Bandy (1944) recorded it from the Eo-
cene of Cape Blanco, Oregon, U.S.A. Recently, 
Haque (1956) reported it from the lowermost 
Laki beds (Upper Paleocene) of Nammal gorge, 
West Pakistan. 
The megafossils of the Infra-trappean beds 
have not been studied in detail. It is not certain 
whether the majority of the species belong to 
Cretaceous or to Tertiary. Das Gupta (1933) on 
the basis of Cardita beaumonti from these beds, 
considered them to belong to the upper part of 
the Upper Cretaceous. Detailed investigation by 
Rutsch (1936, non vidi), however, on the so-
called C. beaumonti from different parts of the 
world shows that 'C. beaumonti s.l.' exhibits a 
wide range of variation and ranges from Mae-
strichtian to Middle Eocene. Unless "C. beau-
monti" from the Infra-trappean beds is 
throughly restudied, little reliance can be placed 
on this species in ascertaining the age of these 
sediments. 
Many workers consider these beds to be of 
Danian age, but in recent years Danian is fa-
voured to be included in the Paleocene rather 
than in the Cretaceous. 
The Infra-trappean beds are separated from 
the Inter-trappean rocks (of definite early Eo-
cene age) by 40 feet to 50 feet of Traps and a 
slight unconformity. On this basis, the Infra-
trappean beds are not likely to be older than 
Paleocene. Although the balance of foraminiferal 
evidence indicates a Paleocene age for the Infra-
trappean strata, the fauna is too meagre to sug-
gest any definite age for these beds. The conclu-
sive evidence must come from the megafossils 
which are abundant but need a detailed and 
thorough revision. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the Pangadi area, Andhra Pradesh, is discussed in 
the light of the foraminiferal evidence obtained from the infra-trappean beds exposed in the 
region. The Foraminifera, though poor in number and frequency of species, indicate the 
prevalence of a shallow marine, inner-neritic condition of sedimentation. The assemblage 
favours a Palaeocene age for the infra-trappean beds. On this basis, the overlying flows of 
the Deccan Traps are regarded to be of early Eocene age. 
INTRODUCTION 
The demarcation of boundaries, whether political or natural, has always been a 
ticklish problem. Of all the boundaries in the geological column, the one between 
the Cretaceous and the Tertiary or, to be more precise, that between the Cretaceous 
and the Palaeocene, is, perhaps, the most controversial and at the same time a very 
interesting problem of world stratigraphy. The problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary 
boundary has attracted the attention of not only the palaeontologists who are consi-
dered to be at the helm of the affair, but also of sedimentologists, geochronologists, 
and petrologists from different parts of the world. However, it is interesting to note 
that in spite of different criteria employed and detailed work done throughout the 
world, no amicable agreement regarding the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary has yet 
emerged. 
In southern India, a few good exposures of marine Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence 
containing attractive fossil assemblages are present. In the vicinity of Pangadi in the 
West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh, an interesting set of sedimentary rocks, 
underlying the Deccan Traps, is present which is commonly referred to as the infra-
trappeans. These infra-trappeans are important from the stratigraphical point of 
view because a detailed study of these rocks serves a two-fold purpose: (1) it reveals 
the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) it throws con-
siderable light on the age of the Deccan Traps with which they are closely associated 
in the area. 
The age of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area has been a subject of con-
troversy ever since these were brought to the attention of Indian geologists by 
William King in 1874. The majority of workers consider it to be of topmost 
Cretaceous age. The rocks contain abundant marine fossils and it is rather unfortu-
nate that except for one or two reports on the fossils from these beds, no detailed 
work on the fossil fauna has yet been made. 
The recent advances in our knowledge of Foraminifera, especially the planktonic 
group, have proved that they are the best tools in local as well as long distance 
correlations. Parker (1965) pointed out certain irregularities in the distribution of 
planktonic Foraminifera but, maintained that in spite of the irregularities, they are 
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excellent for stratigraphic correlations. Since the last decade, an intense micro-
palaeontological activity has been generated by the workers on Foraminifera to 
demarcate the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. The most interesting point arising 
out of their studies is the inclusion of the Danian in the Paleocene. Not only the 
Foraminifera, but other groups of microfossils also, including calcareous nanno-
plankton, support this view. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper 
to discuss the position of Danian in the geological time scale, especially when the 
whole problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, including that of the Danian, 
has been critically reviewed in a recent publication by Rama Rao (1964). The 
author agrees with the view that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
It was therefore, considered that a detailed study of the Foraminifera, from the 
infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area would greatly advance our knowledge 
regarding the age and palaeoecology of these beds which, in turn, would throw light 
on the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, and also on the age of the over-
lying flows of the Deccan Traps in this area. With this end in view, detailed 
sampling of these infra-trappean beds was done to make a comprehensive study of 
the Foraminifera entombed in these sediments. 
HISTORICAL RESUME 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area occupy an important place in Indian 
stratigraphy. The beds were discovered by King in 1874 and their fossil content was 
studied by Rev. Hislop. King (1880) in his monumental work on the geology of the 
Rajahmundry region, dealt with the infra-trappean beds in detail and suggested an 
Upper Cretaceous age for them. According to him, these beds were deposited in a 
marine environment. 
Medlicott and Blanford (1879) opined that the fauna of the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds show Tertiary affinities and that they are of marine origin. However, 
they failed to arrive at any definite conclusion as regards the age of these beds. 
Das Gupta (1933) described Cardita beaumonti d'Archiac from the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans and on this basis assigned these beds to the topmost Cretaceous age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) "discovered Foraminifera and Radiolaria from the infra-
trappean beds, but neither descriptions nor illustrations were given. On the basis 
of the foraminiferal assemblage, they correlated the infra-trappean beds with the 
Uttattur (Cenomanian) rocks of Trichinopoly area. 
Rao et al. (1936) while dealing with the age of the Deccan Traps of the Pangadi 
area, considered the infra-trappean rocks to be of Upper Cretaceous age. 
Rama Rao (1950) did not consider it desirable to draw a sharp boundary 
between the Cretaceous and the Eocene and, therefore, suggested the use of the term 
'Creocene' for the transition beds which intervene between the undisputed Cretaceous 
and the Eocene strata. 
On the basis of Das Gupta's (1933) find of C. beaumonti from the Pangadi infra-
trappeans, he (1953) considered these beds to be of Danian age. As regards the 
position of the Danian, he maintained his earlier views (Rama Rao, 1950). In 
1956 he considered the infra-trappean rocks of Pangadi to be of Danian age and the 
overlying flows of the Deccan Traps, including the inter-trappean beds, to be of early 
Eocene age. 
A 
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Sarkar (1964) revised Venericardia beaumonti and allied forms from the Indian 
sub-continent. He made some taxonomic shifts in certain forms of V. beaumonti but 
retained the form from the Pangadi infra-trappeans, described by Das Gupta (1933), 
as such. 
Mathur & Evans (1964) considered the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
to be either of late Cretaceous or of Paleocene age. 
Raju et al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the infra-trappean and 
the underlying Tirupati sandstones on the basis of heavy mineral data. These 
authors (op. cit.) considered the Pangadi infra-trappean beds to be of late Cretace-
ous age. 
Baksi (1965) while discussing the palaeoecology of the infra-trappean beds of 
Pangadi, considered the lower part of the sequence to be of fluvial deltaic nature, 
and the upper part to be of estuarine origin. 
Bhalla (1966) made a comprehensive study of the Foraminifera from the infra-
trappean beds of the Pangadi area and concluded that the assemblage suggested a 
shallow, marine, inner-neritic environment of deposition. According to him (pp. cit.), 
the balance of foraminiferal evidence favoured a Paleocene age for these beds. 
Besides the Foraminifera, some ostracodes were also found by the author in these beds 
and are being reported here for the first time. However, due to imperfect state of 
preservation and paucity of specimens, no systematic work on these could be carried 
out. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphical succession of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area was 
worked out by the author at two localities: Locality-A (PI. I. fig. 1), about half a 
mile southeast of Devarapalle village; and Locality-B (PI. I. fig. 2), about half a 
mile south of Duddukuru village. The sequence is as follows: 
Deccan Traps 
(Volcanic) 
Locality-A 
{ 3. Compact, yellowish 
limestone full of 
Turritella 6" to 2' 
Infra-
trappeans -j 2. Sandy limestone 
(fossiliferous) 1' 6" (Marine) 
1. Greenish sands 
(fossiliferous) 3' 
2. Soft sands 2' to 3' 
1. Calcareous 
sandstones 40' 
Unconformity 
(After Raju et. al., 1965) 
Tirupati sandstones 
Fresh-water 
Lower Eocene 
Unconformity 
Locality-B 
3. Compact, yellowish 
limestone with 
abundant Turritella 8" to 1' 
Paleocene 
Lower Cretaceous 
The top bed (Bed No. 3) of the infra-trappeans at both the localities, is a 
yellowish, compact limestone. It is interesting from the palaeontological point of 
view because it is crowded with Turritella and other invertebrate shells (Plate 2) and 
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has yielded the maximum number of fornminiferal species (Bhalla, 1966). It varies 
considerably in thickness; at some places it is up to 2 feet thick whereas at others, 
it is completely missing with the result that the Traps come in direct contact with 
Bed No. 2. This feature of the limestone suggests a possible erosional unconformity 
between the infra-trappeans and the overlying traps. 
Structurally, the area is practically undisturbed. The infra-trappean beds dip 
with an angle of 6° to 10° towards southeast and overlie the Tirupati sandstones; 
however, the contact between the two is concealed below the alluvium and is not 
seen in the area. On the basis of the heavy mineral characterstics of the two forma-
tions, Raju et al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the Tirupati sandstones 
and the infra-trappean beds. A slight erosional unconformity between the infra-
trappeans and overlying flows of the Deccan Traps exists and is indicated by a consi-
derable variation in the thickness of the top bed of the infra-trappean sequence. 
PALAEOECOLOGY OF THE INFRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have not been subjected to detailed 
palaeoecological investigations in the past. Baksi (1965, p. 145) in a short note on 
the environment of deposition of the infra-trappean sequence mentioned, " . . . a 
definite estuarine condition (from faunal evidence) in its upper part, the lower beds 
being deposited under tiu.i-1 deltaic conditions. . . . The nature and volume of the 
detritus in this formation suggest a slight uplift in the source area . . .". However, 
no faunal evidence for the estuarine nature of the upper part of the infra-trappean 
beds was given in support of his conclusions. 
Bhalla (1966) described eight species of Foraminifera from the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds. The foraminiferal assemblage comprise abundant Planulina and 
Cibicides, and rare to frequent forms of Gutlulina, Pseudopolymorphina, Vaginulina, 
and miliolid moulds. Except for Guttulina lactea (Walker & Jacob), other species 
are either new or do not live in the modern seas. He (Bhalla, op. cit.) suggested that 
these beds were deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm, inner neritic environ-
ment having open-sea connections. 
Further ecological information is furnished by the presence of abundant ophiuroid 
ossicles in the topmost bed of the infra-trappean sequence (Bhalla, 1966). The 
ophiuroids are exclusively stenohaline organisms and most of them favour a near 
shore, shallow water environment. Thus it corroborates the contention that these 
beds were deposited under truly marine conditions. 
Another evidence supporting the marine nature of the beds is obtained from the 
work of Rao & Rao (1935) who reported the occurrence of Radiolaria besides the 
Foraminifera from the infra-trappean beds. The Radiolaria are exclusively marine 
protozoa and their presence in these beds does not, naturally, support the estuarine 
origin as postulated by Baksi (1965). 
In association with the microfossils, megafossils are also found in the infra-
trappean beds. A check-list ofthemegafossil fauna is given by Pascoe(1959, p.1262). 
It includes Turritella, Cardita (Venericardia) beaumonti, Volutilithes, Glycimeris, 
Natica, Rostellaria, Lunulites, Nautilus, Dentalium, Meretrix, chelae of a crab, etc. 
Of these Turritella is most aboundant. The studies of Gardner (1957) show that 
Turritella is an exclusively marine genus. It is abundant in warm and shallow waters 
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of modern seas (Easton, 1960) and favours a near shore, sandy bottom condition 
(Plummer, 1933). Dentalium is a marine, benthonic genus and prefers a shallow 
water environment (Ladd et al., 1957). Similarly, Natica is also a marine genus but 
is found from neritic to abyssal depths (Clarke, 1962; Jung, 1965). The occurrence 
of chelae of crab suggests a shallow water environment as the modern marine crabs 
inhabit an approximately 10 to 30 metre depth range. 
The petrography of the limestone occurring in the upper part of the infra-
trappean beds provides an altogether independent palaeoecological evidence and 
supports the conclusions of this author drawn on faunal evidences. The limestone 
is a sandy, packed, biomicrudite (often passing into sandy biomicrite) in the termi-
nology of Folk (1962). An important feature of this rock is the presence of large 
quantities (15% to 35%) of terrigenous material in the sand-grade size which is inti-
mately mixed up with the organic debris (PI. 2). The land-derived detritus comprise 
angular grains of quartz and fresh felspars (perthite and acid plagioclase) with minor 
amounts of red and colourless garnet and actinolite. 
Such limestones originate essentially in calm, turbulence-free environments which 
could be established both in shallow, protected, basins as well as in deep waters. 
However, the large quantities of sand sized terrigenous material and lack of even 
small amounts of clay and silt in the rock and, above all, the fauna itself, rule out the 
possibility of deep sea sedimentation and suggests rather the proximity of land in re-
lation to the basin of deposition. It is obvious that the rock originated in an inner 
neritic environment, in a somewhat protected basin having open sea connections, where 
the currents were not strong enough or persistent enough to winnow away the calcite 
ooze which subsequently got deposited with the shells of the sedentary organisms 
living in the basin. Estuaries and lagoons, though providing conditions similar to 
those in protected seas, would not yield the type of sediment described above by 
virtue of a large contribution of clay and silt which is unavoidable in these 
environments. 
It is indeed possible that the large quantity of sandy material in limestone is due 
to uplift in the source area which must have consisted of crystalline schists and gneis-
ses. This uplift, perhaps, was contemporaneous with limestone sedimentation or 
might have been slightly later and was responsible for creating conditions unfavour-
able to carbonate sedimentation. This, then, may explain the limited distribution 
of this limestone both in space and time and also the presence of such abnormally 
high amounts of land-derived debris in the rock. 
From the foregoing discussion based on fossil as well as sedimentological evidences, 
it is concluded that these beds were deposited in a protected, rather warm, well illu-
minated, inner neritic environment which had open sea connection, like the one now 
existing in parts of the Gulf of Mexico. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 
1. Infra-trappean beds with the overlying traps, in a nala cutting at locality A, about half a mile 
southeast of Devarapalle village. 
2. Infra-trappean calcareous sandstone (Bed No. 1) at locality B, half a mile south of Duddukuru 
village. 
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CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY BOUNDARY 
In the Pangadi area both Cretaceous and Paleocene strata are present and an 
attempt has been made to demarcate the boundary between the two. The lowermost 
stratigraphic unit in the area is the Tirupati sandstones. The sandstone has been 
assigned an early Cretaceous age by various workers on the basis of plant fossils as 
well as on stratigraphic considerations. 
The age of the overlying infra-trappean beds has been a matter of controversy 
ever since they were discovered by King in 1874. As has been stated elsewhere, the 
majority of workers favour a late Cretaceous age for these beds. They found support 
from the occurrence of Cardita beaumonti which was reported by Das Gupta in 1933, 
and, thus assigned a Danian age to these beds. In the past, palaeontologists invari-
ably regarded Cardita beaumonti as a Danian marker and the Danian was considered 
as the topmost stage of the Cretaceous. However, the investigations of Rutsch (1936) 
revealed that Cardita beaumonti was not confined exclusively to the Danian but, was 
a variable form and ranged from Maestrichtian to Middle Eocene. As such, it is 
hardly of any value as an age marker. In recent years, a majority of foraminifero-
iogists consider that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
The typical genera and species of Foraminifera which have been extensively used 
in demarcating the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, are not present in the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans. However, the foraminiferal assemblage of these beds includes 
•certain well known species (Bhalla, 1966) which have been recorded either from the 
Paleocene or from the Eocene of different parts of the world. Among these, 
Cibicides mensilla (abundant), Guttulina lactea (frequent), and a mould of Quinque-
loculina closely resembling Q. brevidentata, are of significant value in dating the 
infra-trappean beds. Cibicides mensilla was originally described by Schwager (1883) 
from the Eocene of Libya and has subsequently been recorded from the Eocene of 
U.S.A. by Bandy (1944) and from the late Paleocene of Pakistan by Haque (1956). 
duttulina lactea is a well known polymorphinid and has been reported from various 
Tertiary strata of the world. The species of G. lactea from the Infra-trappean beds 
«how close similarities with the ones described and illustrated by Haque (1956) from 
the Paleocene of Pakistan and by Haynes (1958) from the Paleocene of England. 
The mould of Quinqueloculina closely resembles brevidentata Le Calvez, described 
from the Lutetian of France. 
The megafossils, ostracodes, radiolaria, and ophiuroid ossicles also occur in the 
Pangadi infra-trappean beds but need detailed studies before they can be used for 
-dating these strata. 
The foraminiferal assemblage, on the whole, favours a Paleocene age for the 
infra-trappean beds, but due to paucity of forms having precise age records, it is not 
possible to assign these beds to any particular stage within the Paleocene. However, 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II 
Photomicrograph of the infra-trappean limestone (Bed No. 3) showing ill sorted shell debris in 
-calcite-mud matrix. Note the abundant quantity of terrigenous quartz grains in the sand-grade size 
•and the articulate nature of the shells. The rock is a sandy biomicrudite. 
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it is certain that the infra-trappean beds represent the dawn of the Tertiary era in this 
part of India. 
The contact between the Tirupati sandstone and the overlying infra-trappean beds 
is concealed below a vast stretch of alluvium and is nowhere seen in the area. How-
ever, Raju et al (1965) on the basis of heavy mineral characteristics of the Tirupati 
sandstones and the infra-trappean beds, suggested an unconformity between the two. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the Tirupati sandstones are of early 
Cretaceous age whereas the overlying infra-trappean beds are Paleocene in age; 
and the unconformity between the two marks the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in 
the area. 
The infra-trappeans are unconformably overlain by the flows of Deccan Traps 
which, in turn, contain the fossiliferous inter-trappean beds. As discussed earlier, 
the infra-trappean beds are of Paleocene age while the inter-trappeans have been 
assigned a definite Eocene age by various workers on the basis of fossil evidences. 
Thus, the flows of the Deccan Traps are sandwiched between the Paleocene infra-
trappeans and the Eocene inter-trappean beds. On this basis, it is inferred that the 
outpouring of the lava of Deccan Traps started in early Eocene times. This conclusion 
is in harmony with the view expressed by Rama Rao (1956) that the traps, including 
the inter-trappeans, are of Lower Eocene age. 
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Upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, 
India 
S A T Y E N D R A N. B H A L L A 
Bhalla, S. N . . Upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, India. Lethcua, 
Vol. 5, pp. 271-280. Oslo, July 15th, 1972. 
The controversial upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas is discussed. 
A reassessment of the evidence furnished by animal and plant fossils is made in 
view of recent findings. Whereas the flora points towards a Jurassic age, the 
ammonites and other invertebrate megafossils indicate a Neocomian age. The 
microfossils support the concept of an Early Cretaceous age- The conflicting 
evidence ot flora and fauna and the probable reliability of each is discussed. 
Although there is some doubt about the correctness of the floral testimony, the 
reliability of faunal evidence seems established, and an Aptiart or Albian age is 
favoured as the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
5 N. Bhalla, Department of Geology, Ahgarh Muslim University, Ahgarh, India, 
March 15th, 1971; present address Geology Department, Llandinam Building, 
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, U. K. 
The Gondwana system, the store-house of coal in India, has interested ge-
ologists all over the globe ever since it was realised that its study presented 
a tremendous field for research. Due to its regional appeal, the System was 
studied from different angles in great detail by Indian as well as by foreign 
geologists. These studies have involved the theory of continental drift, the 
phenomenon of ancient glaciation, nature and origin of coal, reconstruction 
of paleogeography, fossil floras and faunas, and a variety of other aspects 
of scientific value. 
The term Gondwana originated in India. It was coined by Midlicott in 
an unpublished report of the Geological Survey of India in 1872 for a set 
of fresh-water strata in the erstwhile state of Gonds in Madhya Pradesh. 
The term was published by Feistmantel (1876). As the geological explora-
tion of the country progressed, more and more Gondwana outcrops were 
discovered; they started to receive added attention because vast reserves of 
coal were found in them. In addition to coal, the Gondwana rocks yielded a 
fascinating suite of plant fossils not confined to India alone, but occurring 
in all the continents of the Southern hemisphere. This flora aroused the 
interest of geologists in other countries also, and led Suess to propose the 
idea that all the Southern continents were at one time united or closely 
linked together constituting a super-continent - the Gondwana-Land. Since 
the beginning of this century, studies made by B. Sahni and his co-
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workers on the extensive flora preserved in this thick sequence of sediments 
have brought many interesting facts to light. A major problem considered 
has been the upper age limit of the Gondwanas. 
The Gondwana rocks are widely distributed in India. Those on the east 
coast are commonly designated as the East Coast Gondwanas. Although 
work on these strata commenced nearly a century ago, they have not received 
much attention, mainly because they are not of economic significance. They 
are of great scientific interest, however, because they contain marine animals, 
including ammonites, in addition to a characteristic Upper Gondwana land 
flora. Within a thick sequence of fresh-water sediments, intercalations of 
fossiliferous marine strata are of tremendous value and, therefore, the east 
coast beds have a special status in the Gondwana stratigraphy of India. A 
study of these rocks and their flora and fauna reveals data on the distribu-
tion of ancient land and sea, palaeoenvironment, stratigraphic correlations, 
and the upper age limit of the sequence. A discrepancy exists between the 
evidence furnished by plant and the evidence of animal fossils for the upper 
age limit of the Gondwanas. Whereas the plant fossils indicate a Jurassic 
age, the ammonites and other marine animals point towards an Early 
Cretaceous age for the beds. The age of the East Coast Gondwanas indicates 
the extent of Gondwana sedimentation in India, the time of development of 
the eastern coast-line of the sub-continent, and the time of the union and 
parting of the India-Australia association. It is of particular interest to 
students of continental drift. 
Strat igraphy 
The Upper Gondwanas are well-developed on the east coast of India. The 
exposures occur in patches extending from near Cuttack in the north to 
Tiruchchirapalli in the south (Fig. 1), almost following the eastern coast-
line. In three regions of the east coast, the Upper Gondwana rocks are well-
developed, viz. Eluru, Ongole, and Madras. The Eluru exposure is best 
developed and has been most thoroughly studied. 
The upper Gondwana sequence on the east coast of India has been broadly 
divided into three stages - Lower, Middle, and Upper - mainly on the 
basis of fossil evidences and stratigraphic considerations. These stages are 
the following: 
Upper Stage (Sandstones: fragmentary plants and a few animals; fresh-water). Cuttack mot 
known. Eluru: Tirupati. Ongole: Pavulur. Madras: Sattavedu. Tiruchchirappalli: not 
known. 
Middle Stage (Shales; animals including Early Cretaceous ammonites and Foraminifera 
with an admixture of Rajmahal and Jabalpur plants; marine to marsh). Cuttack: not known. 
Eluru: Raghavapuram. Ongole: Vammevaram. Madras-.Sriperumbudur. Tiruchchirappalli: 
FUtatur Plants beds. 
Lower Stage (Sandstones; Rajmahal plants; fresh-water). Cuttack: Athgarh. Eluru: Golapilli. 
Ongole: Budavada. Madras: not known. Tiruchchirappalli: ?Utatur Plant beds. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of 
the east coast of India, 
showing different locali-
ties referred to in the 
text. 
The Middle Stage contains both a land flora and a marine fauna. Unfor-
tunately no consistency is maintained in the nomenclature of the different 
stages. The stages derive their names from the villages where they are best 
developed. 
The evidence for the upper age limit is treated below. 
Evidence from plant fossils 
The Upper Gondwana sedimentary rocks of the east coast of India contain 
a rich floral assemblage which has been studied for more than a century. 
A large volume of literature has accumulated and has provided valuable 
clues to certain unsolved problems connected with the East Coast Gond-
wanas, including their upper age limit. 
Plant fossils from the Upper Gondwana rocks on the east coast were 
compared with those of known geological age. They were found to contain 
a high percentage of elements of the floral assemblage of the Upper Gond-
wana sediments of the Rajmahal range in West Bengal. The Upper Gondwana 
beds are extensively developed in the Rajmahal area where a great variety 
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of fossil plant material, including leaves, stems and roots occur, so it is 
generally considered the type-locality of the Upper Gondwana flora. 
'Rajmahal flora' and 'Upper Gondwana flora' have been frequently used 
as synonyms. The Rajmahal flora was subjected to extensive studies by 
B. Sahni and his co-workers and was considered to be of Jurassic age. In 
India the term Rajmahal flora is commonly used to imply a Jurassic age. 
A majority of paleobotanists consider the Rajmahal flora to be represented 
in the East Coast Gondwana assemblage; consequently the age of these 
beds is inferred to be Jurassic. 
The Lower stage of the Upper Gondwanas of the east coast is well-
developed in Cuttack, Eluru, and Ongole areas. The sediments of this stage, 
especially the Golapilli beds, have yielded an extensive assemblage of plant 
fossils which are characterstic of the Rajmahal flora. A check-list of some 
important plant fossils recovered from the Lower stage is given below: 
Taeniopteris (Angiopteridium) crisis, T. (A.) spatulata, Marattiopsis marcrocarpa, Gleiche-
nites gleichenoides, Cladophlebis denticulata, C. indica, Thinnfeldia sp., Retinosporites indica, 
Elatocladus indica, E. conferta, Brachyphyllum expansum, Retinosporites indica, Nilssonia 
morrisiana, Ptilophyllum acutifolium, P. cutchense, Dictyozamites falcatus, Williamsonia 
indica, etc. 
Except in the Budavada Beds of the Ongole area, the Lower stage contains 
plant fossils only. The upper two beds of the Budavada succession that 
contain ammonites and other megafossils are in the overlying Vammevar-
ams belonging to the Middle Stage of the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast. 
The Middle Stage is developed in all the east coast areas except Cuttack. 
In the Eluru area, the Golapillis are overlain by 160 feet of strata - the 
Raghavapuram shales which unlike the Lower and the Upper stages con-
tain a marine fauna, including ammonites and Foraminifera, along with rare 
but characteristic Upper Gondwana plant remains. The assemblage contains 
an admixture of several forms of the Golapillis showing Rajmahal affinities and 
some Jabalpur elements besides its own set of plant fossils. The Jabalpurs are 
at a higher level than the Rajmahals and contain a different plant assemblage. 
In the Ongole area, the Middle Stage is represented by Vammevaram beds, 
which contain a rich assemblage of animal fossils, including ammonites, and 
some plant remains almost identical with that of the Raghavapuram beds. 
In the Madras area, the Sriperumbudur beds represent the Middle Stage 
and contain ammonites and foraminifera besides fragmentary plant remains 
showing close affinities with Raghavapuram and Vammevaram assemblages. 
The Uttatur plant beds represent the Middle Stage in the Tiruchchirappalli 
area and a few fragile plant remains occur in these beds, Ptilophyllum being 
the most prominent. A check-list of the plant fossils occurring in the Middle 
Stage is given below: 
Cladophlebis indica, C. denticulata, Taeniopteris (Angiopteridium) spatulata, T. (A.) niaclel-
landi, Dictyozamites indicus, Otozamites bengalensis, O. hislopi, Ptilophyllum acutifolium, 
P. cutchense, Elatocladus plana, E. tenerrima, Retinosporites indica, Brachyphyllum expansum, 
Ginkgoites crassipes, Araucantes cutchense, etc. 
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The Upper Stage is of fresh-water origin. It is missing from the Cuttack 
area, but from other areas it has yielded a few fragmentary and poorly 
preserved plant remains including Ptilophyllum acutifolium, P. cutchense, 
Dictyozamites, Williamsonia blanfordi, etc. 
From the foregoing information it is evident that the Lower stage contains 
the Rajmahal assemblage; the Middle Stage has an admixture of Rajmahal 
and Jabalpur floras; and the Upper Stage contains fragmentary plant re-
mains which are generally not identifiable. Plant fossils are abundant in 
the Lower Stage, start declining during the Middle Stage, and become 
scarce in the Upper Stage. The assemblage, on the whole, suggests a Middle 
to Upper Jurassic age. Although, in recent years, some Wealden elements 
have been reported from Cutch, Rewa, and Jabalpur areas (Bose 1958; Bose 
& Sukh Dev 1958; Singh et al. 1963; and Roy 1967), none have so far been 
found in the sediments of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
Evidence from animal fossils 
In addition to the prolific land flora, the Upper Gondwanas of the east 
coast of India contain a rich marine fauna. They are found to be intimately 
associated with the terrestrial plant remains and throw considerable light 
on the palaeoenvironment, the palaeogeography, and the chronology. The 
age determined from the marine fauna conflicts with the traditional age 
deduced from floral evidence. 
With the exception of the Tirupati beds at Ayaparaz-Kotapilli, the marine 
fossils are restricted to the Middle stage. In the Cuttack outlier, the Middle 
stage is missing and no record of marine life is found there. The Raghava-
puram shales contain ammonites, Foraminifera, fish scales, and other marine 
fossils generally confined to the lower part of the shale sequence. A rich 
assemblage of marine fossils including brachiopods, lamellibranchs, am-
monites, fish scales, Foraminifera, etc., has been recorded from the Vamme-
varam shales also. M. R. Sahni (1938) reported the occurrence of the 
Cenomanian genus Rectithyris - R. expansa and R. recurvata - from these 
beds. The Sriperumbudur beds represent the Middle Stage in the Madras 
area and contain ammonites, Foraminifera, and other fossils of marine 
nature. 
A check-list of ammonites found in the Middle Stage is given below: 
Stephanoceras opis, S. obscura, Hocodiscus cf. perezianus, H. cf. H. calliaudianus, Pascoeites 
budavadensis, P. crassus, Hoplites (Hemihoplites?) cf. borowae, H. (H.) cf. beskidensis, H. 
(H.) codazzianus, Gymmoplites simplex, and Lytoceras sp. cf. vogdti. 
The Upper Stage does not contain marine fossils except at Ayaparaz-Kota-
pilli, where the assemblage comprises of Lima, Pecten, Inoceramus, Pseudo-
monotis, and two species of Trigonia - T. smeei Sowerby and T. ventricosa 
Krauss. These two species of Trigonia have also been commonly recorded 
from the Umia beds of Cutch which have been assigned a Late Portlandian 
to Neocomian age. T. ventricosa has also been reported from the Uitenhage 
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series (Cretaceous) of South Africa and Early Neocomian beds of Tanga-
nyika. In addition to these, the Cretaceous ammonite Helicoceras has also 
been recovered from Ayaparaz-Kotapilli area. 
The overwhelming evidence of ammonites and other invertebrates indi-
cates a Neocomian age to the Middle Stage. The occurrence of the Ceno-
manian genus Rectithyris is also a contribution towards the Cretaceous affin-
ity of these beds. 
Evidence from microfossils 
The conflicting evidence of flora and fauna demanded fresh evidence in 
order to place precisely the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas, 
and the testimony of Foraminifera is of considerable significance in this 
regard. Although King (1880) made passing reference to the presence of 
Foraminifera in the Raghavapuram shales, it was Sastri et al. (1961, 1963) 
who first described three species from these shales. This was followed by 
Bhalla (1965, 1969b), who made a detailed study of Foraminifera from the 
Raghavapuram shales. From the Ongole area, Bhalla (1969c) reported the 
occurrence of Foraminifera from the top bed of the Budavada sequence be-
longing to the Vammevarams. Murthy & Sastri (1960, 1962) described 
Foraminifera from the Sriperumbudur beds. 
A check-list of the Foraminifera found in the Middle Stage is given below: 
Saccamina lagenoides, Pelosina complanata, Ammodiscus cf. A. cretaceus, Bathysiphon, cf. 
taurinensis, ?Ammopemphix sp., Lituotuba sp., Haphphragmoides concavus, H. cf. H. dickin-
soni, H. jootei, H. indicus, H. hagni, H. kirki, H. chapmani, H. wilgunyaensis, AmmobaaUites 
hofkeri, A. indicus, A. irregulariformis, A. cf. A. poly thalamus, A. raghavapuramensis, A. 
sahnii, A. fisheri var. tirupathiensis, A. funicularis, A. phlegeri, A. globosa, Trochammina 
stellifera, T. cf. T. whittingtoni, Dentalina, Lenticulina, Frondicularia, Pseudopolymorphina, 
Nonion presublaeve, N. barakondai, etc. 
A striking feature which emerges from the microfaunal study is that the 
assemblage at Eluru, Ongole, and Madras is predominantly arenaceous and 
confined to the Middle Stage only. A majority of foraminiferal species occur 
in the Early Cretaceous of the different parts of the world, including the 
Lower Wilgunya Formation (Early Cretaceous) and Marree Formation 
(Aptian-Albian) of Australia. However, in the absence of any marker species 
of Foraminifera, the microfaunal evidence prohibits the assignment of precise 
age for these beds, but the overall predominance of the Cretaceous species 
further reinforces the evidence furnished by ammonites and other megafos-
sils for the Early Cretaceous age of the Middle Stage. 
Discussion 
In various Gondwana exposures, the controversy of the upper age limit is 
mainly restricted to the east coast beds. This is perhaps because at other 
places there is no other evidence except floral with which it may come in 
conflict. The situation is chiefly due to the palaeogeographic position of the 
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east coast Gondwana basin which made it possible for the sequence to in-
clude marine fauna along with the land flora. It would imply that during 
the Upper Gondwana times, the earth had started getting the impulses of 
the well-known Cenomanian transgression, and these impulses probably 
caused fluctuations of the shore-line of the east coast of India. By virtue of 
their coastal positions, the Gondwana basins in which fresh-water conditions 
were prevailing, turned marine with the advance of the sea and incorporated 
marine animals along with land plants, thus preserving clues for the age 
and the palaeoecology of the beds. Bhalla (1968) made a detailed study of 
the palaeoecology of the Raghavapuram shales and observed that out of 
160 feet of the shale sequence, the lower 60 to 70 feet was deposited in open 
sea environment, allowing free but sporadic movements of ammonites and 
other invertebrates in the basin. Thereafter, the basin became land-locked, 
resulting in the development of marsh environment in which the rest of the 
column was laid down. This change-over is supported by the presence of 
a glauconite-bearing bed at 60 to 70 feet from the base (Bhalla 1969a). A 
palaeoecological study of the Middle Stage in other areas has not yet been 
made, but in view of similar assemblages found there, it may be inferred 
that during the deposition of this Stage a chain of isolated, shallow-water, 
marine basins developed on the east coast resulting in the incorporation of 
marine animals in the sediments of the Middle Stage. The association of 
terrestrial plants and marine animals is interesting for it is sometimes found 
in a single hand specimen, but these fossil groups have different stories 
to tell. 
The plant fossils are fairly abundant in the Upper Gondwanas of the 
east coast. The overall predominance of Rajmahal flora led workers to con-
sider that the beds were of Jurassic age. Dettmann(1963) made a comprehen-
sive study of spores from certain formations in South-East Australia which 
show plant remains similar to those found in the Rajmahals of India. On 
palynological evidence, she considered Australian as well as Indian forma-
tion to be of Lower Cretaceous age. Recently, Douglas (1969) gave a detailed 
account of megaplant remains from southern Victorian Mesozoic of Australia 
and made overseas correlations. Commenting on Dettmann(1963), Douglas 
(1969 : 283) mentioned that '. . . outright rejection of a Jurassic age for at 
least some of the Rajmahal Group beds does not seem justified at this junc-
ture'. He, however, compared Victorian floras with the Jurassi-Lower 
Cretaceous floras of other parts of the world. In view of the studies made 
by these workers, it is possible that the plant assemblage of the East Coast 
Gondwanas is also of Lower Cretaceous age but it is still premature to rely 
on this for two reasons: the observations made by Douglas (op. cit.), and 
the fact that the East Coast assemblage has not yet been thoroughly revised. 
The pioneering work of eminent palaeobotanists so much obsessed the 
thoughts of workers on the Gondwanas in India that they forgot there was 
other evidence - the ammonites - which could not be overlooked while 
fixing the upper age of the Gondwanas. Although the ammonites were dis-
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covered as early as 1871 by Waagen, they remained in obscurity till the 
palaeobotanists proposed Jurassic as the upper age limit of the East Coast 
Gondwanas. This was in apparent contradiction to the age indicated by the 
ammonites and led Spath (1933) to revise the collections of ammonites made 
from Eluru, Ongole, and Madras areas by King, Foote, and Iyer. Spath 
(op. cit.) observed that the Middle stage was of Upper Neocomian age, 
thus making, inter alia, the Upper stage still younger. 
The studies of Spath (1933) accelerated the present controversy and wor-
kers started to doubt the reliability of palaeobotanical evidence for fixing 
the age of the East Coast Gondwanas. Fresh evidence was sought and the 
discovery of Rectithyris by M. R. Sahni (1938) in the Vammevaram shales 
is of significant value. This genus is not known before Cenomanian so its 
presence in these beds is of considerable interest. Although it was not 
suggested by Sahni that the beds are so much higher up in the sequence, 
this find further strengthens the testimony of ammonites for the Cretaceous 
age of these beds. The Middle stage has yielded Foraminifera also and their 
evidence also favours the Cretaceous age for these east coast beds. 
The above discussion reveals that while the plant fossils indicate a Jurassic 
age for the East Coast Gondwanas, the ammonites and other animal fossils 
suggest that the beds are not older than the Neocomian. This makes it 
difficult to bring a compromise between the two and the only course then 
left is to scrutinise the reliability of floral and faunal evidences. 
It seems difficult to doubt the testimony of ammonites because of two 
reasons: firstly, the ammonites do not appear to be reworked, as no ammon-
ite-bearing rocks older than the Middle stage are known to exist on the east 
coast of India, and secondly, the ammonites are very good age-markers 
during the Mesozoic in other parts of the world. Moreover, the evidence of 
ammonites is corroborated by micro- as well as mega-fossils. It is, therefore, 
hard to contradict the testimony of ammonites and the solution of the prob-
lem then lies in judging the evidence of plant fossils. 
Pascoe (1959:1010), when dealing with the evidence of plant remains for 
the age of the East Coast Gondwanas, suggested that if the plants are con-
sidered to be indigenous, then, in order to bring a settlement with the am-
monites, the only solution '. . . would seem to be that the numerous plants 
common to the Rajmahals and the East Coast beds are but an example of 
the slower evolutionary change during Upper Gondwana times as compared 
with those which obtained in the Lower Gondwana period'. However, 
Pascoe's suggestion of slow evolutionary change appears doubtful. If the 
rate of evolution of plants during Upper Gondwana times was slow in com-
parison to Lower Gondwana times, then why was it restricted to the Indian 
region alone ? Such a phenomenon should be of a world-wide nature and 
not a localized one. And if such a condition was there, what were the reasons 
for it ? No explanation to these corollaries was attempted by Pascoe. 
The second possibility is that the plant fossils are reworked. The Gond-
wana rocks containing prolific flora are extensively developed in the vicinity 
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of the east coast of India. It is possible that the plant fossils now entombed 
in the Middle Stage were brought to the site of deposition from pre-existing 
Gondwana rocks and got intimately mixed up with the marine fauna during 
Early Cretaceous times. If the plea for the reworked nature of the floral 
assemblage is accepted, the discrepancy between the chronological testimony 
of fossil plants and animals no longer exists. The concept of a derived nature 
of plant fossils receives further credence from the fact that the floral assem-
blage of the Middle Stage contains elements of Rajmahals as well as Jabalpurs. 
Jabalpurs are at a higher level than the Rajmahals and contain a different 
plant assemblage. It is rather difficult to visualise the presence of a younger 
assemblage in an older strata unless the former is reworked, in which case 
the strata would be even younger than the assemblage. This is evidence 
by itself for the derived nature of the plant fossils in the East Coast Gond-
wanas. An additional support regarding the 'reworking' comes from the 
studies of Raju & Rao (1954). These authors worked on the Lower and the 
Upper Gondwanas of the Eluru area and, on the basis of sedimentological 
evidence, noted that the sediments of Golapillis were derived from the pre-
existing Lower Gondwana rocks in the vicinity. It is also '. . . possible for 
blocks of plant-bearing Jurassic rocks to have fallen, in early Cretaceous 
times, from low cliffs into some protected delta or coastal lake . . . and to 
have become intimately mixed with ammonite-bearing marine Cretaceous 
sediments', as observed by Pascoe (1959:1007). 
The assumption of the derived nature of the flora settles the controversy 
regarding the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas and the cir-
cumstantial evidence is such to lend credence to it. This would indicate 
that what has so far been accepted as evidence from flora, may not be true. 
Conclusion 
The controversy over fixing the upper age limit of the East Coast Gondwana 
arises when evidence from plant and animal fossils is relied upon. As dis-
cussed above, the fauna of the east coast beds is not reworked, but it has 
yet to be confirmed that the plant fossils are indigenous. The floral evidence 
is, therefore, open to doubt. It is not safe to rely on it till the assemblage 
is thoroughly revised. The only course then left is to accept the testimony 
of ammonites and other megafossils which indicate a Neocomian age for 
these beds. This is further corroborated by the evidence from Foraminifera. 
The ammonites and other animal fossils are present in the Middle Stage 
only and, therefore, the Neocomian age is assigned to this stage. This 
would, in turn, necessitate that the Upper Stage should be taken further 
up in the column and Aptian or Albian should be considered as the upper 
age limit of the East Coast Gondwanas. 
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SECflON 5 
SECTION 5 
INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS 
The monotony of the Deccan Trap in the Rajahmundry area is relieved 
by a set of sedimentary strata of marine origin which are commonly 
referred to as Inter-trappean beds (Table 1). In India, Rajahmundry 
is the only area where the Inter-trappean beds are of marine nature. 
In a thick suite of igneous rocks, like Deccan Trap, the presence of 
inter-stratified, fossiliferous, marine rocks is of considerable 
value for not only do they reveal the paleogeography and the nature 
of the life flourishing during that period of earths* history, but 
contribute materially towards the much debated problem of the 
chronology of the Deccan Trap. It is mainly because of these 
considerations that the Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry 
area have been subjected to intensive paleontological investigations 
ever since they were discovered by General Cullen and Dr. Benza 
in 1836. 
The Inter-trappean beds are well-developed in the Rajahmundry area 
and show good exposures on both sides of the river Godavari. These 
strata are 0.60 to 9 m thick, mainly comprise limestone with some 
shale intercalations, and show low dips towards southeast. 
Presumably, there was one continuous Inter-trappean band in the 
geological past which has now been separated by the intervening 
river. The outcrop on the left side of the river is known as 
Kateru Inter-trappean while the one on the right side is termed as 
Pangadi Inter-trappean - both deriving their names from the 
respective villages where they are best developed and exposed. 
The fossil assemblage of the Inter-trappean beds contains marine 
as well as nonmarine organisms. The fossil fauna comprise mega-
and micro-fossils, including foraminifera, ostracoda, ophiuroid 
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ossicles, fish teeth, etc., while the fossil flora is represented 
by Chara gyrogonites and calcareous algae. Of these, only the 
megafauna and flora were studied in detail by earlier workers. 
About 55 Sty. km of the area was geologically mapped and detailed 
sampling of Pangadi and Kateru Inter-trappean beds was done by the 
author with a view to study their little known microfauna. A fairly 
rich assemblage of foraminifera was obtained and was subjected to 
a detailed investigation for the first time. Eighteen species of 
foraminifera, including four new species, were described from the 
Pangadi Inter-trappeans and critical assessment of the taxonomic 
status of Bosalina. Discorbis and allied genera belonging to 
Discorbidea was made (Bhalla, 1967, 1968). The Kateru Inter-trappean 
beds were less prolific in foraminifera and yielded only eight 
species, none new (Bhalla and Khan, 1969). Ostracodes were also 
recovered from the Inter-trappean beds and the new species are 
being described (Bhalla, 1965* MSa-e). During the course of this 
study, ophiuroid ossicles (Bhalla, 1966) and a few teeth of 
Eotrigonodon (Bhalla, 1974) were discovered by the author. 
However, due to poor preservation, identification and further study 
of the ophiuroid ossicles could not be made but the fish teeth 
were worked out in detail. 
The association of marine and nonmarine fossils in the Inter-trappean 
beds of the Rajahmundry area makes their paleoecological study 
interesting and significant and it was also worked out by the author 
for the first time (Bhalla, 1967} Bhalla and Khan, 1969). The 
microfaunal assemblage, combined with megafauna, reflects rhythmic 
changes in the environment with alternating two normal marine, 
near-shore, and two brackish-water conditions of deposition, 
starting with the latter one. The study indicates that the 
Inter-trappean sedimentation took place either at the mouth of a 
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big river or in some coastal depression which was influenced by the 
nearby sea off and on. 
The overwhelming evidence of microfauna, corroborated by flora, 
indicates a Lower Eocene age for the Inter-trappean beds of the 
Rajahmundry area but due to the absence of marker species, precise 
placement of these beds within the Lower Eocene has not been 
possible (Bhalla, 1967, 1974I Bhalla and Khan, 1969). 
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A NOTE ON OSTRACODA FROM THE INTER-TRAPPEAN 
BEDS NEAR PANGADI, ANDHRA PRADESH 
A rich and interesting assemblage of Os t racoda has been fourd by 
the author during the course of micropalaeontological s tud ies ot the 
In te r - t rappean beds of the Pangadi area (17°1' : 81° 39 ' 02"). Bed-by-
bed samples were collected from various surface outcrops and also from 
different sections exposed in limestone quarr ies all along the Inter-
t rappean band in the area. 
The geology of the area has been described in detai l by King1 . The 
ostracodes were first reported by Sastri (vide R a o , S. R . N . ) a , who 
recorded Bairdia subdeltoidea (Mfinster), Xesioleberis ranikotiana (Latham)?, 
and Cythereis cf. bowerbanki Jones , from these beds. Sastr i3 aga in report-
ed the following addit ional species of Ostracoda from these In te r - t rap-
peans : Cytherella sp . , Cytherelloidea sp. , Eucylhere sp. , Cythereis cf. 
mersondaviesi L a t h a m , Loxochoncha sp. , and Cytheropteron sp. 
Dur ing the course of present work, the follow/ing sixteen forms of 
Ost racoda were recognised : Neocyprideis sp., Leguminocythereis sp. A, 
L. sp. B, Cytheretta [possibly C. laticostata (Reuss)] , Costa sp. , Quadra-
cythere sp. , Hermanites sp. A, H. sp. B, Krithe [provisionally identified as 
K. bartonensis (Jones)] ; Xestoleboris [provisionally identified as X. sub-
globosa (Bosquet)], Brachycythere sp., Cytherella sp. , Semicytherura [provisi-
onally identified as S. forestensis (Keij)l , Occultocythereis sp. Bythocyptis 
sp. , and ? Schizocythere sp. 
T h e ostracodes have contributed much in deducing the palasoeco-
logy of these beds. T h e assemblage indicates a l t e rna t ing mar ine and 
brackish-water conditions dur ing the deposition of these sediments. The 
above-ment ioned Ostracoda, provisionally identified, are known from 
various Tert iary horizons and the assemblage suggests a Lower Eocene 
age for these beds. 
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DISCOVERY OF OPHIUROID OSSICLES IN THE INTER-
TRAPPEAN BEDS OF THE PANGADI AREA, 
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Detailed sampling of the Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi it area (17° 
V :81° 39' 02"), Andhra Pradesh, was done in order to make a comprehensive 
study of their microfaunal assemblage. During the course of the present 
investigation, the author has discovered abundant Ophiuroid ossicles from a 
pale to whitish clay band in the Inter-trappeans, exposed in a quarry section, 
about a mile southeast of Duddukuru village, near Pangadi. Though a few 
papers on the microfossils of these Inter-trappeans have appeared (Rao and 
Rao, 1939; Rao and Rao, 1937 a, 1937 b; Sastri, 1953, 1961, 1963), the 
Ophiuroid ossicles have not been reported in them. 
The Ophiuroids are exclusively marine organisms and their occurence in 
the Inter-trappeans has a paleoecological significance. In Recent seas, the 
Ophiuroids inhabit a near-shore, up to 60 to 70 m., turbulent zone. Their 
presence in the above mentioned bed indicates a near-shore, open sea, 
rather turbulent environment of depositon. 
A detailed systematic and paleoecological study of these interesting 
fossils will provide additional data for fixing precisely the age of the Inter-
trappeans of the Pangadi area and in deducing their environment of deposition. 
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ABSTRACT 
Eighteen species of foraminifera, including four new species, are described from the Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
of eastern India. The foraminiferal fauna points to the prevalence of alternating marine and estuarine conditions of deposition. 
This is also supported by the ostracode fauna. The foraminiferal assemblage indicates an Early Eocene age for these beds. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area, West 
Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India, have been 
the subject of intensive studies by eminent researchers, 
mainly due to their unique stratigraphical position and 
the interesting fossil assemblage, which includes both 
animal and plants. Although a lot of paleobotanical 
work has been done on the Pangadi Inter-trappeans, no 
due attention was paid to the study of their foraminiferal 
assemblage by earlier workers. Apart from a few casual 
reports of foraminifera from these beds (Rao and Rao, 
1937a; Sastri, 1961), the identifications of which, in the 
majority of cases, were only at generic level and without 
descriptions, no detailed work on this important group 
of microfossils has yet appeared. It was therefore felt 
that a study of the foraminifera would materially 
enhance our knowledge regarding the nature and age 
of these Inter-trappeans, which, in turn, would help in 
fixing the highly controversial age limit of the Deccan 
Traps - at least those of this part of the Deccan - with 
which these beds are closely associated. 
Detailed sampling was made of the Inter-trappean beds 
exposed near Pangadi, on the right bank of the Godavari 
River. A number of limestone quarries have been 
excavated all along the length of the Inter-trappean 
band, and they have made it fairly easy to work out 
the sections in detail and to collect samples for the 
foraminiferal study. The present work reveals the 
presence of a moderately rich assemblage of foraminifera 
consisting of eighteen species, including four new 
species, and deals with them in detail for the first time. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area 
were first noticed by General Cullen and Dr. Benza, and 
the latter (Benza, 1837) published the first report on 
these beds. However, the first fossil collections from 
these beds were made by Lt. Stoddart and Sir W. Elliot 
and were studied in detail by Hislop (in Hislop, Murry 
and Jones, 1860), who compared the fossil flora of the 
fresh-water Nagpur Inter-trappeans with the London 
Clay flora (Eocene). He correlated the Inter-trappeans 
of Nagpur with those of the Pangadi region and con-
sidered the latter also to be of Eocene age. He considered 
the Pangadi Inter-trappeans to be of estuarine origin. 
King (1880), in his monumental work on the geology 
of the Godavari region, did not propose any definite 
age for the Inter-trappeans but cast doubt on the views 
expressed by Hislop (op. cit.) regarding the Eocene age 
of these Inter-trappeans. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 1 
Geological map of the Pangadi area, showing the collecting localities. 
Sahni (1934), on paleobotanical evidence, considered 
the Inter-trappeans to be of Tertiary age. 
Rao and Rao (1935) discovered some calcareous algae 
of the genera Chora and Acicularia, the latter an essential-
ly Tertiary form, in the Inter-trappeans of the Pangadi 
area and favoured an early Tertiary age for these beds. 
Rao, Rao and Rao (1936), while discussing the age of 
the Deccan Traps near Rajahmundry, concluded that 
the Inter-trappeans are of Eocene age. 
Rao and Rao (1937a) reported some foraminifers from 
the Inter-trappean beds at Kateru, near Rajahmundry, 
and described the following forms: Sigmoilina spp., 
Triloculina aff. laevigata d'Orbigny, Robulus sp. indet., R. 
cf. occidentalis, Nodosaria zippei Reuss, Nonion sp. indet., 
Giimbelina globifera Reuss, Orbulina cf. 0. universa d'Or-
bigny, Spheroidinella (sic) sp., Globorotalia cf. G. menardii, 
Globotruncana sp., and Anomalina rudio (sic) Reuss. Most 
of the identifications were made from thin sections of 
the limestones, and the descriptions are quite inade-
quate. In our material from the Pangadi area only 
Triloculina, Nonion and Globorotalia from the above list 
were found. Moreover, the specific names given in the 
present work do not tally with those given by Rao and 
Rao (op. cit.). These authors were of the opinion that 
the Inter-trappean beds had been deposited in shallow-
water estuarine conditions, and, on the basis of the 
contained foraminiferal fauna, favoured a Paleocene age 
for the beds. In a subsequent paper, these authors (Rao 
and Rao, 19376) reported the occurrence of the cal-
careous algae Neomeris and Holosporella cf. H. siamensis 
Pia, 1930, from the Inter-trappean beds of the Rajah-
mundry area. The occurrence of H. siamensis would be 
anomalous, because it has been recorded only from the 
Upper Triassic of the Burmo-Siamese border. However, 
these authors did not offer any comments on the sig-
nificance of this find. 
Crookshank (in West et al., 1937) reviewed the whole 
problem of the age of the Deccan Traps and favoured 
an Eocene age, thus regarding the Inter-trappeans as 
also of Eocene age. 
Rao and Rao (1939) described thirteen species of Chara 
gyrogonites from the Kateru Inter-trappeans. Out of 
these thirteen species, eleven are distinctly Tertiary 
forms, and thus they favoured a Paleocene age for the 
Inter-trappeans of the Rajahmundry area. 
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Sastri (vide Rao, S. R. N., 1953) reported the occur-
rence of the ostracodes Bairdia subdeltoidea (Munster), 
Xestolebens ranikohana (Latham)? and Cythereis cf. bower-
banki Jones; Char a "fruits"; and the foraminiferal 
genera Gaudryina and Lenticuhna in the Pangadi Inter-
trappeans. 
L. Rama Rao (1956) considered the Inter-trappeans to 
be of Lower Eocene age. 
Sastri (1961) reported the occurrence of foraminifers, 
ostracodes, and Chara "fruits" from the Inter-trappeans 
of the Rajahmundry area. The foraminifers include 
Bathysiphon sp., Gaudryina rajahmundnca, n. sp., Clavu-
hnoides sp., Discorbis cf. midwayensis var. soldadoensis 
Cushman and Renz, and Discorbis indicus, n. sp. The 
ostracodes include Cytherella sp., Cytherelloidea sp., 
Bairdia subdeltoidea (Munster), Cythere (?Xestolebens) 
ranikohana Latham, ?Eucythere sp., Cythereis bowerbanki 
Jones, Cythereis cf. mersondaviesi Latham, Loxoconcha sp., 
and Cytheropteron sp. But the forms listed above (in-
cluding the new species) are without any descriptions 
or illustrations. As such, these can hardly be relied 
upon for comparing with the forms described in the 
present study. The foraminifers and the ostracodes are 
found in association with the Chara "fruits". Sastri 
(1961, p. 198) has suggested " . a Lower Eocene (or 
even Palaeocene) age" for the Inter-trappeans of the 
Rajahmundry area on the basis of the microfaunal 
evidence. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The monotony of the Traps in the Pangadi area (Survey 
of India, Toposheet No. 65 G/12; 17° 1' : 18° 39' 02") 
is disrupted by a set of sedimentary strata, mainly 
limestone with some intercalated shales, which are com-
monly referred to as the Inter-trappean beds (text-fig. 
1). The sequence of the rocks in the area is as follows: 
Lower Eocene 
T r a p rock 
— Unconformity — 
Inter- t rappean beds 
— Unconformity — 
T r a p rock 
Volcanic 
Estuarme to shallow epmentic 
Volcanic 
The Inter-trappean beds are almost horizontal and 
show a dip of only 4° to 6° towards the southeast. 
These low-dipping strata vary in thickness from 2 to 30 
feet. They are mainly composed of compact, very hard, 
massive, crystalline, white to pinkish limestone in the 
lower half, while the upper part is generally composed 
of alternating impure limestone and shale bands. There 
are a number of small limestone quarries, and this 
makes it easier to trace the Inter-trappean band in this 
area. The Inter-trappean band can be traced from the 
eastern side of Linga Konda, a 260-foot hill, from where 
it follows around the northern and western sides of the 
same hill, crosses the Ellore-Kovvur road near milestone 
351, follows around the 296-foot and 302-foot hills, 
and extends beyond a point southwest of Devarapalle. 
Since the beds are low-dipping, the outcrops are widest 
in the valleys. The central portion of the Inter-trappean 
band is well developed, and a thickness of 30 feet has 
been recorded, whereas the eastern and the western 
ends are thin, not exceeding 4 feet in thickness. How-
ever, there is a remarkable variation in the thickness of 
the limestone in the central portion. The junction 
between the Inter-trappeans and the overlying Trap is 
clearly seen at a number of places. There is a slight 
metamorphic effect of the traps on the immediately 
underlying limestone bands. There are approximately 
100 feet to 150 feet of trap overburden on the Inter-
trappeans. 
The succession of the Inter-trappean band was worked 
out at two places, Locality J and Locality L, but the 
base is not seen at either place. The sequence as observed 
on the eastern side of Linga Konda, the 260-foot hill, 
Locality J, is as follows 
Sample 
J /5 
J /4 
J /3 
J/2 
J/1 
No Lilhology 
T r a p rock 
— Unconformity —• 
4 Limestone, crystalline, dark-colored 
3 Limestone, whitish to grey 
2 Limestone, hard , dark 
1 Limestone, finely crystalline, grey, hard 
Thickness (in feet) 
10 
1 to 1 5 
1 to 2 
0 5 to 1 
> 2 
The following succession of the Inter-trappeans was 
observed in a small quarry, about a mile southeast of 
Duddukuru (Locality L): 
Sample No 
L/12 
L / l l 
L/10 
L/9 
L/8 
L/7-1 to 
L/7-2 
L/6 
L/5-1 to 
L /5 -7 
L/4 
L/3 
L/2 
L/ l 
Lithology 
T r a p rock, weathered 
— Unconformity — 
11 Burnt contact rock, dark green, friable, 
with pockets of lime 
10 Limestone, hard , whitish 
9 Clays, soft, greenish-yellow 
8 Limestone, hard, whitish-grey 
7 Limestone, sandy, friable, yellowish-green, 
with Ostrea pangadiensis 
6 Limestone, hard, bufF-colored, crowded 
with fossil fragments 
5. Limestone, hard, fine-grained, with clay 
intercalations 
4 Shale, greenish, weathering brown 
3 Limestone, whitish-yellow, with occasional 
Ostrea 
2 Mar l , bluish, with shell fragments 
1 Limestone, compact, yellowish, with 
calcite veins, sandy towards the top 
Thickness (in feet) 
3 
2 to 3 
0 3 
0 3 to 1 
0 3 to 0 5 
3 5 
1 
3 5 
0 5 
0 5 to 1 
0 3 to 1 
> 6 
The following important megafossils have been recorded 
from the Pangadi Inter-trappeans (vide King, 1880, 
p. 239): Pseudolwa elegans Hislop, Natica stoddardi Hislop, 
Centhium leithn Hislop, Centhium stoddardi Hislop, Tur-
ritella praelonga Hislop, Physa Pnnsepn Hislop, Ostrea 
pungadiensis Hislop, Corbicula elhptica Hislop, and Cardita 
variabilis Hislop. 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQUES 
The samples were disaggregated by boiling with deter-
gents and were screened through a set of standard 
sieves. In cases, where the material was found suitable, 
the carbon-tetrachloride flotation method was used for 
concentrating the foraminifera. The foraminifers were 
picked with the help of a fine sable-hair brush and 
arranged in squared slides for study. 
The structure of the wall in the calcareous foraminifera 
was studied by the techniques described by Wood 
(1963). In order to study the pores in the walls of the 
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foraminifera, the specimens were immersed in xylene 
for about two days, thus driving out the air from the 
specimens, which were then crushed in Canada balsam 
under a cover slip (Wood, personal communication, 
1964). 
T h e silver nitrate staining method described by Levin-
son (1951) was applied to those specimens in which the 
surface features were indistinct. 
DISPOSITION OF TYPES 
T h e holotypes and the paratypes of the new species have 
been deposited in the museum of the Geology Depart-
ment , Panjab University, Chandigarh, and their refer-
ences are designated by " P U G D Cat. no . " in the text. 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERA 
Superfamily ASTRORHIZIDEA Brady, 1881 
Family RHIZAMMINIDAE Rhumbler , 1895 
Subfamily BATHYSIPHONINAE Avnimelech, 1952 
Genus BATHYSIPHON M. Sars, 1872 
Bathysiphon eocenicus Cushman and Hanna 
Plate 1, figure 1 
Bathysiphon eocenica CUSHMAN and HANNA, 1927, p. 210, pi. 13, 
figs. 2-3. - AVNIMELECH, 1952, p. 66. 
Bathysiphon eocenicus UJIIE and WATANABE, 1960, p. 127, pi. 1, 
figs. 1-2. 
Description: Test free, large, cylindrical, straight; wall 
comparatively thick, predominantly of fine sponge 
spicules and amorphous material with much cement; 
test constricted externally but without internal parti-
tions; exterior smoothly finished, white. 
Dimensions: Length of tube 0.83 mm. , maximum width 
of tube 0.40 mm. , thickness of wall 0.07 m m . 
Discussion: Avnimelech (1952) has discussed the genus 
Bathysiphon Sars, 1872, in his revision of the tubular 
Monothalamia. He has given (1953) a detailed account 
of the structure of the wall. His views regarding the 
genus have been followed in the present work. 
Only two broken specimens were found in the present 
material , and therefore no thin sections could be 
prepared to study the internal structure of the wall. 
However, on crushing a part of the tube of one of the 
specimens, it was observed that the wall is made up of 
sponge spicules and amorphous material . 
T h e specimens show close resemblance to Bathysiphon 
eocenicus, described from the Eocene of California by 
Cushman and Hanna (1927). This is a well-known 
Eocene species and has been recorded from many 
Lower Tertiary horizons of the world. However, this is 
the first record of the species from India . 
Occurrence: Rare in sample J / 2 . 
Superfamily MILIOLIDEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus QUINO,UELOCULINA d 'Orbigny, 1826 
Quinquelocuiina sp. 
Plate 1, figure 2 
Description: Mould small, oval, one and a half times as 
long as broad, greatest width slightly above the centre; 
nearly triangular in end view; chambers distinct, 
inflated, quinqueloculine, not embracing; sutures well 
marked, depressed; periphery rounded; apertural end 
slightly projecting. 
Dimensions: Length 0.37 mm. , breadth 0.25 mm. , maxi-
m u m thickness 0.23 m m . 
Discussion: A solitary internal mould was found in our 
material, but it could not be assigned to any particular 
species. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5-2 . 
Genus TRILOCULINA d 'Orbigny, 1826 
Triloculina decipiens Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 3 
Triloculina decipiens REUSS, 1850, p. 382, pi. 49, fig. 8a-c. 
Description: Test oval, lower portion broadly rounded, 
upper slightly drawn out; chambers distinct, inflated, 
earlier chambers quinqueloculine, later at an angle of 
120° to each other, only three chambers visible from 
outside; sutures distinct, depressed; periphery broadly 
rounded; aperture fairly large, slightly elliptical, with 
a very short neck and a simple tooth; wall smooth. 
Dimensions: Average length 0.60 mm., average width 
0.40 mm. 
Discussion: This distinctive species was described by 
Reuss in 1850 from the Tertiary marl of Grinzing, 
Austria. However, in the Indian specimens, the inner 
chamber is slightly obliquely placed, and there is a 
slight tendency to form a neck. 
Occurrence: Rare to frequent in samples L/5-1 to L /5 -6 
a n d L / 1 1 . 
Superfamily NODOSARIIDEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus VAGINULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Vaginulina icenii Haynes 
Plate 1, figure 6 
Vaginulina icenii HAYNES, 1958, p. 65, pi. 16, fig. 4-4d. 
Description: Test free, elongate, compressed, of medium 
size; dorsal margin straight; ventral margin wavy; 
periphery entire, broadly rounded; chambers six, 
broad, gradually increasing in size with growth; pro-
loculus oval; sutures distinct, rather limbate, obliquely 
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curved, slightly depressed; surface smooth; aperture 
radiate, distinct; wall thick, calcareous, radial. 
Dimensions: Length 0.63 mm. , maximum breadth 0.22 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.15 m m . 
Discussion: A single, broken specimen of Vaginulina icenii 
Haynes, 1958, originally described from the Thanet 
beds (Paleocene) of east Kent , England, was found in 
the present material. However, the Indian specimen 
is shorter in length and probably represents a megalo-
spheric generation. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -6 . 
Subfamily LAOENINAE Reuss, 1862 
Genus FISSURINA Reuss, 1850 
Fissurina laevigata Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 4 
Fissurina laevigata REUSS, 1850, p. 366, pi. 46, fig. 1. 
Description: Test free, small, unilocular, somewhat 
compressed, ovate, elliptical in cross section; apertural 
end slightly produced; base rounded; margins subacute; 
surface smooth; aperture terminal, slitlike; wall thin, 
calcareous, radial. 
Dimensions: Length 0.23 mm. , maximum breadth 0.18 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.15 m m . 
Discussion: This is a well-known species, and it has been 
recorded from the various Tertiary horizons of the 
world. I t was originally described by Reuss in 1850, 
from the Tertiary marl of Grinzing near Vienna. 
Occurrence: Rare to frequent in samples L/5-1 to L/5-6 
a n d L / 1 1 . 
Family POLYMORPHINIDAE d 'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily POLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Genus GLOBULINA d 'Orbigny, 1839 
Globulina inaequalis Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 5 
Globulina inaequalis REUSS, 1850, p. 377, pi. 48, fig. 9. 
Description: Test ovate, somewhat elongate, slightly 
compressed; basal end broadly rounded, apical end 
more or less pointed; periphery rounded; chambers 
three, distinct, inflated, embracing; sutures distinct, 
flush with the surface; aperture terminal, radiate; wall 
calcareous, smooth, rather thick. 
Dimensions: Length 0.38 mm. , breadth 0.27 mm., thick-
ness 0.27 mm. 
Discussion: This is a well-known, cosmopolitan species 
of Globulina. I t has been described from the United 
States, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, but this is 
its first record from India. I t ranges from Eocene to 
Recent. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Superfamily BULIMINIDEA Jones, 1875 
Family VIRGULINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily VIRGULININAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus VIRGULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Virgulina sp. cf. V. dubia Haque 
Plate 1, figure 7 
Cf. Virgulina dubia HAQUE, 1956, p. 129, pi. 20, fig. 9; pi. 25, 
figs. 3a-b, 4a-b. 
Description: Test small, elongate, fusiform; early cham-
bers spiral, later becoming triserial, and finally biserial; 
chambers rather distinct, slightly inflated, increasing 
rapidly with growth; sutures distinct, gently depressed; 
periphery broadly rounded, lobulate; surface smoothly 
finished; wall calcareous, finely perforate, hyaline. 
Dimensions: Length 0.38 mm., maximum width 0.17 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.16 m m . 
Discussion: A single broken but well-preserved specimen 
was found in our material which may be questionably 
referred to Virgulina dubia, originally described by 
Haque (loc. cit.) from the lower Laki (Upper Paleocene) 
of the Nammal Gorge, West Pakistan. However, the 
Indian form is smaller in size, probably representing a 
microspheric generation. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5-2 . 
Family CASSIDULINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily EPISTOMINELLINAE Reiss, 1961 
Genus EPISTOMINELLA Husezima and Maruhasi , 1944 
Epistominella dubia Haque 
Plate 1, figure 8 
Epistominella dubia HAO_UE, 1956, p. 145, pi. 20, fig. la-c. 
Description: Test small, trochoid, nearly circular in 
outline, more or less biconvex; dorsal side evolute, 
showing two complete whorls, followed by one chamber 
of third whorl ( 6 : 6 : 1 - ) ; chambers gradually en-
larging, inflated, distinct, six visible on the ventral 
side; sutures distinct, depressed, curved on the dorsal 
side, straight on the ventral side; spiral suture indistinct 
in early portion, later quite distinct, depressed; peri-
phery lobulate, subacute; umbilical area depressed; 
aperture ventral, loop-shaped, between umbilicus and 
periphery; wall calcareous, finely perforate; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions: Max imum diameter 0.28 mm., maximum 
thickness 0.15 m m . 
Discussion: Epistominella dubia was originally described 
by Haque {loc. cit.) from the Paleocene of Nammal 
Gorge, West Pakistan. Only a few specimens were 
found in our material. They differ from the Pakistani 
forms in not having so drawn-out an aperture. How-
ever, they appear to come within the range of variation 
of E. dubia Haque . 
Occurrence: Ra re in sample L /5 -2 . 
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TEXT-FIGURE 2 
Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, n. sp., X 60, showing variation in 
the shape of the test. A3, Blt side views; A2, B2, peripheral views. 
TEXT-FIGURE 3 
Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, n. sp., X 60, showing nature 
of the sutures and the umbilical area. A1} side view; A2, peri-
pheral view. 
Superfamily NONIONIDEA Schultze, 1854 
Family NONIONIDAE Schultze, 1854 
Subfamily NONIONINAE Schultze, 1854 
Genus PROTELPHIDIUM Haynes, 1956 
Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 9 -11 ; text-figure 2 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, slightly longer than broad, 
planispiral, completely involute; periphery subacute in 
early stages, later broadly rounded, faintly lobulate; 
chambers distinct, gradually increasing in size with 
growth, nine visible in the external coil; sutures distinct, 
curved, slightly depressed; aperture not clearly visible 
due to imperfect state of preservation, apparently at 
the base of the inner margin of the last-formed chamber 
(interiomarginal); umbilical regions slightly raised, 
filled with granular secondary shell material; wall 
thick, calcareous, finely perforate, with radial micro-
structure. 
Dimensions: 
Major diameter (mm.) 
Minor diameter (mm.) 
Thickness (mm.) 
Illustration (PI. 1) 
Holotype ParatypeA ParatypeB Other specimens 
0.27 0.28 0.27 0.22-0.30 
0.25 0.21 0.23 0.20-0.30 
0.13 0.13 0.11 0.10-0.13 
fig. 9a-b fig. 10 fig. 11 
Dimorphism and variation: No evidence of dimorphism 
was noticed in this species. Slight variation, however, 
has been observed in the shape and size of the test. 
The periphery may be faintly to quite strongly lobulate. 
The number of chambers visible at the periphery 
varies from eight to ten. 
Discussion: This new species shows resemblance to 
Protelphidium hofkeri Haynes, 1956, described from the 
Thanet beds (Paleocene) of eastern Kent , England. 
Through the courtesy of Dr. G. G. Adams of the British 
Museum (Nat. Hist.), London, it was possible to have 
specimens of the present species compared with the 
types of P. hofkeri deposited there. He has suggested 
(personal communication, 1964) that , whereas in P. 
hofkeri the umbilical regions are depressed and the 
sutures are deeply incised in the central region, the 
present species has slightly raised umbilical areas and 
comparatively less depressed sutures. 
Type horizon: Inter- t rappean beds, sample no. L /5 -2 , 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
Type locality: Quar ry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from 
milestone 350 on the Kowur-El lore road, West Goda-
vari District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, P U G D Cat. no. 
F1222; paratype A, P U G D Cat. no. F1223; paratype 
B, P U G D Cat. no. F1224. 
Etymology: I take pleasure in naming this species after 
Dr. C. G. Adams, of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.), 
London, England. 
Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 12-14; text-figure 3 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, inflated, planispiral, com-
pletely involute; six chambers in the final whorl; 
chambers inflated, rapidly enlarging with growth; 
sutures distinct, backward curving, depressed; periphery 
broadly rounded, lobulate; aperture indistinct, at the 
base of the last formed chamber (interiomarginal); 
umbilical areas slightly depressed, filled with secondary 
shell material extending a short distance along the 
sutures; wall calcareous, hyaline, finely perforate, with 
radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: 
Major diameter (mm.) 
Minor diameter (mm.) 
Thickness (mm.) 
Illustration (PI. 1) 
Holotype 
0.30 
0.23 
0.15 
fig. 12a-b 
ParatypeA 
0.25 
0.18 
0.15 
fig. 13 
ParatypeB Adult specimens 
0.28 
0.23 
0.17 
fig. 14 
0.22-0.30 
0.18-0.23 
0.12-0.17 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations could 
be recognized in this species. The microspheric indivi-
duals have a proloculus diameter of 16[x and a total 
number of 14 chambers (8 : 6). The megalospheric 
forms have a proloculus diameter of 33[x and a total 
number of 11 chambers (7 : 4 - ) . There does not appear 
to be any marked relationship between the dimorphic 
generations and the size of the test. 
The specimens do not vary much except in their size 
and in the degree of compression of the test. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 4 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, n. sp., X 60. A, C, side views of megalo-
spheric forms; Bv side view, B2, peripheral view of micro-
spheric form. 
Discussion: Externally, this new species of Protelphidium 
somewhat resembles Nonion micrus Cole, 1928, from the 
Eocene of Mexico, but differs from it in having a 
broadly rounded periphery, secondary shell material In 
the umbilical regions, and in the absence of an apertural 
lip. However, due to the non-availability of topotype 
specimens of JV. micrus, the wall structure, which is the 
chief deciding factor between Nonion and Protelphidium, 
could not be verified. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample no. L/5-2, 
pale, whitish clay. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from mile-
stone 350 on the Kovvur-Ellore road, West Godavari 
District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of the type material: Holotype, PUGD Cat. no. 
F1225; paratype A, PUGD Cat. no. F1226; paratype 
B, PUGD Cat. no. F1227. 
Etymology: This species is named after the village of 
Duddukuru, near which the type locality is located. 
Genus NONION Montfort, 1808 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 17-19; text-figure 4 
?Nonion sp. indet. RAO and RAO, 1937, p. 393, pi. 32, fig. 5. 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, slightly longer than broad, 
planispiral, completely involute, somewhat compressed; 
periphery entire, subacute; umbilical region with 
rounded boss surrounded by granular mass of secondary 
shell material extending towards the apertural face; 
sutures distinct, limbate, slightly curved, flush with the 
surface; chambers distinct, fourteen visible from outside, 
very gradually enlarging with growth; apertural face 
triangular in outline, slightly convex; aperture not 
clearly visible due to imperfect state of preservation, 
but apparently simple, at the base of the apertural face 
(interiomarginal); wall finely perforate, calcareous, 
hyaline, with granular microstructure. 
Dimensions: 
Holotype Paratype A Paratype B Adult specimens 
Diameter (mm.) 0.35 0.38 0.30 0.23-0.40 
Thickness (mm). 0.18 0.17 0.11 0.12-0.20 
Illustration (PI. 1) fig. 17a-b. fig. 18 fig. 19 
Diameter of microspheric proloculus 12jx. 
Diameter of megalospheric proloculus 28(X. 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations can be 
distinguished in this species. The microspheric forms 
have an almost entire periphery, 34 chambers in all, 
12 : 12 : 10 in successive whorls, and the proloculus 
diameter is \2\L. The megalospheric forms have a 
slightly lobulate periphery, 23 chambers in all, 10: 11:2 
in successive whorls, with the proloculus diameter 28[x 
The number of chambers varies from 10 to 15. The 
umbilical boss is generally pronounced. The sutures are 
usually flush with the surface but sometimes may be 
slightly depressed. 
Discussion: This distinctive new species of Nonion shows 
some resemblance to Nonion laevis (d'Orbigny). A com-
parison with topotypes of N. laevis from the Eocene of 
Grignon, near Paris, shows that the present species 
differs in having more chambers, smaller size of the 
test, flush sutures, subacute periphery, and umbilical 
area with secondary shell material around the umbo 
running up to the apertural face. 
The indeterminate Nonion sp. described by Rao and 
Rao (loc. cit.) from the Inter-trappean beds of the 
Rajahmundry area closely resembles this new species 
and may be a synonym of Nonion kingi. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample L/5-2, 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, less than a furlong from milestone 
350 on the Kovvur-Ellore road, West Godavari District, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, PUGD Cat. no. 
F1228; paratype A, PUGD Cat. no. F1229; paratype 
B, PUGD Cat. no. F1230. 
Etymology: This species is named in honour of the late 
Dr. William King of the Geological Survey of India in 
recognition of his monumental work on the geology of 
the Rajahmundry area and the East Coast Gondwanas. 
Superfamily Discorbidea Ehrenberg, 1838 
A large number of specimens belonging to the genera 
Rosalina (Rosalinidae) and Discorbis (Discorbidae) were 
found in the Inter-trappean material. Since consider-
able confusion exists on the taxonomic status of Rosalina, 
Discorbis and allied genera, the following notes have 
been compiled in an attempt to clarify their systematic 
position. 
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A. - Rosalina and Discopulvinulina: Since its inception, 
the genus Rosalina d'Orbigny, 1826, has been almost 
ignored. The type species, Rosalina globularis d'Orbigny, 
1826, was designated by Galloway and Wissler (1927). 
Different interpretations concerning the taxonomic 
status of Rosalina have been given by different authors. 
Some considered it to be valid, while others were in 
favour of suppressing the name. A few authors, in-
cluding Glaessner (1945) and Cushman (1948), con-
sidered Discorbis Lamarck, 1804, to be a prior synonym 
of Rosalina. 
The genus Rosalina was reinstated by Brotzen (1948), 
who presented an emended description of the genus 
and considered the nature and position of the aperture 
to be a great diagnostic feature. Since Brotzen's work 
(op. cit.), the genus Rosalina has been frequently referred 
to in the literature. 
Bermiidez (1952, non vidi) in his studies of rotaliform 
foraminifera is reported to have retained both Rosalina 
and Discorbis as valid genera (fide Hornibrook and 
Vella, 1954). 
Hofker (1951a) erected the new genus Discopulvinulina 
with Discopulvinulina bertheloti (d'Orbigny) ( = Rosalina 
bertheloti d'Orbigny, 1839) as the type species. He (1950) 
included Rosalina bradyi (Cushman) ( = Discorbis globu-
laris (d'Orbigny) var. bradyi Cushman, 1915) and 
subsequently (19514) Rosalina globularis also in Dis-
copulvinulina. Since Rosalina globularis is the type species 
of Rosalina, Discopulvinulina becomes a junior synonym 
of Rosalina (vide etiam Haynes, 1956). However, Hofker's 
argument (1954, p. 34) for making Rosalina invalid is: 
"Since there is no distinct and accurate description of 
the genus Rosalina, I believe it would be much better 
to drop that generic name altogether." 
Hornibrook and Vella (1954), while discussing the 
taxonomic status of some rotaliform foraminifera, 
remarked that Cushman considered R. bradyi and R. 
globularis to be almost identical forms and R. bradyi to 
be a variety of R. globularis. These authors (op. cit.) 
were of the same opinion as Cushman and considered 
R. bradyi (Cushman) and R. globularis to be congeneric, 
thereby indicating Discopulvinulina to be a junior 
synonym of Rosalina. However, they (op. cit.) did not 
consider R. bradyi and R. bertheloti (type species of 
Discopulvinulina) to be congeneric. According to them 
(op. cit., p. 26), the bertheloti group is, "...generally 
involute dorsally, with strongly swept-back sutures, 
narrow chambers and distinct apertural flaps extending 
cleanly into the umbilicus" and differs from "Rosalina 
in having a very finely perforate shell and no tendency 
to develop thick, irregular shelly deposits in the umbilical 
region." They (op. cit.) retained both of the genera and 
restricted Rosalina to the globularis group and Dis-
copulvinulina to the bertheloti group. 
Ellis and Messina (1940 et seq.) consider Discopulvinulina 
as invalid according to the International Rules of 
Zoological Nomenclature, Art. 28 ( = Art. 23 (e) of the 
revised Rules published in 1961). 
Todd (1963) favoured keeping the genus Rosalina and 
considered that the use of this genus helps to clear up 
the heterogeneous and confusing generic concept of 
Discorbis, under which many similar but unrelated forms 
were placed. 
Reiss (1963) has placed Discopulvinulina in the synonymy 
of Rosalina. His main argument for dropping Dis-
copulvinulina is that Rosalina comprises widely varying 
species and that R. bertheloti and R. globularis come 
within the range of generic variation, thus being 
congeneric. Therefore, on the basis of priority, Dis-
copulvinulina becomes invalid. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is quite evident that 
Discopulvinulina should be suppressed as a junior syn-
onym of Rosalina. However, the genus Rosalina should 
comprise both the globularis and bertheloti groups of 
species, contrary to the opinion of Hornibrook and 
Vella (1954). 
B. - Discorbis: The genotype of Discorbis Lamarck, 1804, 
is Discorbis vesicularis Lamarck, 1804 ( = Discorbites 
vesicularis Lamarck, 1804). 
Le Calvez (1949), in her revision of foraminifera of the 
Lutetian of the Paris Basin, figured and described D. 
vesicularis from the type area. Her figures and descrip-
tion, as also the topotype material of the species kindly 
loaned by Miss Ruth Todd, indicate a coarsely per-
forate test having deep clefts and imperforate plates 
along the ventral sutures. Close to the umbilicus these 
plates coalesce. Hornibrook and Vella (1954) have 
advanced views identical with those of Le Calvez 
(supra cit.). However, D. vesicularis does not possess an 
umbilical plug on the ventral side (Barker, 1960; Reiss, 
1963). 
Reiss (1963) considered Discorbis to be a "definitely 
valid" genus. According to him (op. cit.), Discorbis 
vesicularis Lamarck possesses a bilamellid wall and 
tooth plates. His main argument for differentiating 
Discorbis from Rosalina ( = Discopulvinulina Hofker) is 
that the latter genus lacks a tooth plate. 
Todd (personal communication, 1963) considered that 
the differences between Rosalina and Discorbis and the 
allied genus Neoconorbina are fairly distinct. She stated: 
" . . . i n all three genera the test is trochoid, involute 
and nearly flat or even concave on the one side and 
evolute and conical or domed on the other. In Rosalina, 
the periphery tends to be lobulate and rounded, while 
in Neoconorbina and Discorbis it tends to be entire and 
angled. Moreover, in Neoconorbina the outline of the 
test tends to be nearly circular or smoothly oval, while 
that of Rosalina and Discorbis shows a notched outline 
where the last-added chamber meets the previous 
whorl. In Rosalina and Neoconorbina the aperture is 
merely a low opening beneath the edge of the final 
chamber. In Neoconorbina the ventral sutures may 
become quite irregular, while in Rosalina they are 
usually simply curved as on the dorsal side. In Discorbis, 
on the other hand, the ventral surface is complicated by 
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additional sutural openings and in some individuals the 
ventral surface may become almost like a spongy mass 
with the sutural openings concealed." 
In the present work, both of the generic names Rosalina 
and Discorbis have been retained on the above-mentioned 
grounds. 
C. - Discorbina: Considerable confusion exists regarding 
the taxonomic position of the genus Discorbina Parker 
and Jones, 1862, the type species of which is Discorbina 
turbo (d'Orbigny) ( = Rotalia turbo d 'Orbigny, 1826). 
Several authors considered Discorbina as a synonym of 
Discorbis and did not favour its retention as a valid 
genus. Brotzen (1948, p . 72) considered that " . . . t h e 
name of the genus Rosalina must also replace the name 
Discorbina Parker and Jones . " The generic name was 
almost dropped, but Hornibrook and Vella (1954) 
reinstated it. They (op. cit.) considered Rotorbinella 
Bandy, 1944, as a junior synonym of Discorbina on the 
grounds that the " . . . m a i n diagnostic features of 
Rotorbinella are the prominent umbilical plug and chan-
nelled ventral sutures, characters that are strongly indi-
cated in d'Orbigny's figure of Rotalia (Trochulina) turbo". 
Hofker (1954) supported the views expressed by Hor-
nibrook and Vella (op. cit.) and on grounds of priority 
favoured the inclusion of Rotorbinella in the synonymy 
of Discorbina. 
Loeblich and Tappan (fide Barker, 1960) consider 
Discorbina to be a synonym of Discorbis. 
Barker (1960), however, did not agree with Loeblich 
and Tappan 's view (op. cit.) and suggested that Discorbis 
lacks the ventral umbilical plug which is a prominent 
feature of the type species of Discorbina. The same 
opinion was expressed by Reiss (1963). 
Reiss (op. cit.), while commenting on the views expressed 
by Hornibrook and Vella (op. cit.) and Hofker (op. cit.), 
considered Rotorbinella to be a junior synonym of Dis-
corbina. Although Reiss (op. cit.) did not offer comments 
on the systematic position of Discorbina and Rotorbinella, 
he included these two genera under Discorbis in his 
classification. 
Todd (personal communication, 1963), concerning the 
taxonomic status of Discorbina, mentioned: "There is 
ambiguity in connection with this genus. Both D. turbo 
d'Orbigny and D. trochidiformis Lamarck have been 
mentioned as its type species. But D. turbo is what may 
be regarded as Rotorbinella, and D. trochidiformis is the 
type species of the genus Rotalia. Hence the status of 
this genus remains indeterminate. As various authors 
have in the past placed in it species that are now 
regarded as belonging to several different genera, it 
would seem best to abandon this generic name." 
In view of the above discussion, the present writer 
considers that the genus Discorbina Parker and Jones, 
1862, should be dropped. In the present work some 
species previously referred to Discorbina have been 
transferred to Rosalina. 
Family ROSALINIDAE Reiss, 1961 
Subfamily ROSALININAE Reiss, 1961 
Genus ROSALINA d'Orbigny, 1826, emend. Brotzen, 1948 
Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d 'Orbigny 
Plate 1, figure 15 
Cf. Rosalina depressa D'ORBIGNY, 1850, p. 282. - FORNASINI, 
1906, p. 30, pi. 1, fig. 2, 2a-b. 
Description: Test nearly circular, low-spired, concavo-
convex; dorsal side convex, evolute; ventral side con-
cave, involute; chambers sickle-shaped, gradually 
enlarging, about 9 in all, 7 : 2 - in successive whorls, 
all visible on the dorsal side, only 5 visible on the ventral 
side; periphery entire, subrounded; dorsal as well as 
ventral sutures strongly curved, almost flush; ventral 
umbilicus depressed, indistinct due to bad preservation; 
aperture on the ventral side beneath the lobate inner 
margin of the last chamber; wall calcareous, finely 
perforate, smooth. • 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.55 mm. , average thick-
ness 0.17 mm. 
Discussion: A few specimens were found in the present 
material which show strong resemblance to Rosalina 
depressa d 'Orbigny, 1850, described from the Senonian 
of the Netherlands. However, the Indian specimens 
differ in having a subrounded periphery instead of a 
keel. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample no. J / 2 . 
Rosalina sphaeruligera (Schwager) 
Plate 1, figure 20 
Discorbina sphaeruligera SCHWAGER, 1883, p. 119, pi. 27 (4), 
fig. 8a-c. 
Description: Test free, small, concavo-convex; dorsal 
side convex, evolute; ventral side depressed in the 
middle, involute; chambers inflated, gradually in-
creasing in size with growth, 16 in all, 8 : 7 : 1 - in 
successive whorls, all visible on the dorsal side, only 6 
visible on the ventral side; spiral suture distinct, de-
pressed; dorsal and ventral sutures distinct, slightly 
curved backwards, depressed; periphery broadly round-
ed, lobulate; umbilical area not clear due to imperfect 
preservation; aperture slitlike, on the ventral side but 
not clearly visible; wall calcareous perforate; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.30 mm. , average thick-
ness 0.10 mm. 
Discussion: This distinctive species was originally de-
scribed by Schwager from the Eocene of Egypt. Only 
four specimens were found in the present material , and 
their preservation is not good. T h e Indian specimens 
are smaller in size. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
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Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
Plate 1, figure 16 
Discorbina sub-vilardeboana RZEHAK, 1888, p. 262, pi. 11, fig. 6a-c. 
Description: Test depressed, circular to oval in outline, 
low-spired, concavo-convex; dorsal side convex, evolute; 
ventral side concave, involute; chambers fairly distinct, 
inflated, five to six in the final whorl, gradually increas-
ing in size with growth; dorsal sutures distinct, last two 
or three limbate, slightly depressed, gently curved; 
ventral sutures distinct, curved and depressed, but 
usually filled up; periphery subacute, lobulate; nature 
of the ventral umbilicus not clear due to imperfect 
preservation; aperture on ventral side, covered by a 
projecting lobe of the inner margin of the last chamber; 
wall calcareous, moderately perforate, smooth. 
Dimensions: 
Microspheric Megalospheric Adult specimens 
Major diameter (mm.) 0.63 0.38 0.18-0.77 
Minor diameter (mm.) 0.53 0.28 0.22-0.58 
Thickness (mm.) 0.25 0.10 0.10-0.25 
Diameter of proloculus 20[JL 33[A 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations could 
be observed in this species. The microspheric individ-
uals are larger, have a proloculus diameter of 20[x, 
and consist of thirteen chambers in all, 6 : 6 : 1 - in 
successive whorls. The megalospheric individuals are 
comparatively small, have a proloculus diameter of 33pt,, 
and consist of twelve chambers which are rapidly 
enlarging and are arranged in two whorls, 7 : 5. 
Both sinistral and dextral forms are present, but they 
do not show any marked relationship with dimorphic 
generations. Variation has been observed in the shape 
of the test. The dorsal side may range from almost 
flat to fairly convex, and the periphery varies from 
subacute to rounded. 
Discussion: Our specimens closely resemble the figures 
and description of Discorbina sub-vilardeboana Rzehak, 
1888, found from the Eocene to the Upper Oligocene 
in Austria and Czechoslavakia. Although in the Indian 
specimens the spire is sometimes comparatively high, 
such specimens come within the range of variation of 
the species. 
Occurrence: Frequent in samples J/2, J /3 , L/6, L/10 
andL/11. 
Family DISCORBIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804 
Discorbis toddae Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 21-24; text-figure 5 
Diagnosis: Test free, small, low-spired, trochospiral; 
ventral side depressed in the middle; dorsal side slightly 
convex but nearly flat at the centre; periphery lobulate, 
rounded; chambers distinct, gradually increasing in 
size with growth, slightly inflated, nineteen ( 7 : 7 : 5 - ) 
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Discorbis toddae Bhalla, n. sp., X 60. A, dorsal view of paratype 
A, microspheric form; B, dorsal view of paratype B, megalo-
spheric form; C, dorsal view of paratype C, microspheric form. 
visible dorsally and seven ventrally; sutures distinct, 
non-limbate except for the last two or three, depressed, 
backward curving; spiral suture distinct; ventral side 
with overlapping imperforate flaps along the sutures 
and covering the umbilicus; aperture simple, slitlike, 
at the inner margin of the last chamber on the umbilical 
side, extending slightly up to the periphery and covered 
by a narrow flap of the final chamber; wall calcareous, 
moderately perforate, radial; surface smooth. 
Dimensions: 
Holotype Paratype A Paratype B Paratype G Adult 
specimens 
Major diam. (mm.) 0.27 0.35 0.30 0.23 0.23-0.35 
Minor diam. (mm.) 0.21 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.20-0.30 
Max. thickness (mm.) 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.08-0.13 
IUus. (PI. 1) fig. 21a-c fig. 22 fig. 23 fig. 24 
(text-fig.) 5A 5B 5C 
Diameter of megalospheric proloculus 20[X. 
Diameter of microspheric proloculus 12u,. 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations have 
been recognised. The average diameter of the megalo-
spheric proloculus is 20[j., whereas that of the micro-
spheric proloculus is 12[x. The megalospheric forms 
generally have flush sutures and a very weakly lobulate 
periphery, while in the microspheric individuals the 
sutures are depressed and the periphery is lobulate. 
Both sinistrally and dextrally coiled tests have been 
found in the present species, but they do not show any 
relationship with the dimorphic generations. The um-
bilical side is generally concave. 
Discussion: The present species somewhat resembles 
Discorbis alatus Le Calvez, 1949, from the Lutetian of 
France, but differs in being plano-convex or concavo-
convex; in having a rounded periphery, and in devel-
oping limbate sutures on the spiral side. From Discorbis 
bractifer Le Calvez, 1949, also from the Lutetian of 
France, it differs in the plano-convex or concavo-
convex test, smaller size, low spire, greater number of 
chambers per whorl, fine perforations, and the nature 
of the ventral sutures, especially at the peripheral 
margin. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample L/5-2, 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
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Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from 
milestone 350 on the Kowur-El lore road, West Goda-
vari District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, P U G D Cat. no. 
F1231; paratype A, P U G D Cat. no. F1232; paratype 
B, P U G D Cat. no. F1233; paratype C, P U G D Cat. 
no. F1234. 
Etymology: This species is named in honour of Miss 
R u t h Todd of the U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 
D . C , in appreciation of her valuable comments on the 
taxonomic status of Discorbis, Rosalina and Discorbina. 
Family GLOBIGERINIDAE Carpenter, Parker and Jones, 
1862 
Subfamily GLOBOROTALIINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus GLOBOROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
Subgenus GLOBOROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp. 
Plate 1, figure 25 
Globorotalia sp. NAGAPPA, 1959, pi. 7, fig. 16a-c. 
Description: Test trochoid, almost plano-convex; ventral 
side completely involute, strongly convex, with a small 
shallow umbilicus; dorsal side evolute, low, convex; 
chambers eleven, 6 : 5 in successive whorls, only five 
visible on ventral side, distinct, arcuate, very gradually 
increasing in size with growth; dorsal sutures distinct, 
depressed, strongly curved; ventral sutures almost 
flush, sigmoidal; spiral suture distinct, depressed; 
periphery subacute, lobulate; aperture usually indis-
tinct, apparently an arched opening between periphery 
and umbilicus; wall smooth, calcareous, hyaline, finely 
perforate, with radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.25 mm., average thick-
ness 0.15 m m . 
Discussion: The present species shows close resemblance 
to the Globorotalia sp. figured by Nagappa (op. cit.) 
from the Lower Rakhigaj shales (Upper Paleocene), 
Rakhi Nala, West Pakistan. A few specimens were 
found which do not seem to resemble any known 
species of Globorotalia. More specimens are required 
before a definite specific name can be assigned. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Subgenus TURBOROTALIA Cushman and Bermudez, 1949 
Globorotalia (Turborotalia) sp. cf. G. (T.) centralis 
Cushman and Bermudez 
Plate 1, figure 26 
Cf. Globorotalia centralis CUSHMAN and BERMUDEZ, 1937, p. 26, 
pi. 2, figs. 62-65. 
Cf. Globorotalia ( Turborotalia) centralis CUSHMAN and BERMUDEZ, 
1949, pp. 44-45, pi. 8, figs. 19-21. 
Description: Test trochoid, moderately inflated, plano-
convex; dorsal side flat, evolute; ventral side involute, 
high, with small, open umbilicus; chambers six, in-
flated, all visible on the dorsal side, only four visible on 
the ventral side, rapidly increasing in size with growth; 
dorsal sutures distinct, more or less straight, slightly 
depressed; ventral sutures almost straight, depressed; 
aperture slitlike, on ventral side between periphery and 
umbilicus; periphery lobulate, broadly rounded; wall 
calcareous, smooth, hyaline, finely perforate, with 
radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.23 mm., average thick-
ness 0.22 mm. 
Discussion: Only two imperfectly preserved specimens 
found in the present material may be compared with 
Globorotalia (Turborotalia) centralis Cushman and Ber-
mudez, 1937, a well-known Eocene form, frrst recorded 
from the Eocene of Cuba. However, the Indian forms 
are smaller in size, with a rather shallow umbilicus, 
comparatively straight sutures, and a low or almost 
flat dorsal side. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
Cibicides reinholdi ten Dam 
Plate 1, figure 27 
Cibicides reinholdi TEN DAM, 1944, p. 135, pi. 5, fig. 6a-c. -
BROTZEN, 1948, p. 82, pi. 13, fig. la-c. 
Description: Test plano-convex, trochoid, medium-sized; 
dorsal side flat or slightly concave, evolute; ventral 
side gently convex, completely involute; sutures strongly 
curved backwards, non-limbate, usually flush with 
surface except for the last two or three chambers, where 
they may be slightly depressed; chambers usually 
distinct, increasing rapidly in size with growth; first 
whorl usually with eight to nine chambers, followed 
by an incomplete whorl of three to five chambers; 
periphery slightly lobulate, keeled; aperture periphero-
dorsal, without lip; wall calcareous, with radial micro-
structure. 
Dimensions: Major diameter 0.25 to 0.33 mm., minor 
diameter 0.18 to 0.25 mm. , thickness 0.10 to 0.13 mm., 
proloculus diameter 33[i. 
Discussion: A few specimens were found in the present 
material which show a strong resemblance to Cibicides 
reinholdi, originally described by ten Dam in 1944, from 
the Cretaceous and Paleocene of the Netherlands. 
Brotzen (loc. cit.) recorded it from the Paleocene of 
Sweden. Although Indian forms have the last two 
sutures not so strongly curved as shown in ten Dam's 
figure (op. cit., fig. 6c), they come within the range of 
variation of C. reinholdi. 
Occurrence: Frequent in sample L /5 -2 . 
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TABLE 1 
Distribution of foraminifera in the Inter-trappean beds, Pangadi area. 
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PALEOECOLOGY 
Like other coastal formations in India, the Inter-
trappean beds of the Pangadi area are the result of 
marine trangression which took place in Lower Eocene 
times. The foraminiferal assemblage, like the ostracode 
assemblage, reflects rhythmic facies changes with 
alternate brackish-water and normal marine environ-
ments of deposition. 
The entire succession of the Intertrappean beds at 
locality L, for example, may be divided into four distinct 
ecological units on the basis of the contained foram-
iniferal and ostracode faunas (vide Tables 1 and 2). The 
ecologically significant microfossils of the different units 
together with their paleoecology are discussed below. 
Unit I (Beds L/l to Lj4): Beds of this unit contain a 
very meagre microfauna. The foraminifers are rare, 
whereas the ostracodes are altogether absent. The 
former are represented by a few specimens of species 
belonging to Protelphidium and Nonion. No megafossils 
were found in these beds. It is difficult to infer the 
precise environment under which beds of this unit were 
deposited, since the microfauna is limited both in 
number of species and in number of individuals. How-
ever, in view of the absence of typical marine fossils 
in this unit, it appears likely that the beds in question 
were deposited under brackish-water conditions. 
Unit II (Beds LJ5-1 to L/6J: Ecological conditions 
during the deposition of Unit II appear to have been 
markedly different from those existing during the ac-
cumulation of the preceding unit. This is evident from 
the abrupt increase in the frequency and number of 
foraminiferal and ostracode species. In fact, the largest 
number of species - sixteen of foraminifera and ten of 
Ostracoda - are found in this unit. The majority of 
the forms are characteristically marine. 
The dominant foraminifers of this unit are Protelphidium, 
Nonion and Discorbis, all represented by new species. 
The ecological data on Discorbis suggest that it occurs 
abundantly at depths less than 160 ft. in a marine 
environment. The genus makes its first appearance in 
this unit and does not extend into Unit III , which is of 
estuarine nature. Nonion occurs in all of the four units 
with almost the same frequency (except in the lowermost 
unit, where it is rare). This indicates that it tolerated a 
wide range of salinity fluctuations. According to Low-
man (1949) and others, the genus is most frequent in 
shallow epineritic environments. Not much is known 
about the ecological conditions preferred by Protelphi-
dium, as the genus is not known from the Recent seas. 
However, since it is abundant in Unit II in which 
marine forms are abundantly represented, it can be 
inferred that it occupied the same ecological niche as 
the associated faunule. 
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TABLE 2 
Distribution of ostracodes in the Inter-trappean beds, Pangadi area. 
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Further ecological information is furnished by forms 
which are rare to frequent in Unit II. These include 
Fissurina laevigata, Globulina inaequalis, Quinqueloculina sp., 
Triloculina decipiens, Globorotalia sp., Globorotalia sp. cf. 
G. (T.) centralis, etc. 
The available data on Fissurina indicate that it is a 
marine form and is occasionally found exclusively in 
deep waters. In our material it is rare in occurrence 
and was probably swept in by strong currents. The 
occurrence of two species of Globorotalia in sample 
L/5-2 of this unit also suggests an open sea connection. 
The marine nature of this unit is further corroborated 
by the occurrence of abundant ophiuroid ossicles, 
particularly at level L/5-2, since ophiuroids are exclu-
sively stenohaline forms. In the present-day seas, most 
of them live in rather shallow waters. This indicates that 
the beds of Unit II were laid down in a near-shore 
marine environment. The presence of Globulina inae-
qualis, which is commonly found in marine environ-
ments in the 15 to 90 meter depth range, also corrobo-
rates this view. 
The ostracodes, which are absent in Unit I, appear 
abruptly and in great abundance in Unit II {vide Table 
2). The forms which occur frequently to abundantly in 
our material include Neocyprideis, Leguminocythereis sp. 
A. and sp. B., Cytheretta, Costa, Quadracythere and 
Brachycythere, while those which occur rarely include 
Cytherella and Krithe. These are characteristically 
marine forms, and the majority of them are commonly 
found in epineritic near-shore environments (Mork-
hoven, 1963; Bold, 1960, 1963). 
There is some difference of opinion about the ecology of 
the genus Krithe. According to Sohn (1951, 1957) and 
others, it can occur in brackish to marine environments. 
According to Morkhoven {op. cit.), the genus is strictly 
marine, while Bold {op. cit.) considered it to be charac-
terstic of an "open-sea" facies. 
However, Puri (1954, p. 45), while dealing with the 
environment of depositon of the Tampa Stage of the 
Florida Miocene, considered Krithe, along with other 
ostracodes and the larger foraminifera, to be indicative 
of "a warm (20°-30° C) inner neritic environment". 
The high abundance of the euryhaline genus Neocypri-
deis in this unit, as well as in Unit IV, and its rare to 
frequent occurrence in Unit III suggest that, although 
it could tolerate a wide range of salinity variations, it 
throve better as the salinity increased. The genus 
Neocyprideis, according to Morkhoven (1963), is common 
in brackish-water (meso- to polyhaline) environments, 
i. e., in waters of 3 to 30 °l00 salinity. 
A more or less similar ostracode assemblage comprising 
Leguminocythereis, Krithe, Cytheretta, etc., was obtained by 
Keij (1957) from the Eocene of Belgium, and he sug-
gested that these indicate a shallow open-sea environ-
ment. 
The microfaunal evidence, as a whole, lends support to 
the contention that the beds of this unit were deposited 
in a near-shore epineritic environment with open-sea 
connections. 
Unit III (Beds L/7-1 to L\9): Another distinct environ-
mental unit, Unit III , is represented by beds L/7-1 to 
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L/9. This is evident from the abrupt faunal change 
which occurs just above the level of sample L/6 of 
Unit II. None of the foraminifera except Nonion kingi 
persists in this unit. As already remarked, N. kingi 
appears to be a euryhaline species occurring abundantly 
almost throughout the succession. 
The ostracode fauna also diminishes both in frequency 
and in number of species (four in this unit as compared 
to ten in Unit I I ) . T h e characteristic marine forms of 
Unit II are either totally absent or very rare. The 
important ostracodes in this unit are Cytheretta (frequent 
here as compared to rare in Unit I I ) , Xestoleberis and 
Neocyprideis. The genus Xestoleberis is restricted to this 
unit. The occurrence of these genera indicates a near-
shore, rather brackish-water environment of deposition. 
Swain (1955), while describing the food of the Ostracoda 
near La Jolla and San Diego, California, observed that 
Xestoleberis, along with other ostracodes, is a plant 
feeder and favours a rather turbulent environment. 
However, according to Morkhoven (1963), it indicates 
a near-shore, brackish-water or saline, tidal pool type 
of environment. As already remarked, the genus 
Neocyprideis is a euryhaline genus. These views concern-
ing the paleoecology of Uni t III are further corroborated 
by the occurrence of Ostrea, which in the present-day 
seas is commonly found at depths of less than 30 meters. 
The microfaunal evidence, as well as molluscan evidence, 
therefore, indicates that the deposition of Unit III took 
place in a near-shore brackish-water environment. 
Unit IV (Beds LjlO to Ljll): After a brief interval, 
during which the beds of Uni t III were deposited, 
truly marine conditions, similar to those of Unit II, 
appear to have been re-established in the area, though 
this time for a shorter duration. This assumption is 
based on the fact that a number of foraminiferal and 
ostracode species of Uni t I I , like Fissurina laevigata, 
Rosalina subvilardeboana, Discorbis toddae, Leguminocythereis 
sp. A and sp. B, Krithe sp. and Cytherella sp., which are 
absent in Unit III, reappear in this unit. Nonion kingi 
and Neocyprideis, as already stated, occur almost through-
out the entire succession. The genus Hermanites appears 
for the first time in this unit. The genus is frequent in 
epineritic near-shore environments (Morkhoven, 1963; 
Bold, 1963). 
Locality J (Beds Jjl to Jj4): At this locality the micro-
fossils are found in only two beds, J / 2 and J / 3 , the top 
and bottom beds being devoid of microfossils. Though 
the preservation of the fauna in this locality is not so 
good, it is suggestive of marine environment of deposi-
tion similar to that existing during the deposition of 
Units II and IV at Locality L. 
P L A T E 1 
1 Bathysiphon eocenicus Cushman and Hanna 
2 Quinqueloculina sp. 
3 Triloculina decipiens Reuss 
4 Fissurina laevigata Reuss 
5 Globulina inaequalis Reuss 
6 Vaginulina icenii Haynes 
7 Virgulina sp. cf. V. dubia Haque 
8 Epistominella dubia Haque 
9-11 Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, n. sp. 
9, holotype; a, side view; b , peripheral view. 
10, paratype A. 
11, paratype B. 
12-14 Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, n. sp. 
12, holotype; a, side view; b , peripheral view. 
13, paratype A. 
14, paratype B. 
15 Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d 'Orbigny 
16 Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
17-19 Nonion kingi Bhalla, n. sp. 
17, holotype; a, side view; b , peripheral view; 
microsperic form. 
18, paratype A, side view; megalospheric form. 
19, paratype B, side view; microspheric form. 
20 Rosalina sphaeruligera (Schwager) 
21-24 Discorbis toddae Bhalla, n. sp. 
21, holotype; a, dorsal view; b , ventral view; 
c, peripheral view; microspheric form. 
22, paratype A, microspheric form. 
23, paratype B, megalospheric form. 
24, paratype C, microspheric form. 
25 Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp. 
a, dorsal view; b , side view. 
26 Globorotalia (Turborotalia) sp. cf. G. (T.) cen-
tralis Cushman and Bermudez 
a, dorsal view; b , side view. 
27 Cibicides reinholdi ten D a m 
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At this locality there is an abundance of unidentified 
miliolid moulds. The geological data concerning the 
miliolids suggest that the sediments were deposited in 
an inner neritic environment, probably at depths of 
less than 50 to 60 fathoms (Norton, 1930). Rare speci-
mens of Bathysiphon eocenicus have also been found at 
this locality. Bandy (1956) found Bathysiphon in stagnant 
waters with a salinity range of 27(?) to 36°/„„. According 
to Weaver and Weaver (1962), Bathysiphon is abundantly 
represented in two environments, one being brackish 
water and the other normal marine water at bathyal 
to abyssal depths. The associated foraminifers and the 
ostracodes rule out the possibility of a brackish-water 
environment during the deposition of beds in this 
locality. 
COMPOSITION AND AGE OF THE MICROFAUNA 
The foraminiferal fauna of the Inter-trappean beds 
comprises eighteen species {vide Table 1). Out of these, 
1 each belongs to the families Rhizamminidae, Poly-
morphinidae, Virgulinidae, Cassidulinidae, Discorbidae 
and Cibicididae; 2 each to the Miliolidae, Nodosariidae, 
and Globigerinidae; and 3 each to the Nonionidae and 
Rosalinidae. These include 4 new species and 2 indeter-
minate species. Protelphidium adamsi, P. duddukuruense, 
Nonion kingi and Discorbis toddae are all new species and 
abundantly represented in these sediments. The others 
are either rare or frequent in occurrence. 
The fauna includes certain well-known species like 
Bathysiphon eocenicus, Triloculina decipiens, Fissurina laevi-
gata, Globulina inaequalis, Rosalina sphaeruligera, R. sub-
vilardeboana, Goborotalia sp. cf. G. (T.) centralis, which 
have been recorded either exclusively from the Eocene 
or else from other Tertiary horizons. Discorbis toddae, 
one of the new species, shows close resemblance to 
certain Eocene (Lutetian) species described from France. 
The following species have been recorded so far only 
from Paleocene horizons: Vaginulina icenii, Virgulina sp. 
cf. V. dubia, Epistominella dubia, Cibicides reinholdi (Paleo-
cene - Upper Cretaceous). 
The ostracode assemblage, though it possibly consists 
of a number of new species, also shows close affinity 
with Tertiary assemblages. Leguminocythereis and Neocy-
prideis are very common in certain Eocene horizons. 
Similarly Krithe [provisionally identified as K. bartonensis 
(Jones)], Semicytherura [provisionally identified as S. 
forestensis (Keij)], Xestoleberis [provisionally identified as 
X. subglobosa (Bosquet)], Cytheretta [possibly C. laticostata 
(Reuss)], are all known from the Eocene and succeeding 
Tertiary horizons. 
Although the foraminiferal and ostracode faunas show 
an admixture of both Paleocene and Eocene species, 
the predominance of Eocene species indicates that the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area are of Lower 
Eocene age. This view is in conformity with the evidence 
furnished by plant fossils that these Inter-trappeans arc 
of Lower Eocene age. 
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A NOTE ON FORAMINIFERA FROM THE INFRA- AND 
INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF THE PANGADI AREA 
S. N. BHALLA 
A NOTE ON FORAMINIFERA FROM THE INFRA- AND 
INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF THE PANGADI AREA 
S. N. BHALLA* 
A detailed investigation of the Foraminifera from the infra- and the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi (17° 1' : 81° 39' 02") area was under-
taken by the author. This area was chosen particularly because the out-
crops of the infra-trappeans, the inter-trappeans, and the Deccan traps 
were found closely associated within a comparatively small area, and it 
was felt that a detailed study of these rocks would help in solving some 
important riddles of Indian geology, namely, (1) the nature of the Creta-
ceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) the age of Deccan traps 
in this part of India. The present note gives a concise account of the 
author's main findings. 
The general sequence of various rock units in the area is as follows: 
Geologic age Rock unit Rock Type 
Trap rock Volcanic 
unconformity 
Lower Eocene Inter-trappcan beds Estuarine to 
shallow 
epineritic 
unconformity 
Trap rock Volcanic 
Erosional unconformity ? 
Paleocene Infra-trappean beds Marine 
unconformity 
Lower Cretaceous Upper Gondwanas Fresh-water and 
paralic 
/ . Infra-trappean beds: The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
are marine in nature and overlie the Tirupati sandstones (Upper Gond-
wanas) with an unconformity. The infra-trappean band extends for 
about six miles and consists mainly of sandstones and fossiliferous lime-
stones. 
The study reveals the presence of eight species of Foraminifera in these 
infra-trappean beds. The species are: Quinqueloculina sp. A, Quinquelo-
culina sp. B, Vaginulina cf. V. cenomana Perner, Guttulina lactea (Walker 
& Jacob), Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis Bhalla, Cibicides mensilla 
(Schwager), Cibicides sp. indet., and Planulina bhatiai Bhalla. 
The foraminiferal fauna indicates a warm, marine, and inner neritic 
environment of deposition. The assemblage, on the whole, favours a 
Paleocene age for the infra-trappean beds. 
The Pangadi area affords a good site for the demarcation of Creta-
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ceous-Tertiary boundary in this part of the Deccan. The infra-trappcans 
are Paleocene in age and overlie the Tirupati sandstones of the Upper 
Gondwanas with an unconformity. The age of the Tirupati sandstones 
is considered to be Lower Cretaceous on the basis of plant fossils and 
stratigraphical considerations. Thus, it becomes evident that the Tirupati 
sandstones are of Lower Cretaceous age whereas the infra-trappean beds 
are of Paleocene age; and the unconformity between the two marks the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the area. 
27. Inter-tmppean beds: The inter-trappean band of the Pangadi area 
is sandwiched between the flows of the Deccan traps and is mainly com-
posed of limestones with some shale partings. The inter-trappeans con-
tain a prolific and interesting assemblage of both plant and animal fossils. 
A fairly rich assemblage of Foraminifera comprising of eighteen species, 
was recovered from these inter-trappean beds. The species are: Bathysi-
phon eocenicus Cushman & Hanna, Quinqueloculina sp., Triloculina deci-
piens Reuss, Vaginulina icenii Haynes, Fissurina laevigata Reuss, Globu-
lina inaequalis Reuss, Virgulina cf. V. dubta Haque, Epistominella dubia 
Haque, Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, ProtelphidiumduddukuruenseBhaWa, 
Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d'Orbigny, Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, Rosalina sphareuligera (Schwager), Discorbis toddae 
Bhalla, Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp., Globorotalia (Turborotalia sp. 
cf. G. (T.) centralis Cushman and Bermudez, and Cibicides reinholdi ten 
Dam. 
The foraminiferal fauna, supported by ostracode fauna, indicates the 
prevelance of alternating marine and brackish-water conditions of deposi-
tion for the inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. There are two 
brackish-water units; the sedimentation commenced with a brackish-
water environment. 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the inter-trappean beds of this area 
consists of species which have been recorded from various Tertiary hori-
zons of the world. However, the overall predominance of Eocene species, 
supported by other microfossils, indicate a Lower Eocene age for the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. The present study supports the 
views of Rao et al. (1936) that the Pangadi inter-trappeans are of Eocene 
age. Due to the absence of marker species of Foraminifera, it has not 
been possible to fix precisely the age of these beds within the Lower 
Eocene. 
Age of the Deccan Traps: The early flows of the Deccan traps of the 
Pangadi area lie in between the infra-trappean and the inter-trappean 
beds. The infra-trappeans are of Paleocene age whereas the inter-trap-
peans have been assigned a Lower Eocene age. This indicates that the 
lava of the lower flows of the Deccan traps started pouring out during 
early Eocene times in this part of the country. Rao et al. (1936) dis-
cussed in detail the relationship of the outlier of the Deccan traps at Pan-
gadi with the main body of the traps in Central India and concluded 
that the Pangadi traps are homotaxial with the lowest traps in Central 
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India. The Pangadi traps are of early Eocene age which would, then, 
suggest that the igneous activity of the Deccan traps in the Indian sub-
continent started at the dawn of the Eocene epoch. 
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF EOTRIGONODON IN THE EOCENE OF 
RAJAHMUNDRY, ANDHRA PRADESH 
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Introduction: Rajahmundry (17°0' : 81°47') is, perhaps, the only place in India 
where the monotony of the Deccan Traps is relieved by a set of marine fossiliferous 
strata. By virtue of their stratigraphic position, these beds are known as Inter-
trappean. In a thick suit of igneous rocks, like Deccan Traps, the presence of inter-
stratified fossiliferous marine strata is of considerable attraction, for they not only 
reveal the paleogeography and the nature of life flourishing during that period of 
earth's history, but contribute materially towards the much debated problem of the 
chronology of the Deccan Traps. It is mainly because of these considerations that the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry region have been subjected to intensive 
paleontological investigation. 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area are well-developed and show 
excellent exposures near Pangadi (17°!' : 81°39'02"), about 16 km west of Rajah-
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mundry. Here, a chain of quarries have sprung up in the Inter-trappean beds, parti-
cularly for limestone, and this greatly facilitates bed-by-bed sampling and study. 
Although plant and megafossils have been described by several investigators from these 
Inter-trappeans, microfossils have not merited due attention. In an earlier publica-
tion, the author (Bhalla, 1967) made the first detailed study of foraminifera from these 
beds and summarized the findings of the earlier workers. During an examination of 
the Inter-trappean samples, mainly from the micropaleontological point of view, the 
author discovered a few teeth offish which can be referred to the teleost genus Eotri-
gonodon. There is a complete lack of record of fish teeth from these beds. Although 
the present collection comprises only four specimens of fish teeth, in view of the great 
importance attached to the Rajahmundry Inter-trappeans in Indian Geology, it was 
considered desirable to describe this find. 
The present collection of fish teeth was obtained from a quarry section (Bhalla, 
1967; sample L/5-2), about 5.6 km northwest of Pangadi. It is associated with the 
following species of Foraminifera: Quinqueloculina sp., Triloculina decipiens Reuss, 
Fissurina laevigate Reuss, Globulina inaqualis Reuss, Virgulina cf. V. dubia Haque, 
Epistominella dubia Haque, Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, P. duddukuruensis Bhalla, 
, Nonion kingi Bhalla, Rosalina sphaeruligera (Schwager), Discorbis toddae Bhalla, 
Globorotalia sp., Globorotalia (Turborotalia) sp. cf. G. (T.) centralis Cushman and 
B6rmudez, and Cibicides reinholdi ten Dam. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Class: PISCES 
Subclass: TELEOSTEI 
Order: P L E C T O G N A T H I 
Suborder: SCLERODERMI 
Family: EOTRIGONODONTIDAE 
Genus: Eotrigonodon Weiler, 1929 
Eotrigonodon aff. E. jonesi White 
Figure 1. 
Eotrigonodon jonesi WHITE, 1934, pp. 56-57, PI. 10, Figs. 12-16. 
Description: Teeth small moderately broad, claw-shaped, asymmetrical, slightly 
oblique; crown somewhat triangular, smooth, tip blunt, posterior margin gently 
curved; base broken and not preserved. 
Dimensions: (in mm): Length of crown 0.96, breadth of crown 0.79. 
Remarks: A few specimens belonging to the genus Eotrigonodon Weiler, 1929, 
were found in our material. The base (root) in all the specimens is lacking and they 
appear to belong to the pharyngeal region. Our specimens show affinities with Eotri-
gonodon jonesi, originally described by White (1934) from the Eocene of Nigeria, in 
the nature and overall shape but differ in having a broader base of the crown and larger 
size than the Nigerian forms. However, in the absence of the base, it is not possible 
to confirm the identification and, therefore, the present specimens are being treated 
here as Eotrigonodon aff. E. jonesi White. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L/5-2 (Bhalla, 1967); limestone, hard, fine-grained, 
with clay intercalations. 
Discussion: The present specimens of fish-teeth were discovered from a limestone 
bed (sample L/5-2) which belongs to the ecological Unit II of Bhalla (1967). Accor-
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ding to him, the microfaunal evidence points to the deposition of Unit II in a near-
shore, epineritic environment with open-sea connections and this is also supported by 
the present teleost remains. 
Figure 1. On the occurrence of Eotrigonodon in the Eocene of Rajahmundry 
Andhra Pradesh. 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area have been assigned a Paleo-
cene to Lower Eocene age by earlier workers. However, the majority of investigators 
favoured a Lower Eocene age. Recently Bhalla (1967) on the basis of foraminiferal 
evidence, also suggested a Lower Eocene age. The present find of Eotrigonodon aff. 
E. jonesi which was first described by White (1934) from the Eocene of Nigeria, 
supports the earlier view of the Eocene age for the Inter-trappean beds of the Rajah-
mundry area but does not contribute towards their precise placement within the 
Eocene. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new os t r acode s p e c i e s * Semicytherura panqadJens ls -
be long ing t o family Cytherur id*e i s d e s c r i b e d and 
i l l u s t r a t e d from t h e m t e r - t r a p p e a n beds of Lower Eocene 
age , Pangadi a r ea , East Coast of I n d i a . Scanning 
e l e c t r o n photomicrographs show normal, s i n g l e , pores wi thou t 
l i p s c a t t e r e d a t random on t h e l a t e r a l su r face of t h e 
c a r a p a c e . The a s s o c i a t e d f o r a m i n i f e r a l assemblage 
i n d i c a t e s t h a t S .pangadlens is l i v e d In a n e a r - s h o r e , 
e p i n e r i t l c , environment having open sea i n f l u e n c e , 
INTRODUCTION 
The I n t e r - t r a p p e a n beds of t h e Pangadi a r e a ( l ? 0 ! 1 t 18°39'02M) 
i n t h e West Godavari d i s t r i c t of Andhra Pradesh, East Coast of 
Ind i a , occupy an important p l ace i n Ind ian s t r a t i g r a p h y . This i s 
p a r t i c u l a r l y because t h e y a re found i n t e r t r a p p e d i n t h e e a r l y flows 
of t h e Deccan Traps and c o n t a i n a r i c h f o s s i l assemblage, 
predominant ly marine, which i l l u m i n a t e s t h e c o n t r o v e r s i a l age of 
t h e Deccan T r a p s , These beds , t h e r e f o r e , r ece ived c o n s i d e r a b l e 
a t t e n t i o n from workers i n t h i s coun t ry e v e r s i n c e t h e y were f i r s t 
r epo r t ed by Benza (1837) . 
The Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatam reg ion of Andhra Pradesh, 
i n which t h e Pangadi a r e a l i e s , r e ce ived marine sediments off and 
on s i n c e Paleocene due t o proximi ty t o t h e c o a s t - l i n e coupled wi th 
t h e s t r u c t u r a l s e t t i n g of t h e reg ion (Bhal la , 1970) . Ihe I n t e r -
t r appean beds of t h e Pangadi a rea a r e t h e r e s u l t of one such marine 
invas ion which took p l ace immediately a f t e r t h e dawn of t h e Deccan 
Trap a c t i v i t y . This Igneous episode con t inued a f t e r a b r i e f pause 
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sandwiching the mter - t rappean beds in the ea r ly flows, thereby 
preserving clues t o the age of the t r aps in the form of paleontological 
record. 
Although i t i s generally agreed t h a t the Pangadi Inter- t rappeans 
belong t o the Lower Eocene, t h e i r p rec i se placement within the Lower 
Eocene i s s t i l l polemical. This i s due t o the fact t h a t no index-
f o s s i l which could bear testimony t o t h e i r accurate age, has yet 
been found in them. 
A l o t of work has been done on the megafosslls of the Inter- t rappean 
beds of the Pangadi area but adequate a t t e n t i o n has hot been paid t o 
t h e i r raicrofossil assemblage* Bhalla (1967) gave a de ta i l ed account 
of foraminifera from these beds but ostracodes which have gained 
importance in age determination and in t e rp re t a t i on of depos i t ional 
environment of rocks in recent years , received only passing references 
from micropaleontologists (Sas t r l , 1961; Bhalla, 1965, 1967). m 
view of t h e i r s ignif icance, i t was f e l t necessary t o examine the 
ostracode assemblage of the Pangadi Inter- t rappeans and during t h i s 
study, a new species belonging t o genus fieroicytherura Wagner was 
observed which i s being named as semicytherura pangadiensis and i s 
described h e r e . 
The succession of the Inter- t rappean beds, t h e i r sample numbers, 
l o c a l i t i e s , ecological u n i t s , e t c . , mentioned in the present t e x t 
are the same as those given for foraminiferal assemblage by the 
author (Bhalla, 1967). Semicytherura pangadiensis n . s p . was 
provis ional ly named as Semicytherura s p . in the foregoing publicat ion* 
s . pangadiensis n . s p . occurs in Ecological Units I I and IV in 
associat ion with foraminifera, e . g . , F issur ina laevigata Reuss, 
Nonion k inqi Bhalla, Protelphidium adamsl Bhalla, P.duddukuruensis 
Bhalla, Rosalina sub-vilardeboana (Raehak), e t c . On microfaunal 
evidence, Bhalla (1967) observed t h a t these Units were deposited in a 
near-shore, e p l n e r i t i c , environment having open-sea connections and, 
therefore , i t i s concluded tha t semicytherura pangadiensis n . s p . 
inhabited such an environment. 
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SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Subclass OSTRACCDA Latreille, 1806 
Order PCDOCOPIDA Muller, 1894 
suborder PCDOCOPINA sars, 1866 
Superfamily CYTHERACEA Baird, 1850 
Family CYTHERURIDAE Muller, 1894 
Genus SBMICYTHERURA Wagner, 1957 
Semicytherura pangadiensls n.sp. 
Figs. 1-5 
Description: Carapace fairly thick, elongate-subvate in lateral view, 
medium in size, maximum height in middle? anterior margin broadly 
rounded, compressed, smooth? dorsal margin greatly arched; posterior 
end with a well-developed, smoothly rounded, centrally placed caudal 
process, merging gradually with dorsal and ventral margins; ventral 
outline straight, ventral side of each valve with a tendency to form 
wing-like lateral prolongation. 
Eye tubercle obscure; lateral surface of carapace ornamented with 
fairly well-marked meshwork of reticulations having shallow, somewhat 
angular, pits. 
In dorsal view, carapce lanceolate, maximum width slightly behind 
middle; lateral sides somewhat compressed, converging rapidly towards 
posterior but gradually towards anterior end; posterior extremity 
tightly compressed; EV slightly overlapping W, 
Scanning electron photomicrographs show the presence of numerous, 
rather Irregular to nearly rounded, pores scattered haphazardly on 
lateral surface of carapace; pores are normal, single, without lip 
and belong to Type A* of Puri (1974). 
Valve Interior not observed* 
Dimensions (in mm); 
Length height width 
Holotype 0.37 0.19 0.16 
(Figs. 1-5) 
Other specimens 0.34 to 0.38 0.17 to 0.19 0.16 to 0.17 
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Remarkst Semicytherura panaadiensis n.sp. is close to S. rameahi 
(Singh and Misra) (=Cytherura rameahi Singh and Misra, 1969), 
originally described from the Eocene beds of Rajasthan, India, but 
differs in having smaller, less inflated, and elongate carapace with 
more arched dorsal margin and less developed and not overhanging 
wing-like lateral prolongations on ventral side. From semicytherura 
forestensis (KeiJ) (cCytherura forestensis Keij, 1957) described from 
the Lutetian of Belgium, S. panaadiensis can be distinguished by the 
absence of convex, overhanging, ventral outline, ornamental pattern, 
and smaller size of carapace. In contrast to s.forestensis, the 
caudal process of S. panoadlensis occupies central position. 
Type horizon: mter-trappean beds, sample L/5-6, hard limestone. Also 
in sample L/ll at locality L. 
Type locality; Quarry section, one mile southeast of Duddukuru village 
and less than a furlong from milestone 350 on Kawur-Eluru road, west 
Godavarl district, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic aget Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material; HOlotype, No. 19541, a complete carapace, 
deposited in the Paleontoiogical Collections of the Geological Survey 
of India, Calcutta. 
Etymologyt Named after the type-locality Pangadi, West Godavari 
district, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
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BXB1ANATIQNS C3P FIGURES 
Semicytherura panqadiensis n»sp. Holotype. All figures are 
scanning electron photomicrographs. 
Figures 1-3t External views of carapace. 
Fig. 1, showing left lateral view of carapace 
(at 167). 
Fig. 2, Showing dorsal view of carapace (ac 167). 
Fig. Z, Showing ventral view of carapace (x 167), 
Figures 4-5: Distribution and nature of pores on the lateral 
surface of carapace. 
Fig. 4, Exhibiting haphazard distribution of pores 
of different sizes with Irregular to 
nearly rounded outline (x 1143). 
Fig. 5, Enlargement of the central portion of -
Fig. 4, showing normal, single* nature 
of pores without having lip (x 4740). 
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ffJADRACYTHBRB TgWARII SP* HOT. SRCM RAJAHMUNDRY INIBR-tfRAPPEAN 
BEDS, INDIA. 
S.N. BHALLA 
Abstract 
A new species of podocopid ostracode - Quadracvthere 
tewarii - is described from the Early Eocene mter-trappean 
beds of the Rajahmundry area* Andhra Pradesh* The scanning 
electron study reveals the presence of numerous single pores 
of different shapes and sizes situated In the depressions 
produced by reticulating ornamental ridges on the lateral 
sides of the carapace, The associated mlcrofauna Indicates 
that £• tewarii flourished in a near-shore, epineritic environment 
having open-sea connection. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the course of a micropalentologlcal study of the Xnter-
trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area* exposed near Pangadl 
(17°1* * 18°39»02*)# in the West Godavari district of Andhra 
Pradesh* a new species of the ostracode genus Quadracvthere was 
found* Although* a prolific assemblage of foraminifera was 
described from these beds a decade ago by the author (Bhalla* 
1967)* no detailed study of their ostracode assemblage has yet 
been made* However* a few casual reports of ostracodes are 
available (Sastrl* vide Rao* 1953; Sastrl* 1961# Bhalla* 1965; 
Bhalla* 1967). Ostracodes are good indicators of deposltional 
environment and age of the enclosing sediments and* therefore* it 
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was considered desirable to describe the present new find. 
The Rajahmundry Inter-trappean beds have attracted a good 
deal Of attention due to their unique stratlgraphic position 
placing them in between the early flows of the Deccan Trap and 
this is further enhanced by the presence of prolific fossil 
assemblage, especially of marine nature, A study of these 
rocks, therefore, illuminates the polemical age of the Deccan 
Trap, at least in this part of the country, which helps in 
solving a variety of problems connected with them, such beds 
of marine nature are not mirrored anywhere in India and, therefore, 
they have been subjected to repeated investigations from different 
point of views, mainly from paleontologists, for more than a 
century when they were discovered by General Cullen and Or. Benea 
(Serosa, 1837). 
Although there have been conflicting views regarding the 
precise age of the Rajahmundry Inter-trappean beds, a consensus 
has been reached in this country that they belong to Early Eocene. 
This would indicate, inter alia, that the age of Quadracythere 
tewarll is also Early Eocene. 
qiadracythere tewarii sp. nov. was found in samples 1/5-1, 
1/5-3, 1/5-4 and 1/5-5 of the Inter-trappean beds exposed near 
Pangadi and is rare to frequent in occurrence (see Bhalla, 1967). 
It occurs in Ecological Unit II which was considered to have been 
deposited in a near-shore, epineritlc, open marine environment 
(Bhalla, op. cit.). it is, therefore, reasonable to infer that 
£}• tewarii flourished in these ecological conditions of Unit IX 
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which a lso contains forarainifera, ex . , Tr l locu l ina decipjans 
Reuss* Flssur lna laevigata Reuss* Olobullna inaeomalis Reuss* 
Virqulina cf ; V. dubia Haque, Roaalina sttb-vllardeboana (Schwager), 
e t c . , and some os t racodes . 
The loca l i ty* sample numbers* e t c . , mentioned in the present 
paper are the same as given for the foraminiferal fauna by the 
author (Phalla, 1967). 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Subclass OSTRACCDA Lat re i l l e* 1806 
Order P0D0CQPIDA. Mttller, 1894 
suborder PCDOCOPINA Sara, 1866 
Superf amlly CYTHERACEA Baird, 1850 
Family TRACHYIJEBERIDIDAE Sylvester-Bradley, 1949 
Genus QUADRACYTHERE Hornibrook, 1952 
Quadracvthere t ewar i i ep* nov* 
(P i , 1, f i g s . 1-7) 
Description 
Carapace la rge , th ick , subquadrate in l a t e r a l view, maximum 
height a t an t e r io r card ina l angle* l e s s than 1/4 of the length 
from an t e r i o r end; an t e r io r out l ine broadly rounded* smooth, 
bordered by a prominent* moderately broad* anteromarginal rim 
or ig ina t ing c lose t o eye tubercle* running a l l along an t e r io r 
margin* following anteroventral ou t l ine and merging with v e n t r a l 
margin* a shallow groove runs on inner s ide of t h i s rim along i t s 
e n t i r e length; dorsal margin almost s t ra ight* sub-para l l e l t o 
ven t r a l margin* s l i g h t l y depressed behind an te r io r card ina l angle. 
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bordered by a weak dorsoraarginal rib, extending from near eye 
tubercle and merging with posterior vertical ridge in 
posterodorsal region; ventral margin slightly sinuate in middle 
otherwise straight; a straight, longitudinal* ridge making an 
angle with ventral margin runs on ventral side merging smoothly 
with the vertical ridge in posteroventral region; posterior end 
drawn-out slightly below mid-height into a narrowly rounded 
caudal process, concave dorsally and convex ventrally, smooth, 
merging gradually with dorsal as well as ventral margins; a 
prominent ridge extends vertically downwards from just in front 
of posterior cardinal angle making a faint convex curve and 
coalescing with ventral ridge in posteroventral region; carapace 
posterior to this ridge strongly compressed. 
Eye tubercle distinct, situated at anterior cardinal angle 
with slight excavation on all sides; subcentral tubercle developed 
in anteromedian region, somewhat protruding. 
Carapace surface ornated with coarse reticulations; about six 
ridges radiate from subcentral swelling towards anteromarginal 
ridge, crossed by three to four ridges parallel to anterior 
margin; reticulations posterior to subcentral tubercle rather 
haphazardly distributed. 
m dorsal view, carapace subcuneiform, moderately inflated; 
maximum width at submedian swelling from where lateral sides 
slope rapidly towards anterior end; posteriorly, lateral sides 
gently sloping, making steep curve at posterior vertical ridge. 
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then tightly compressed up to posterior extremity* anterior end 
truncated due to prominent marginal ridger W overlaps RV near 
eye tubercle* 
Stereoscan micrographs reveal the presence of only one type 
of pores confined to mild depressions produced by reticulating 
ornamental ridges on the lateral surface of the carapace and 
scattered haphazardly therein (PI. 1, figs. 4, 5). All are normal* 
single/ pores without lip and vary in size end shape which may 
be irregularly circled to nearly angular in outline (Pi* 1# 
figs* 6* 7). In the present study, the nomenclature of pores as 
proposed by Pari (1974) has been followed. 
The internal characters of the carapace could not be studied 
as open values were not found and efforts to open the carapace 
did not succeed* Sexual dimorphism was not apparent in this 
new species* 
Dimensions (in mm) 
length height width 
Holotype 0*62 0*33 0*29 
(Pl.l, figs*1-7) 
Other specimens 0.68 to 0.58 0.35 to 0.30 0.30 to 0.28 
Remarks 
ouadraevthere tewaril sp« nov. is related to puadraevthere 
avadheahi (Singh and Misra) (- Cythereis avadheshi Singh and Misra), 
originally described by Singh and Misra (1968) from the Eocene of 
Rajasthan, India, but differs in having more elongate carapace. 
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smooth pos t e r io r margin, and a pos t e r io r v e r t i c a l r i dge . From 
fluadracythere avadheshl mttdhenals Khosla, a l so described from the 
Eocene of Rajasthan (Khosla, 1972), £• t ewar l l d i f f e r s in having 
more elongate and in f la ted carapace, pos te r io r v e r t i c a l r idge , and 
smoothly rounded pos te r io r end. The an t e r io r ca rd ina l angle of the 
present species i s not protruding and the v e n t r a l longi tudina l 
ridge i s not as prominent as in fl. avadheshl mudhenaia. I t a l so 
d i f f e r s from the Rajasthani subspecies in general ou t l ine in 
dorsa l view with maximum width lying a n t e r i o r t o middle. 
Type horizon 
Inter- t rappean beds, sample V 5 - 3 , hard l imestone. Also in 
samples L/5-l# J/S-4 and 1/5-5. 
Type l o c a l i t y 
Quarry sec t ion , one mile southeast of Duddukuru v i l l a g e and 
l e s s than a furlong from milestone 350 on Kawur-Eluru road. West 
Godavari d i s t r i c t * Andhra Pradesh, India . 
Geologic age 
Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material 
Holotype, No* 19546, a complete carapace, deposited in the 
Paleontological Collections of the Geological Survey of India, 
Calcutta. 
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Etymology 
This new species is named in honour of Professor B.s. Tewari, 
Panjab University, Chandigarh, in recognition of his pioneering 
work and notable contributions to the micropaleontology and 
stratigraphy of India. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 
All figures scanning electron micrographs 
> 
Figs* 1*7 - Quadracvthere tewarii &p, nov., Holotype 
1 . side view (x 103) 
2. Dorsal view (x 103) 
3* Ventral view (x 103) 
4, Showing details of ornamentation (x 452) 
5, Showing haphazard distribution of numerous 
normal pores In depressions produced by 
ornamental reticulating meshwork (x 894) 
6. Enlargement of the central portion of figure 5, 
showing different shapes and sizes of pores 
(x 1610) 
7. A normal* single, pore with angular outline 
(x 4114) 
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ABSTRACT—-—Loxoconcha sinqhi n.sp. belonging to ostracode family 
Loxoconchidae is described from the Lower Eocene Inter-trappean 
beds of the Pangadi area, east coast of India, stereoscan 
micrographs show the presence of sieve type pores of different 
shapes and size£ distributed haphazardly on the lateral surface 
of the carapace. Association with foraminifera suggests that 
L. sinqhi Inhabited a near-shore, epineritic, environment with 
open sea connections. 
INTRODUCTION 
A set of sedimentary strata, comprising limestones with 
subordinate shales and containing marine fauna with some 
terrestrial flora, are found sandwiched in the early flows of 
the Deccan Traps in the Pangadi area (l?0!1? 16°3B*02m) of 
Andhra Pradesh on the east coast of India and are commonly 
referred to Inter-trappean beds in the Indian geological 
literature. Their unique stratigraphic position, coupled with 
their prolific fossil assemblage, explains their significance 
for not only do they contribute materially towards dating the 
earliest outpouring of Tertiary lava in India but also illuminate 
the Early Tertiary marine life flourshing along the east coast of 
India, paleogeography, and a host of other aspects connected 
with them. In view of this, the Pangadi Inter-trappeans gained 
importance ever since these beds were first reported by 
Benza (1837} and are still receiving attention, especially from 
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paleontologists* in this country. Although, there is unanimity 
that the Pangadi Inter-trappeans are of Lower Eocene age, their 
precise placement within the Lower Eocene is still polemical as no 
conclusive testimony has yet been put forward. 
Several publications are available on the different groups of 
fossils, including a detailed study of Foraminifera (Bhalla, 1967), 
of the Pangadi Inter-trappeans but no serious work on their 
ostracode assemblage has yet been done. Sastri (1961) and Bhalla 
(1965, 1967) made only casual reports of ostracodes from these beds. 
A study of ostracode fauna, however, has disclosed the presence of 
a new species of Loxoconcha which is the concern of the present 
paper. This new species is designated here as Loxoconcha sinqhi. 
Ostracodes are very good indicators of age and paleoecology of 
ancient sediments and, therefore* it was decided to bring 
L. sjtnqhi into print. 
The details of localities, stratigraphlc sequence, sample 
numbers, paleoecological units, etc*, of the inter-trappean beds 
were given in an earlier communication for foraminiferal fauna 
by the author (Bhalla, 1967) and the same have been referred to 
in the present text. In the above paper, L. sinqhi was provisionally 
identified as Lequminocythereis sp. A. 
Loxoconcha sinqhi n.sp. occurs in Ecological Units II and IV 
of the Inter-trappean beds (Bhalla, 1967). These units contain 
foraminifera, e.g., Trllocullna declpiens Reuss, Globullna 
inaequalls Reuss, Protelphldium adamsl Bhalla, P. duddukuruensis 
Bhalla, Rosalina sphaerulinqera (Schwager), R. sub-vilardeboana 
(Rsswhak), Discorbis toddae Bhalla, abundant ophiuroid ossicles, 
and some ostracodes, and were deduced to have been accumulated 
in near-shore, epineritic, conditions on microfaunal evidence. 
This would then imply that L. sinqhi occupied the same ecological 
niche as the associated microfauna. 
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SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Subclass QSTRACCDA Latreille, 1806 
Order PODOCOPIDA Muller, 1894 
suborder PCDOCOP1NA sars, 1866 
superfamily CYTHERACEA Baird, 1850 
Family LOXOCONCHIDAE Sars, 1925 
Subfamily LOXOCONCHIKAE sars, 1925 
Tribe LOXQCONCHINI Sars, 1925 
Genus LOXOCONCHA Sars, 1866 
LQXOCONCHA SINGHI n.sp. 
Pi. 1, figs. 1-14 
Description. —-— Carapace fairly thick, elongate-ovate in lateral 
view, inflated, maximum height at anterior cardinal angle? anterior 
margin broadly rounded, smooth, bordered by a well-marked, moderately 
broad, anteromarginal rim extending from near eye tubercle to ventral 
rim in anteroventral region; dorsal margin almost straight, bordered by 
a weak dorsomarginal rib, originating slightly behind eye tubercle 
and merging with posterior rlra near the slightly protruding posterior 
cardinal angle; posterior margin narrowly rounded, smooth, rimmed, 
merging gradually with dorsal and ventral margins; ventral margin gently 
upward arched in middle, prominently rimmed, ventral portion of each 
valve moderately inflated, slightly overhanging ventral margin. 
Eye tubercle at anterior cardinal angle, low, rather obscured by 
strongly reticulate ornamentation; subcentral swelling faintly 
developed in central part of gently deep curved area running 
dosoventrally separating anterior less inflated part from the 
A 
posterior prominantly inflated part of the carapace. 
Lateral surfaces of carapace ornamented with well-marked, coarse, 
reticulations having moderately deep, polygonal, pits arranged 
almost concentrically. 
In dorsal view, carapace ovate, inflated; maximum width slightly 
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behind the middle/ slope steeper posteriorly than anteriorly, 
tightly compressed at anterior and posterior extremities; LV 
slightly larger than RV. 
Lateral surface pores of different sizes and shapes, nearly 
rounded to irregular in outline, distributed haphazardly, sieve-type, 
consisting of an outer large opening with sunken area having a few 
small pores. 
Anterior and posterior internal marginal areas free and wide, 
coincide with line of concrescence throughout; marginal pore-canals 
simple, straight, widely-spaced, not very distinct, nine to ten in 
anterior and seven to eight in posterior side, posterior ones become 
closer towards posteroventral side/ flange fairly broad; flange 
groove shallow and broad in anterior, deep and narrow in posterior. 
RV hinge with a finely crenulate median bar and anterior and 
posterior teeth, reverse arrangement of elevations and depressions 
in LV. 
Adductor muscle scars four, nearly oval in outline, closely 
packed in a slightly oblique, vertical, row; mandibular scar 
almost oval; antennal scar crescent-shaped. 
No evidence of sexual dimorphism was found in L. slnghi n.sp. 
Measurements (in mm) 
Specimen 
Molotype 
(PI, 1, figs. 1-3, 11-14) 
Paratype A 
(Pi. 1, figs. 4-8) 
Paratype B 
(PI. 1, figs. 9-10) 
Other specimens 
Length 
0.46 
0.40 
0.51 
0.40-0.52 
Height 
0.22 
0.19 
0.26 
0.16-0.26 
Width 
0.24 
0.25 
0.23 
0.23-0.25 
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Remarks.—— Loxoconcha ainqhi n.sp, is nearest to Metacypria 
strangulate (Jones) («Cyprls stranqulata Jones, 1860), originally 
described from the Lower Eocene of Central India, in lateral view 
but differs from it in the gibbosity of valves, nature of dorsal 
margin and ornamentation, and the posterior end is not truncated. 
The present species superficially resembles Alcopocythere radiata 
Siddiqui, described from the Early Tertiary beds of Pakistan 
but an examirtation of its types housed in the British Museum 
(Natural History), London, reveals that the Indian form is quite 
different from the Pakistani species. 
Type horizon. Inter-trappean beds, sample L/5-6, hard lime-
stone. Also in samples L/5-1 to L/5-6 and L/10 to L/ll at locality 
L and samples J/2 to J/3 at locality J, 
Type locality. Quarry section, one mile southeast of Duddukuru 
village and less than a furlong from milestone 350 ©n Kawur-Eluru 
road, West Godavarl district, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age.—*- Lower Eocene, 
Repository of type material. Holotype, No,19542* a complete 
carapace; Paratype A, No, 19543, a right valve; Paratype B, No.19544, 
a left valve, deposited in the Paleontological Collections of the 
Geological survey of India, Calcutta. 
Etymology.' This new species is named in honour of Professor 
S.N, Singh, university of Lucknow, in recognition of his significant 
contributions to the micropaleontology and stratigraphy of India. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1 
All figures are scanning electron micrographs 
Loxoconcha singhi n.sp. Primary types from the Lower Eocene 
Inter-trappean beds, Pangadi area, east coast of India. 
PIGS. 1-3, I>l~14 — Holotype, G.S.I. No. 19542. 1, side view, 
X 163; 2, dorsal view, X 163; 3, ventral view, X 163; 
11, showing details of ornamentation on the lateral side 
of LV, X 817; 12, 13, exhibiting haphazard distribution 
of pores of different shapes and sizes, X 1635, X 4860; 
14, enlargement of the central portion of fig. 13 showing 
a large, irregularly-shaped, opening with a few small 
pores in sunken area belonging to sieve type, x 16354. 
4-8 — Paratype A, G.S.I. No* 19543. 41, internal view of Wf 
showing nature of hingement and duplicature, X 176; 
5, dorsal view exhibiting anterior and posterior teeth 
projections* X 166; 6_, details of hingement, X 242; 
2J §,, details of hinge at anterior and posterior 
cardinal areas, X 792. 
9-10 — Paratype B, G.S.I. No. 19544, 9, internal view of LV 
showing finely crenulate median bar with anterior and 
posterior sockets; also showing muscle scars on ventral 
side, X 135| 10, details of the nature and arrangement 
of muscle scars, ad, adductor scars, ma, mandibular 
scar, and an, crescent-shaped antennal scar, X 848. 
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BHALLA, S. N. MSd 
A HEW OSTRACCD SPECIES FROM LOWER EOCENE INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS, 
ANDHRA PRADESH. 
S . N , BHALLA 
Bhalla, S.N.t A new ostracod species from Lower Eocene 
Inter-trappean beds, Andhra Pradesh* Bull, Ind. Geol. 
Assoc., Vol. , No. , pp. , Chandigarh, 
1978. 
A new species of Ostracoda - Occultocythereis elonqatum -
is described from the Lower Eocene mter-trappean beds of 
the Pangadi area, Andhra Pradesh, India. The associated 
microfaunal assemblage suggests that it inhabited a near-
shore, eplneritic, environment having open sea connections. 
S.N. shalla, Department of Geology, Allqarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh, India. 
(Manuscript received , 1978) 
INTRODUCTION 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area, exposed near 
Pangadi (ll0!1 i 1803&'Q2"), Andhra Pradesh, are of considerable 
interest to geologists in India because they overlie the earliest 
flows of Deccan Traps and are. In turn, succeeded by subsequent 
lava flows without any visible unconformity and contain a 
predominantly marine fauna which helps in solving the much 
discussed and yet unsolved problem concerning the age of the 
Deccan Traps. Such, stratigraphlcally strategic, marine beds are 
not mirrored in any other part of the country, hence their importance 
is all the more enhanced. 
The Rajahmundry mter-trappeans were discovered more than a 
century ago by Benza (1837) and since then, they have been 
receiving attention, especially from paleontologists, to fix their 
age which, in turn, would indicate the time of the commencement of 
the Deccan Trap igneous activity - a major episode in the geological 
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h i s to ry of the Indian sub-continent covering an area of about 
512,000 sq . km and a t t a in ing a thickness of over 2,000 nu Although 
the paleontological record t e s t i f i e s the Lower Eocene age of these 
In ter - t rappeans , t h e i r prec ise placement within the Lower Eocene 
i s ye t t o be made. 
A comprehensive mlcropalentological inves t iga t ion of the 
Inter- t rappean beds exposed near Pangadi was undertaken by the 
author more than a decade ago for two reasons t a, t o determine 
t h e i r exact age and* b , t o deduce t h e i r depos i t ional environment. 
The study yielded a r i ch s u i t e of foraminifera of Lower Eocene age 
which was described in an e a r l i e r communication (Bhalla, 1967). 
However, the ostracodes, which have es tabl i shed t h e i r u t i l i t y In 
age and paleoecological i n t e rp r e t a t i ons , were not given due a t t en t ion 
except for a few casual r epor t s (Sas t r l , 1961; Bhalla, 196S, 1967). 
While working on the ostracode microfauna, a new species of the 
ganus Occult ocythe re i s Howe was discovered which i s being chris tened 
a s
 P.* elonqatum in the present communication. E a r l i e r , t h i s species 
was t e n t a t i v e l y iden t i f ied as Occultocvtherels s p . by the author 
(Bhalla, 1967). The d e t a i l s of l o c a l i t y , s t r a t i g r a p h l c sequence, 
sample numbers,ecological u n i t s , e t c . , mentioned in the present 
t e x t are the same as were given for the foraminlferal assemblage 
(Bhalla, 1967). 
Occultocythereis elonqatum n# sp . occurs in sample L/10 
belonging t o Ecological Unit XV of the Inter- t rappean beds in 
associa t ion with three species of foraminifera - Nonion k ing ! Bhalla, 
Rosaline sub-vilardeboana (Reehak), and Discorbls toddae Bhalla -
and some ostracodes, e . g . , Loxoconcha, Hermanltes, Quadracythere, 
e t c . This ecological un i t , on microfaunal evidence, was deduced 
t o have been deposited in a near-shore, e p i n e r i t i c , environment 
having open sea connection. I t i s , therefore , reasonable t o infer 
t h a t Q.. elonqatum occupied the aame ecological niche as t he associated 
microfauna. 
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SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Subclass OSTRACCDA L a t r e i l l e , 1806 
Order PODCCOPIDA Muller , 1894 
suborde r PCDOCOPINA S a r s , 1866 
Superfaraily CYTHERACEA Ba l rd , 1850 
Family TRACHYUSBBRIDIDAE S y l v e s t e r - B r a d l e y , 1949 
Genus CCCUIffOCYTHEREIS Howe, 1951 
Occu l tocy the re I s elongatum n . s p . 
F i g . 1 A-D 
Description% Carapace small, elongate, subrectangular in lateral 
view, maximum height at anterodorsal angle about one third of the 
length from anterior extremity. Anterior margin very broadly rounded, 
slightly oblique at anterodorsal region; dorsal margin nearly straight, 
becomes obscured in posterior part due to merger of dorsal ridge with 
a prominent knob in posterodorsal region; posterior end drawn-out, 
"tailed", below mid-posterior region, short, narrowly rounded, smooth, 
a little concave above; dorsal and ventral margins converging towards 
posterior extremity; ventral margin almost straight, in alignment 
with drawn-out posterior end. 
Eye tubercle at anterior cardinal angle, low, faintly 
visible* 
Ornamentation consists of a prominent anterior rim, a weak 
dorsal ridge, a posterior rim, and a faint ventral ridge. Anterior 
rim heavy, bordered by a shallow groove on inner side? dorsal ridge 
extends from near eye tubercle towards posterior side merging with 
the prominent knob in posterodorsal region obscuring posterodorsal 
portion of dorsal margin; posterodorsal knob extends a short distance 
downwards over lateral surface, a faint, low, ridge extends from near 
the knob almost straight to median region; ventral ridge shorter, 
almost straight, gently sinuate in mid-ventral region. 
In dorsal view, carapace subcuneiform, strongly comprssed 
laterally, greatest width nearly in the middle, sloping evenly 
towards both ends; extremities tightly comprssed; posterodorsal 
knobs laterally prominently projecting. 
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Lateral surface pores nearly rounded in outline, consisting of 
an outer opening with a sunken area having a few small openings, 
belonging to primitive sieve type. 
Measurementst 
Length Height Width 
Holotype 0.50 0.25 0.17 
Fig. 1 A-D 
Other specimens 0.49 to 0.52 0.23 to 0.25 0.16 to 0.18 
Remarks s Occultocythereis elonqatum n.sp. is «lose to 0. mutabills 
mutabllls and p_. mutabills abducta, both originally described by 
Triebel (1961) from the Lutetian of Paris Basin* France. However, a 
comparison of the Indian species with the types of the French forms 
deposited in the Nature-Museum und Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg, 
Frankfurt/M, reveals that from 0. mutabills mutabills the present 
new species differs in having smooth but "tailed" posterior end and, 
in dorsal view, more strongly compressed lateral sides behind the 
posterodorsal knob and more pointed posterior portion of the carapace. 
£• elonqatum can be distinguished from 0. mutabills abducta by 
smaller size, smooth posterior end, and presence of lateral ridge 
extending from posterodorsal knob to median region. Both the French 
species have subparallel dorsal and ventral margins while the Indian 
form has posteriorly tapering outline in side view. 0.elonqatum also 
somewhat resembles 0,, indistinct a described by siddiqui (1971) from 
the Early Tertiary beds of Pakistan but an examination of its types 
housed in the British Museum (Natural History), London, shows that 
the Indian species has prominently "tailed" posterior end which is 
concave above, lesser thick marginal rims, narrow anterior side in 
dorsal view, and larger size of the carapace. 
Tvoe horizont Inter-trappean beds, sample L/10, hard, whitish, 
limestone at Locality L. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of Duddukuru village 
and less than a furlong from milestone 350 on Kawur-Eluru road, 
West Godavari district, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic agei Lower Eocene. 
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Repository of type materialt Holotype, No.19545, a complete carapace, 
deposited in the Paleontological Collections of the Geological Survey 
of India, Calcutta. 
Etymology t The trivial name of this new species is derived from the 
elongate nature of its carapace. 
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 1 
All f igures scanning e lec t ron micrographs 
P ig . 1 A-D, Occultocvthere i s elonqatum n . s p , Holotype. A* l e f t 
l a t e r a l view (at 128)/ B, dorsa l view (x 128)/ C, exhib i t ing 
nature and d i s t r i b u t i o n of pores on the l a t e r a l s ide of carapace 
(x 2496); D4 enlargement of a surface pore in the middle of 
fig* C, showing a large* almost rounded, opening with a few 
small pores in the sunken area* belonging t o s ieve type (x 12800). 
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ABSTRACT 
A new species of Ostracoda - Hormonites aastryi - has been 
described and illustrated from the Inter-trappean beds of Eocene 
age, Pangadi area, east coast of India, stercoscan study fif the 
surface pores exhibits numerous tiny, normal, pores haphazardly 
scattered all over the surface in addition to frequent, comparatively 
largo* sunken, sieve pores confined to ornamental cootac. 
INTRODUCTION 
While making a detailed oicropaleontological investigation of the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area (17°14 i 16°39*02N), we3t 
Godavari district, Andhra Pradesh, on the east coast of India, the 
author encountered a new species of Herntanltoa which is being 
described here, The foraxalniferal fauna of these beds «ras described 
earlier by the author (Bhalla, 1967). The locality and sample 
numbers refer to in the text are the same as given by the author 
for the foramlaiferal assemblage (Bhalla, op.clt.K 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have been assigned 
a lower Eocene age on the basis of paleontologlcal and stratigraphical 
considerations (Bhalla, 1967; 1966). therefore, the age of Hermanitea 
saatryl is also being considered as Lower Eocene. On microfaunal 
evidence, these beds (V10 and V H ) were deduced to have been 
deposited in a near-shore, epineritlc environment having open sea 
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connectione (Bhalla, 1967), So, i t i s reasonable t o conclude that 
j-terraanltea saatrvl occupied tho same ecological niche as other 
raicrofoaaila occurring in those bads* 
The microfaunal associated with Hermanltes saatryj comprise 
Flsaurlna laevigata Reuss, Konlon kinci Shalla, Roaalin^ sub* 
vilardeboana (Rzehak), and Piscorbla toddae Bhalla amongst 
fornrainifera and a few ostracodes. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 
Subclass OSTRACQDA Latrei l lc , 1606 
Order PCD oc OP ID A r:uller, 1894 
suborder PCDOCOPIKA sar©, 1966 
Super family CYTHSRACEA Baird, 1050 
Family TRACHY1EBERIDIDAE Sylvester-Bradley, 1946 
Genus HER11AI3ITB3 P u r l , 1955 
Hermanitea aaotrvi new. op. 
(Pl*l, f igs* 1-6) 
DESCRIPTION 
Carapace subquadrate, elongate, somewhat compressed, largo for 
the genus, maximum height at anterior cardinal angle # valves very 
slightly oblique towards dorsal aide; dorsal margin almost straight, 
slightly undulating, gently covex in anterodorsal part, a little 
depressed behind it; posterior cardinal angle slightly 
protruding! posterior end almost rounded, convex in the centre of 
posterodorsal end* slightly concavo on either sides, gradually 
merging with ventral margin? ventral margin straight; dorsal and 
ventral margins almost parallel, somewhat converging towards posterior 
end. 
Viewed dors ally, carapace subcuneiform, moderately inflated; 
greatest width behind the middle, about ona-third of length from 
posterior end; lateral sides a little nicked behind aubcentral 
tubercle, converging to both ends, more rapidly behind the greatest 
width where they are compressed also* 
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Anterior end with a fairly stout rim/ less pronounced marginal 
rims present along dorsal, ventral, and posterior margins; a rather 
undulating ridge parallel to dorsal margin present along central-
dorsal and posterodorsal regions; a prominent keel on ventral side 
runs parallel to ventral margin and terminates in a small bend in 
posteroventral region. Bye-spots fairly prominent, surrounded by 
a narrow groove on all sides except dorsal, 
Subcentral swelling well-marked? surface embossed with heavy 
reticulating, ridges prominent on most of the carapace except 
anterior and posteroventral regions due to poor preservation; 
ornamental pits shallow, rectangular; anterior and posterior borders 
studded with small, rather faint, frill-like protuberances. 
left valve slightly overlaps right valve adjacent to eye-spot 
along dorsal margin and also near posterior end of the same margin* 
Two types of pores were observed on the carapace - A, numerous, 
tiny, single pores scattered all over in a haphazard manner and 
B, a few, comparatively rare but large, sieve pores (Pi* 1, fig.5). 
The sieve pores are sunken and without a well-defined central or 
subcentral pore (Pl.l, fig* 6). They are situated on the ornamental 
reticulating ridges. 
Sexual dimorphism and valve interior were not observed in 
Hsrmanites sastrvl. All the specimens are apparently males and no 
female was encountered. 
DIMENSIONS (in ma) 
length height width 
Holotype 0.93 0.42 0.40 
(Pl.l, figs.1-6) 
Other specimens 1.30 to 0.90 0.40 to 0.39 0.38 to 0.41 
REMARKS 
Harmanitea aastrvi shows some resemblance to Hermanltea 
pailenborchiana described by Kelj (1957) from the Lutetian of Paris 
Basin but does not show subtruncatea posterior margin, rounded 
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knob at posteroventral region and spines at anterior and posterior 
margins* As against H. paljenborchlana. the dorsal ridge in this 
new species is not overhanging on the posterior part of the dorsal 
margin and projecting spurs in the depressions formed by ornamental 
reticulations are absent* This new species also shows some affinity 
w i t h
 Cvthereis bowerbankl Jones described by Latham (1938} from 
the Eocene beds of the salt Range* Pakistan, but a comparison with 
the types of C .bowerbankl deposited In the British Museum (Natural 
History), London, reveals that Harmanites saatrvl does not exhibit 
anterior and posterior denticles or spines, pasteroventral side is 
not upward bending, faint caudal projection is absent, and it is 
smaller in alee than C. bowerbankl. 
TYPE HORIZON 
Intcr-trappean bods, sample L/10, hard, whitish limestone* Also 
in sample 1/11. 
TYPE LOCALITY 
Quarry section, one mile southeast of Duddukuru village and less 
than a furlong from milestone 350 on Kawur-Eluru road, wont 
Godavarl district, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
GEOLOGIC AGE 
Lower Eocene. 
REPOSITORY OF TYPE MATERIAL 
Holotype, No.19528, a complete carapace, apparently a male, 
deposited in the Paleontologlcal Collection of the Geological Survey 
of India, Calcutta* 
ETYMOLOGY 
This new species is named in honour of Mr* M.V.A. sastry, Director 
of Palaeontology and stratigraphy Division, Geological survey of 
India, Calcutta, in recognition of his notable contributions to 
paleontology and stratigraphy of India. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 
All are scanning electron micrographs 
Figs. 1-6 - Harmanites aastrvi nov sp.# 
Fig. 1 * side view (x 80) 
Fig. 2 - Dorsal view (x 80) 
Fig. 3 - Ventral view (sc 60) 
Fig4 4 * Showing details of ornamentation (x 404) 
Fig. 5 - Shoving haphazard distribution of numerous 
tiny, normal, pores with a large sieve 
pore in the centre (x 1615) 
Fig. 6 - showing details of large, sunken, sieve 
pore (x 6076) 
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ABSTRACT"—A systematic study has been made of the foraminiferal fauna from the Inter-
trappean beds exposed near Kateru The Inter-trappean band yielded a total of eight species 
of foraminifera and several forms of ostracodes, ophiuroid ossicles, shark teeth, and charo-
phytes The dominant species of foraminifera are Dhcorbis subvilardeboana and Nonion 
kingi. On the basis of foraminiferal evidence, a shallow, warm, near shore, brackish water 
environment of deposition is deduced. This is supported by other micro- as well as mega-
fossils The foraminifera indicate a Lower Eocene age for the Inter-trappean beds. On this 
basis, the associated Deccan Traps are considered to be of Early Eocene age. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area have attracted the attention of Indian geolo-
gists since they were discovered by Walter Elliot 
in 1854 (King, 1880). There are two reasons: 
(1) A detailed study of these beds throws con-
siderable light on the polemical age of the Dec-
can Traps with which they are closely associated 
in this part of India; and (2) the fossil assem-
blage present in these sediments comprises both 
marine and fresh-water animals and plants, and 
this association of fossils makes the paleoecologi-
cal studies of the beds significant. Although some 
mega- and microfossils from the Kateru Inter-
trappeans have been described by the earlier 
workers, no comprehensive systematic study of 
the foraminifera and the paleoecology of the beds 
has yet appeared. Recently Sastri (1963) de-
scribed and illustrated a few species of forami-
nifera and ostracodes from these beds. Most 
workers have considered the age of the Inter-
trappean beds of the Kateru area as Eocene. 
The present study was undertaken primarily to 
study the little-known assemblage of foraminif-
era from the Kateru Inter-trappean beds. Sam-
ples were collected from a quarry section near 
Kateru (Text-fig. 1). Foraminifera are rare and 
only eight species were recovered. 
HISTORICAL RESUME 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area 
were discovered by Walter Elliot in 1854 
(King, 1880). Elliot observed that the Intcr-
trappean band was sandwiched between the bas-
alts commonly known as the Deccan Traps. 
Hislop (In, Hislop, Murray, & Jones, 1860) 
studied the collection of fossils from the Rajah-
mundry Inter-trappeans and suggested that the 
luter-trappean beds of the Kateru area were de-
posited in an estuarine environment and that 
they arc of early Eocene age. 
TEXT-FIG. 1—Geological map of the Kateru area 
showing the collecting locality. 
King (1874) described the traps along with 
the Inter-trappeans of the Kateru area. In a 
subsequent publication, the same author (King, 
1880) gave a comprehensive account of the ge-
ology of the Kateru area and summarized the 
findings of the earlier workers. Supporting His-
lops view, King (1880) favored an estuarine 
nature and an early Eocene age for the Inter-
trappean beds. 
Sahni (1934) favored an early Tertiary age 
for the Intcr-trappean beds on palcobotanical 
evidence. 
Rao and others (1936) discussed the age of 
the Deccan Traps near Rajahmundry and con-
sidered the Inter-trappeans to be of Eocene age. 
These authors correlated the traps of the Ra-
jahmundry area with the lowest flows of the 
main body of Traps in Central Judia. 
Rao & Rao (1937) recorded eleven species of 
foraminifera, mostly in thin-sections, from the 
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TABLE 1—STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE 
Rock unit Rock type Geologic age 
Rajahmundry Sandstones Lacustrine Miocene i^ajanmunary jane 
Deccan Traps 
Inter-trappean beds 
Deccsm Traps 
Inter-trappean beds 
Deccan Traps 
Volcanic 
Estuarine 
Volcanic 
Estuarine 
Volcanic 
Eocene 
Eocene 
Eocene 
Eocene 
Eocene 
Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area. On the 
basis of foraminiferal evidence, these authors 
considered that the beds were deposited in estu-
arine conditions. 
Rao & Rao (1939) made a comprehensive 
study of some well-preserved charophyte re-
mains from the Kateru Inter-trappeans. On the 
evidence furnished by the Chara assemblage, 
they regarded the Inter-trappeans to be of es-
tuarine nature and of Paleocene age. 
Sastri (1961, 1963) described fourteen species 
of foraminifera, ostracodes and charophytes 
from the Inter-trappean beds exposed at Kunta-
muru near Kateru. He observed that as a result 
of weathering, the foraminifers have lost some 
of their important features. On the microfaunal 
evidence, Sastri (1961, 1963) concluded that the 
Tntertrappean beds were deposited under estua-
rine conditions and that they belong to the Eo-
cene. 
Vaidyanathan (1963) mapped about ISO 
square miles near Rajahmundry and worked out 
the succession of the area from bore holes. He 
pointed out that there are two bands of Inter-
trappeans separated by flows of Deccan Traps 
in the Kateru area. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
Kateru (Survey of India, topographical sheet 
No. 65 G/16; 17° 2' 5": 81° AT) is a small village 
in the East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh 
(Text-fig. 1). The rocks found in the area are 
traps, limestones, and sandstones. The strati-
graphic sequence is shown in Table 1. 
There are a few small limestone quarries in 
the area. The area was visited by Khan just 
after the rainy season. Most of the quarries 
were filled either by debris or by rain water and 
it was not possible to collect samples of the In-
ter-trappean beds anywhere except in one 
quarry situated along the Korakunda road, 
nearly 50 yards northwest of Sanitorium hill 
(Text-fig. 1, locality A ) . 
In the quarry near Kateru where this collec-
tion was made, only the upper band of the In-
ter-trappean is exposed. The lower band is not 
exposed in this quarry. The junction between 
the Intertrappean band and the overlying traps is 
marked by a burnt contact containing limestone 
and trap rock. The Inter-trappean band is al-
most horizontal having a dip of 5° S.S.E. The 
sequence of strata in this quarry is shown in 
Table 2. 
In the quarry section are three limestone beds 
of the Inter-trappean band. Bed No. 1 is white 
and hard, and crystalline towards the bottom. 
Bed No. 2 is hard and compact with some pele-
cypod and gastropod shell fragments. Bed No. 3 
is sandy and friable and rich in fossils. The 
maximum number of foraminiferal species came 
from Bed No. 3. The content of Bed No. 3 and 
the overlying trap rock is marked by about 0.5 
feet of dark green, weathered burnt rock having 
pockets of lime and devoid of fossils (Text-fig. 
2) . 
The Inter-trappean band has an overburden of 
about 35 feet of trap rock which is much weath-
ered at the top. The trap is vesicular and con-
tains geodes of chalcedony and agate. 
METHODS 
The usual method of crushing, boiling, and 
screening the samples was followed in this 
study. In recent years, the wall-structure in cal-
careous foraminifers has been given a great 
importance in classification. We used the tech-
nique described by Wood (1963). The speci-
mens were cleaned, immersed in absolute 
alcohol for two days to drive out moisture, and 
placed in xylene in a glass slide with a central 
cavity. The immersed specimens were then 
viewed under crossed nicols to observe the 
wall-structure. In some cases where this method 
was not successful thin sections were prepared. 
In the present material, the preservation of 
the foraminifera is not very satisfactory and 
this makes the specific identification difficult. 
Generally, the specimens do not show clear 
morphological characters. Some specimens were 
stained with silver nitrate to clarify the surface 
features, but this method was not successful in 
our work. 
In the following pages, the classification of 
Foraminiferida proposed by Loeblich and Tap-
pan (1964) has been followed as it is consid-
ered to be most up-to-date classification. The 
species are arranged alphabetically. 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder TEXTULARIINA Delage and Herouard, 
1896 
Family ASTRORHIZIDAE Brady, 1881 
Subfamily RHIZAMMININAE Rhumbler, 1895 
Genus BATHYSIPHON Sars, 1872 
Sample number 
THE KATERU INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS, INDIA 
TABLE 2—SEQUENCE OF STRATA IN QUARRY NEAR KATERU 
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Rock Unit Ethology Thickness (in feet) 
A, 
A, 
A2 
A, 
Deccan Traps Basalt: dark grey & vesicular with secondary 
silica in the form of chalcedony and agate 
Hrosional unconformity? 
Inter-trappean rocks 
(Base not exposed) 
35 
(Limestone: sandy, friable, steel grey, full of 2 
shells. 
Limestone: hard, whitish grey, with pclecy- 1 
pods and gastropods. 
(Limestone: crystalline, hard, white. 5 
B A T H Y S I P H O N EOCENICUS Cushman and Hanna , 
1927 
PL 125, fig. 2 
Bathysiphon eocenica C U S H M A N & H A N N A , 1927, 
p. 210, PI. 13, figs. 2, 3 ; C U S H M A N , 1951, p. 3, 
PI 1, figs 1,2, (et syn ) ; AVNIMELECH, 1952, p. 66. 
Bathysiphon eocenicus U J I I E & WATANABE, 1960, 
p 127, PI. 1, figs. 1, 2 ; BHAIXA, 1967, p. 354, 
PI. 1, fig. 1. 
Description.—Test free, straight, cylindrical; 
wall thick, mainly composed of sponge spicules 
and amorphous material with considerable ce-
ment; externally constricted with no internal 
partitions; surface smooth, color white. Length 
of the tube 0.38 mm. 
Discussion.—A single well-preserved speci-
men of Bathysiphon strongly resembles Bathysi-
phon eocenicus Cushman & Hanna, first 
described from the Eocene of California. Bathysi-
phon eocenicus is a well-known Eocene species 
and has been recorded from the Inter-trappean 
beds (Lower Eocene) of the Pangadi area, 
India. 
Avnimelech (1952) revised tubular Monotha-
lamia and discussed the genus Bathysiphon 
Sars, 1872, and later (Avnimelech, 1953) gave 
a comprehensive description of the genus. On 
the basis of priority, the suborder Monothala-
mia must be credited to Schultze, 1854, and not 
to Avnimelech, 1952. In recent years, the divi-
sion of the order Foraminiferida into suborders 
Monothalamia and Polythalamia, has been rec-
ognized only by Avnimelech. This would indi-
cate that Lagena is more closely related to 
Bathysiphon than to Nodosaria. There would be 
far reaching implications if we recognize this 
obsolete and rather unnatural classification of 
Foraminiferida (Angelina R. Messina, personal 
communication, 1967). 
Occurrence.—Rare in sample number A2. 
Suborder MILIOLINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily MILIOLACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily QUINQUELOCULININAE Cushman, 1917 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
QUINQUELOCULINA sp. 
PL 125, fig. 1 
Description.—Test of moderate size, nearly 
oval in side view; sutures fairly well-marked, 
slightly depressed; chambers rather distinct, 
somewhat inflated, four visible on one side and 
three on the other side; periphery rounded. 
Length, 0.55 mm.; breadth, 0.38 mm. 
Discussion.—A few specimens of miliolids, 
possibly belonging to the genus Quinquelocu-
lina, were found. The preservation of the speci-
mens is not satisfactory and, therefore, they can 
not be assigned to any particular species of 
Quinqueloculina. 
Occurrence.—Rare in sample numbers Ax, A2, 
and A3. 
Suborder ROTALIINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily NODOSARIACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus LAGENA Walker and Jacob, 1798 
LAGENA sp. 
PL 125, fig. 3 
Description.—Test free, unilocular; wall cal-
careous, very finely perforate; surface orna-
mented with thin, minute, scattered tubercles; 
aperture rounded with slight external neck, not 
radiate. Maximum diameter, 0.35 mm.; mini-
mum diameter, 0.27 mm. 
Discussion.—Only three specimens of Lagena 
were found. The presevation is not good so spe-
cific identification can not be made. This is the 
first record of Lagena from Inter-trappean beds 
of the Kateru area. 
Occurrence.—Rare in sample number AA. 
Superfamily DISCORBACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family DISCORBIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily DISCORDINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804 
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DISCOEBIS SUDVILARDEBOANA (Rzehak) 
PI. 125, fig. 5 
Discorbiiui sitbvilardrhnmw P-ZEIIAK, 1S8R, p. 262, 
PI. 11, figs. 6a-c. 
Rosalina subvilardehonna (Rzehak), RJIALLA, 1967, 
p. 360, PI. 1, fig. 16. 
Description.—Test free, medium sized, plan-
o-convex, trochoid, oval in outline; spiral side 
moderately convex; all chambers visible on dor-
sal side, those of final coil only visible on ven-
tral side; chambers distinct, five to six in the 
last coil, inflated, increasing in size with 
growth; periphery lobulate; spiral suture fairly 
well-marked; dorsal sutures somewhat clear, 
slightly curved, depressed, ventral sutures dis-
tinct, depressed, curved; umbilicus open; aper-
ture on ventral side interiomarginal, covered by 
a broad flap of last chamber; wall calcareous, 
perforate; surface smoothly finished. Major di-
ameter, 0.75 mm.; minor diameter 0.53 mm. 
Discussion.—Both sinistral and dextral tests 
were found. The test varies in shape. The dor-
sal side varies from almost flat to fairly convex 
and the periphery from subacute to rounded. 
The specimens show close resemblance to 
Discorbina subvilardeboana Rzehak, described 
from the Eocene to Upper Oligocene of Austria 
and Czechoslovakia. They are identical with 
Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) described 
and illustrated by Bhalla (1967) from the Pan-
gadi Inter-trappean beds (Lower Eocene), 
India. We agree with Loeblich and Tappan 
(1964) that Discorbina Parker & Jones, 1862, is 
a synonym of Discorbis Lamarck, 1804, and, 
therefore, the present species is being placed 
under the genus Discorbis. 
Occurrence.-—This species is abundant in sam-
ples Aj, A,, and A3. 
DISCORBIS TODDAE BHALLA 1967 
PL 125, figs. 4a,b 
Discorbis toddae BHALLA, 1967, pp. 360-361, PI. 1, 
figs. 21-24, Text-fig. 5. 
Description.—Test free, trochoid, plano-
onvex, small; ventral side slightly depressed, 
spiral side low-arched; all chambers visible on 
dorsal side, only those of final coil visible on 
ventral side; chambers distinct, somewhat in-
flated, five to six in the final coil, gradually in-
creasing in size with growth; periphery 
rounded, lobulate; sutures well-marked, simple, 
curved, slightly depressed; each chamber of the 
final whorl with a radial, imperforate, flap on 
ventral side shielding the umbilicus; aperture 
simple, interiomarginal, extraumbilical arch; 
wall calcareous, perforate, with radial micro-
structure; surface smooth. Major diameter, 0.23 
to 0.35 mm.; minor diameter 0.20 to 0.30 mm. 
Discussion.—Bhalla (1967) described this 
distinctive species of Discorbis from the Intcr-
trappcan beds (Lower Eocene) of the Pangadi 
area. The specimens from the Kateru area are 
similar to those from the Pangadi area except 
in the state of preservation which is imperfect 
in many of the Kateru specimens. Both sinis-
trally and dextrally coiled tests were found. Di-
morphic generations were recognized in D. tod-
dae from the Kateru area. 
Discorbis toddae somewhat resembles Discor-
bis alata Le Calvez, 1949, described from the 
Eocene of France and it resembles Discorbis 
bractifera Le Calvez, 1949, also described from 
the Eocene of France. From the former, the 
present species differs in having a concavo-con-
vex test, rounded periphery, and some speci-
mens have a few limbate sutures on the spiral. 
It differs from D. bractifera in having conca-
vo-convex test, low spire, fine perforations, the 
nature of umbilical sutures, a greater number of 
chambers in each whorl, and smaller size. 
Occurrence.-—This species is rare in sample 
number A3. 
Superfamily ROTALIACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family ELFHIDIIDAE Galloway, 1933 
Subfamily ELPHIDIIDAE Galloway, 1933 
Genus PROTELPHIDIUM Haynes, 1956 
PROTELPHIDIUM ADAMSI Bhalla, 1967 
PI. 125, figs. 6a,b 
Protelphidium adamsi BHALLA, 1967, p. 356, PI. 1, 
figs. 9-11, Text-fig. 2. 
Description.—Test planispiral, biconvex, in-
volute, slightly compressed; periphery rounded, 
peripheral outline slightly lobulate, chambers 
distinct, eight to ten visible at the peripheral 
margin, increasing gradually in size; sutures 
clear, somewhat depressed, backward curving; 
umbilical areas slightly raised with granular 
shell material; wall calcareous, finely perforate, 
radial; surface smoothly finished. Diameter 0.20 
to 0.30 mm.; thickness 0.10 to 0.13 mm. 
Discussion.—The types of Protelphidium 
adamsi are from the Pangadi Inter-trappean 
beds (Lower Eocene), India. This species 
shows some resemblance to Protelphidium 
hofkeri Haynes, 1956, described from the Paleo-
cene of England. Protelphidium adamsi differs 
from P. hofkeri in having slightly raised umbili-
cal areas and less depressed sutures. The speci-
mens from the Kateru area were compared with 
topotype material of P. adamsi and found to be 
identical. 
Occurrence.—This species is rare in sample A.t. 
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PROTELPHIDIUM DUDDUKURUENSE Bhalla 1967 
PI. 125, figs. 7a,b 
Prnlrlphidiwii dmldukumrnsc K I IALLA, 1967, pp. 356-
357, PI I, figs. 12-14, Text-fig 3 
Description.—Test free, biconvex, planispiral, 
involute, somewhat inflated; peripheral margin 
broadly rounded and lobulate; chambers four to 
six in the last coil; sutures distinct, slightly de-
pressed, curved; umbilical areas slightly exca-
vated with clear shell material; aperture rather 
indistinct due to imperfect state of preservation, 
and seems to be an arched interiomarginal 
opening; wall thick calcareous, finely perforate, 
radial in structure. Diameter, 0.22 to 0.30 mm.; 
thickness 0.12 to 0.17 mm. 
Discussion—A few specimens of the distinc-
tive species Protelphidium duddukuruense were 
found. The species was originally described and 
illustrated by Bhalla (1967) from the Inter-
trappean beds (Lower Eocene) of the Pangadi 
area, India. The Kateru specimens are not 
well-preserved but come well within the range 
of variation of P. duddukuruense. Protelphi-
dium duddukuruense differs from Protelphi-
dium adamsi Bhalla in having fewer chambers 
in the final whorl, rather rapidly enlarging 
chambers, more rounded periphery, slightly de-
pressed umbilical regions, and in the shape of 
the test. 
Occurrence.—This species is rare in sample A3. 
Superfamily CASSIDULINACEA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Family NONIONIDAE Schultze, 1854 
Subfamily CHILOSTOMELLINAE Brady, 1881 
Genus NONION De Montfort, 1808 
NONION KINGI Bhalla, 1967 
PI. 125, figs. 8a,b; 9a,b 
?•Nonion sp indet. RAO & RAO, 1937, p 393, PI. 32, 
fig. 5. 
Nonion kingi BHALLA, 1967, p. 357, PI. 1, figs. 17-19, 
Text-fig 4. 
Description.—Test free, planispiral, biumbo-
nate, involute, bilaterally symmetrical, slightly 
compressed; periphery entire to slightly lobu-
late, subacute; chambers vary from ten to fif-
teen in the last coil, distinct, gradually increas-
ing in size as added; sutures distinct, radial, 
limbate; apertural face triangular, somewhat 
convex; aperture an arched opening, interio-
marginal ; umbonal region with a boss surrounded 
by granules of secondary calcite extending to-
wards the aperture; wall calcareous with fine 
perforations, granular in microstructure; sur-
face smoothly finished. Diameter, 0.23 to 0.40 
mm.; thickness 0.12 to 0.20 mm. 
Dimorphism.—Both the microsphcric and the 
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TEXT-FIG. 2—Columnar section of the quarry (Lo-
cality A), showing the distribution of microfossih 
megalospheric generations were recognized. 
The microspheric individuals have an almost 
entire peripheral margin and their proloculus 
diameter is 13 microns whereas in the megalo-
spheric forms, the periphery is slightly lobulate 
and the proloculus diameter is 30 microns. 
Discussion.—Nonion kingi with its slightly 
compressed test, subacute periphery, umbilical 
boss with secondary granules of calcite around 
it, and curved, slightly limbate and flushed su-
tures, is a distinctive species of Nonion de-
scribed originally by Bhalla (1967) from the 
Inter-trappean beds (Lower Eocene) of the 
Pangadi area, India. It shows some resemblance 
to Nonion laevis (d'Orbigny) described from 
the Eocene of the Paris Basin. Nonion kingi 
differs from Nonion laevis in being smaller in 
size, having more chambers in the final coil, na-
ture of the periphery and the umbilical areas, 
and in having flushed sutures. 
Occurrence.—This species is abundant in sam-
ples Aj, B2, and A,. 
PALEOECOLOGY 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area 
were studied at one locality (Text-fig. 1, local-
ity A) and, therefore, it has not been possible to 
draw precise paleoecological conclusions. How-
ever, on the basis of microfossils recovered 
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presence suggests that the basin was also in-
fluenced by fresh-water introduced from the ad-
jacent land area by rivers or streams. The oc-
currence of truly marine organisms along with 
the fresh water alga is of great paleoecological 
significance. The association indicates that the 
basin of deposition was near to the shore line 
where there was blending of fresh and marine 
waters producing a brackish water environment. 
This is in harmony with the evidence furnished 
by foraminifers and ostracodes discussed ear-
lier. 
Further information regarding the paleo-
ecology of the Inter-trappean beds is furnished 
by the presence of megafossils. Turritella, Den-
talium, Natica, Corbula, Corhicula, and Physa, 
have been reported from these beds. The avail-
able ecological data on Turritella suggests that 
it is essentially a marine genus and is generally 
found in shallow, warm water. It prefers a 
sandy bottom. Similarly, Dentalium is a marine 
genus and favors shallow water conditions. It 
has been recorded in the Gulf of Mexico at a 
depth of 7.5 feet by Ladd and others (1957). 
Natica is also a marine gastropod. Corhicula 
suggests a fresh water or brackish water condi-
tion (Easton, 1960). Corbula is a fresh-water 
pelecypod and has been recovered in association 
with Corhicula from the Rocky Mountain re-
gion. Physa is a characteristic fresh water 
genus and has been reported from the Inter-
trappean beds (Lower Eocene) of the Nagpur 
area. Like the microfossils, the megafossil as-
semblage has an admixture of marine and non-
marine forms and suggests a shallow water, 
mixed environment. 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area 
contain elements of both marine and nonmarine 
organisms. On the basis of microfaunal evi-
dence, corroborated by the megafauna, it is in-
ferred that the beds were deposited in a shal-
low, warm, rather turbulent environment which 
was near to the shore line. The basin was in-
fluenced by marine water brought in by currents 
and it was also supplied with fresh-water driven 
in from the adjacent land area. This free 
blending of marine and fresh waters resulted in 
the formation of brackish-water conditions 
which supported the life characteristic of such 
environment. 
COMPOSITION AND AGE OF FORAMINIFERA 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area 
contain a meagre foraminiferal fauna. In all, 
eight species of foraminifera were found, of 
which one each belongs to families Astrorhizi-
dae, Miliolidae, Nodosariidae, and Nonionidac, 
and two each to Discorbidae and Elphidiidae. 
The foraminifers, in general, are rare except 
Discorbis suhvilardeboana and Nonion kingi 
which are abundantly represented. 
Certain well-known Eocene species of fora-
minifera are present in the assemblage of the 
Kateru Inter-trappean beds. For instance, Bath-
ysiphon eocenicus, described by Cushman & 
Hanna from the Eocene of California, is a 
well-known species of foraminifera and has 
been recorded from different lower Tertiary ho-
rizons of the world. Nonion kingi shows some 
resemblance to the well-known cosmopolitan 
species, Nonion laevis (d'Orbigny), originally 
described from the Eocene of Paris Basin. Dis-
corbis suhvilardeboana (Rzehak) is found 
abundantly in our material, and it has been de-
scribed from Eocene to Upper Ohgocene of 
Austria and Czechoslovakia. The foraminiferal 
assemblage includes a distinctive species of Dis-
corbis, Discorbis toddae, originally described 
from the Lower Eocene of the Pangadi area, 
India. Discorbis toddae shows resemblance to 
Discorbis alata Le Calvez and also to Discorbis 
hractifera Le Calvez, both described from the 
Lutetian of France. Protelphidium adamsi 
shows close resemblance to Protelphidium 
hofkeri Hayncs, from the Paleocene of En-
gland. The balance of foraminifcral evidence 
suggests a Lower Eocene age for the Inter-
trappean beds of the Kateru area. However, due 
to the absence of marker species, it has not been 
possible to place these beds precisely within the 
Lower Eocene. 
An almost identical assemblage of foramini-
fera has been described by Bhalla (1967) from 
the Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. 
The following species of foraminifera are com-
mon to both Kateru and Pangadi assemblages: 
Bathysiphon eocenicus, Discorbis suhvilarde-
boana, D. toddae, Protelphidium adamsi, P. dud-
dukuruense, and Nonion kingi. On the basis of 
microfaunal evidence, Bhalla (1967) assigned a 
Lower Eocene age to the Pangadi Inter-trap-
pean beds. 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi and 
Kateru areas are separated from each other by 
the river Godavari and probably belonged to 
one continuous band in the geological past. If 
the Pangadi and the Kateru Inter-trappean 
bands are homotaxial, which in all probability 
they are, then the Inter-trappean beds of the 
Kateru area should also be considered to be of 
Lower Eocene age. 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Kateru area 
lie between the flows of the Dcccan Traps, and 
their age throws considerable light on an impor-
tant riddle in Indian geology, namely, the age of 
the Deccan Traps. In the adjacent Pangadi 
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area , the In f r a - t r appean beds he below the Dec-
can T r a p s and a r e known to be of Paleocene 
age (Bhal la , 1966b) T h e In ter - t rappean beds 
have been assigned a Lower Eocene age on the 
basis of microfaunal evidence and on s t ra t i -
graphical considerat ions This would suggest 
that the outpour ing of the Deccan T i a p lava 
s tar ted du r ing Lower Eocene time, at least in 
this par t of India (see also Bhalla, 1968) 
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FIG. 1—Quinqueloculina sp Side view. 
2—Bothysiphon eocenicus Cushman & Jlanna. Side view. 
3—Lagena sp. Side view. 
4—Discorbis toddac Bhalla. 4a, Dorsal view; 4b, ventral view 
5—Discorbis subvilardcboana (Rzehak). Dorsal view. 
6—Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla. 6a, Side view; 6b, peripheral view. 
7—Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla. 7a, Side view; 7b, peripheral view. 
gp—Nonion kingi Bhalla. Sa,b, Side view and peripheral view of a microspheric form; 9a,b, side view 
and peripheral view of a megalospheric form. 
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SECTION 6 
SECTION 6 
DECCAN TRAP 
The Deccan Trap represents one of the major episodes in the 
geological history of the Peninsular India. These rocks, having 
a volume of about 700,000 cu. km, cover an area of about 512,000 
sq. km of the Indian Peninsula and attain a thickness of over 
2000 m at certain places. The step-like appearance of their 
outcrops, coupled with flat-topped hills, constitute some of the 
picturesque places in India. 
A comparatively small patch of Deccan Trap is seen in the 
Rajahmundry area, Andhra Pradesh. Although it is separated from 
the main trap area in Central India by a distance of about 530 km, 
the rocks are similar in nature to the main body of the traps. The 
Deccan Trap outcrops in the Rajahmundry sector attain a thickness 
of about 45 m and extend for over 64 km in Kateru and Pangadi 
areas, on either side, of the river Godavari. 
In India, Pangadi is the only area where marine fosslllferous strata 
are found underlying as well as interbedded with the Deccan Trap. 
By virtue of their stratigraphic positions, they are termed as 
Infra-trappean and Inter-trappean respectively (Table 1), as 
explained in earlier sections. This unique association of rocks 
makes this area of great scientific interest because the fossils 
entombed in these marine strata provide clues to the controversial 
age of the Deccan Trap which has been debated in this country for 
more than fifty years and yet no amicable settlement of the problem 
could be reached. 
In the Pangadi area, the Infra-trappean beds are unconformably 
overlain by 12 to 15 m of the Deccan Trap flows which, in turn, are 
27 
28 
succeeded by about 9 m thick sequence of the Inter-trappean beds 
followed by 30 m of trap overburden. Thus, the early flows of the 
Deccan Trap are sandwiched between the Infra- and Inter-trappean 
strata (Table 1). 
On the bases of microfaunal evidence and stratigraphic 
considerations, the Infra-trappean beds have been assigned a 
Paleocene age (Bhalla, 1966) and the Inter-trappean a Lower 
Eocene age (Bhalla, 1967)* This would then indicate that the 
early flows of the Deccan Trap lava, at least in this part of 
the country, were pumped out during Early Eocene times, 
coinciding with the commencement of extensive basaltic eruptions 
in several parts of the world (Bhalla, 1968a, 1968b). 
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Alljinrh Muslim I'Diversity. Allgrtrh, India 
AMSTKACT Tlii' liifia-lrappcni beds of the I'angadl area have vietded eight species of forami-
nifcra, including two new species, I'srudopolynwrfiliinn ilevurajHiUi'emis and I'tnnvlmu 
hhiltitii. I lie forailiiniferal assemblage suggests ,\ shallow marine, innrr-nciilic eiiviromnent of 
deposition. I lie balance of foraininifcr.il evidence points to ., Pnlei telle aye for these beds. 
INTROOt'CTtON 
THE nature of the Cretaceous-Eocene se-quence has been one of the most controver-
sial problems of geology and has engaged the 
a t tent ion of geologists almost all over the 
world. In India, the Cretaceous-Eocene rocks are 
widely dis t r ibuted and arc found associated 
together at several places. An interest ing area of 
the Cretaceous-Eocene succession is found in the 
vicinity of Pangadi, Andhra Pradesh. In this 
locality outcrops of Upper Gondwant t rocks, 
, Infra- trappcan beds, and l n t e r - t r appean rocks 
are found in a small circumscribed area, and 
their association with the Deccan T r a p s make 
them even more interesting. 
The marine I nfra-trappean beds of the Pan-
gadi area (Text-fig. 1) occupy an i m p o r t a n t place 
in Indian s t ra t igraphy. Thei r age has been a 
subject of great controversy since (hey were first 
scientifically described (King, 1880). Al though 
some megafossils from these beds have been 
described, their identifications need revision. T h e 
microfossils from these beds have been recorded 
by Rao & Rao (1935), bu t the present work deals 
for the first t ime with the foraminifera in detai l . 
I )etailed sampling was done a t different local-
ities of the exposed I nfra- t rappean beds in this 
area with a view to make a. comprehensive s tudy 
of their microfaiina, especially foraminifera. 
In the present, work, the reclassification pro-
posed by Reiss (196,1) has been followed for f Im-
perforate species of foraminifera, but Pnkornv 's 
(196.1) classification has been adopted for porcel-
laneous foraminifera. 
Synonymies an- reduced to a min imum, ar-
ranged chronologically, and indicate only impor-
tan t shifts in the generic names. Fur ther , in 
order to avoid repeti t ion, the words el. syn. fol-
low those references in which complete or satis-
factory synonymies have a l ready appeared . 
Holotypes and pa r a types of the new species 
have been deposited in the museum of the Ge-
ology D e p a r t m e n t , Pan jab Universi ty, Chandi-
garh, and their references are designated by a 
P U ( i l ) cata logue number in the text. 1 typotypes 
of previously described species are also housed in 
the Geology D e p a r t m e n t of Punjab 'Univers i ty . 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQUES 
T h e samples were crushed, boiled in deter-
gents, disaggregated, and finally screened through 
a set of s t andard sieves. Microfossils were picked 
up from the picking t ray with the help of a fine 
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Fio. /—Quinquelotulina up. A. Side view. 
2—uuinqueloculina sp. II. Side view. 
.?—Vapnulina ef. V. cenomana Perner. Side view. 
4,5—Pseudopolymorphina devarapalhtnsis n. sp. 4, llolotype, side view of a niegatospheric form; 5, para-
type A, side view of a microspheric form. " 
6--Cullulinu laclea (Walker & Jacob). Side view. 
7,X —Phtnutina hhalini n. sp. 7<i c, Dorsal, ventral, and peripheral views of holotype, a megalonpheric form; 
It, paratype A, dorsal view of mcgalospheric form. 
9—Cibtcidet sp. indet, Dorsal view. 
10—Cibkides mensillina (Sehwager). Dorsal view. 
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TI:XT-I to. /—Map of the l'angadi area showing the locations of collecting localities. 
table-hair brush and arranged in squared slides 
for identification and study. 
Particular attention was given to the structure 
of wall because in recent years a great deal of 
emphasis has been laid on this feature of calcare-
ous foraminifera; the techniques described by 
Wood (1963) have been followed. The specimens 
were cleaned, immersed in absolute alcohol to 
remove moisture, and were placed in xylene 
contained in a glass glide having a central cavity. 
The immersed specimen was examined under 
cross nicols. The. black brushes in the keeled 
forms having a radially built wall were best seen 
at the peripliery by rotating the stage of the 
microscope. However, in forms having globular 
chambers, as Vaginulina d'Orbigny, the black 
cross cau well be seen in the centre of the cham-
bers. Where conclusive results could not be ob-
tained with the above-mentioned methods, thin 
sections were prepared. 
M'/V I 1 / / A 7 / / A M FJidM 
The p o r e in tin w nils u ere s tudied bv. i inmrrs 
iu^ lli'. f !»•< inii'ii in >.'. h if fur about two da \ s in 
ordei lo ii-ni .•,(' i !u ,;ii |.iili|.|cs in l lie uppri men 
and then n o s h i n g it in Canada balsam undci a 
co\ IT ' l ip (Wood, personal communica t ion , 
1064). 
In ..nil r to make the siirfai i lea tu ies d is t inct , 
specimens were stained f*>H<»«fuj; the silver ni-
t ra te met h< id dc-< rilied In I i Vinson (1051 I. 
PHI Vlol'.s t\ ORK 
I'lte Infia Ir.ippean lied, near I'ungadi, were 
first reported by King (1S74, p. 159), who [fide 
Kim; ISSO. p. J33j y u a . h<< k list of the fossils 
identified l>\ llislop. He (King, 1^soi
 K a \ e a 
detailed account of (lie ideology of (he Rajah-
niundrv, area and made passing refereneps lo the 
studies of earlier winkers, l ie (ibiii.) considered 
these lu l la- t rappeat t rocks lo he of marine origin 
and I.. have Cppcr Creta i eons afftnil ies. 
Medlicoll \ Ulanford [187'), p. 316), while 
discussing the fossil faun.i and the aye of the 
Infra- t rappean heds of (hi- area, observed, "Al-
I hough (he whole facies is ter t iary, there is a 
remarkable absence ol characterist i i genera, and 
'.he 11 let distinction from the cretaceous fauna of 
(he uppei beds in South India is simply the want 
of a m marked cretaceous form. The fauna is 
distinctly, mai ine . " Discussing (he evidence 
c<nicernine, the age of the Infra t r appcan rocks of 
region, these au thors {ibid.) considered them 
in belong lo " . . . cretaceous limes than to 
t e r t i an . . I'hey may be of in te rmedia te age . " 
1 In ii views were supported by (t ldhain (1893). 
Da- ' iupta ' 1933) collected Carditn beaumnii/i 
d' vi< hiac from (lie Infra t rappean rocks of 
I 'augadi and suggested thai these beds weie of 
I .ale ( i etaeeoiis age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) reported for the first t ime 
foramittifera, K/>!-'li,t Lamarck, Piscorbina 
I i i k i r cv Jones, Pnhiniiliiiii, Brady, (Hobigerina 
d ' t j l i i n y and some miliolids and radiolar ians , 
l i ' .m 'he Inlia t rappean rocks of (his region. 
They correlated these beds with the C t t a t l u r 
{( euomaniau) of Trichinojioly on foraminiferal 
evidence. However, they did not give specific 
identil'r i'ii its, descriptions, oi i l lustrat ions of 
these fossils. I M e p t for some unidentifiable 
inilioliil molds, I he au thor did not find any speci-
mens which could be referred to any of the 
i mentioned genera. Reliance cannot be 
p l a v d on identifications made by Rao & Rao 
(1935). 
Rao a n d . o t h e r s (1936), while discussing the 
age of the Deccan T r a p s near R a j a h m u n d r y , 
concluded tha t the Infra trapj»e.in beds i re of 
very la te Cretaceous age 
1. R a m a Rao (1950, 1964), while discussing 
/' i Y(,.i/>/ i A7-:.i, ixnu m 
the problems pvrt.tinintj U' the Cre taceous-
I • • . r» hound ir\, rlisi om'aged ,| a . in . > s l u r p 
boundary In! vein the < iptaccous arid Hie l"o 
i ene and suggested instead the use of the lei in 
"C t eocene " fur tin transi t ion d hori/nlis iicp I I . I I 
illg the ( i c t , n e o n s from 'lie I. " i" 
1, K a m i R.to I |0?3) ie\ i i in I bh m of 
"I t .niian" w ith -pei i.il reference to India, and on 
the evidence of < ,trdilu hrtitimnvli considered the 
lull,i t rappean beds to be ol ' I r a n i a n " age He 
observed tilu'd., p 3611 thai the . . Haitian' 
beds are best considered as o icupvinn a p.ut o| 
(he 'passage' between the O f t , n e o n s and I o 
ci ne without assigning lo either ol these s \ s 
l i ' ins". These views were mainta ined by, him in a 
later publii atioii | Rao, (064) 
The same authot l l . . Rama Rao, 1056, p ' 10) 
considered the Infra- t rappean beds, " . . . as 
belonging to the uppermost part ol the Cre ta -
ceous, almost on the border-line between that 
system and the I'erti.irx '. He has further 
pointed out (ibid., p. 231) thai " . . . (he Rajah 
m u n d r y < rc taceous beds below the I r aps are ol 
'Dan ian ' age . . . ", thus by implication inelud 
ing the " D a n i a n " in the .Cre taceous , th is is ap 
parent ly in contradict ion with his earlier view 
(I.. Rama Rao. 1053). 
I 'asrne /1950, p. 1262) has given aco rnp iehen 
sive list of the fossils so lai recorded from Infi i 
t r appean rock- The lis! includes tin following 
TurrileUa disp<tss<t S to l ic /ka , \ttulilns l i n e , 
Cardila (Yenericurdiu) beiiiimonli d 'Arcbiac, 
Rostelliiriu Lamarck, VoluMilhes Swiiinsoti, V.i 
lica Scopoli, Penlalium Linnc, l/err»r».t l a 
marck, (tlycimeris Lamarck , l.iitiitlilrs Lam in k 
(a cheilostome bryozoan) , and olhei fossils. 
( I I ' I I I . O O V l ) | i I III- M' l ' . V 
I 'augadi (Survev of India, roposheet. No 
65G, 12; 17° I ' : I 8 ° 3 9 ' 0 2 " ) is a small village in 
the West C.odavari distr ici ol \ n d l u a I 'radesh. 
The I 'augadi area is of greal geologic d interest 
because it is here that the t r ap cocks rest (lit ecl.lv 
on the mar ine , fossiliferous In t r a - t t appean beds. 
T h e s t ra t igraphie position of the Infra t rappean 
beds in this area follows. 
Rock unit Rock type Ceologir a«e 
Deccan Traps Volcanic Karlj Kncene 
- Krosional unconformity ' 
Infra Trappean Mar ine 1'ileo.ene 
beds 
Tirupati Sand- Fresh-water Late fiondwana 
stone (Curly 
Cretaceous) 
The Infra t r appean beds overlie the T i rupa t i 
sands tones and are in turn overlain by the Dei 
can T raps . However, the exact contac t of the 
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F a m i l y N o i > o - \ K m i \ ! IT i r enbe ry . , \<*>V) 
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e m e n d . M a r i e , p i t l 
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SVS't'KMA I I ' I'AI.KON lOl.OC.Y 
O l d e r l-'oi; AMtxtl liK.v d ' O r b i g i U ' , 1826 
S u p e r f a m i l y \\n.wt.n>v.A C l a e s s n e r , 1945 
F a m i l y M U . I O I . I D A K F . h r e n b e r g 1S.?(> 
( i e n u s v j i i N i u Bl .oc t ' i . iNA d ' O r b i g n y , I82f> 
OriN'*,ir'Kl.i 'i I'MVA SI'. \ 
PI. 4 0 lig. I 
Description - M o l d smt t ' l , n e a r l y o v a l , m o r e Description. Test I r t e , e l o n g a t e t l a t t e n e d ; 
o r l e ss t r i a n g u l a r in e n d v i e w , h a v i n g a b r o a d l y d o r s a l m a r g i n m o r e or less s t r a i g h t ; v e n t r a l 
Vnginuimn crmnnana Pi K M V, 1892, I r i de >., no. I, p 
62 H i i h a m u n lex t . p . 37• PI. 5, lig b" ; f'< SI IMAV, 
1911, PI. 18, hg. 17 ( type redrawn,!. 
rORAMINlFERA FROM PANGADf AREA, tNDtA Ml 
loloiype of Pseudopalymorphina de.varapalleen.iis n. sp. showing arrangement "f chambers in ,\ 
megalospheric form, la,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. X125. 
margin gently convex; periphery smooth and 
rounded; chambers five, proloculus spherical; 
sutures indistinct, slightly curved, somewhat 
thick; aperture small, radiate, at the dorsal 
angle. Dimensions in mm.; length, 0.47; maxi-
mum breadth, 0.20; and maximum thickness, 
0.12. 
Discussion.'—Only one specimen was found in 
the material which strongly resembles Vaginu-
liniL cenotnuna that was first described by Perner 
(1892) from the (euoinanian of Bohem (Czecho-
slovakia). The Indian form dilfers, however, in 
being smaller and in having fewer chambers. It 
may represent a megalospheric generation of this 
species. 
Occurrence.—Sample I ' /3 . 
Family POLYMOKI'HINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily PoLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 
1839 
Genus GuriULiNA d'Orbigny, 1826 
G U I T U U N A I.ACTEA (Walker.& Jacob) 
PI. 40 fig, 6 
Scrpula luevis ovalis WAI.KKH & BOYS, 1784, p. 2, PI. I, 
fig. 5. 
Serpula lactea WALKKR & JACOB, 1798, p. 637, PI. 14, 
tig. 2. 
Gultulina lactea CUSHMAN & OZAWA, 1930, p. 43, 
PI. 10, figs. 1-4, et. svn.; BMOUEN, 1948, p. 49, Kigs. 
8, 10; Pirni, 1953, p. 107, PI. 9, ligs. 11,12; HAQUK, 
i, p. If) 
4,5, PI. 3, figs. 1-lg. 
Description. - T e s t elongate, compressed, oval 
in end view; greatest width towards the base, 
apertural end slightly tapering; chambers five, 
not very distinct, elongate, embracing, reaching 
back to the base, arranged in a clockwise- rpiin-
queloculine series; sutures distinct, very slightly 
depressed; wall thick, calcareous; aperture ter-
minal, radiate; surface smooth. Dimensions In 
mm.: length, 0.43; breadth, 0.23. 
Discussion.—The specimens show close re-
semblance to the forms described and figured by 
llaynes (1958). It is a well-known cosmopolitan 
species and ranges from Paleocene to Recent. 
From the Paleocene it has been recorded by 
llaynes (1958). Brotzen (1948), Hague (1956), 
and others. This is its first record from India. 
Occurrence.—Abundant in sample P/3 . 
Genus PSBUDOPOLYMOHI'HINA Cushman 
& Ozawa, 1928 
PsEUDOPOLYHORPHINA DEVARAPALt.Efi.VHf8 n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 4,5; Text-figs. 2,3 
Description. —Test elongate, somewhat com-
pressed, ovate having blunt ends; periphery 
rounded; chambers seven, elongate, fairly well 
marked, slightly embracing, earlier chambers 
arranged Itt a quinqueloculine series, later be-
.Us s. N.'BttALLA 
I i vi-iu.. 3 Paratype A of Pseudopolymor pinna devarapalleensis n. sp. showing arrangement of chambers in .1 
microspheric form. In,lb, Side views; lc, basal view. X125 
coming biserial, last chamber occupying nearly 
half of the test; sutures slightly impressed; aper-
ture terminal, radiate; wall smooth and thick. 
Dimorphism and variation. This species is 
apparently represented by two generations; the 
microspheric individuals have a small proloculus 
and as many as nine chambers (Text-figs. 3a-c), 
and mcgalospheric individuals have compara-
tively larger proloculus and as many as (seven 
chandlers (Text-figs. 2a c). The chambers of the 
microspheric forms are more embracing, and the 
(|uini|iieloculine portion of the tesl is compara-
tively w ell developed compared with the megalo-
spheric individuals, Tests belonging to the two 
generations do not differ markedly in size. 
Variation has been observed in the size of the 
tesl as shown by the following measurements in 
millimeters, 
Dimension llolotype I'aralypoA Other paratypes 
Length 0.7.f 0.07 0.45to0.?2 
Hreadth 0.33 0,33 0.28 to 0.33 
Thickness 0.33 0.33 0.28 to0.33 
Discussion. T h i s new species of Pseudopoly-
morphina shows some resemblance to Pseudo-
polymorphina decora (Reuss) [*>Potymorphina 
decora Keuss, 18(>3| figured by C'ushmau and 
O/.awa (1930, I'l. 24, ligs. 6, Ha.b), but differs 
from it in having an oval shape, eompa. .tlivcly 
more embraching chambers, a less developed 
biserial portion, and blunt apertural and basal 
ends. 
Type horizon.—Infra-trappean beds; sample 
No. P /3 ; pale sandy limestone. 
Type locality.-— Infra-trappean beds exposed 
along the Devarapalle-Lakshmiptiram fool path, 
about 0.5 mile southeast of the . Devarapalle 
village, West Godavari District, Audhra Pra-
desh, India. 
Geological age. Taleoreue. 
Repository of tvpe mater in I. llolotype, f i t i I) 
F1218; paratype A, PUGD K1210. 
Etymology of trivial name. This species is 
named after the village Devarapalle near which 
the Infra-trappean beds are exposed. 
Superfamily HUAMKLLIDEA Keiss, 1057, 
emend. 1058 
Family CIBICIDIDAK Cttshman, I0J7 
Subfamily CIUICIDINAK Cushman, 1027 
Genus CiuiciDEs Montfort, 1808 
Tuxonomic notes. Several publications deal-
ing with the tnicrostructure of the wall of Cibi-
cides, have appeared since 1040, but the micro-
structure of thi' wall of this genus is still not 
clearly understood. 
Wood (1040), in hi- significant work on the 
wall structure of foraiiiinifera. erroneously-
placed the type species of Cihicides, CihiciJrs 
refulgent (Montfort), 1808, in the 'Perforate 
/ f )A' . l 1 / / A 7 / 7 - A ' I I ROM P.1 YcM / ) / .IK/-; I , / . \ 7 > / . l U<> 
( i rani i la le ' group, hut latci Wood ci l laynes 
( 1057, 1> Id! modified the carlici view ,s of Wood 
' |940j and stated, "Th in se< linns slum (he 
v-triii'lurt" lo !•<• rad ia te . " These au tho r s have 
recorded both radial and granular sjK «it's of 
(Utilities from Lite Paleoretic of ["upland and 
commented, "Tin1 results up|>c<ir to show tha t 
I'ntli radial and granular species arc included in 
Cibirides as at present unders tood . " However, 
tin-' iW'ood cv I lay nes, 1057) considered that 
I lie miciosi riicturc of (he wall, as well as pore 
character , are of value in classification. 
Hofker l 1051, p |0) placed great stress on the 
" . . . place ami (he s t ruc tu re of the pores," and 
considered this character to he " . . . of high 
s\ s temat ic impor t ance . " 
Reiss (195°, p. JSH) has also recorded "granu-
lar-calcareous s t r u c t u r e " in sonic species of 
I •'",• tiles 
l.oehlirh c\' Tappan (1961, p. 248) considered, 
" lest wall composition and s t r u c t u r e " as the 
criteria for the separat ion of superfamihes and 
included the family Cibieididae in the super 
family ( assidulinacca, which has a granular 
v :;! [n a lat i publicat ion, l.ocblich & T a p p a n 
(1062, p. 71) restricted the genus abilities to 
ini IIHIC "radially built bilamcllid. wall " 
Cifelli ( I ' " ' - ' , p. 125) in his studies on Am-
moniu hercurii (I time) has shown t h a t in this 
species the test wall is radial h u t the septa are 
of granular m i r r o s t n i r t u r e and concluded, 
"Clear ly, the na ture ol the wall at least, as it is 
presently understood, cannot alone provide a 
natural basis for classifying flic hyal ine Koranii 
nifera." A similar opinion was expressed by 
Wood and Flaynes (1057), " T h e evidence as to 
the value of the wall s t ruc tu re in classification is 
y et inconclusive." 
\ll hough all species of ('ibicities ill the present 
work have a radial wall, the au thor , in view of 
the foregoing disi ussion, believes tha t the genus 
Cihi(iiles should include forms 'ha t may have 
cit.'»<•? a radial m \ g ranular wall. 
C i m c m t ' S MKNSII.I.A (Schwager) 
IM. 40, fig. 10 
IHsrorbinn mrnsiila SCIIWAOKR, I8X.?, p. 12;?, PI. 2S(5), 
fiKs. 5a .-, 
CihirUn meximna HANDY, {non N C I I A I ) , 1*544, p. 
.'75, |*|, 6i , tigs. 2a c. 
Cihifidei mrnsiltu (Schwager) H,\ocr, 1056, p. 201, 
2ul, ft. 20, BRI l la c. 
i>ef(ripiittn. Test small , t rochospiral , piano-
convex, nearly circular in out l ine ; dorsal side 
evolute , .lat, ventral side convex having moder-
ately developed umbilical plug, some specimen* 
also having an umbilical IN>SH of clear shell ma-
terial on dorsal side; chamber s noninflated. 
dis t inct , increasing gradual ly in size with growth. 
V In 10 in last coil; su tures clear I \ marki d pore 
less, backward nil ving. limbali dorsal sutures 
llitsli with -.ui In i y i ntral «u tu res in some sprci 
mens very slightly deprc*~cd in last two oi i h rn 
chambers , spiral -u iu ie i learly vi-ihli-; dorsal 
jiores coarse haying ver\ line ones In between, 
ventral pores vcrv tine having a few in.use ones 
scat tered on the last Ihrei or font chambers ; 
periphery subacute shoyving porch-si l, ,i), \cr\ 
slightly lobulate in last three oi foin i hainhers, 
in sonic forms ent i re ; aper tu re iiilerioinargin.il, 
peripheral , extending a short distance alone the 
spiral suture on the dorsal side; wall i .ilcareolis 
displaying radial microstriu lure 
Dimorphism and vnrinlinn. two groups of 
prohiculus size ha\ e been "l>- • -I aie possiblv 
represents utierosphcrie indiyidiials and has a 
diameter of H>n and the ot her possibly represents 
megalospheric forms and has a diameter ranging 
from 30^i to -iV- I he development ol i haiiibers 
in the two groups does not differ niaikedlv The 
microspheric forms generally have ID i handlers 
in the first yyliorl followed by eight in the second 
whorl, bu t the megalospheric tonus hay e nine 
chain be rs in the first whorl ami • i.:1 I i liambei . 
in t he second yy horl. 
Holh sinistral and dext ia l tests have been 
found aitfl (heir rat io of oecitrreine is nearly 
equal . Average d iamete r of coaise pores on tin 
dorsal side is 6(t. Other dimensions in millimeter^, 
are given below . 
Adult luvenile 
Miinen-ioii specimens -.pei imcu -
Major diameter 0. 18 to 0..V1 0.1.1 
Minor diameter 0.17 to0 .2S o t > 
Thickness 0.10 to (1.15 0 us 
Diameter of prolocultis toV to 3.ty 
Discussion.- T h e .specimens strongly resemble 
Cibiciilrs mensilla (Schwager) , tirst described 
fmm the "I- 'ocene" of the Libyan desert . Ke 
ci al ly, l la ip ie (1056) recorded ii from the lower 
most l.aki beds ("upper Paleoci ue) of N'atnmal 
gorge, West Pakis tan The Indian spei inicns are 
apparen t ly similar to those described by H.upie 
(1056) from Pakis tan and probably come vyithin 
the range of var ia t ion of the species. In the pres 
tint forms, however, the dorsal su tures are not 
depressed, and the dorsal convexi ty is not as 
developed as shown in Maquc's figure (1056, PI. 
20, fig. 1 l c ) . T h e degree of convexi ty, however, is 
not considered to be of much significance in 
abilities foecaus it is generally an a t t ached form 
anil shows considerable range of variat ion 
(I lhat ia , 1056; NMioIm, 1061). 
abilities cmsivrtUiuni tla> nes, 1057, described 
from the T h a n e , Reds (Paleoeene) of l a s t Kent , 
Kngland, differs from the present form in being 
much larger, in having noaKmbatc ventra l MI-
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l'i-..x I-I-IO. / Dorsal view of a niegalosplicrir form of 
ritniiiliiin hhttluu n. sp. XKO. 
turn--, lip showing lappets a t (ho aper ture , am) 
granular inieroslrt icture of the lost wall. From 
Cihjridrs taxsivelhuini var. biiximargo Ha}iies, 
lc '57. also described from the T h a n e t Hods, the 
present species differs in having noninflated 
chanihers, subacu te periphery, aper tu re wi thout 
lip. liinlialo ventral su tures , and radial wall. 
Occurrence. A b u n d a n t in samples P/3 and 
Q v 
( ' trtlCIDES SO. IM1ET, 
PI. 40, fig. 0 
Description. Test concavo-convex, nearly 
I'ireular in outl ine, dorsal side evolute, somewhat 
convex, ventral side involute and slightly con-
cave, ventral plus; not well developed; periphery 
loliulate, rounded, slightly keeled; chambers , 
including proluculus, nine in the first coil and 
night in the second coil, dist inct , slightly in-
flated, enlarging gradual ly with growth, last 
< handier broken: dorsal su tures curved, well 
marked, s l ighth depressed, nonl imbate , ventral 
sutures curved; both sides of test finely perfo-
ra te ; aper tura l portion broken; wall calcareous, 
I" aline, radial. Dimensions in mm.: maximum 
di "meter, 0..W; thickness, 0.1.1. IVoloeulils 
diameter , 28/^. 
Discussion. A soli tary, broken specimen was 
found in the mater ia l . It, may bo quest ionably 
referred to Cihiciiles plutrttoiiis described by 
l . ekoy (1953) from the F.sua shale (Paleocene 
Lower Koecne) of I'.gypt. 
Occurrence. Sample P / 3 . 
(".onus P I . A N V M N A d 'Orbigny, 1026 
Pl.AM'I.INA nilATIAI n. sp. 
PI. 40, figs. 7,8; Text-tigs. 4,5 
Description. Tes t discoidal, t rochospiral , bi-
evolute, dorsal side more so than the ven t ra l ; 
lest consisting of two wlunls , the first ha\ ing ten 
chambers ( including the prolociilus), the second 
having seven c h a m b e r s ; chambers dist inct , in-
creasing fairly rapidly in size; su tures well 
marked, l imbale . -Itidoh depressed, cu t \od 
especially in the second volution, nonperl 'oratc 
periphery ent ire , except ho slight lobatiou in tin 
last two cliambei •: keel faint, imperforate; um 
bilie.d side sl ighth depressed aper ture t i (11.1 
tonal , interioma-iginal, and arch di.iped having 
slight lip, extendi in; on to I he umbilii .il side, n all 
calcareous, inodernlolv peiforatc on both side:, 
radial, smooth. 
Dimorphism nml nu ioiimi. \ bou t one hun 
died specimens ol this new species were exam 
ined to ti ace out the dimorphic general ions, I In-
average d iamete r of inegnlospberii prolociilus is 
26)i, but (he average diametei of tin piolooulin 
in mil rosphei ic forms is I Ui I In pn ipherv i< 
generally ent i re in mierospherii I'M no. bill in 
megalospheric individuals it is bdmlate . 
Slight var iat ion has been observed in the 
lobulat ion of the poripherv and I he prominence 
of the keel, T h e peripheri of ! he last I u u <>i t luce 
chambers is generally lobulale, and the poreless 
keel is normally not very well marked. 
Average d iamete r of the pores is ht Othei 
dimensions in millimeters are gi\ en below 
\dull 
Dimension llolotype I'aratvpe \ per -miens 
Major diameter 0..VI 0. i | tl IS i,, 0 t; 
Minor diameter (I. 25 l)._>5 n I < lo( l . i ' ) 
Thickness 0.08 0 in n n! n, (I I » 
Diameter of pro-
locuttls *.!M MM 
Discussion. This d i s t i n c t i v e new spec ies of 
Platmliim shows some reseuiblaiu e to I'lonnlinn 
Citribaen descr ibed .hv ("ushinan ' I 'M! i from the 
Mont.ego May. Jamaica . West Indie-, bill differs 
in being smaller, less compressed, and having 
moderate ly sized perforations on both the -.ides. 
From Plunnlinn lieteropora Fhrenherg , 18.54, 
described from the Cre taceous of I'.gvpt, ihis 
DIMS- species differ." in having gently curved su-
tures and comparat ive Iv eoarselv punc ta t e test. 
Definite compar isons cannot be made with / ' . 
I i x i - i n . ? Iinis.il view ol i mi< ro-phoric form ot 
I'liimiliHti tikatitii n. sp XNil. 
FORAMINIFERA FROM 
hclrropmii as the type description lias not l>een 
given and topotypes were not available for com-
parison. 
1'ypc horizon.— Infra-trappean beds; sample 
number P/J ; pale, sandy limestone; found abun-
danlly; also in the Infra trappenn sample Q/ j . 
Type locality. hifra-t.rappeau beds exposed 
along (lie Devarapallc I.aksliniipurain foot-
palli, about 0.5 mile southeast of Devarapallc 
village, West Codavarl District, Andlira Pra-
desh, India. 
Otologie iif>e.—Paledcene. 
Repository* of type material. ilolotype, PUGD 
Fiilb\ paratype A, PU(;i> 1-1221. 
EtytHohgV of trivial name. The species is 
named in honour of S. H. Bhatia, Reader in 
Geology, I'anjab University, Chandigarh. 
PAI.EOECOLOGY 
The Infra-trappean beds contain a meagre 
mierofossil fauna compriged of molds of mllio-
lids, Vaginulina, Gutlulina, Pseudopolymorphina, 
Cibicides, Planulina, and ophitiroid ossicles. In 
this assemblage, only Planulina is abundant, and 
the other forms are either rare or common. Of 
these, two species, Pseudopolymorphina devara-
palleensis and Planulina bhatiai, are new, and 
the others, except Gutlulina lactea (Walker & 
Jacob), are extinct. The inicrofossil assemblage is 
associated with Turritella (abundant), Denta-
lium, Nautilus, chelae of crabs, and other mega-
fossils. Because of the limited number of species 
•and the lack of forms having definite ecological 
significance, environment under which these 
beds were deposited cannot be deduced precisely. 
'I'he new species cannot be taken into considera-
tion for paleoecoiogieal deductions. Some broad 
generalizations, however, regarding the paleo-
ecology of these sediments can be made. 
In modern seas, milioiids are found in warm 
marine environments of the inner neritic /.one 
and can tolerate a salinity range of 18(?) to 
36°/OD. They have also been recorded from the 
brackish water environments (Lowman, 1949). 
Ecological data on the family Polymorphini-
dae indicate that the family, on the whole, is 
characteristic of a warm, shallow neritic environ-
ment, although it Includes certain species which 
can tolerate variations in depth. Gutlulina lactea, 
the only species in this fauna living in modern 
seas, has been recorded from depths of 15 to 900 
fathoms from different parts of the world. 
Ecological information pertaining to Cibicides 
shows that this genus is commonly represented 
in a shallow water (82 to 91 m.) marine environ-
ment (Hedberg, 19.14; Lowman, 1949), although 
some species of Cibicides, like the polymorphi-
nids, tolerate wide range of depth variation, 
I'ANGAtn ARFA. INfV I M 
Data on PltlHUlihrl .suggest lli.it. lite genii* i* 
common at depths of 15.1 to ,150 feet (Low (unit, 
1949). 
Although no systematic work on the opHJ-
uroid ossicles from the Infra tritppritn lietlscoutH 
be carried out, (lie presence o( these rtssMei' 
apparently have ecological significant*), The 
opiiiuroids are cltnracterUticalh marine orgti»-
nisitis, and majority of living species inhabit A 
zone lying between the low tide mark and 1^0 
feet. 
Among the megafossils, Vurritellii is the most 
abundant. It is an exclusively marine genus 
(Gardner, 1957) and represents a near shore, 
sandy bottom environment (I'lummer, P>U) 
Similarly, Denlaliam is aUo a shallow water form 
and was found in abundance by (.add and others 
(1957) at a depth of 7.5 feet in the Gulf of Mev 
Ico. 
The occurrence of chelae of crab is Interesting, 
The Recent marine crabs are found In shallow 
(10 to 30 m.), rather turbulent water zone on a 
seafloor consisting of loose sand. 
On the basis of the faunal evidences, the 
author infers that the Infra-trappean beds were 
deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm am! 
turbulent, inner neritic environment which hail 
open sea connections. 
COMPOSITION, AGE, AND AFFINITIES 
OP THE MICROl Al'S'A 
The Infra-trappean beds of the I'augadi area 
contain a meagre mierofossil assemblage. In all, 
eight species of foraminifera (Text-fig. 6), wen; 
found, of which one belongs to the family Nodo-
sariidae, two each to the families Potymorphini-
dae and Miliolidae, and three to the family 
Clbicldae. The foraminifera on the whole are 
rare, except Cibicides mensilla and Planulina 
bhatiai n. sp. which are found abundantly. 
The milioiids are represented only as molds. 
QuinqueloeuliM sp. A. may actually belong to 
Q. brevidentata, an Eocene species but, because 
actual foraminifera! tests were not found, no 
specific comments can be made on this. Only one 
specimen of Vaginulina has been found which 
SHOWS some resemblance to V. cenomnna, which 
was described originally from the Cenomam'an of 
Czechoslovakia. 
The occurrence of Guttulina lactea and Cibi-
cides mensilla is significant, i 'he former species is 
cosmopolitan ami ranges from I'aleocene to 
Recent. The Indian specimens show close re-
semblance to the Palcoceue forms figured and 
described by Haynes (1958) from the Thanet 
beds of England and by Haque (1956) from the 
I'aleocene of West Pakistan. Cibicides mtnstlta, 
which is found abundantly in this material, was 
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TRXT-PIO. 6—Distribution of microfossils let the Infra-trappean beds 
first described from the "Eocene" of the Libyan 
desert. Bandy (1944) recorded it from the Eo-
cene of Cape Blanco, Oregon, U.S.A. Recently, 
l!ai|tie (1956) reported it from the lowermost 
l.akl beds (Upper Paleocene) of Nammal gorge, 
West Pakistan. 
The rriegafoBsils of the Infra-trappean beds 
have not been studied in detail. It is not certain 
whether the majority of the species belong to 
Cretaceous or to Tertiary. Das Gupta (1933) on 
the basis of Cardila beaumonti from these beds, 
considered them to belong to the upper part of 
tin Upper Cretaceous. Detailed investigation by 
Kutsch (1936, 11011 vidi), however, on the so-
called C. beautnonli from different parts of the 
world shows that 'C. beaumonti s.l.' exhibits a 
wide range of variation and ranges from Mae-
strichtian to Middle Eocene. Unless "C. beau-
monti" from the Infra-trappean beds is 
throughly /'('.studied, little reliance can be placed 
on this species in ascertaining the age of these 
sediments. 
Many workers consider these beds to be of 
Da 11 ian age, but In recent years Danian is fa-
voured to be included in the I'aleoeene rather 
than in the Cretaceous. 
The Infra trappean beds are separated from 
the Inter trappean rocks (of definite early Eo-
cene age) by 40 feet to 50 feet of Traps and a 
slight unconformity, On this basis, the Infra-
trappean beds are not likely to be older than 
Paleocene, Although the balance of foraniiniferal 
evidence indicates a Paleocene age for the Infra-
trappean strata, the fauna is too meagre to sug-
gest any definite age for these beds. The conclu-
sive evidence must come from the megafossils 
which are abundant but need ,1 detailed .nut 
thorough revision. 
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ABSTRACT 
Eighteen species of foraminifera, including four new species, are described from the Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
of eastern India. The foraminiferal fauna points to the prevalence of alternating marine and estuarine conditions of deposition. 
This is also supported, by the ostracode fauna. The foraminiferal assemblage indicates an Early Eocene age for these beds. 
Foraminifera from the Inter-trappean beds 
(Lower Eocene) of the Pangadi area, India 
S.N. BHALLA 
Department of Geology 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh, India 
INTRODUCTION 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area, West 
Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India, have been 
the subject of intensive studies by eminent researchers, 
mainly due to their unique stratigraphical position and 
the interesting fossil assemblage, which includes both 
animal and plants. Although a lot of paleobotanical 
work has been done on the Pangadi Inter-trappeans, no 
due attention was paid to the study of their foraminiferal 
assemblage by earlier workers. Apart from a few casual 
reports of foraminifera from these beds (Rao and Rao, 
1937a; Sastri, 1961), the identifications of which, in the 
majority of cases, were only at generic level and without 
descriptions, no detailed work on this important group 
of microfossils has yet appeared. It was therefore felt 
that a study of the foraminifera would materially 
enhance our knowledge regarding the nature and age 
of these Inter-trappeans, which, in turn, would help in 
fixing the highly controversial age limit of the Deccan 
Traps - at least those of this part of the Deccan - with 
which these beds are closely associated. 
Detailed sampling was made of the Inter-trappean beds 
exposed near Pangadi, on the right bank of the Godavari 
River. A number of limestone quarries have been 
excavated all along the length of the Inter-trappean 
band, and they have made it fairly easy to work out 
the sections in detail and to collect samples for the 
foraminiferal study. The present work reveals the 
presence of a moderately rich assemblage of foraminifera 
consisting of eighteen species, including four new 
species, and deals with them in detail for the first time. 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 
The Inter-trappean beds of the Rajahmundry area 
were first noticed by General Cullen and Dr. Benza, and 
the latter (Benza, 1837) published the first report on 
these beds. However, the first fossil collections from 
these beds were made by Lt. Stoddart and Sir W. Elliot 
and were studied in detail by Hislop (in Hislop, Murry 
and Jones, 1860), who compared the fossil flora of the 
fresh-water Nagpur Inter-trappeans with the London 
Clay flora (Eocene). He correlated the Inter-trappeans 
of Nagpur with those of the Pangadi region and con-
sidered the latter also to be of Eocene age. He considered 
the Pangadi Inter-trappeans to be of estuarine origin. 
King (1880), in his monumental work on the geology 
of the Godavari region, did not propose any definite 
age for the Inter-trappeans but cast doubt on the views 
expressed by Hislop (op. cit.) regarding the Eocene age 
of these Inter-trappeans. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 1 
Geological map of the Pangadi area, showing the collecting localities. 
Sahni (1934), on paleobotanical evidence, considered 
the Inter-trappeans to be of Tertiary age. 
Rao and Rao (1935) discovered some calcareous algae 
of the genera Ckara and Acicularia, the latter an essential-
ly Tertiary form, in the Inter-trappeans of the Pangadi 
area and favoured an early Tertiary age for these beds. 
Rao, Rao and Rao (1936), while discussing the age of 
the Deccan Traps near Rajahmundry, concluded that 
the Inter-trappeans are of Eocene age. 
Rao and Rao (1937a) reported some foraminifers from 
the Inter-trappean beds at Kateru, near Rajahmundry, 
and described the following forms: Sigmoilina spp., 
Triloculina aff. laevigata d'Orbigny, Robulus sp. indet., R. 
cf. occidentalism Nodosaria zippei Reuss, Nonion sp. indet., 
Gumbelina globifera Reuss, Orbulina cf. 0. universa d'Or-
bigny, Spheroidinella (sic) sp., Globorotalia cf. G. menardii, 
Globotruncana sp., and Anomalina rudio (sic) Reuss. Most 
of the identifications were made from thin sections of 
the limestones, and the descriptions are quite inade-
quate. In our material from the Pangadi area only 
Triloculina, Nonion and Globorotalia from the above list 
were found. Moreover, the specific names given in the 
present work do not tally with those given by Rao and 
Rao (op. cit.). These authors were of the opinion that 
the Inter-trappean beds had been deposited in shallow-
water estuarine conditions, and, on the basis of the 
contained foraminiferal fauna, favoured a Paleocene age 
for the beds. In a subsequent paper, these authors (Rao 
and Rao, 19376) reported the occurrence of the cal-
careous algae Neomeris and Holosporella cf. H. siamensis 
Pia, 1930, from the Inter-trappean beds of the Rajah-
mundry area. The occurrence of H. siamensis would be 
anomalous, because it has been recorded only from the 
Upper Triassic of the Burmo-Siamese border. However, 
these authors did not offer any comments on the sig-
nificance of this find. 
Crookshank (in West etal., 1937) reviewed the whole 
problem of the age of the Deccan Traps and favoured 
an Eocene age, thus regarding the Inter-trappeans as 
also of Eocene age. 
Rao and Rao (1939) described thirteen species of Chara 
gyrogonites from the Kateru Inter-trappeans. Out of 
these thirteen species, eleven are distinctly Tertiary 
forms, and thus they favoured a Paleocene age for the 
Inter-trappeans of the Rajahmundry area. 
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Sastri (vide Rao, S. R. N., 1953) reported the occur-
rence of the ostracodes Bairdia subdeltoidea (Munster), 
Xestolebens ranikohana (Latham)? and Cythereis cf. bower-
banki Jones; Chara "fruits"; and the foraminiferal 
genera Gaudryina and Lenticuhna in the Pangadi Inter-
trappeans. 
L. Rama Rao (1956) considered the Inter-trappeans to 
be of Lower Eocene age. 
Sastri (1961) reported the occurrence of forammifers, 
ostracodes, and Chara "fruits" from the Inter-trappeans 
of the Rajahmundry area. The foraminifers include 
Bathysiphon sp., Gaudryina rajahmundnca, n. sp., Clavu-
hnoides sp., Discorbu cf. midwayensis var. soldadoensis 
Cushman and Renz, and Discorbis indicus, n. sp. The 
ostracodes include Cytherella sp., Cytherelloidea sp., 
Bairdia subdeltoidea (Munster), Cythere {?Xestolebens) 
ranikohana Latham, ^Eucythere sp., Cythereis bowerbanki 
Jones, Cythereis cf. mersondaviesi Latham, Loxoconcha sp., 
and Cytheropteron sp. But the forms listed above (in-
cluding the new species) are without any descriptions 
or illustrations. As such, these can hardly be relied 
upon for comparing with the forms described in the 
present study. The foraminifers and the ostracodes are 
found in association with the Chara "fruits". Sastri 
(1961, p. 198) has suggested " . . a Lower Eocene (or 
even Palaeocene) age" for the Inter-trappeans of the 
Rajahmundry area on the basis of the microfaunal 
evidence. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The monotony of the Traps in the Pangadi area (Survey 
of India, Toposheet No. 65 G/12, 17° 1' . 18° 39' 02") 
is disrupted by a set of sedimentary strata, mainly 
limestone with some intercalated shales, which are com-
monly referred to as the Inter-trappean beds (text-fig. 
1). The sequence of the rocks in the area is as follows: 
Lower Eocene 
T r a p rock 
— Unconformity — 
Inter- t rappean beds 
— Unconformity —• 
T r a p rock 
Volcanic 
Estuarine to shallow epinentic 
Volcanic 
The Inter-trappean beds are almost horizontal and 
show a dip of only 4° to 6° towards the southeast. 
These low-dipping strata vary in thickness from 2 to 30 
feet. They are mainly composed of compact, very hard, 
massive, crystalline, white to pinkish limestone in the 
lower half, while the upper part is generally composed 
of alternating impure limestone and shale bands. There 
are a number of small limestone quarries, and this 
makes it easier to trace the Inter-trappean band in this 
area. The Inter-trappean band can be traced from the 
eastern side of Linga Konda, a 260-foot hill, from where 
it follows around the northern and western sides of the 
same hill, crosses the Ellore-Kovvur road near milestone 
351, follows around the 296-foot and 302-foot hills, 
and extends beyond a point southwest of Devarapalle. 
Since the beds are low-dipping, the outcrops are widest 
in the valleys. The central portion of the Inter-trappean 
band is well developed, and a thickness of 30 feet has 
been recorded, whereas the eastern and the western 
ends are thin, not exceeding 4 feet in thickness. How-
ever, there is a remarkable variation in the thickness of 
the limestone in the central portion. The junction 
between the Inter-trappeans and the overlying Trap is 
clearly seen at a number of places. There is a slight 
metamorphic effect of the traps on the immediately 
underlying limestone bands. There are approximately 
100 feet to 150 feet of trap overburden on the Inter-
trappeans. 
The succession of the Inter-trappean band was worked 
out at two places, Locality J and Locality L, but the 
base is not seen at either place. The sequence as observed 
on the eastern side of Linga Konda, the 260-foot hill, 
Locality J, is as follows 
Sample JVo 
J /5 
J /4 
J /3 
J/2 
J/1 
Ltthology 
T r a p rock 
— Unconformity — 
4 Limestone, crystalline, dark-colored 
3 Limestone, whitish to grey 
2 Limestone, hard , dark 
1 Limestone, finely crystalline, grey, ha rd 
Thickness (in feet) 
10 
1 to 1 5 
1 to 2 
0 5 to 1 
> 2 
The following succession of the Inter-trappeans was 
observed in a small quarry, about a mile southeast of 
Duddukuru (Locality L) -
Sample No 
L/12 
L / l l 
L/10 
L/9 
L/8 
L/7-1 to 
L/7-2 
L/6 
L/5-1 to 
L / 5 - 7 
L/4 
L/3 
L/2 
L/ l 
Lithology 
T r a p rock, weathered 
— Unconformity — 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Burnt contact rock, dark green, friable, 
with pockets of lime 
Limestone, hard, whitish 
Clays, soft, greenish-yellow 
Limestone, hard , whitish-grey 
Limestone, sandy, friable, yellowish-green, 
with Ostrea pangadiensis 
Limestone, hard , buff-colored, crowded 
with fossil fragments 
Limestone, hard , fine-grained, with clay 
intercalations 
Shale, greenish, weathering brown 
Limestone, whitish-yellow, with occasional 
Ostrea 
Marl , bluish, with shell fragments 
Limestone, compact, yellowish, with 
calcite veins, sandy towards the top 
Thickness (in feet) 
3 
2 to 3 
0 3 
0 3 to 1 
0 3 to 0 5 
3 5 
1 
3 5 
0 5 
0 5 to 1 
0 3 to 1 
> 6 
The following important megafossils have been recorded 
from the Pangadi Inter-trappeans (vide King, 1880, 
p. 239): Pseudolwa elegans Hislop, Natica stoddardi Hislop, 
Centhium leithu Hislop, Centhium stoddardi Hislop, Tur-
ritella praelonga Hislop, Physa Prinsepn Hislop, Ostrea 
pungadtensis Hislop, Corbicula elliptica Hislop, and Cardita 
variabilis Hislop. 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND TECHNIQUES 
The samples were disaggregated by boiling with deter-
gents and were screened through a set of standard 
sieves. In cases, where the material was found suitable, 
the carbon-tetrachloride flotation method was used for 
concentrating the foraminifera. The foraminifers were 
picked with the help of a fine sable-hair brush and 
arranged in squared slides for study. 
The structure of the wall in the calcareous foraminifera 
was studied by the techniques described by Wood 
(1963). In order to study the pores in the walls of the 
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foraminifera, the specimens were immersed in xylene 
for about two days, thus driving out the air from the 
specimens, which were then crushed in Canada balsam 
under a cover slip (Wood, personal communication, 
1964). 
The silver nitrate staining method described by Levin-
son (1951) was applied to those specimens in which the 
surface features were indistinct. 
DISPOSITION OF TYPES 
The holotypes and the paratypes of the new species have 
been deposited in the museum of the Geology Depart-
ment, Panjab University, Chandigarh, and their refer-
ences are designated by " P U G D Cat. no . " in the text. 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY 
Order FORAMINIFERA 
Superfamily ASTRORHIZIDEA Brady, 1881 
Family RHIZAMMINIDAE Rhumbler , 1895 
Subfamily BATHYSIPHONINAE Avnimelech, 1952 
Genus BATHYSIPHON M. Sars, 1872 
Bathysiphon eocenicus Cushman and Hanna 
Plate 1, figure 1 
Bathysiphon eocenica CUSHMAN and HANNA, 1927, p. 210, pi. 13, 
figs. 2-3. - AVNIMELECH, 1952, p. 66. 
Bathysiphon eocenicus UJIIE and WATANABE, 1960, p. 127, pi. 1, 
figs. 1-2. 
Description: Test free, large, cylindrical, straight; wall 
comparatively thick, predominantly of fine sponge 
spicules and amorphous material with much cement; 
test constricted externally but without internal parti-
tions; exterior smoothly finished, white. 
Dimensions: Length of tube 0.83 mm. , maximum width 
of tube 0.40 mm., thickness of wall 0.07 mm. 
Discussion: Avnimelech (1952) has discussed the genus 
Bathysiphon Sars, 1872, in his revision of the tubular 
Monothalamia. He has given (1953) a detailed account 
of the structure of the wall. His views regarding the 
genus have been followed in the present work. 
Only two broken specimens were found in the present 
material, and therefore no thin sections could be 
prepared to study the internal structure of the wall. 
However, on crushing a par t of the tube of one of the 
specimens, it was observed that the wall is made up of 
sponge spicules and amorphous material. 
The specimens show close resemblance to Bathysiphon 
eocenicus, described from the Eocene of California by 
Cushman and Hanna (1927). This is a well-known 
Eocene species and has been recorded from many 
Lower Tertiary horizons of the world. However, this is 
the first record of the species from India. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample J / 2 . 
Superfamily MILIOLIDEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Quinqueloculina sp. 
Plate 1, figure 2 
Description: Mould small, oval, one and a half times as 
long as broad, greatest width slightly above the centre; 
nearly triangular in end view; chambers distinct, 
inflated, quinqueloculine, not embracing; sutures well 
marked, depressed; periphery rounded; apertural end 
slightly projecting. 
Dimensions: Length 0.37 mm. , breadth 0.25 mm. , maxi-
m u m thickness 0.23 mm. 
Discussion: A solitary internal mould was found in our 
material , but it could not be assigned to any particular 
species. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Genus TRILOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Triloculina decipiens Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 3 
Triloculina decipiens REUSS, 1850, p. 382, pi. 49, fig. 8a-c. 
Description: Test oval, lower portion broadly rounded, 
upper slightly drawn out; chambers distinct, inflated, 
earlier chambers quinqueloculine, later at an angle of 
120° to each other, only three chambers visible from 
outside; sutures distinct, depressed; periphery broadly 
rounded; aperture fairly large, slightly elliptical, with 
a very short neck and a simple tooth; wall smooth. 
Dimensions: Average length 0.60 mm., average width 
0.40 m m . 
Discussion: This distinctive species was described by 
Reuss in 1850 from the Tertiary marl of Grinzing, 
Austria. However, in the Indian specimens, the inner 
chamber is slightly obliquely placed, and there is a 
slight tendency to form a neck. 
Occurrence: Rare to frequent in samples L/5-1 to L /5 -6 
a n d L / 1 1 . 
Superfamily NODOSARIIDEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family NODOSARIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Subfamily NODOSARIINAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus VAGINULINA d 'Orbigny, 1826 
Vaginulina icenii Haynes 
Plate 1, figure 6 
Vaginulina icenii HAYNES, 1958, p. 65, pi. 16, fig. 4-4d. 
Description: Test free, elongate, compressed, of medium 
size; dorsal margin straight; ventral margin wavy; 
periphery entire, broadly rounded; chambers six, 
broad, gradually increasing in size with growth; pro-
loculus oval; sutures distinct, rather l imbate, obliquely 
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curved, slightly depressed; surface smooth; aperture 
radiate , distinct; wall thick, calcareous, radial. 
Dimensions: Length 0.63 mm. , maximum breadth 0.22 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.15 mm. 
Discussion: A single, broken specimen of Vaginulina icenii 
Haynes, 1958, originally described from the Thanet 
beds (Paleocene) of east Kent, England, was found in 
the present material. However, the Indian specimen 
is shorter in length and probably represents a megalo-
spheric generation. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L/5-6 . 
Subfamily LAGENINAE Reuss, 1862 
Genus FISSURINA Reuss, 1850 
Fissurina laevigata Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 4 
Fissurina laevigata REUSS, 1850, p. 366, pi. 46, fig. 1. 
Description: Test free, small, unilocular, somewhat 
compressed, ovate, elliptical in cross section; apertural 
end slightly produced; base rounded; margins subacute; 
surface smooth; aperture terminal, slitlike; wall thin, 
calcareous, radial. 
Dimensions: Length 0.23 mm. , maximum breadth 0.18 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.15 mm. 
Discussion: This is a well-known species, and it has been 
recorded from the various Tertiary horizons of the 
world. I t was originally described by Reuss in 1850, 
from the Tert iary marl of Grinzing near Vienna. 
Occurrence: Rare to frequent in samples L/5-1 to L /5 -6 
a n d L / 1 1 . 
Family POLYMORPHINIDAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily POLYMORPHININAE d'Orbigny, 1839 
Genus GLOBULINA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Globulina inaequalis Reuss 
Plate 1, figure 5 
Globulina inaequalis REUSS, 1850, p. 377, pi. 48, fig. 9. 
Description: Test ovate, somewhat elongate, slightly 
compressed; basal end broadly rounded, apical end 
more or less pointed; periphery rounded; chambers 
three, distinct, inflated, embracing; sutures distinct, 
flush with the surface; aperture terminal, radiate; wall 
calcareous, smooth, rather thick. 
Dimensions: Length 0.38 mm., breadth 0.27 mm. , thick-
ness 0.27 m m . 
Discussion: This is a well-known, cosmopolitan species 
of Globulina. I t has been described from the United 
States, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, but this is 
its first record from India. I t ranges from Eocene to 
Recent. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Superfamily BULIMINIDEA Jones, 1875 
Family VIRGULINIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily VIRGULININAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus VIRGULINA d 'Orbigny, 1826 
Virgulina sp. cf. V. dubia Haque 
Plate 1, figure 7 
Cf. Virgulina dubia HAO.UE, 1956, p. 129, pi. 20, fig. 9; pi. 25, 
figs. 3a-b, 4a-b. 
Description: Test small, elongate, fusiform; early cham-
bers spiral, later becoming triserial, and finally biserial; 
chambers rather distinct, slightly inflated, increasing 
rapidly with growth; sutures distinct, gently depressed; 
periphery broadly rounded, lobulate; surface smoothly 
finished; wall calcareous, finely perforate, hyaline. 
Dimensions: Length 0.38 mm. , maximum width 0.17 
mm. , maximum thickness 0.16 mm. 
Discussion: A single broken but well-preserved specimen 
was found in our material which may be questionably 
referred to Virgulina dubia, originally described by 
Haque (loc. cit.) from the lower Laki (Upper Paleocene) 
of the Nammal Gorge, West Pakistan. However, the 
Indian form is smaller in size, probably representing a 
microspheric generation. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
Family CASSIDULINIDAE d 'Orbigny, 1839 
Subfamily EPISTOMINELLINAE Reiss, 1961 
Genus EPISTOMINELLA Husezima and Maruhasi , 1944 
Epistominella dubia Haque 
Plate 1, figure 8 
Epistominella dubia HACOJE, 1956, p. 145, pi. 20, fig. la-c. 
Description: Test small, trochoid, nearly circular in 
outline, more or less biconvex; dorsal side evolute, 
showing two complete whorls, followed by one chamber 
of third whorl ( 6 : 6 : 1 - ) ; chambers gradually en-
larging, inflated, distinct, six visible on the ventral 
side; sutures distinct, depressed, curved on the dorsal 
side, straight on the ventral side; spiral suture indistinct 
in early portion, later quite distinct, depressed; peri-
phery lobulate, subacute; umbilical area depressed; 
aperture ventral, loop-shaped, between umbilicus and 
periphery; wall calcareous, finely perforate; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions: Maximum diameter 0.28 mm. , maximum 
thickness 0.15 mm. 
Discussion: Epistominella dubia was originally described 
by Haque {loc. cit.) from the Paleocene of Nammal 
Gorge, West Pakistan. Only a few specimens were 
found in our material. They differ from the Pakistani 
forms in not having so drawn-out an aperture. How-
ever, they appear to come within the range of variation 
of E. dubia Haque. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
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TEXT-FIGURE 2 
Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, n. sp., X 60, showing variation in 
the shape of the test. A3, B1; side views; A2, B2, peripheral views. 
TEXT-FIGURE 3 
Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, n. sp., X 60, showing nature 
of the sutures and the umbilical area. A^ side view; A2, peri-
pheral view. 
Superfamily NONIONIDEA Schultze, 1854 
Family NONIONIDAE Schultze, 1854 
Subfamily NONIONINAE Schultze, 1854 
Genus PROTELPHIDIUM Haynes, 1956 
Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 9 -11 ; text-figure 2 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, slightly longer than broad, 
planispiral, completely involute; periphery subacute in 
early stages, later broadly rounded, faintly lobulate; 
chambers distinct, gradually increasing in size with 
growth, nine visible in the external coil; sutures distinct, 
curved, slightly depressed; aperture not clearly visible 
due to imperfect state of preservation, apparently at 
the base of the inner margin of the last-formed chamber 
(interiomarginal); umbilical regions slightly raised, 
filled with granular secondary shell material; wall 
thick, calcareous, finely perforate, with radial micro-
structure. 
Dimensions: 
Major diameter (mm.) 
Minor diameter (mm.) 
Thickness (mm.) 
Illustration (PI. 1) 
Holotype 
0.27 
0.25 
0.13 
fig. 9a-b 
Para type A 
0.28 
0.21 
0.13 
fig. 10 
ParatypeB 
0.27 
0.23 
0.11 
fig. 11 
Other spec 
0.22-0.30 
0.20-0.30 
0.10-0.13 
Dimorphism and variation: No evidence of dimorphism 
was noticed in this species. Slight variation, however, 
has been observed in the shape and size of the test. 
The periphery may be faintly to quite strongly lobulate. 
The number of chambers visible at the periphery 
varies from eight to ten. 
Discussion: This new species shows resemblance to 
Protelphidium hofkeri Haynes, 1956, described from the 
Thanet beds (Paleocene) of eastern Kent, England. 
Through the courtesy of Dr. C. G. Adams of the British 
Museum (Nat. Hist.), London, it was possible to have 
specimens of the present species compared with the 
types of P. hofkeri deposited there. He has suggested 
(personal communication, 1964) that, whereas in P. 
hofkeri the umbilical regions are depressed and the 
sutures are deeply incised in the central region, the 
present species has slightly raised umbilical areas and 
comparatively less depressed sutures. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample no. L /5 -2 , 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from 
milestone 350 on the Kowur-El lore road, West Goda-
vari District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, P U G D Gat. no. 
F1222; paratype A, P U G D Cat. no. F1223; paratype 
B, P U G D Cat. no. F1224. 
Etymology: I take pleasure in naming this species after 
Dr . C. G. Adams, of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.), 
London, England. 
Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 12-14; text-figure 3 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, inflated, planispiral, com-
pletely involute; six chambers in the final whorl; 
chambers inflated, rapidly enlarging with growth; 
sutures distinct, backward curving, depressed; periphery 
broadly rounded, lobulate; aperture indistinct, at the 
base of the last formed chamber (interiomarginal); 
umbilical areas slightly depressed, filled with secondary 
shell material extending a short distance along the 
sutures; wall calcareous, hyaline, finely perforate, with 
radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: 
Major diameter (mm.) 
Minor diameter (mm.) 
Thickness (mm.) 
Illustration (PI. 1) 
Holotype 
0.30 
0.23 
0.15 
fig. 12a-b 
Paratype A 
0.25 
0.18 
0.15 
fig. 13 
ParatypeB Adult specimens 
0.28 
0.23 
0.17 
fig. 14 
0.22-0.30 
0.18-0.23 
0.12-0.17 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations could 
be recognized in this species. The microspheric indivi-
duals have a proloculus diameter of 16(A and a total 
number of 14 chambers ( 8 : 6 ) . T h e megalospheric 
forms have a proloculus diameter of 33^ and a total 
number of 11 chambers (7 : 4 - ) . There does not appear 
to be any marked relationship between the dimorphic 
generations and the size of the test. 
The specimens do not vary much except in their size 
and in the degree of compression of the test. 
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TEXT-FIGURE 4 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, n. sp., X 60. A, C, side views of megalo-
spheric forms; Blt side view, B2, peripheral view of micro-
spheric form. 
Discussion: Externally, this new species of Protelphidium 
somewhat resembles Nonion micrus Cole, 1928, from the 
Eocene of Mexico, but differs from it in having a 
broadly rounded periphery, secondary shell material in 
the umbilical regions, and in the absence of an apertural 
lip. However, due to the non-availability of topotype 
specimens of N. micrus, the wall structure, which is the 
chief deciding factor between Nonion and Protelphidium, 
could not be verified. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample no. L/5-2, 
pale, whitish clay. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from mile-
stone 350 on the Kowur-Ellore road, West Godavari 
District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of the type material: Holotype, PUGD Cat. no. 
F1225; paratype A, PUGD Cat. no. F1226; paratype 
B, PUGD Cat. no. F1227. 
Etymology: This species is named after the village of 
Duddukuru, near which the type locality is located. 
Genus NONION Montfort, 1808 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 17-19; text-figure 4 
?Nonion sp. indet. RAO and RAO, 1937, p. 393, pi. 32, fig. 5. 
Diagnosis: Test biconvex, slightly longer than broad, 
planispiral, completely involute, somewhat compressed; 
periphery entire, subacute; umbilical region with 
rounded boss surrounded by granular mass of secondary 
shell material extending towards the apertural face; 
sutures distinct, limbate, slightly curved, flush with the 
surface; chambers distinct, fourteen visible from outside, 
very gradually enlarging with growth; apertural face 
triangular in outline, slightly convex; aperture not 
clearly visible due to imperfect state of preservation, 
but apparently simple, at the base of the apertural face 
(interiomarginal); wall finely perforate, calcareous, 
hyaline, with granular microstructure. 
Dimensions: 
Holotype Paratype A Paratype B Adult specimens 
Diameter (mm.) 0.35 0.38 0.30 0.23-0.40 
Thickness (mm). 0.18 0.17 0.11 0.12-0.20 
Illustration (PI. 1) fig. 17a-b. fig. 18 fig. 19 
Diameter of microspheric proloculus 12u.. 
Diameter of megalospheric proloculus 28|x. 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations can be 
distinguished in this species. The microspheric forms 
have an almost entire periphery, 34 chambers in all, 
12 : 12 : 10 in successive whorls, and the proloculus 
diameter is 12;x. The megalospheric forms have a 
slightly lobulate periphery, 23 chambers in all, 10: 11:2 
in successive whorls, with the proloculus diameter 28[i 
The number of chambers varies from 10 to 15. The 
umbilical boss is generally pronounced. The sutures are 
usually flush with the surface but sometimes may be 
slightly depressed. 
Discussion: This distinctive new species of Nonion shows 
some resemblance to Nonion laevis (d'Orbigny). A com-
parison with topotypes of N. laevis from the Eocene of 
Grignon, near Paris, shows that the present species 
differs in having more chambers, smaller size of the 
test, flush sutures, subacute periphery, and umbilical 
area with secondary shell material around the umbo 
running up to the apertural face. 
The indeterminate Nonion sp. described by Rao and 
Rao {loc. cit.) from the Inter-trappean beds of the 
Rajahmundry area closely resembles this new species 
and may be a synonym of Nonion kingi. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample L/5-2, 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, less than a furlong from milestone 
350 on the Kowur-Ellore road, West Godavari District, 
Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, PUGD Cat. no. 
F1228; paratype A, PUGD Cat. no. F1229; paratype 
B, PUGD Cat. no. F1230. 
Etymology: This species is named in honour of the late 
Dr. William King of the Geological Survey of India in 
recognition of his monumental work on the geology of 
the Rajahmundry area and the East Coast Gondwanas. 
Superfamily Discorbidea Ehrenberg, 1838 
A large number of specimens belonging to the genera 
Rosalina (Rosalinidae) and Discorbis (Discorbidae) were 
found in the Inter-trappean material. Since consider-
able confusion exists on the taxonomic status of Rosalina, 
Discorbis and allied genera, the following notes have 
been compiled in an attempt to clarify their systematic 
position. 
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A. - Rosalina and Discopulvinulina: Since its inception, 
the genus Rosalina d'Orbigny, 1826, has been almost 
ignored. The type species, Rosalina globulans d'Orbigny, 
1826, was designated by Galloway and Wissler (1927). 
Different interpretations concerning the taxonomic 
status of Rosalina have been given by different authors. 
Some considered it to be valid, while others were in 
favour of suppressing the name. A few authors, in-
cluding Glaessner (1945) and Cushman (1948), con-
sidered Discorbis Lamarck, 1804, to be a prior synonym 
of Rosalina. 
The genus Rosalina was reinstated by Brotzen (1948), 
who presented an emended description of the genus 
and considered the nature and position of the aperture 
to be a great diagnostic feature. Since Brotzen's work 
{op. cit.), the genus Rosalina has been frequently referred 
to in the literature. 
Bermudez (1952, non vidi) in his studies of rotaliform 
foraminifera is reported to have retained both Rosalina 
and Discorbis as valid genera {fide Hornibrook and 
Vella, 1954). 
Hofker (1951a) erected the new genus Discopulvinulina 
with Discopulvinulina bertheloti (d'Orbigny) ( = Rosalina 
bertheloti d'Orbigny, 1839) as the type species. He (1950) 
included Rosalina bradyi (Cushman) ( = Discorbis globu-
lans (d'Orbigny) var. bradyi Cushman, 1915) and 
subsequently (19516) Rosalina globularis also in Dis-
copulvinulina. Since Rosalina globularis is the type species 
of Rosalina, Discopulvinulina becomes a junior synonym 
of Rosalina {vide etiam Haynes, 1956). However, Hofker's 
argument (1954, p. 34) for making Rosalina invalid is: 
"Since there is no distinct and accurate description of 
the genus Rosalina, I believe it would be much better 
to drop that generic name altogether." 
Hornibrook and Vella (1954), while discussing the 
taxonomic status of some rotaliform foraminifera, 
remarked that Cushman considered R. bradyi and R. 
globularis to be almost identical forms and R. bradyi to 
be a variety of R. globularis. These authors {op. cit.) 
were of the same opinion as Cushman and considered 
R. bradyi (Cushman) and R. globularis to be congeneric, 
thereby indicating Discopulvinulina to be a junior 
synonym of Rosalina. However, they {op. cit.) did not 
consider R. bradyi and R. bertheloti (type species of 
Discopulvinulina) to be congeneric. According to them 
{op. cit., p. 26), the bertheloti group is, ".. .generally 
involute dorsally, with strongly swept-back sutures, 
narrow chambers and distinct apertural flaps extending 
cleanly into the umbilicus" and differs from "Rosalina 
in having a very finely perforate shell and no tendency 
to develop thick, irregular shelly deposits in the umbilical 
region." They {op. cit.) retained both of the genera and 
restricted Rosalina to the globularis group and Dis-
copulvinulina to the bertheloti group. 
Ellis and Messina (1940 et seq.) consider Discopulvinulina 
as invalid according to the International Rules of 
Zoological Nomenclature, Art. 28 ( = Art. 23 (e) of the 
revised Rules published in 1961). 
Todd (1963) favoured keeping the genus Rosalina and 
considered that the use of this genus helps to clear up 
the heterogeneous and confusing generic concept of 
Discorbis, under which many similar but unrelated forms 
were placed. 
Reiss (1963) has placed Discopulvinulina in the synonymy 
of Rosalina. His main argument for dropping Dis-
copulvinulina is that Rosalina comprises widely varying 
species and that R. bertheloti and R. globularis come 
within the range of generic variation, thus being 
congeneric. Therefore, on the basis of priority, Dis-
copulvinulina becomes invalid. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is quite evident that 
Discopulvinulina should be suppressed as a junior syn-
onym of Rosalina. However, the genus Rosalina should 
comprise both the globularis and bertheloti groups of 
species, contrary to the opinion of Hornibrook and 
Vella (1954). 
B. - Discorbis: The genotype of Discorbis Lamarck, 1804, 
is Discorbis vesicularis Lamarck, 1804 ( = Discorbites 
vesicularis Lamarck, 1804). 
Le Calvez (1949), in her revision of foraminifera of the 
Lutetian of the Paris Basin, figured and described D. 
vesicularis from the type area. Her figures and descrip-
tion, as also the topotype material of the species kindly 
loaned by Miss Ruth Todd, indicate a coarsely per-
forate test having deep clefts and imperforate plates 
along the ventral sutures. Close to the umbilicus these 
plates coalesce. Hornibrook and Vella (1954) have 
advanced views identical with those of Le Calvez 
{supra cit.). However, D. vesicularis does not possess an 
umbilical plug on the ventral side (Barker, 1960; Reiss, 
1963). 
Reiss (1963) considered Discorbis to be a "definitely 
valid" genus. According to him {op. cit.), Discorbis 
vesicularis Lamarck possesses a bilamellid wall and 
tooth plates. His main argument for differentiating 
Discorbis from Rosalina ( = Discopulvinulina Hofker) is 
that the latter genus lacks a tooth plate. 
Todd (personal communication, 1963) considered that 
the differences between Rosalina and Discorbis and the 
allied genus Neoconorbina are fairly distinct. She stated: 
" . . .in all three genera the test is trochoid, involute 
and nearly flat or even concave on the one side and 
evolute and conical or domed on the other. In Rosalina, 
the periphery tends to be lobulate and rounded, while 
in Neoconorbina and Discorbis it tends to be entire and 
angled. Moreover, in Neoconorbina the outline of the 
test tends to be nearly circular or smoothly oval, while 
that of Rosalina and Discorbis shows a notched outline 
where the last-added chamber meets the previous 
whorl. In Rosalina and Neoconorbina the aperture is 
merely a low opening beneath the edge of the final 
chamber. In Neoconorbina the ventral sutures may 
become quite irregular, while in Rosalina they are 
usually simply curved as on the dorsal side. In Discorbis, 
on the other hand, the ventral surface is complicated by 
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additional sutural openings and in some individuals the 
ventral surface may become almost like a spongy mass 
with the sutural openings concealed." 
In the present work, both of the generic names Rosalina 
and Discorbis have been retained on the above-mentioned 
grounds. 
C. - Discorbina: Considerable confusion exists regarding 
the taxonomic position of the genus Discorbina Parker 
and Jones, 1862, the type species of which is Discorbina 
turbo (d'Orbigny) ( = Rotalia turbo d 'Orbigny, 1826). 
Several authors considered Discorbina as a synonym of 
Discorbis and did not favour its retention as a valid 
genus. Brotzen (1948, p . 72) considered that " . . . t h e 
name of the genus Rosalina must also replace the name 
Discorbina Parker and Jones . " The generic name was 
almost dropped, but Hornibrook and Vella (1954) 
reinstated it. They (op. cit.) considered Rotorbinella 
Bandy, 1944, as a junior synonym of Discorbina on the 
grounds that the " . . . m a i n diagnostic features of 
Rotorbinella are the prominent umbilical plug and chan-
nelled ventral sutures, characters that are strongly indi-
cated in d'Orbigny's figure of Rotalia (Trochulina) turbo". 
Hofker (1954) supported the views expressed by Hor-
nibrook and Vella (op. cit.) and on grounds of priority 
favoured the inclusion of Rotorbinella in the synonymy 
of Discorbina. 
Loeblich and Tappan (fide Barker, 1960) consider 
Discorbina to be a synonym of Discorbis. 
Barker (1960), however, did not agree with Loeblich 
and Tappan's view (op. cit.) and suggested that Discorbis 
lacks the ventral umbilical plug which is a prominent 
feature of the type species of Discorbina. The same 
opinion was expressed by Reiss (1963). 
Reiss (op. cit.), while commenting on the views expressed 
by Hornibrook and Vella (op. cit.) and Hofker (op. cit.), 
considered Rotorbinella to be a junior synonym of Dis-
corbina. Although Reiss (op. cit.) did not offer comments 
on the systematic position of Discorbina and Rotorbinella, 
he included these two genera under Discorbis in his 
classification. 
Todd (personal communication, 1963), concerning the 
taxonomic status of Discorbina, mentioned: "There is 
ambiguity in connection with this genus. Both D. turbo 
d'Orbigny and D. trochidiformis Lamarck have been 
mentioned as its type species. But D. turbo is what may 
be regarded as Rotorbinella, and D. trochidiformis is the 
type species of the genus Rotalia. Hence the status of 
this genus remains indeterminate. As various authors 
have in the past placed in it species that are now 
regarded as belonging to several different genera, it 
would seem best to abandon this generic name." 
In view of the above discussion, the present writer 
considers that the genus Discorbina Parker and Jones, 
1862, should be dropped. In the present work some 
species previously referred to Discorbina have been 
transferred to Rosalina. 
Family ROSALINIDAE Reiss, 1961 
Subfamily ROSALININAE Reiss, 1961 
Genus ROSALINA d'Orbigny, 1826, emend. Brotzen, 1948 
Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d 'Orbigny 
Plate 1, figure 15 
Cf. Rosalina depressa D'ORBIGNY, 1850, p. 282. - FORNASINI, 
1906, p. 30, pi. 1, fig. 2, 2a-b. 
Description: Test nearly circular, low-spired, concavo-
convex; dorsal side convex, evolute; ventral side con-
cave, involute; chambers sickle-shaped, gradually 
enlarging, about 9 in all, 7 : 2 - in successive whorls, 
all visible on the dorsal side, only 5 visible on the ventral 
side; periphery entire, subrounded; dorsal as well as 
ventral sutures strongly curved, almost flush; ventral 
umbilicus depressed, indistinct due to bad preservation; 
aperture on the ventral side beneath the lobate inner 
margin of the last chamber; wall calcareous, finely 
perforate, smooth. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.55 mm. , average thick-
ness 0.17 mm. 
Discussion: A few specimens were found in the present 
material which show strong resemblance to Rosalina 
depressa d 'Orbigny, 1850, described from the Senonian 
of the Netherlands. However, the Indian specimens 
differ in having a subrounded periphery instead of a 
keel. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample no. J / 2 . 
Rosalina sphaeruligera (Schwager) 
Plate 1, figure 20 
Discorbina sphaeruligera SCHWAGER, 1883, p. 119, pi. 27 (4), 
fig. 8a-c. 
Description: Test free, small, concavo-convex; dorsal 
side convex, evolute; ventral side depressed in the 
middle, involute; chambers inflated, gradually in-
creasing in size with growth, 16 in all, 8 : 7 : 1 - in 
successive whorls, all visible on the dorsal side, only 6 
visible on the ventral side; spiral suture distinct, de-
pressed; dorsal and ventral sutures distinct, slightly 
curved backwards, depressed; periphery broadly round-
ed, lobulate; umbilical area not clear due to imperfect 
preservation; aperture slitlike, on the ventral side bu t 
not clearly visible; wall calcareous perforate; surface 
smooth. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.30 mm., average thick-
ness 0.10 m m . 
Discussion: This distinctive species was originally de-
scribed by Schwager from the Eocene of Egypt. Only 
four specimens were found in the present material , and 
their preservation is not good. The Indian specimens 
are smaller in size. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5 -2 . 
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Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
Plate 1, figure 16 
Discorbinasub-vilardeboanaRzzwAK, 1888,p.262,pl. ll,fig.6a-c. 
Description: Test depressed, circular to oval in outline, 
low-spired, concavo-convex; dorsal side convex, evolute; 
ventral side concave, involute; chambers fairly distinct, 
inflated, five to six in the final whorl, gradually increas-
ing in size with growth; dorsal sutures distinct, last two 
or three limbate, slightly depressed, gently curved; 
ventral sutures distinct, curved and depressed, but 
usually filled up; periphery subacute, lobulate; nature 
of the ventral umbilicus not clear due to imperfect 
preservation; aperture on ventral side, covered by a 
projecting lobe of the inner margin of the last chamber; 
wall calcareous, moderately perforate, smooth. 
Dimensions: 
Microsphcric Megalospheric Adult specimens 
Major diameter (mm.) 0.63 0.38 0.18-0.77 
Minor diameter (mm.) 0.53 0.28 0.22-0.58 
Thickness (mm.) 0.25 0.10 0.10-0.25 
Diameter of proloculus 20u. 33pt 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations could 
be observed in this species. The microspheric individ-
uals are larger, have a proloculus diameter of 20[i., 
and consist of thirteen chambers in all, 6 : 6 : 1 - in 
successive whorls. The megalospheric individuals are 
comparatively small, have a proloculus diameter of 33;x, 
and consist of twelve chambers which are rapidly 
enlarging and are arranged in two whorls, 7 : 5 . 
Both sinistral and dextral forms are present, but they 
do not show any marked relationship with dimorphic 
generations. Variation has been observed in the shape 
of the test. The dorsal side may range from almost 
flat to fairly convex, and the periphery varies from 
subacute to rounded. 
Discussion: Our specimens closely resemble the figures 
and description of Discorbina sub-vilardeboana Rzehak, 
1888, found from the Eocene to the Upper Oligocene 
in Austria and Gzechoslavakia. Although in the Indian 
specimens the spire is sometimes comparatively high, 
such specimens come within the range of variation of 
the species. 
Occurrence: Frequent in samples J/2, J /3 , L/6, L/10 
andL/11. 
Family DISCORBIDAE Ehrenberg, 1838 
Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804 
Discorbis toddae Bhalla, new species 
Plate 1, figures 21-24; text-figure 5 
Diagnosis: Test free, small, low-spired, trochospiral; 
ventral side depressed in the middle; dorsal side slightly 
convex but nearly flat at the centre; periphery lobulate, 
rounded; chambers distinct, gradually increasing in 
size with growth, slightly inflated, nineteen (7 : 7 : 5 -) 
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Discorbis toddae Bhalla, n. sp., X 60. A, dorsal view of paratype 
A, microspheric form; B, dorsal view of paratype B, megalo-
spheric form; C, dorsal view of paratype C, microspheric form. 
visible dorsally and seven ventrally; sutures distinct, 
non-limbate except for the last two or three, depressed, 
backward curving; spiral suture distinct; ventral side 
with overlapping imperforate flaps along the sutures 
and covering the umbilicus; aperture simple, slitlike, 
at the inner margin of the last chamber on the umbilical 
side, extending slightly up to the periphery and covered 
by a narrow flap of the final chamber; wall calcareous, 
moderately perforate, radial; surface smooth. 
Dimensions: 
Holotype Para typeA Para typeB Para typeC Adult 
specimens 
Major diam. (mm.) 0.27 0.35 0.30 0.23 0.23-0.35 
Minor diam. (mm.) 0.21 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.20-0.30 
M a x . thickness (mm.) 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.08-0.13 
Illus. (PI. 1) fig. 21a-c fig. 22 fig. 23 fig. 24 
(text-fig.) 5A 5B 5C 
Diameter of megalospheric proloculus 20(X. 
Diameter of microspheric proloculus 12[i.. 
Dimorphism and variation: Dimorphic generations have 
been recognised. The average diameter of the megalo-
spheric proloculus is 20JJ., whereas that of the micro-
spheric proloculus is 12(x. The megalospheric forms 
generally have flush sutures and a very weakly lobulate 
periphery, while in the microspheric individuals the 
sutures are depressed and the periphery is lobulate. 
Both sinistrally and dextrally coiled tests have been 
found in the present species, but they do not show any 
relationship with the dimorphic generations. The um-
bilical side is generally concave. 
Discussion: The present species somewhat resembles 
Discorbis alatus Le Calvez, 1949, from the Lutetian of 
France, but differs in being plano-convex or concavo-
convex; in having a rounded periphery, and in devel-
oping limbate sutures on the spiral side. From Discorbis 
bractifer Le Calvez, 1949, also from the Lutetian of 
France, it differs in the plano-convex or concavo-
convex test, smaller size, low spire, greater number of 
chambers per whorl, fine perforations, and the nature 
of the ventral sutures, especially at the peripheral 
margin. 
Type horizon: Inter-trappean beds, sample L/5-2, 
whitish to pale-colored clay. 
INDIAN LOWER EOCENE FORAMINIFERA 
Type locality: Quarry section, one mile southeast of 
Duddukuru village, and less than a furlong from 
milestone 350 on the Kowur-El lore road, West Goda-
vari District, Andhra Pradesh, India. 
Geologic age: Lower Eocene. 
Repository of type material: Holotype, P U G D Cat. no. 
F1231; paratype A , P U G D Cat. no. F1232; paratype 
B, P U G D Cat. no. F1233; paratype C, P U G D Cat. 
no. F1234. 
Etymology: This species is named in honour of Miss 
R u t h Todd of the U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, 
D . C , in appreciation of her valuable comments on the 
taxonomic status of Discorbis, Rosalina and Discorbina. 
Family GLOBIGERINIDAE Carpenter, Parker and Jones, 
1862 
Subfamily GLOBOROTALIINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus GLOBOROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
Subgenus GLOBOROTALIA Cushman, 1927 
Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp. 
Plate 1, figure 25 
Globorotalia sp. NAGAPPA, 1959, pi. 7, fig. 16a-c. 
Description: Test trochoid, almost plano-convex; ventral 
side completely involute, strongly convex, with a small 
shallow umbilicus; dorsal side evolute, low, convex; 
chambers eleven, 6 : 5 in successive whorls, only five 
visible on ventral side, distinct, arcuate, very gradually 
increasing in size with growth; dorsal sutures distinct, 
depressed, strongly curved; ventral sutures almost 
flush, sigmoidal; spiral suture distinct, depressed; 
periphery subacute, lobulate; aperture usually indis-
tinct, apparently an arched opening between periphery 
and umbilicus; wall smooth, calcareous, hyaline, finely 
perforate, with radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.25 mm. , average thick-
ness 0.15 mm. 
Discussion: The present species shows close resemblance 
to the Globorotalia sp. figured by Nagappa (op. cit.) 
from the Lower Rakhigaj shales (Upper Paleocene), 
Rakh i Nala, West Pakistan. A few specimens were 
found which do not seem to resemble any known 
species of Globorotalia. More specimens are required 
before a definite specific name can be assigned. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5-2 . 
Subgenus TURBOROTALIA Cushman and Bermudez, 1949 
Globorotalia (Turborotalia) sp. cf. G. (T.) centralis 
Cushman and Bermudez 
Plate 1, figure 26 
Cf. Globorotalia centralis CUSHMAN and BERMUDEZ, 1937, p. 26, 
pi. 2, figs. 62-65. 
Cf. Globorotalia ( Turborotalia) centralis CUSHMAN and BERMUDEZ, 
1949, pp. 44-45, pi. 8, figs. 19-21. 
Description: Test trochoid, moderately inflated, plano-
convex; dorsal side flat, evolute; ventral side involute, 
high, with small, open umbilicus; chambers six, in-
flated, all visible on the dorsal side, only four visible on 
the ventral side, rapidly increasing in size with growth; 
dorsal sutures distinct, more or less straight, slightly 
depressed; ventral sutures almost straight, depressed; 
aperture slitlike, on ventral side between periphery and 
umbilicus; periphery lobulate, broadly rounded; wall 
calcareous, smooth, hyaline, finely perforate, with 
radial microstructure. 
Dimensions: Average diameter 0.23 mm., average thick-
ness 0.22 mm. 
Discussion: Only two imperfectly preserved specimens 
found in the present material may be compared with 
Globorotalia (Turborotalia) centralis Cushman and Ber-
mudez , 1937, a. well-known Eocene form, fast Tecoided 
from the Eocene of Cuba. However, the Indian forms 
are smaller in size, with a rather shallow umbilicus, 
comparatively straight sutures, and a low or almost 
flat dorsal side. 
Occurrence: Rare in sample L /5-2 . 
Family CIBICIDIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
Cibicides reinholdi ten D a m 
Plate 1, figure 27 
Cibicides reinholdi •TEN DAM, 1944, p. 135, pi. 5, fig. 6a-c. -
BROTZEN, 1948, p. 82, pi. 13, fig. la-c. 
Description: Test plano-convex, trochoid, medium-sized; 
dorsal side flat or slightly concave, evolute; ventral 
side gently convex, completely involute; sutures strongly 
curved backwards, non-limbate, usually flush with 
surface except for the last two or three chambers, where 
they may be slightly depressed; chambers usually 
distinct, increasing rapidly in size with growth; first 
whorl usually with eight to nine chambers, followed 
by an incomplete whorl of three to five chambers; 
periphery slightly lobulate, keeled; aperture periphero-
dorsal, without lip; wall calcareous, with radial micro-
structure. 
Dimensions: Major diameter 0.25 to 0.33 mm. , minor 
diameter 0.18 to 0.25 mm. , thickness 0.10 to 0.13 mm. , 
proloculus diameter 33u.. 
Discussion: A few specimens were found in the present 
material which show a strong resemblance to Cibicides 
reinholdi, originally described by ten D a m in 1944, from 
the Cretaceous and Paleocene of the Netherlands. 
Brotzen (loc. cit.) recorded it from the Paleocene of 
Sweden. Although Indian forms have the last two 
sutures not so strongly curved as shown in ten Dam's 
figure (op. cit., fig. 6c), they come within the range of 
variation of C. reinholdi. 
Occurrence: Frequent in sample L /5-2 . 
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TABLE 1 
Distribution of foraminifera in the Inter-trappean beds, Pangadi area. 
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PALEOECOLOGY 
Like other coastal formations in India, the Inter-
trappean beds of the Pangadi area are the result of 
marine trangression which took place in Lower Eocene 
times. The foraminiferal assemblage, like the ostracode 
assemblage, reflects rhythmic facies changes with 
alternate brackish-water and normal marine environ-
ments of deposition. 
The entire succession of the Intertrappean beds at 
locality L, for example, may be divided into four distinct 
ecological units on the basis of the contained foram-
iniferal and ostracode faunas (vide Tables 1 and 2). The 
ecologically significant microfossils of the different units 
together with their paleoecology are discussed below. 
Unit I (Beds Ljl to Lj4): Beds of this unit contain a 
very meagre microfauna. The foraminifers are rare, 
whereas the ostracodes are altogether absent. The 
former are represented by a few specimens of species 
belonging to Protelphidium and Nonion. No megafossils 
were found in these beds. It is difficult to infer the 
precise environment under which beds of this unit were 
deposited, since the microfauna is limited both in 
number of species and in number of individuals. How-
ever, in view of the absence of typical marine fossils 
in this unit, it appears likely that the beds in question 
were deposited under brackish-water conditions. 
Unit II (Beds LJ5-1 to Lj6): Ecological conditions 
during the deposition of Unit II appear to have been 
markedly different from those existing during the ac-
cumulation of the preceding unit. This is evident from 
the abrupt increase in the frequency and number of 
foraminiferal and ostracode species. In fact, the largest 
number of species - sixteen of foraminifera and ten of 
Ostracoda - are found in this unit. The majority of 
the forms are characteristically marine. 
The dominant foraminifers of this unit are Protelphidium, 
Nonion and Discorbis, all represented by new species. 
The ecological data on Discorbis suggest that it occurs 
abundantly at depths less than 160 ft. in a marine 
environment. The genus makes its first appearance in 
this unit and does not extend into Unit III , which is of 
estuarine nature. Nonion occurs in all of the four units 
with almost the same frequency (except in the lowermost 
unit, where it is rare). This indicates that it tolerated a 
wide range of salinity fluctuations. According to Low-
man (1949) and others, the genus is most frequent in 
shallow epineritic environments. Not much is known 
about the ecological conditions preferred by Protelphi-
dium, as the genus is not known from the Recent seas. 
However, since it is abundant in Unit II in which 
marine forms are abundantly represented, it can be 
inferred that it occupied the same ecological niche as 
the associated faunule. 
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TABLE 2 
Distribution of ostracodes in the Inter-trappean beds, Pangadi area. 
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Further ecological information is furnished by forms 
which are rare to frequent in Unit II . These include 
Fissurina laevigata, Globulina inaequalis, Quinqueloculina sp., 
Triloculina decipiens, Globorotalia sp., Globorotalia sp. cf. 
G. (T.) centralis, etc. 
The available data on Fissurina indicate that it is a 
marine form and is occasionally found exclusively in 
deep waters. In our material it is rare in occurrence 
and was probably swept in by strong currents. The 
occurrence of two species of Globorotalia in sample 
L/5-2 of this unit also suggests an open sea connection. 
The marine nature of this unit is further corroborated 
by the occurrence of abundant ophiuroid ossicles, 
particularly at level L/5-2, since ophiuroids are exclu-
sively stenohaline forms. In the present-day seas, most 
of them live in rather shallow waters. This indicates that 
the beds of Unit II were laid down in a near-shore 
marine environment. The presence of Globulina inae-
qualis, which is commonly found in marine environ-
ments in the 15 to 90 meter depth range, also corrobo-
rates this view. 
The ostracodes, which are absent in Unit I, appear 
abruptly and in great abundance in Unit II (vide Table 
2). The forms which occur frequently to abundantly in 
our material include Neocyprideis, Leguminocythereis sp. 
A. and sp. B., Cytheretta, Costa, Quadracythere and 
Brachycythere, while those which occur rarely include 
Cytherella and Krithe. These are characteristically 
marine forms, and the majority of them are commonly 
found in epineritic near-shore environments (Mork-
hoven, 1963; Bold, 1960, 1963). 
There is some difference of opinion about the ecology of 
the genus Krithe. According to Sohn (1951, 1957) and 
others, it can occur in brackish to marine environments. 
According to Morkhoven (op. cit.), the genus is strictly 
marine, while Bold (op. cit.) considered it to be charac-
terstic of an "open-sea" fades. 
However, Puri (1954, p. 45), while dealing with the 
environment of depositon of the Tampa Stage of the 
Florida Miocene, considered Krithe, along with other 
ostracodes and the larger foraminifera, to be indicative 
of "a warm (20°-30° C) inner neritic environment". 
The high abundance of the euryhaline genus Neocypri-
deis in this unit, as well as in Unit IV, and its rare to 
frequent occurrence in Unit III suggest that, although 
it could tolerate a wide range of salinity variations, it 
throve better as the salinity increased. The genus 
Neocyprideis, according to Morkhoven (1963), is common 
in brackish-water (meso- to polyhaline) environments, 
i. e., in waters of 3 to 30 °/00 salinity. 
A more or less similar ostracode assemblage comprising 
Leguminocythereis, Krithe, Cytheretta, etc., was obtained by 
Keij (1957) from the Eocene of Belgium, and he sug-
gested that these indicate a shallow open-sea environ-
ment. 
The microfaunal evidence, as a whole, lends support to 
the contention that the beds of this unit were deposited 
in a near-shore epineritic environment with open-sea 
connections. 
Unit HI (Beds LJ7-1 to Lj9): Another distinct environ-
mental unit, Unit III , is represented by beds L/7-1 to 
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L/9. This is evident from the abrupt faunal change 
which occurs just above the level of sample L/6 of 
Unit II. None of the foraminifera except Nonion kingi 
persists in this unit. As already remarked, N. kingi 
appears to be a euryhaline species occurring abundantly 
almost throughout the succession. 
The ostracode fauna also diminishes both in frequency 
and in number of species (four in this unit as compared 
to ten in Unit II). The characteristic marine forms of 
Unit II are either totally absent or very rare. The 
important ostracodes in this unit are Cytheretta (frequent 
here as compared to rare in Unit II), Xestoleberis and 
Neocyprideis. The genus Xestoleberis is restricted to this 
unit. The occurrence of these genera indicates a near-
shore, rather brackish-water environment of deposition. 
Swain (1955), while describing the food of the Ostracoda 
near La Jolla and San Diego, California, observed that 
Xestoleberis, along with other ostracodes, is a plant 
feeder and favours a rather turbulent environment. 
However, according to Morkhoven (1963), it indicates 
a near-shore, brackish-water or saline, tidal pool type 
of environment. As already remarked, the genus 
Neocyprideis is a euryhaline genus. These views concern-
ing the paleoecology of Unit III are further corroborated 
by the occurrence of Ostrea, which in the present-day 
seas is commonly found at depths of less than 30 meters. 
The microfaunal evidence, as well as molluscan evidence, 
therefore, indicates that the deposition of Unit III took 
place in a near-shore brackish-water environment. 
Unit IV (Beds LjlO to Ljll): After a brief interval, 
during which the beds of Unit III were deposited, 
truly marine conditions, similar to those of Unit II, 
appear to have been re-established in the area, though 
this time for a shorter duration. This assumption is 
based on the fact that a number of foraminiferal and 
ostracode species of Unit II, like Fissurina laevigata, 
Rosalina subvilardeboana, Discorbis toddae, Leguminocythereis 
sp. A and sp. B, Krithe sp. and Cytherella sp., which are 
absent in Unit III, reappear in this unit. Nonion kingi 
and Neocyprideis, as already stated, occur almost through-
out the entire succession. The genus Hermanites appears 
for the first time in this unit. The genus is frequent in 
epineritic near-shore environments (Morkhoven, 1963; 
Bold, 1963). 
Locality J (Beds Jjl to Jj4): At this locality the micro-
fossils are found in only two beds, J/2 and J /3 , the top 
and bottom beds being devoid of microfossils. Though 
the preservation of the fauna in this locality is not so 
good, it is suggestive of marine environment of deposi-
tion similar to that existing during the deposition of 
Units II and IV at Locality L. 
PLATE 1 
1 Bathysiphon eocenicus Cushman and Hanna 
2 Quinqueloculina sp. 
3 Triloculina decipiens Reuss 
4 Fissurina laevigata Reuss 
5 Globulina inaequalis Reuss 
6 Vaginulina icenii Haynes 
7 Virgulina sp. cf. V. dubia Haque 
8 Epistominella dubia Haque 
9-11 Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, n. sp. 
9, holotype; a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
10, paratype A. 
11, paratype B. 
12-14 Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, n. sp. 
12, holotype; a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
13, paratype A. 
14, paratype B. 
15 Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d'Orbigny 
16 Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
17-19 Nonion kingi Bhalla, n. sp. 
17, holotype; a, side view; b, peripheral view; 
microsperic form. 
18, paratype A, side view; megalospheric form. 
19, paratype B, side view; microspheric form. 
20 Rosalina sphaeruligera (Schwager) 
21-24 Discorbis toddae Bhalla, n. sp. 
21, holotype; a, dorsal view; b, ventral view; 
c, peripheral view; microspheric form. 
22, paratype A, microspheric form. 
23, paratype B, megalospheric form. 
24, paratype C, microspheric form. 
25 Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp. 
a, dorsal view; b, side view. 
26 Globorotalia (Turborotalia) sp. cf. G. (T.) cen-
tralis Cushman and Bermiidez 
a, dorsal view; b, side view. 
27 Cibicides reinholdi ten Dam 
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At this locality there is an abundance of unidentified 
miliolid moulds. The geological data concerning the 
miliolids suggest that the sediments were deposited in 
an inner neritic environment, probably at depths of 
less than 50 to 60 fathoms (Norton, 1930). Rare speci-
mens of Bathysiphon eocenicus have also been found at 
this locality. Bandy (1956) found Bathysiphon in stagnant 
waters with a salinity range of 27(?) to 36°/QQ. According 
to Weaver and Weaver (1962), Bathysiphon is abundantly 
represented in two environments, one being brackish 
water and the other normal marine water at bathyal 
to abyssal depths. The associated foraminifers and the 
ostracodes rule out the possibility of a brackish-water 
environment during the deposition of beds in this 
locality. 
COMPOSITION AND AGE OF THE MICROFAUNA 
The foraminiferal fauna of the Inter-trappean beds 
comprises eighteen species (vide Table 1). Out of these, 
1 each belongs to the families Rhizamminidae, Poly-
morphinidae, Virgulinidae, Cassidulinidae, Discorbidae 
and Cibicididae; 2 each to the Miliolidae, Nodosariidae, 
and Globigerinidae; and 3 each to the Nonionidae and 
Rosalinidae. These include 4 new species and 2 indeter-
minate species. Protelphidium adamsi, P. duddukuruense, 
Nonion kingi and Discorbis toddae are all new species and 
abundantly represented in these sediments. The others 
are either rare or frequent in occurrence. 
The fauna includes certain well-known species like 
Bathysiphon eocenicus, Triloculina decipiens, Fissurina laevi-
gata, Globulina inaequalis, Rosalina sphaeruligera, R. sub-
vilardeboana, Goborotalia sp. cf. G. (T.) centralis, which 
have been recorded either exclusively from the Eocene 
or else from other Tertiary horizons. Discorbis toddae, 
one of the new species, shows close resemblance to 
certain Eocene (Lutetian) species described from France. 
The following species have been recorded so far only 
from Paleocene horizons: Vaginulina icenii, Virgulina sp. 
cf. V. dubia, Epistominella dubia, Cibicides reinholdi (Paleo-
cene - Upper Cretaceous). 
The ostracode assemblage, though it possibly consists 
of a number of new species, also shows close affinity 
with Tertiary assemblages. Leguminocythereis and Neocy-
prideis are very common in certain Eocene horizons. 
Similarly Krithe [provisionally identified as K. bartonensis 
(Jones)], Semicytherura [provisionally identified as S. 
forestensis (Key)], Xestoleberis [provisionally identified as 
X. subglobosa (Bosquet)], Cytheretta [possibly C. laticostata 
(Reuss)], are all known from the Eocene and succeeding 
Tert iary horizons. 
Although the foraminiferal and ostracode faunas show 
an admixture of both Paleocene and Eocene species, 
the predominance of Eocene species indicates that the 
Inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area are of Lower 
Eocene age. This view is in conformity with the evidence 
furnished by plant fossils that these Inter-trappeans arc 
of Lower Eocene age. 
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INTER-TRAPPEAN BEDS OF THE PANGADI AREA 
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A detailed investigation of the Foraminifera from the infra- and the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi (17° 1' : 81° 39' 02") area was under-
taken by the author. This area was chosen particularly because the out-
crops of the infra-trappeans, the inter-trappeans, and the Deccan traps 
were found closely associated within a comparatively small area, and it 
was felt that a detailed study of these rocks would help in solving some 
important riddles of Indian geology, namely, (1) the nature of the Creta-
ceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) the age of Deccan traps 
in this part of India. The present note gives a concise account of the 
author's main findings. 
The general sequence of various rock units in the area is as follows: 
Geologic age Rock unit Rock Type 
Trap rock Volcanic 
unconformity 
Lower Eocene Inter-trappean beds Estuarine to 
shallow 
epineritic 
unconformity 
Trap rock Volcanic 
Erosional unconformity ? 
Paleocene Infra-trappean beds Marine 
unconformity 
Lower Cretaceous Upper Gondwanas Fresh-water and 
paralic 
/. Infra-trappean beds: The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
are marine in nature and overlie the Tirupati sandstones (Upper Gond-
wanas) with an unconformity. The infra-trappean band extends for 
about six miles and consists mainly of sandstones and fossiliferous lime-
stones. 
The study reveals the presence of eight species of Foraminifera in these 
infra-trappean beds. The species are: Quinqueloculina sp. A, Quinquelo-
culina sp. B, Vaginulina cf. V. cenomana Perner, Guttulina lactea (Walker 
& Jacob), Pseudopolymorphina devarapalleensis Bhalla, Cibicides mensilla 
(Schwager), Cibicides sp. indet., and Planulina bhatiai Bhalla. 
The foraminiferal fauna indicates a warm, marine, and inner neritic 
environment of deposition. The assemblage, on the whole, favours a 
Paleocene age for the infra-trappean beds. 
The Pangadi area affords a good site for the demarcation of Creta-
14 
ceous-Tertiary boundary in this part of the Deccan. The infra-trappeans 
are Paleocene in age and overlie the Tirupati sandstones of the Upper 
Gondwanas with an unconformity. The age of the Tirupati sandstones 
is considered to be Lower Cretaceous on the basis of plant fossils and 
stratigraphical considerations. Thus, it becomes evident that the Tirupati 
sandstones are of Lower Cretaceous age whereas the infra-trappean beds 
are- of Paleocene age; and the unconformity between the two marks the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the area. 
/ / . Inter-trappean beds: The inter-trappean band of the Pangadi area 
is sandwiched between the flows of the Deccan traps and is mainly com-
posed of limestones with some shale partings. The inter-trappeans con-
tain a prolific and interesting assemblage of both plant and animal fossils. 
A fairly rich assemblage of Foraminifera comprising of eighteen species, 
was recovered from these inter-trappean beds. The species are: Bathysi-
phon eocenicus Cushman & Hanna, Quinqueloculina sp., Triloculina deci-
piens Reuss, Vaginulina icenii Haynes, Fissurina laevigata Reuss, Globu-
lina inaequalis Reuss, Virgulina cf. V. dubta Haque, Epistominella dubia 
Haque, Protelphidium adamsi Bhalla, Protelphidium duddukuruense Bhalla, 
Rosalina sp. cf. R. depressa d'Orbigny, Rosalina subvilardeboana (Rzehak) 
Nonion kingi Bhalla, Rosalina sphareuligera (Schwager), Discorbis toddae 
Bhalla, Globorotalia (Globorotalia) sp., Globorotalia (Turborotalia sp. 
cf. G. (T.) centralis Cushman and Bermiidez, and Cibicides reinholdi ten 
Dam. 
The foraminiferal fauna, supported by ostracode fauna, indicates the 
prevelance of alternating marine and brackish-water conditions of deposi-
tion for the inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. There are two 
brackish-water units; the sedimentation commenced with a brackish-
water environment. 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the inter-trappean beds of this area 
consists of species which have been recorded from various Tertiary hori-
zons of the world. However, the overall predominance of Eocene species, 
supported by other microfossils, indicate a Lower Eocene age for the 
inter-trappean beds of the Pangadi area. The present study supports the 
views of Rao et al. (1936) that the Pangadi inter-trappeans are of Eocene 
age. Due to the absence of marker species of Foraminifera, it has riot 
been possible to fix precisely the age of these beds within the Lower 
Eocene. 
Age of the Deccan Traps: The early flows of the Deccan traps of the 
Pangadi area lie in between the infra-trappean and the inter-trappean 
beds. The infra-trappeans are of Paleocene age whereas the inter-trap-
peans have been assigned a Lower Eocene age. This indicates that the 
lava of the lower flows of the Deccan traps started .pouring out during 
early Eocene times in this part of the country. Rao et al. (1936) dis-
cussed in detail the relationship of the outlier of the Deccan traps at Pan-
gadi- with the main body of the traps in Central India and concluded 
that the Pangadi traps are homotaxial with the lowest traps in Central 
15 
India. The Pangadi traps are of early Eocene age which would, then, 
suggest that the igneous activity of the Deccan traps in the Indian sub-
continent started at the dawn of the Eocene epoch. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in the Pangadi area, Andhra Pradesh, is discussed in 
the light of the foraminiferal evidence obtained from the infra-trappean beds exposed in the 
region. The Foraminifera, though poor in number and frequency of species, indicate the 
prevalence of a shallow marine, inner-neritic condition of sedimentation. The assemblage 
favours a Palaeocene age for the infra-trappean beds. On this basis, the overlying flows of 
the Deccan Traps are regarded to be of early Eocene age. 
INTRODUCTION 
The demarcation of boundaries, whether political or natural, has always been a 
ticklish problem. Of all the boundaries in the geological column, the one between 
the Cretaceous and the Tertiary or, to be more precise, that between the Cretaceous 
and the Palaeocene, is, perhaps, the most controversial and at the same time a very 
interesting problem of world stratigraphy. The problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary 
boundary has attracted the attention of not only the palaeontologists who are consi-
dered to be at the helm of the affair, but also of sedimentologists, geochronologists, 
and petrologists from different parts of the world. However, it is interesting to note 
that in spite of different criteria employed and detailed work done throughout the 
world, no amicable agreement regarding the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary has yet 
emerged. 
In southern India, a few good exposures of marine Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence 
containing attractive fossil assemblages are present. In the vicinity of Pangadi in the 
West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh, an interesting set of sedimentary rocks, 
underlying the Deccan Traps, is present which is commonly referred to as the infra-
trappeans. These infra-trappeans are important from the stratigraphical point of 
view because a detailed study of these rocks serves a two-fold purpose: (1) it reveals 
the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence in this region, and (2) it throws con-
siderable light on the age of the Deccan Traps with which they are closely associated 
in the area. 
The age of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area has been a subject of con-
troversy ever since these were brought to the attention of Indian geologists by 
William King in 1874. The majority of workers consider it to be of topmost 
Cretaceous age. The rocks contain abundant marine fossils and it is rather unfortu-
nate that except for one or two reports on the fossils from these beds, no detailed 
work on the fossil fauna has yet been made. 
The recent advances in our knowledge of Foraminifera, especially the planktonic 
group, have proved that they are the best tools in local as well as long distance 
correlations. Parker (1965) pointed out certain irregularities in the distribution of 
planktonic Foraminifera but, maintained that in spite of the irregularities, they are 
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excellent for stratigraphic correlations. Since the last decade, an intense micro-
palaeontological activity has been generated by the workers on Foraminifera to 
demarcate the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. The most interesting point arising 
out of their studies is the inclusion of the Danian in the Paleocene. Not only the 
Foraminifera, but other groups of microfossils also, including calcareous nanno-
plankton, support this view. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper 
to discuss the position of Danian in the geological time scale, especially when the 
whole problem of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, including that of the Danian, 
has been critically reviewed in a recent publication by Rama Rao (1964). The 
author agrees with the view that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
It was therefore, considered that a detailed study of the Foraminifera, from the 
infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area would greatly advance our knowledge 
regarding the age and palaeoecology of these beds which, in turn, would throw light 
on the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, and also on the age of the over-
lying flows of the Deccan Traps in this area. With this end in view, detailed 
sampling of these infra-trappean beds was done to make a comprehensive study of 
the Foraminifera entombed in these sediments. 
HISTORICAL RESUME 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area occupy an important place in Indian 
stratigraphy. The beds were discovered by King in 1874 and their fossil content was 
studied by Rev. Hislop. King (1880) in his monumental work on the geology of the 
Rajahmundry region, dealt with the infra-trappean beds in detail and suggested an 
Upper Cretaceous age for them. According to him, these beds were deposited in a 
marine environment. 
Medlicott and Blanford (1879) opined that the fauna of the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds show Tertiary affinities and that they are of marine origin. However, 
they failed to arrive at any definite conclusion as regards the age of these beds. 
Das Gupta (1933) described Cardita beawnonti d'Archiac from the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans and on this basis assigned these beds to the topmost Cretaceous age. 
Rao & Rao (1935) discovered Foraminifera and Radiolaria from the infra-
trappean beds, but neither descriptions nor illustrations were given. On the basis 
of the foraminiferal assemblage, they correlated the infra-trappean beds with the 
Uttattur (Cenomanian) rocks of Trichinopoly area. 
Rao et al. (1936) while dealing with the age of the Deccan Traps of the Pangadi 
area, considered the infra-trappean rocks to be of Upper Cretaceous age. 
Rama Rao (1950) did not consider it desirable to draw a sharp boundary 
between the Cretaceous and the Eocene and, therefore, suggested the use of the term 
'Creocene' for the transition beds which intervene between the undisputed Cretaceous 
and the Eocene strata. 
On the basis of Das Gupta's (1933) find of C. beaumonti from the Pangadi infra-
trappeans, he (1953) considered these beds to be of Danian age. As regards the 
position of the Danian, he maintained his earlier views (Rama Rao, 1950). In 
1956 he considered the infra-trappean rocks of Pangadi to be of Danian age and the 
overlying flows of the Deccan Traps, including the inter-trappean beds, to be of early 
Eocene age. 
A 
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Sarkar (1964) revised Venericardia beaumonti and allied forms from the Indian 
sub-continent. He made some taxonomic shifts in certain forms of V. beaumonti but 
retained the form from the Pangadi infra-trappeans, described by Das Gupta (1933), 
as such. 
Mathur & Evans (1964) considered the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
to be either of late Cretaceous or of Paleocene age. 
Raju et al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the infra-trappean and 
the underlying Tirupati sandstones on the basis of heavy mineral data. These 
authors (op. cit.) considered the Pangadi infra-trappean beds to be of late Cretace-
ous age. 
Baksi (1965) while discussing the palaeoecology of the infra-trappean beds of 
Pangadi, considered the lower part of the sequence to be of fluvial deltaic nature, 
and the upper part to be of estuarine origin. 
Bhalla (1966) made a comprehensive study of the Foraminifera from the infra-
trappean beds of the Pangadi area and concluded that the assemblage suggested a 
shallow, marine, inner-neritic environment of deposition. According to him (pp. cit.), 
the balance of foraminiferal evidence favoured a Paleocene age for these beds. 
Besides the Foraminifera, some ostracodes were also found by the author in these beds 
and are being reported here for the first time. However, due to imperfect state of 
preservation and paucity of specimens, no systematic work on these could be carried 
out. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphical succession of the infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area was 
•worked out by the author at two localities: Locality-A (PI. I. fig. 1), about half a 
mile southeast of Devarapalle village; and Locality-B (PI. I. fig. 2), about half a 
mile south of Duddukuru village. The sequence is as follows: 
D ( e ^ S P S Lower Eocene 
Unconformity 
Locality-A Locality-B 
( 3. Compact, yellowish 3. Compact, yellowish 
limestone full of limestone with 
Turritella 6" to 2' abundant Turritella 8" to 1' 
Infra-
trappeans -| 2. Sandy limestone 2. Soft sands 2' to 3' Paleocene 
(Marine) (fossiliferous) 1' 6" 
1. Greenish sands 1. Calcareous 
(fossiliferous) 3' sandstones 40' 
Unconformity 
(After Raju et. al., 1965) 
Tirupati sandstones , . „ „ , ,- ,„,„„„, 
Fresh-water Lower Cretaceous 
The top bed (Bed No. 3) of the infra-trappeans at both the localities, is a 
yellowish, compact limestone. It is interesting from the palaeontological point of 
view because it is crowded with Turritella and other invertebrate shells (Plate 2) and 
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has yielded the maximum number of foraminiferal species (Bhalla, 1966). It varies 
considerably in thickness; at some places it is up to 2 feet thick whereas at others, 
it is completely missing with the result that the Traps come in direct contact with 
Bed No. 2. This feature of the limestone suggests a possible erosional unconformity 
between the infra-trappeans and the overlying traps. 
Structurally, the area is practically undisturbed. The infra-trappean beds dip 
with an angle of 6° to 10° towards southeast and overlie the Tirupati sandstones; 
however, the contact between the two is concealed below the alluvium and is not 
seen in the area. On the basis of the heavy mineral characterstics of the two forma-
tions, Raju et al. (1965) suggested an unconformity between the Tirupati sandstones 
and the infra-trappean beds. A slight erosional unconformity between the infra-
trappeans and overlying flows of the Deccan Traps exists and is indicated by a consi-
derable variation in the thickness of the top bed of the infra-trappean sequence. 
PALAEOECOLOGY OF THE INFRA-TRAPPEAN BEDS 
The infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area have not been subjected to detailed 
palaeoecological investigations in the past. Baksi (1965, p. 145) in a short note on 
the environment of deposition of the infra-trappean sequence mentioned, " . . . a 
definite estuarine condition (from faunal evidence) in its upper part, the lower beds 
being deposited under fluvial deltaic conditions. . . . The nature and volume of the 
detritus in this formation suggest a slight uplift in the source area . . .". However, 
no faunal evidence for the estuarine nature of the upper part of the infra-trappean 
beds was given in support of his conclusions. 
Bhalla (1966) described eight species of Foraminifera from the Pangadi infra-
trappean beds. The foraminiferal assemblage comprise abundant Planulina and 
Cibicides, and rare to frequent forms of Gutlulina, Pseudopolymorphina, Vaginulina, 
and miliolid moulds. Except for Guttulina lactea (Walker & Jacob), other species 
are either new or do not live in the modern seas. He (Bhalla, op. cit.) suggested that 
these beds were deposited in a shallow, marine, rather warm, inner neritic environ-
ment having open-sea connections. 
Further ecological information is furnished by the presence of abundant ophiuroid 
ossicles in the topmost bed of the infra-trappean sequence (Bhalla, 1966). The 
ophiuroids are exclusively stenohaline organisms and most of them favour a near 
shore, shallow water environment. Thus it corroborates the contention that these 
beds were deposited under truly marine conditions. 
Another evidence supporting the marine nature of the beds is obtained from the 
work of Rao & Rao (1935) who reported the occurrence of Radiolaria besides the 
Foraminifera from the infra-trappean beds. The Radiolaria are exclusively marine 
protozoa and their presence in these beds does not, naturally, support the estuarine 
origin as postulated by Baksi (1965). 
In association with the microfossils, megafossils are also found in the infra-
trappean beds. A check-list of the megafossil fauna is given by Pascoe(1959, p.1262). 
It includes Turritella, Cardita (Venericardia) beaumonti, Volutilithes, Glycimeris, 
Natica, Rostellaria, Lunulites, Nautilus, Dentalium, Meretrix, chelae of a crab, etc. 
Of these Turritella is most aboundant. The studies of Gardner (1957) show that 
Turritella is an exclusively marine genus. It is abundant in warm and shallow waters 
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of modern seas (Easton, 1960) and favours a near shore, sandy bottom condition 
(Plummer, 1933). Dentalium is a marine, benthonic genus and prefers a shallow 
water environment (Ladd et al., 1957). Similarly, Natica is also a marine genus but 
is found from neritic to abyssal depths (Clarke, 1962; Jung, 1965). The occurrence 
of chelae of crab suggests a shallow water environment as the modern marine crabs 
inhabit an approximately 10 to 30 metre depth range. 
The petrography of the limestone occurring in the upper part of the infra-
trappean beds provides an altogether independent palaeoecological evidence and 
supports the conclusions of this author drawn on faunal evidences. The limestone 
is a sandy, packed, biomicrudite (often passing into sandy biomicrite) in the termi-
nology of Folk (1962). An important feature of this rock is the presence of large 
quantities (15% to 35%) of terrigenous material in the sand-grade size which is inti-
mately mixed up with the organic debris (PI. 2). The land-derived detritus comprise 
angular grains of quartz and fresh felspars (perthite and acid plagioclase) with minor 
amounts of red and colourless garnet and actinolite. 
Such limestones originate essentially in calm, turbulence-free environments which 
could be established both in shallow, protected, basins as well as in deep waters. 
However, the large quantities of sand sized terrigenous material and lack of even 
small amounts of clay and silt in the rock and, above all, the fauna itself, rule out the 
possibility of deep sea sedimentation and suggests rather the proximity of land in re-
lation to the basin of deposition. It is obvious that the rock originated in an inner 
neritic environment, in a somewhat protected basin having open sea connections, where 
the currents were not strong enough or persistent enough to winnow away the calcite 
ooze which subsequently got deposited with the shells of the sedentary organisms 
living in the basin. Estuaries and lagoons, though providing conditions similar to 
those in protected seas, would not yield the type of sediment described above by 
virtue of a large contribution of clay and silt which is unavoidable in these 
environments. 
It is indeed possible that the large quantity of sandy material in limestone is due 
to uplift in the source area which must have consisted of crystalline schists and gneis-
ses. This uplift, perhaps, was contemporaneous with limestone sedimentation or 
might have been slightly later and was responsible for creating conditions unfavour-
able to carbonate sedimentation. This, then, may explain the limited distribution 
of this limestone both in space and time and also the presence of such abnormally 
high amounts of land-derived debris in the rock. 
From the foregoing discussion based on fossil as well as sedimentological evidences, 
it is concluded that these beds were deposited in a protected, rather warm, well illu-
minated, inner neritic environment which had open sea connection, like the one now 
existing in parts of the Gulf of Mexico. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 
1. Infra-trappean beds with the overlying traps, in a nala cutting at locality A, about half a mile 
southeast of Devarapalle village. 
2. Infra-trappean calcareous sandstone (Bed No. 1) at locality B, half a mile south of Duddukuru 
village. 
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CRETACEOUS-TERTIARY BOUNDARY 
In the Pangadi area both Cretaceous and Paleocene strata are present and an 
attempt has been made to demarcate the boundary between the two. The lowermost 
stratigraphic unit in the area is the Tirupati sandstones. The sandstone has been 
assigned an early Cretaceous age by various workers on the basis of plant fossils as 
well as on stratigraphic considerations. 
The age of the overlying infra-trappean beds has been a matter of controversy 
ever since they were discovered by King in 1874. As has been stated elsewhere, the 
majority of workers favour a late Cretaceous age for these beds. They found support 
from the occurrence of Cardita beaumonti which was reported by Das Gupta in 1933, 
and, thus assigned a Danian age to these beds. In the past, palaeontologists invari-
ably regarded Cardita beaumonti as a Danian marker and the Danian was considered 
as the topmost stage of the Cretaceous. However, the investigations of Rutsch (1936) 
revealed that Cardita beaumonti was not confined exclusively to the Danian but, was 
a variable form and ranged from Maestrichtian to Middle Eocene. As such, it is 
hardly of any value as an age marker. In recent years, a majority of foraminifero-
logists consider that the Danian marks the basal stage of the Paleocene. 
The typical genera and species of Foraminifera which have been extensively used 
in demarcating the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, are not present in the Pangadi 
infra-trappeans. However, the foraminiferal assemblage of these beds includes 
-certain well known species (Bhalla, 1966) which have been recorded either from the 
Paleocene or from the Eocene of different parts of the world. Among these, 
Cibicides mensilla (abundant), Guttulina lactea (frequent), and a mould of Quinque-
loculina closely resembling Q. brevidentata, are of significant value in dating the 
infra-trappean beds. Cibicides mensilla was originally described by Schwager (1883) 
from the Eocene of Libya and has subsequently been recorded from the Eocene of 
U.S.A. by Bandy (1944) and from the late Paleocene of Pakistan by Haque (1956). 
Guttulina lactea is a well known polymorphinid and has been reported from various 
Tertiary strata of the world. The species of G. lactea from the Infra-trappean beds 
«how close similarities with the ones described and illustrated by Haque (1956) from 
the Paleocene of Pakistan and by Haynes (1958) from the Paleocene of England. 
The mould of Quinqueloculina closely resembles brevidentata Le Calvez, described 
from the Lutetian of France. 
The megafossils, ostracodes, radiolaria, and ophiuroid ossicles also occur in the 
Pangadi infra-trappean beds but need detailed studies before they can be used for 
dating these strata. 
The foraminiferal assemblage, on the whole, favours a Paleocene age for the 
infra-trappean beds, but due to paucity of forms having precise age records, it is not 
possible to assign these beds to any particular stage within the Paleocene. However, 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE II 
Photomicrograph of the infra-trappean limestone (Bed No. 3) showing ill sorted shell debris in 
calcite-mud matrix. Note the abundant quantity of terrigenous quartz grains in the sand-grade size 
and the articulate nature of the shells. The rock is a sandy biomicrudite. 
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it is certain that the infra-trappean beds represent the dawn of the Tertiary era in this 
part of India. 
The contact between the Tirupati sandstone and the overlying infra-trappean beds 
is concealed below a vast stretch of alluvium and is nowhere seen in the area. How-
ever, Raju et al (1965) on the basis of heavy mineral characteristics of the Tirupati 
sandstones and the infra-trappean beds, suggested an unconformity between the two. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the Tirupati sandstones are of early 
Cretaceous age whereas the overlying infra-trappean beds are Paleocene in age; 
and the unconformity between the two marks the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary in 
the area. 
The infra-trappeans are unconformably overlain by the flows of Deccan Traps 
which, in turn, contain the fossiliferous inter-trappean beds. As discussed earlier, 
the infra-trappean beds are of Paleocene age while the inter-trappeans have been 
assigned a definite Eocene age by various workers on the basis of fossil evidences. 
Thus, the flows of the Deccan Traps are sandwiched between the Paleocene infra-
trappeans and the Eocene inter-trappean beds. On this basis, it is inferred that the 
outpouring of the lava of Deccan Traps started in early Eocene times. This conclusion 
is in harmony with the view expressed by Rama Rao (1956) that the traps, including 
the inter-trappeans, are of Lower Eocene age. 
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SECTION 7 
SECTION 7 
MARINE INVASIONS AND OIL POSSIBILITIES 
Like other coastal regions of the Peninsular India, Andhra 
Pradesh was invaded by sea off and on during different periods 
of earths* history. The marine formations present there narrate 
the story of various advances and retreats of the sea in this 
region from Early Cretaceous to Eocene times (Bhalla, 1970). 
Marine Invasions; The first marine transgression occurred towards 
the closing phase of the Gondwana sedimentation in Early 
Cretaceous times and the Raghavapuram shale and its equivalents, 
ie., the Middle formation of the Upper Gondwana of the east coast, 
were deposited. Then the sea regressed from most of the region 
resulting in the accumulation of the Tirupati sandstone of the 
Upper Gondwana under fresh-water conditions. However, in the 
Rajahmundry-Vishakhapatnam sector, a few small marine outcrops, 
probably marine equivalents of the fresh-water Tirupati sandstone, 
suggest the presence of the sea there for a brief period. Then 
there was a pause in sedimentation as inferred from an unconformity 
between the Tirupati sandstone and the overlying Infra-trappean beds. 
The second marine invasion took place at the dawn of the Paleocene 
Epoch, synchronising with the world-wide re-distribution of land 
and sea, and the Infra-trappean beds were laid down during this 
transgression. Thereafter, the region started getting the impulses 
of one of the major activities affecting the Indian Peninsula which 
triggered the withdrawal of the Paleocene sea and outburst of the 
Deccan Trap lava flows. A slight unconformity exists between the 
Infra-trappean beds and the overlying flows which suggests exposure 
of the Infra-trappean beds for a brief period before the commencement 
of igneous activity. 
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The third and the last major invasion of the sea in Andhra Pradesh 
took place at the beginning of the Eocene Epoch and the 
Inter-trappean beds were deposited. The paleoecological study of 
these beds indicates minor fluctuations of the shore-line during 
the entire period of their deposition. 
The sea finally regressed from Andhra Pradesh and the region 
witnessed the outpouring of an immense volume of lava now forming 
magnificent Decoan Trap. Gradually, the fresh-water conditions 
advanced towards the east and Bajahmundry sandstone was deposited 
under fresh-water (?brackish-water) conditions during Neogene times. 
It is important to note that of all the regions of Andhra Pradesh, 
the sea invaded only the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatnam region 
off and on. In all probability, broad structural pattern of this 
and connected regions were responsible for it. The Godavari graben 
in Peninsular India is a major structural feature stretching from 
near Nagpur in Central India to the Godavari delta on the east 
coast and the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatnam region is the 
southeastern extremity of this graben. Oscillations of the 
shore-line, bordering this region, was most probably due to the 
movements along the faults of the Godavari graben synchronising 
with the unstable conditions of the earth as a whole and the east 
coastjbf India in particular. Also, that the sea always followed 
the same passage each time, lends credence to this contention 
of the author (Bhalla, 1970)* 
It is equally fascinating to. know that the different marine 
formations in Andhra Pradesh are mainly confined to the southeastern 
extremity of the Godavari graben although it extends up to Nagpur -
a distance of about 1000 km. Recent geophysical investigations of 
the Godavari graben have revealed the presence of a buried ridge 
northwest of Rajahmundry, lying at right anglee to the main trend 
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of the graben. Taking clue from its presence, it is the surmise of 
the author that this ridge acted as a hinge and only the region 
southeast to this ridge, including Kakinada-Rajahaundry-Masulipatnam, 
moved vith the earth's disturbances while the region northwest to it 
remained practically unaffected. 
Oil Possibilitiest The different marine and nonmarine formations and 
their contemporaries ranging from Early Cretaceous to Recent are 
present in- the coastal region of Andhra Pradesh and in the adjacent 
Bay of Bengal. In India, oil and gas possibilities have been explored 
mainly in Tertiary rocks so far. The Mesozoics have proved to be the 
major producers of oil and gas in several countries of the world and 
they hold promise in India also. If detailed geological and 
geophysical investigations are made, there are reasons to expect 
oil and gas in the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatnam region of 
Andhra Pradesh and also in the adjacent shelf of the Bay of Bengal 
(Bhalla, 1970). 
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SUMMARY 
The different marine formations in Andhra Pradesh narrate the story of 
various advances and retreats of the sea in this region from Early Cretaceous to 
Eocene times The occurrence of various marine invasions in this region alone 
is of considerable interest and the broad structural pattern of the whole region 
appeais to be the chief controlling factor for such occurrences Probable extension 
of different marine and continental formations and their contemporaries, has 
been visualized In the light ot these, the possibility of finding oil and gas in this 
region as well as in the adjacent shelf of the Bay of Bengal, has also been discussed 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to its pioximity to the sea even in the geologic past, Andhra Pradesh, 
like seveial other coastal regions of the Indian Peninsula, was an open ground for 
marine transgressions and regressions The Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatam 
region of Andhra Pradesh (Fig 1) deserves careful attention because the rocks of 
this region bear testimony to several cycles of advancements and retreats of the 
sea, ranging from Early Cretaceous to Eocene times The thick pile of sediments 
which accumulated here, is a lepository ot the marine life flourishing along the 
east coast of India during this span of time and a study of these iocks helps in 
solving some important problems of Indian geology including the evolution of the 
eastern coast-line of the Indian subcontinent In addition, the sediments are 
promising from the point of view of oil exploration also Keeping these advantages 
in view, the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masuhpatam region of Andhra Pradesh 
was selected for the present study The different rock units, along with their 
paleoecology, met within the region, have been summarized in Fig 2 They all he 
at low angles towards east and southeast 
MARINE INVASIONS 
The first marine transgression in the region took place during Early Creta-
Palaeogeography, Palaeochmatol, Palaeoecol, 7 (1970) 61-67 
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Fig I Map showing localities referred to in the text 
ceous (Neocomian) times—towards the closing phase of the Gondwana Era 
The sea transgressed from the east and southeast and occupied, perhaps, an iso-
lated depression, e g, the Raghavapuram Basin in the Eluru area The sediments 
deposited under the influence of this marine invasion, now constitute the Raghava-
puram Stage—a middle division of the Upper Gondwanas of the east coast The 
trend of Raghavapuram outcrops indicates that the basin was probably crescentic 
and surrounded by land on three sides—north, northwest and west Recently, 
the author (BHALLA, 1969a) made a comprehensive study of the Forammifera from 
this stage and observed that the Raghavapuram Basin was a shallow water-body 
The faunal evidence suggests that out of a total thickness of 160 ft of the Raghava-
puram Shales, the lower 60-70 ft of the sediments were deposited in a truly marine 
conditions marking the transgressive phase of the sea Thereafter, the sea regressed 
towards the east and southeast and the basin became land-locked resulting in the 
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GEOLOGIC 
AGE 
Pleistocene To Recent 
Neogene 
Paleogene 
Early -Eocene 
Late Paleocene 
C Early Eocene) 
Paleocene 
Middle Cretaceous 
Early Cretaceous 
Late Jurassic 
R O C K 
UNIT 
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Trap rock 
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Fig.2. Record of marine transgressions in Andhra Pradesh through geololic time. 
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development of a serene, marine marsh in which the rest of the Raghavapuram 
column was laid down (BHALLA, 1969b). The change-over from truly marine 
to marsh environment is marked by the presence of glauconite-bearing mudstone, 
about 2 ft. thick, and occuring at a level 60-70 ft. from the base of the shale se-
quence (BHALLA, 1969C). 
With further regression of the Early Cretaceous sea towards the east and 
southeast, fresh-water conditions advanced from the west and under its influence, 
the sandstones of Tirupati Stage—the topmost stage of the Upper Gondwanas 
on the east coast—were deposited. However, the presence of a series of about six 
small but isolated Gondwana outcrops, some of which showing marine fossils, 
in the trans-Godavari region lying between Rajahmundry and Vishakapatnam, 
suggests that they are probably the marine equivalents of fresh-water Tirupati 
Sandstones of the Eluru area. This would, then, suggest that the Early Cretaceous 
sea regressed from the Eluru area and migrated to the Rajahmundry-Vishakapat-
nam area. 
After the deposition of the Tirupati Sandstones, there was a hiatus in the 
depositional history of the region under description. This is inferred from the 
presence of a suspected break between the Tirupati Stage and the overlying Infra-
trappean Beds (RAJU et al., 1965). This gap in sedimentation marks the change 
from Mesozoic to the Tertiary Era. 
At the dawn of the Paleocene Epoch, marine invasion took place in Andhra 
Pradesh for the second time synchronizing with the world-wide re-distribution of 
land and sea. The Paleocene sea advanced over a wide area near Pangadi from 
east and southeast but its western limit was markedly lesser than that of the Early 
Cretaceous sea. In the Paleocene sea, the Infra-trappean Beds were laid down. 
BHALLA (1966a) described Foraminifera from the Infra-trappean Beds of the 
Pangadi area near Kovvur and concluded that the deposition of the limestones— 
the top beds of the sequence yielding Foraminifera—took place in a shallow 
marine, rather warm, inner-neritic environment, facing an open sea. The petro-
graphic studies of the limestones (BHALLA, 1966b) show that the rock is a sandy 
packed biomicrudite with a large amount of terrigenous material and corroborate 
the environmental conditions visualized by the author earlier on the foraminiferal 
evidence. The presence of abundant terrigenous material further indicates unstable 
conditions in the provenance. 
After the deposition of the Infra-trappean Beds, the region started getting 
the impulses of one of the major tectonic activities affecting the Indian Peninsula 
which triggered the withdrawal of the Paleocene sea and outburst of the Deccan 
trap lava flows. The Infra-trappean Beds were exposed to the agents of weathering 
for a rather short duration as is evidenced by the presence of a slight erosional 
unconformity between them and the overlying trap rock. During this episode, 
about 40-50 ft. of the lava flows piled up in the area. 
At the beginning of the Eocene Epoch, the sea again appeared on the scene 
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marking the third and the last major invasion in the region This transgression was 
comparatively of feeble nature and was rather limited in extent During the tenure 
of this sea, the Inter-trappean Beds were deposited From the location of the Inter-
trappean outcrops, it appears that the venue for the Early Eocene sea shifted 
slightly northeastwards with relation to that of the Early Cretaceous sea BHALLA 
(1967) studied Foraminiferafrom the Inter-trappean Beds of the Pangadi area in 
detail The Foraminifera, supported by Ostracoda, reflect two marine, alternating 
with two brackish-water, conditions of deposition starting with the latter one 
This suggests that first the sea influenced the marginal basin by slight advancement 
resulting in the development of brackish-water environment Soon after, it com-
pletely advanced and truly marine conditions were established Then, the sea 
withdrew from the scene to appear again after a brief pause, marking the end of 
marine transgressions in the region The foramimferal studies by the author 
(BHALLA, 1967) suggest that the Inter-trappean sedimentation took place either 
at the mouth of a big river or in some coastal depression which was influenced 
by the nearby sea off and on 
The sea finally withdrew and the region witnessed the outpouring of an 
immense volume of lava which now constitute the magnificent Deccan traps in the 
region The Inter-trappean Beds were slightly eroded before they started receiving 
the lava flows and an unconformity marks the junction between the two About 
100-150 ft of trap rock accumulated during this igneous episode Gradually, the 
fresh-water conditions advanced towards the east resulting in the deposition of 
brackish-water Cfresh-water) Rajahmundry Sandstones during the Neogene times 
DISCUSSION 
An important question which stems from the present study is that of all the 
regions in Andhra Pradesh, why the Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masuhpatam region 
alone was so prone to different marine invasions The answer would, perhaps, 
come from the broad structural pattern of this and the connected regions and, 
therefore, it is necessary in the present context to mention them in brief 
In peninsular India, the coalfields belonging to the Gondwana Era occur 
along certain well defined tracts which coincide with the trend of main tectonic 
troughs (grabens) in the region In fact, all the important coalfields of India owe 
their preservation mainly to these narrow, long troughs There are three such 
major tracts, viz , Damodar-Son, Mahanadi, and Godavan valleys, all having 
been named after the respective rivers which flow through them The Godavan 
graben stretches from near Nagpur to the Godavan delta and contains a chain of 
Lower Gondwana coalfields, commonly referred to as the Godavan Valley coal-
fields Its boundaries are straight, parallel to each other, and trend in northwest-
southeast direction Like other grabens, the Godavan graben has also been an 
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important sedimentary basin of peninsular India and witnessed intense sedimenta-
tion since Late Carboniferous times 
The Kakinada-Rajahmundry-lVlasulipatam region of Andhra Pradesh is 
the southeastern extremity of the Godavan graben and the oscillations of the 
shore-line bordering this region during different periods in the history of the earth, 
ranging from Early Cretaceous to Eocene, was probably due to the movements 
along the faults of this graben This is, perhaps, one of the reasons why in other 
coastal parts of Andhra Pradesh, no such fluctuations of the shore-line occurred 
in the geologic past Jt would, then, imply that the different marine invasions 
in the region were tectonically induced and gets further corroboration from the 
synchronous advancements of the sea and the unstable conditions of the earth as 
a whole and the east coast of India in particular The sea started occupying the 
Bay of Bengal region piobably during the Late Jurassic and the eastern coast-line 
of the Indian Peninsula assumed it's present configuration possibly during the 
Early Cretaceous times 
The history of marine sedimentation in Andhra Pradesh is a chapter of 
accidents When the sea transgressed, it stamped its presence by laying the marine 
deposits but, at times, when it was not there, its absence was marked either by 
a gap in sedimentation or by a piling up of fresh-water beds The above discussion 
reveals that the sea was present along the coast of Andhra Pradesh since at least 
Early Cretaceous when the first marine deposit in the form of Raghavapuram 
Shales were laid down The various marine formations in the region do not re-
present the complete sequence of marine strata since the advent of the Early 
Cretaceous sea but are the result of sporadic invasions of the sea, stationed nearby 
At times, when fresh-water conditions prevailed in the region, i e , during Tirupati 
and Rajahmundrj times, it is evident that marine sedimentation must have taken 
place in the adjacent sea and, therefore, the marine facies of Tirupati and Rajah-
mundry Beds are expected to be found towards east and southeast of the region 
Moreover, the sea was constantly present along the coast of Andhra Pradesh since 
Early Cretaceous and a complete set of marine beds, ranging from Early Cretaceous 
to Recent, should exist in this region as well as in the shelf of the Bay of Bengal, 
lying next to it What we see today as outcrops of different marine formations 
is only a fringe of vast stretch of strata deposited under marine environment since 
Early Cretaceous The major part of each formation, whether marine or non-
marine and its contemporary, should lie hidden under the blanket of younger 
formations, including alluvium, and might extend in the shelf region of the Bay of 
Bengal A thorough search, surface as well as subsurface, should reveal the presence 
of these beds which will provide additional data for solving some important 
problems of Indian geology, viz , the upper age limit of the Gondwanas, precise 
age determination of the Infra- and the Inter-trappean Beds and the associated 
Deccan traps, the nature of the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, paleogeographic 
reconstructions, etc 
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OIL POSSIBILITIES 
The Kakinada-Rajahmundry-Masulipatam region of Andhra Pradesh is 
quite attractivt from the economic point also. In India, the oil and gas possibilities 
have been explored mainly in the Tertiary rocks so far. The Mesozoic rocks have 
proved to be the major producers of oil and gas in several countries of the world 
and they hold promise in India also. Unfortunately, they have not received due 
attention here. The region under consideration is such where Mesozoic-Caino-
zoic, marine as well as continental, deposits are present. If detailed geological and 
geophysical investigations are made, there are reasons to expect oil and gas in this 
region as well as in the adjacent snelf of the Bay of Bengal. 
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Table 3 
Table 3 Check-list of Recent Foraminifera from the east coast of India 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
Spiroloculina antellarium d'Orbigny 
S. communis Cushman and Todd 
x
 Quinqueloculina semlnulum (linne) 
Q. tropicalis Cushman 
x
 Q» vulgaris d'Orbigny 
Quinqueloculina sp. indet 
Dentostomina agglutinans (d'Orbigny) 
Triloculina terouemiana (Brady) 
I. tricarinata d'Orbigny 
x
 T. trigonula (Lamarck) 
Biloculina sp. indet. 
Glabratella sp. indet 
x Ammonia annectens (Parker and Jones) 
* A. dentata (Parker and Jones) 
A. cf. A. hozanensis (Nakamura) 
Asterorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann) 
Pararotalia nipponica (Asano) 
Pseudorotalia schroeteriana 
(Parker and Jones) 
Elphidium advenum (Cushman) 
x E. crispurn (Linne) 
x E. indicum Cushman 
E. minutum (Reuss) 
E. simplex Cushman 
Elphidium sp. A 
Elphidium sp. B 
Elphidium sp. indet. 
x Poroeponides lateralis (Terquern) 
Amphistegina madagascariensis d'Orbigny 
Cibicides sp. indet. 
x Florilus scaphum (Fichtel and Moll) 
INDEX 
A - abundant, F - frequent, R - rare* 
x - species common to east and vest coasts. 
Puri 
F 
R 
BEACHES 
Vi shakhapatnam 
R 
R 
F 
R 
Marina 
R 
R 
R 
F 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
F 
F 
F 
A 
R 
R 
F 
F 
R 
R 
F 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
SECTION 8 
RECENT FORAMINIFERA FROH EAST COAST 
Following James Button's time-honoured principle that 
Mthe present is the key to the past", a study of Recent 
foraminifera from the east coast of India was undertaken in 
order to advance our knowledge of these organisms from the 
Indian shores which would contribute towards a better 
understanding of the coastal formations of the country, 
particularly those of Andhra Pradesh. 
The foraminifera from Indian waters have been studied only in 
a cursory way. The study had to be restricted to shore sands only 
as off-shore samples were not available. For the purpose of this 
investigation, three beaches along the eastern coast-line, 
bordering Andhra Pradesh, were selected: Puri in the north, 
Vishakhapatnam, approximately in the middle, and Marina (Madras) 
in the south (Figure 1). 
A detailed study of foraminifera from the above three beaches 
was made by the author (Bhatia and Bhalla, 1964; Bhalla, 1968, 
1970). It was qualitative in nature, ie., 1, to record the 
different foraminiferal species along with their frequencies, 
2, to deduce the latitudinal variation in the foraminiferal 
fauna, 3» to compare and contrast the Recent foraminiferal 
assemblage of the east coast with that from the west coast and, 
4» to place the east coast foraminiferal fauna in the proper 
faunal province of the Indian Ocean. It is the first investigation 
of Recent foraminifera from India on these lines. 
A total of thirty species of foraminifera were described from the 
above three beaches on the east coast (Table 3). No new species was 
32 
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found but some were recorded for the first time from the Indian 
region (Bhalla, 1968, 1970). During the course of the study, a few 
taxonomic problems concerning certain species of Pararotalia were 
also solved (Bhalla, 1972). 
A comparison of the east coast foraminiferal fauna with that from 
the west coast described by other authors reveals that out of 
thirty species, only nine are common to both the regions and they 
are mostly cosmopolitan in occurrence. The number of species on 
the east coast is markedly lesser than the west coast and both the 
assemblages are somewhat different. Another feature worth noting 
is that the number and frequency of foraminiferal species in the 
east coast assemblage increase with the decrease in latitude, ie., 
southwards, while it is just the reverse on the west coast. These 
and other data suggest that the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea 
probably represent two different faunal provinces (vide etiam 
Boltovskoy and Wright, 1976). 
The major part of the east coast and almost entire Bay of Bengal 
is covered by a zone containing an admixture of East African and 
Indo-Pacific fauna. This "mixed zone11 extends from the Bay of 
Bengal up to the Great Australian Bight. True to its geographical 
setting, the foraminiferal assemblage of the east coast beaches 
of India is a characteristic warm-water "mixed" assemblage, out of 
thirty species of foraminifera in it, twelve species belong to the 
Indo-Pacific province, eight to East African province, and ten are 
cosmopolitan in occurrence. 
The different water-masses develop their characterstic fauna but, 
A 
at their margins, where the blending of two water-masses takes 
place, a mixed fauna may be present. In the present study, the 
"mixed zone" appears to be a similar case. The waters of the 
34 
East African and Indo-Pacific provinces, aided by ocean currents, 
intermingle at their margins and a "mixed zone" comprising elements 
of both the realms develop* A major part of the Bay of Bengal and 
the east coast of India belongs to this "mixed zone" (Bhalla, 
1968, 1970). 
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RECENT FORAMINIFERA FROM VISHAKAPATNAM BEACH SANDS 
AND ITS RELATION TO THE KNOWN FORAMGEOGRAPHICAL 
PROVINCES IN THE INDIAN OCEAN 
by S. N. BHALLA 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
Ten samples of beach sands from Vishakapatnam were examined for a study of 
their foraminiferal fauna. A total of sixteen species of Foraminifera are described 
and illustrated. The foraminiferal assemblage includes elements of both Indo-
Pacific and East African provinces. An explanation has been suggested to 
account for this mixed fauna. 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of Recent Foraminifera is important for interpreting the palaeoeco-
logy of ancient foraminiferal assemblages. Prolific foraminiferal fauna is often 
found in beach sands, especially those which face open-sea and have luxuriant 
growth of algae and other water plants. 
From a review of literature, it is rather surprising that very little work has 
been done on the Foraminifera of the Indian Ocean although it provides a very 
wide scope for foraminiferal research. The main aim of the present study 
is to contribute towards an understanding of the occurrence and distribution of 
Recent Foraminifera in the Indian Ocean. The author collected ten samples of 
beach sands along the coast of Vishakapatnam town (Fig. 1) and studied the for-
aminiferal fauna contained therein. The results are presented in this paper. 
The Vishakapatnam beach is an open-sea beach facing the Bay of Bengal. 
There is a great surf action at the beach which leaves only the thick-walled species 
of Foraminifera, e.g. Quinqueloculina seminulum, Poroeponides lateralis, various 
species of Elphidium, etc., to withstand the rigours of abrasion otherwise, mostly, 
the forms are either broken or abraded. The hydrological conditions prevailing 
in the area, have not been studied in detail. However, Rao (1961) has given 
a brief account of this aspect. 
The samples were floated with carbon tetrachloride for concentrating the 
foraminiferal tests. However, a check for heavy-shelled species was made from 
the original samples. A check-list of the Foraminifera recovered from the beach 
sands at Vishakapatnam, is given below : 
Abundant : 
Ammonia dentata 
Elphidium crispum 
RECENT fORAMlNIFERA FROM VISHAkAPATNAM 
Common : 
Quinqueloculina seminulum 
Triloculina trigonula 
Pseudorotalia schroeteriana 
Elphidium advenum 
E. simplex 
Poroeponides lateralis 
Rare : 
Quinqueloculina {tropicalis) 
Spiroloculina antillarium 
S. communis 
Trioculina terquemiana 
T. tricarinata 
Asterorotalia trispinosa 
Elphidium indicum 
E. cf. E, minutuum 
LOCATION MAP OP 
VlSHAKHAPATNAM 
SHOWING 
SAMPLE COLLECTING 
LOCALITIES 
. ei*ao 
FIG. 1. Locality sketch map. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
The earliest record of Foraminifera from the Bay of Bengal is, perhaps, 
by John Murray in 1889. He gave a list of thirty-seven species of Foraminifera 
obtained from a depth of 1,300 fathoms (Sethulekshmi Amma 1958). 
Gnanamuthu (1943) described several species of Recent Foraminifera from 
near Krusadi Island. 
Bhatia and Bhalla (1959) described and illustrated fourteen species of Fora-
minifera, including a few Indo-Pacific species, from the shore sands at Puri, on the 
East Coast of India. 
Rao (1961) reported the presence of abundant Ammonia becarii, Quinque-
loculina, Elphidiwn cf. E. crispum, Rotalia amphistegina, etc., obtained from between 
40-97 fathoms off Vishakapatnam coast. On foraminiferal basis, he inferred that 
the sea-level at the outer-shelf of the area studied, was lower in Pleistocene than 
what it is today. However, neither systematic accounts nor illustrations of the 
Foraminifera were given by him. 
Recently, Ghose (1968) collected Asterorotalia frispinosa from the Digha 
beach in southern Bengal and made a detailed statistical study of this species. 
In the following pages, the classification of Foraminifera adopted in the 
Treatise (Loeblich and Tappan 1964), has been followed as it is considered to be 
the most up-to-date classification. Synonymies have been greatly reduced; only 
important shifts in the generic names have been included, The species are arranged 
alphabetically and only brief notes, taxonomic as well ecological, have 
been added for the sake of completeness. An attempt has been made to include 
all the available references of different species from recent sediments of the 
Indian region. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 
Order FORAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder MILIOLINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily MILIOLACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family NUBECULARIIDAE Jones, 1875 
Subfamily SPIROLOCULININAE Wiesner, 1920 
Genus SPIROLOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Spiroloculina antillarium d'Orbigny 
Plate 1, figures 7a, b 
Spiroloculina antillarium D'ORBIGNY, 1839, in De la Sagra, Hist. Fis. Pol. 
Nat. Cuba, Foraminifera, p. 166, pi. 9, figs. 3, 4. BRADY, 1884, Challenger 
Rept., Zool., vol. 9, p. 155, pi. 10, figs. 21a-b. CUSHMAN and TODD, 1944, 
Spl. Publ., Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., p- 44, pi. 6, figs. 28-32. SETHU-
LEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central Res. Inst., Kerala Univ. Bull., vol. 6, no. 1, 
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PLATE 1 
Qu'mquelocitlina seminulum (Linnaeus), X 36. 
Trilocullna trigonula (Lamarck), X 36. 
Triloculina tricaiinata d' Orbigny, X 36. 
Quinqueloculina tropicalis Cushman, X 36. 
Triloculina terquemkma (Brady), X 36. 
Spiroloculina communis Cushman and Todd, X 36. 
Spiroloculina antillarium d' Orbigny, X 36. 
Ammonia dentata (Parker and Jones), X 36. 
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ser. C, p.3, pi. 1. fig. 2. ALBANI, 1965, Cushman Found. Foram. Res. Contr., 
vol.16, pt. 2, p. 61, pi. 6, fig. 5. 
Remarks.—Well-developed specimens of this species rarely occur in the 
present material. Sethulekshmi Amma(1958) reported it from Travancore coast 
and Albani (1965) from Durban Bay, South Africa. 
Spiroloculina communis Cushman and Todd 
Plate 1, figures 6a, b 
Spiroloculina excavata BRADY, 1884, {non d'Orbigny, 1846), Challenger Rept., 
Zool., vol. 9, p. 151, pi. 9, figs. 5, 6. SETHULEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central 
Res. Inst., Kerala Univ. Bull., vol. 6, no. 1, ser. C, p. 3, pi. 1, fig. 3. 
Spiroloculina communis : CUSHMAN and TODD, 1944, Spl. Publ. 11, Cushman 
Lab. Foram. Res. Contr., p. 63, pi. 9, figs. 4,5,7, 8. ALBANI, ,1965, Cushman 
Found. Foram. Res. Contr., vol. 16, pt. 2, p. 61, pi. 6, fig. 6. 
Remarks.—This Indo-Pacific species is represented by rare specimens in the 
present material. The Indian specimens show variation in the length of the neck, 
sutures, periphery, width of the test, etc., but come well within the range of varia-
tion of the species. From the Indian coasts, it has been recorded by Gnanamuthu 
(1943) and Sethulekshmi Amma (1958). Recently, Albani (1965) reported it from 
the Durban Bay. 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily QUINQUELOCULININAE Cushman, 1917 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Quinqueloculina seminulwn (Linnaeus) 
Plate 1, figures la, b 
Serpula seminulum LINNAEUS, 1767, Systema Naturae, ed. 12, p. 1264. 
Quinqueloculina seminulum (Linnaeus) D'ORBIGNY 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol, 7, 
no. 44, p. 303. BHAT1A and BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, 
p. 79, pi. 1, figs. la-b. ALBANI, 1965, Cushman Found. Foram. Res. Contr., 
vol.16, pt. 2, p. 60, pi. 5, fig. 16. 
Remarks.—This is, perhaps, the most widely recorded species of Quinque-
loculina, both in space and time/ Todd and Low (1961) reported it from open-sea 
beaches of Martha's Vineyard Island, U.S.A., in 19°C to 23°C temperature and 
31.1 %0 to 32.1 %0 salinity range. However, according to Adams and Frampton 
(1965), the frequency of Q. seminulum generally increases as the temperature decreases. 
Recently, Boltovskoy (1964) made a study of seasonal occurrence of some living 
Foraminifera from Puerto Deseado and found that the reproduction of Q. semi-
nulum takes place during September-March, the living population being highest 
in January. According to him, its life is of one year duration. 
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From a study of published records, it appears that more than one species of 
Quinqueloculina have been lumped together under the name Q. seminulum. It is 
suggested that this species should be thoroughly studied in cultures to get a clear 
picture of it's range of variation. 
It is common in the present material. The known geological range of this 
species is from Eocene to Recent. 
Quinqueloculina tropicalis Cushman 
Plate 1, figures 4a, b 
Miliolina gracilis (d'Orbigny) BRADY, 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool., vol. 
9, pi. 5, fig. 3. 
Quinqueloculina tropicalis CUSHMAN, 1924, Carnegie Inst., Washington, Publ. 
342, p. 63. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 
78, pi. 1, figs. 2a-b. 
Remarks.—It is a characteristic Indo-Pacific species and is represented in 
the present material by only three specimens. The specimens are typical of this 
species. Brady (1884) recorded it off Papua in Pacific at 37 fathoms. Bhatia 
and Bhalla (1959) described it from the beach sands at Puri, on the East Coast 
of India. 
Genus TRILOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
Triloculina terquemiana (Brady) 
Plate 1, figures 5a, b 
Miliolina terquemiana BRADY, 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool, vol. 9, p. 106, 
pi. 114, figs. la-b. 
Triloculina terquemiana CUSHMAN, 1916, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull., no. 71, pt. 6, 
p. 72, pi. 27, fig. 2. SETHULEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central Res. 
Inst., Kerala Univ. Bull., vol. 6, no. 1, ser. C, p. 9, pi. 1, figs. 15a-b. 
Remarks.—A few specimens of this distincitve species of Triloculina were 
found in the present material. Brady (1884) recorded it from the shore sand of 
Madagascar in the Indian Ocean. From the Indian region, Bhatia (1956) reported 
T. terquemiana from the shore sands of western India and Sethulekshmi Amma 
(1958) from the Travancore coast. 
Triloculina tricarianta d'Orbigny 
Plate 1, figures 3a, b 
Triloculina tricarinata D'ORBIGNY, 1826 Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. 7, p.299, no. 7, 
model no. 94. SETHULEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central Res. Inst., 
Kerala Univ. Bull., vol. 6, no. 1, ser. C, p. 8, pi. 1, fig. 12. 
Miliolina tricarinata d'Orbigny—BRADY> 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool., vol. 9, p. 
165, pi. 3, figs. 17a-c, 
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Remarks.—In our material, a few specimens of this cosmopolitan species 
having sharp, triangular outline, were found. Bhatia (1956) and Sethulekshmi 
Amma (1958) recorded it from the Recent sediments of Indian coast and, Albani 
(1965) from the Durban Bay. However, this is the first record of this species from 
the East Coast of India. It ranges from Eocene to Recent. 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck) 
Plate 1, figures 2a, b 
Miliolites trigonula LAMARCK, 1804, Ann. Mus., vol. 5, no. 3, p. 351 
pi. 17, fig. 4. 
Miliolina trigonula Williamson—BRADY, 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool., 
vol. 9, p. 164, pi. 3, figs. 14-16. 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck) D'ORBIGNY, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., vol. 7, 
pi. 16, figs. 5-9, p. 229. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. Soc. 
India, vol. 4, p. 79, pi. 1, figs. 5a-b. 
Remarks.—It is well-known species of Triloculina and has been reported 
from different parts of the world. From the Recent sediments of Indian region, 
it has been recorded by Bhatia and Bhalla (1959) from the beach sands at Puri. 
Recently, Albani (1965) reported it from Durban Bay, South Africa. It is common 
in the present material. The geological range of this species is from Eocene to 
Recent. 
Suborder ROTALIINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily ROTALIOIDEA Ehrenberg, 1839, nomen correctum Souaya, 1966 
Family ROTALIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily ROTALIINAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus AMMONIA Briinnich, 1772 
Ammonia dentata (Parkar and Jones) 
Plate 1, figures 8a-c 
Rotalia beccarii (Linnaeus) var. dentata PARKER and JONES, 1865, Philos. 
Trans., vol. 155, pp. 387, 422, pi. 19, figs. 13a-c. 
Strcblus dentatus (Parker and Jones) BHATIA, 1956, Cushman Found. Foram. 
Res. Contr., vol. 7, pt. 1, pp. 22, 23, pi. 4, fig. 3, BHATIA and 
BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 80, pi. 2, figs. 2a-c. 
Remarks.—This is a well-known Indo-Pacific species and occurs abundantly 
in the present material. Both sinistrally and dextrally coiled tests are present. 
The specimens show a wide range of variation in shape, size, and convexity of the 
test. 
From the Indian region, it has been recorded by Bhatia (1956) and Bhatia and 
Bhalla (1959). 
Genus ASTEROROTALIA Hofker, 1950 
Asterorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann) 
Plate 2, figures la, b 
PLATE[_2 
FIG. 1. Asterorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann),fcX 36. 
FIG. 2. Pseudorotalia schroeteriana (Parker and Jones), X 36. 
FIG. 3. Elphidium simplex (Cushman,) X 72. 
FIG. 4. Elphidium crispum (Linne), X 36. 
FIG. 5. Elphidium advenum (Cushman), X 72. 
FIG. 6. Elphidium cf. E. minutum (Reuss), X 72. 
FIG. 7. Elphidium indicum (Cushman), X 36. 
FIG. 8. Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem), X 36. 
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Rotalia trispinosa THALMANN, 1933, Ecolg. Geol. Helv., vol. 26, no. 2, pp. 
249-250, pi. 12. 
Streblus trispinosa (Thalmann), ISHIZAKI, 1954, Taiwan Tigaku Kizi, vol. 
14, nos. 3-4, p. 57, pi. 2, fig. 4. 
Asterorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann) PARKER, 1960, Soc. Econ. Paleont. 
Mineral., Spl. Publ. 9, p. 238. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. 
Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 80, pi. 1, figs. lOa-b. HUANG, 1964, Micropaleont-
ology, vol. 10, no. l,p. 60, pi. 2, fig. 10, pi. 3, fig. 9. GHOSE, 1966, Cush-
man Found. Foram. Res. Contr., vol. 17, pt. 3, pp. 104-108, figs. 5, 6. 
Remarks.—Only two specimens of this well-known, shallow-water, Indo-Pacific 
species were found in the present material. The specimens are well developed but 
have broken spines. The ventral sutures have characteristic covering of thin plates 
which have openings at their distal ends. 
Huang (1964) made a detailed study of the genus Asterorotalia and allied 
genera and described A. trispinosa in some detail. Bhatia and Bhalla (1959) recorded 
it from the Puri beach sands. Recently, Ghose (1966) made a detailed statistical 
study of A. trispinosa from the beach sands of Digha, southern Bengal. 
Genus PSEUDOROTALIA Reiss and Merling, 1958 
Pseudorotalia schroeteriana (Parker and Jones) 
Plate 2, figure 2 
Rotalia schroeteriana PARKER and JONES, 1862, in Carpenter, Intr. Foram., 
p. 213, pi. 13, figs. 7-9. 
Rotalia conoides THALMANN, 1934, Eclog. Geol. Helv., vol. 27, no. 2, 
p. 432, fig. 2. NAKAMURA, 1942, Coll. Essays Geol. Pal., pi. 15, figs. 1, 2. 
Streblus schroeteriana (Parker and Jones) ISHIZAKI, 1940, Taiwan Tigaku 
Kizi, vol. 11, no. 2, p. 56, pi. 3, figs. 5, 9; pi. 4, figs. 7-8. 
Pseudorotalia schroeteriana (Parker and Jones) REISS and MERLING, 1958, 
Geol. Surv. Israel Bull., no. 21, pp. 13-14, pi. 1, figs. 15-17, pi. 5, fig. 15. 
Remarks.—This is the first record of Pseudorotalia schroeteriana from the Indian 
region. The Indian specimens are smaller and less developed than typical specimens 
of this species. The present specimens show the characteristic conical shape of the 
species with double row of alternating sutural canals on both the dorsal and ventral 
sides of the test. A detailed description of this species is given by Reiss and 
Merling (1958) who selected it as the type species of a new genus Pseudorotalia, 
proposed by them. 
Pseudorotalia schroeteriana is an Indo-Pacific species and is commonly found 
in shallow, tropical, waters. It is common in the present material. The known 
geological range of this species is from Miocene to Recent. . : * 
•- - v FamilyrELPHIDIIDAE Gtooway, 1933 
Subfamily ELPHIDIINAE Galloway, 1933 
Genus ELPHIDIUM de Montfort, 1808 
Elphidium advenum (Cushman) Cushman 
Plate 2\. figures 5a, b 
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Polystomella subnodosa BRADY (Munister), 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool., 
vol. 9, p. 734, pi. 110, figs. la-b. 
Polystomella advena CUSHMAN, 1922, Carnegie Inst., Washington, Publ. 
311, p. 56, pi. 9, figs. 11, 12. 
Elphidium advenum (Cushman) CUSHMAN, 1930, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 104, pt. 
7, p. 25, pi. 10, figs. 1, 2. UJIIE, 1956, Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku, Sci. Rept., 
no. 38, pp. 275-276, pi. 15, figs. 4, 5. BHATIA, 1956, Cushman Found. 
Foram. Res., Contr., vol. 7, pt. 1, p. 20, pi. 5, fig. 9. SETHU-
LEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central Res. Inst., Kerala Univ. Bull. vol. 6, 
no. 1, ser. C, p. 22, pi. 1, fig. 34. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, Jour. 
Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 79, pi. 1, figs. 9a-b. 
Remarks.—This cosmopolitan species of Elphidium, occurs commonly in the 
present material. It is commonly found in warm, shallow, agitating waters, like 
those of open-sea beaches, and has been widely recorded from Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans. Todd and Low (1960) discussed the difference between E. advenum and 
E. striatopunctatum. The same authors (Todd and Low 1961) recorded E. advenum 
from harbors and inlets of Martha's Vineyard Island, U.S.A., in 20°C to 2PG 
temperature and 30.6 %0 to 31.6%0 salinity range. 
Elphidium advenum has been recorded by Bhatia (1956), Sethulekshmi Amma 
(1958) and Bhatia and Bhalla (1959) from the Recent sediments of Indian coasts. 
The known geological range of this species is from Miocene to Recent. 
Elphidium crispum (Linne) Cushamn and Grant 
Plate 2, figures 4a, b 
Nautilus crispus LINNE, 1758, Systema Naturae, ed. 10, p. 709, ed. 13 (Gmelin's), 
1788, p. 3370. FICHTEL and MOLL, 1798, Test. Micr., p. 40, pi. 4, 
figs. d-f. 
Polystomella crispa LAMARCK, 1822, Histoire de animaux sans vertebres, 
vol. 7, p. 625. 
Elphidium crispum (Linne) CUSHMAN and GRANT, 1927, San Diego Soc. 
Nat. Hist., Trans., vol. 5, no. 6, p. 73, pi. 7, figs. 3a-b. CUSHMAN, 1939, 
U.S.G.S., Prof. Paper 191, pp. 50-51, pi. 13, figs. 17-21. UJIIE, 1956, 
Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku, Sci. Rept., no. 38, pp. 268-273, pi. 14, figs. 
1-8. SETHULEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, Central Res. Inst., Kerala Univ., 
vol. 6, no. 1, ser. C, p. 22, pi. 1, fig. 33. 
Remarks.—It is a well-known species of Elphidium and is present in abundance 
in shallow waters of different parts of the world. The studies of Myers (1943) 
show that E. crispum is a 'hard' foraminifer as it can remain buried for 2 to 3 
months under an overburden of 1 cm of sediment and can still come up alive. 
Parker (1958) recorded it in 11°C to 21 °C temperature and 38 %0 to 39 %o salinity 
range in less than 25 m depth from eastern Mediterranean. However, Colom 
(1950) reported it at a depth of 726 m off the coast of Africa. Recently, Murray 
(1963) made a detailed study of E. crispum in cultures and pointed that it does 
not prefer a clay substratum; with decrease in salinity, the feeding rate also de-
creases; and it can survive in subsaline waters if the temperaturei s low. 
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A significant contribution to our knowledge of some members of Elphidiidae, 
especially their internal structure, has been made by Ujiie (1956). He gave a detailed 
account of the internal structure of E. crispum. According to him, while E. crispum 
has well-developed canal system and septa-spirothecal stolons, E. advenum has 
only well-developed canal system and this he considers as one of the bases for 
distinguishing the two species. 
From the Indian region, E. crispum has been recorded by Bhatia (1956) from 
western India and by Sethulekshmi Amma (1958) from the Travancore coast. It 
is abundantly found in the present material. The geological range of this species is 
from Miocene to Recent. 
Elphidium indicum Cushman 
Plate 2, figures 7a, b 
Elphidium indicum CUSHMAN, 1936, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res. Contr., 
vol. 12, p. 83, pi. 14, figs. 10a, b ; 1939, U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 191, p. 62, 
pi. 17, fig.16. BHATIA, 1956, Cushman Found. Foram. Res. Contr., 
vol. 7, pt. 1, p. 20, pl.5, fig. 12. 
Remarks.—The type of E. indicum is from the shore sands at Bombay. In 
the present material, only two specimens were found which show characterstic 
costae of the species. A comparison with the topotypes was made and the present 
specimens were found to be similar to the Bombay forms. It ranges from Miocene 
to Recent. 
Elphidium cf. E. minutum (Reuss) Cushman 
Plate 2, figures 6a, b 
Polystomella minuta REUSS, 1864, Akad. Wiss. Wein. Sitzungsber, vol. 50, 
pt. 1, p. 478, pi. 4, figs. 6a, b. 
Polystomella discrepans REUSS, 1864, Akad. Wiss. Wien Sitzungsber, vol. 50, 
pt. 1, p. 478, pi. 4, figs. 7a, b. 
Elphidium minutum (Reuss) CUSHMAN, 1939, U.S.G.S., Prof. Paper 191, 
p. 40, pi. 10, figs. 22-25. 
Remarks.—A solitary but well-developed specimen of Elphidium, which can 
be compared with E. minutum, was found in the present material. 
Elphidium simplex Cushman 
Plate 2, figures 3a, b 
Elphidium simplex CUSHMAN, 1933, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 161, pt. 2, p. 52, 
pi. 12, figs. 8, 9. BHATIA, 1956, Cushman Found. Foram. Res. 
Contr., vol.7, pt. 1, p. 20, pi. 5, fig. 13. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, 
Jour. Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 79, pi. 1, figs. 7a, b. 
Remarks.—It is a characteristic Indo-Pacific species and occurs commonly in 
the present material. It has been recorded in Pacific quite often. Bhatia 
(1956) recorded it from shore sands of western India and Bhatia and Bhalla 
(1959) from beach sands at Puri, facing the Bay of Bengal. 
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Superfamily ORBITOIDACEA Schwager, 1876 
Family EPONIDIDAE Hofker, 1951 
Genus POROEPONIDES Cushman, 1944 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem) 
Plate 2, figures 8a, b 
Rosalina lateralis .TERQUEM, 1878, Geol. Soc. France, Mem. 3, ser. 3, vol. 
1, p. 25, pi. 2, fig. 11. 
Puhinulina lateralis (Terquem) BRADY, 1884, Challenger Rept., Zool., vol. 9, 
p. 689, pi. 106, figs. 2, 3. HERON-ALLEN and EARLAND, 1915, 
Zool. Soc. London, Trans., vol. 20, p. 714, pi. 53, figs. 6-11. 
Eponides lateralis CUSHMAN, 1931, U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 104, pt. 8, p. 47, 
pi. 10, fig. 5. 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem) CUSHMAN, 1944, Spl. Publ. 12, Cushman 
Lab. Foram. Res., p. 34, pi. 4, fig. 23. BHATIA, 1956, Cushman Found. 
Foram. Res. Contr., vol. 7, pt. 1, p. 23, pi. 3, figs. 3-5. BHATIA and 
BHALLA, 1959, Jour. Pal. Soc. India, vol. 4, p. 80, pi. 2, figs. 3a, b. 
ALBANI, 1965, Cushman Found. Foram Res. Contr., vol. 16, 
pt. 2, p. 63. 
Remarks.—This, shallow-water, cosmopolitan species, has been frequently 
reported from beach sands. However, it is abundantly found in shallow, tropical 
waters of the different parts of the world. 
Poroeponides lateralis is a highly variable species, especially in the shape of 
it's last formed chamber. Closs and Barberena (1962) reported a complete range 
of variation from open to closed condition of umbilicus in P. lateralis. 
Todd and Low (1961) recorded P. lateralis in 19° C to 23° C temperature and 
31.1 %0 to 32.1 %0 salinity range from open-sea beaches of Martha's Vineyard 
Island, U.S.A. 
Poroeponides lateralis has been recorded from Indian coasts by Bhatia (1956), 
and Bhatia and Bhalla (1959). Its known geological range is from Miocene to 
Recent. 
DISCUSSION OF THE FAUNA 
The foraminiferal assemblage of the Vishakapatnam beach is typical of tropical 
waters and comprise several species of Foraminifera, a majority of which are low 
in frequency. 
As stated elsewhere in the present paper, not much work has been done on 
the Recent Foraminifera of the Indian region. Gnanamuthu (1943) reported 
a large number of foraminiferal species from Krusadi Island in the Gulf of Mannar 
but due to inadequate descriptions and illustrations, not much can be made out 
from his paper. However, the following species seem to be common to both 
Krusadi and Vishakapatnam areas: Quinqueloculina seminulum, Triloculina 
trigonula, Poroeponides lateralis, and Spiroloculina communis. Out of fourteen 
species of Foraminifera described and illustrated by Bhatia and Bhalla (1959) 
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from Puri beach, facing the Bay of Bengal, following are also present in the Vishaka-
patnam beach sands : Q. seminulum, Q. tropicalis, T. trigonula, Elphidium advenum, 
E. simplex, P. lateralis, and Asterorotalia trispinosa. Rao (1961) listed four species 
of Foraminifera from off Vishakapatnam coast. From his list, only Elphidium 
crispum is found at the Vishakapatnam beach. A. trispinosa reported by Ghose 
(1966) from Digha beach, also occurs both in Puri and Vishakapatnam assem-
blages. 
Bhatia (1956) described numerous species of Foraminifera from the Recent 
shore sands of western India.. Quinqueloculina seminulum, Triloculina terquemiana, 
T. tricarinata, Ammonia dentata, E. advenum, E. crispum, E. indicum, E. simplex, 
and P. lateralis, are common to both Vishakapatnam and western India assemblages. 
In recent years, another paper describing Recent Foraminifera from the West 
Coast is by Sethulekshmi Amma (1958), who described and illustrated one hundred 
and fourteen species of Foraminifera from Travancore coast. Following species 
from her list, also occur in Vishakapatnam beach sands : Spiroloculina antillarium, 
S. communis, T. tricarinata, T. terquemiana, E. crispum, and E. advenum. 
A comparison of the foraminiferal fauna of the East Coast and the West 
Coast reveals that only a few species are common to both the regions. Ammonia 
dentata and Elphidium crispum which are abundant on the East Coast, occur rarely 
or frequently on the West Coast. Pseudorotalia schroeteriana which is commonly 
found on the East Coast, is totally absent from the West Coast. Another Indo-
Pacific species which frequently occurs on the East Coast but absent from the West 
Coast, is Asterorotalia trispinosa. It is a characteristic Indo-Pacific species and has 
been widely reported from Malaya, Indonesia, Taiwan, Japan, and other areas. 
Similarly, Spiroloculina communis and Quinqueloculina tropicalis are also not re-
presented on the West Coast. 
An important fact that emerges from a comparison of East and West coast 
foraminiferal assemblages is that both the faunas are somewhat different and that 
the number of foraminiferal species on the East Coast is markedly less than that 
on the West Coast. Another feature worth noting is that the East Coast fauna 
increases in frequency southwards and at the southern tip of India, where both 
Bay of Bengal and Arabian sea meet, abundant Foraminifera—qualitatively as 
well as quantitatively—have been recorded by different workers. This would, 
then, suggest that there are probably two fairly distinct, faunal provinces—the 
Eastern, covering the major part of the Bay of Bengal and, the Western, covering the 
Arabian sea. However, more data from shore and off-shore samples are needed 
before the above suggestions can be confirmed. 
The reason why the East Coast foraminiferal crop is poor in comparison to 
that on the West Coast, is not definitely known but some indirect clues are available 
which could possibly help in understanding and, perhaps, solving this problem. 
Wiseman and Bennett (1940) pointed out that the coastal areas of Arabian sea 
are rich in organic matter (more than 1.5% of organic carbon). The studies of 
Subba Rao (1960) on the Bay of Bengal show that the shore sediments of the East 
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Coast of India are poor in organic matter in comparison to that in Arabian sea. 
He recorded 0.77 % of organic carbon in the shelf sediments of the East Coast. Subba 
Rao (1960) attributes this low percentage of organic carbon in the Bay of Bengal, 
to two main factors: (I) low production of plankton in the Bay of Bengal and, (2) 
" extreme dilution of land humus by the inorganic detrital matter attended 
by intense oxidation conditions which is a common feature in tropical seas" (Subba 
Rao 1960, p. 1712). A large amount of organic matter in the Arabian sea as com-
pared to that in the Bay of Bengal, might well be one of the factors responsible for 
luxuriant growth of Foraminifera on the western coast of India. However, tempera-
ture does not appear to play a significant role in the high production of Foraminifera 
on the West Coast as both the coasts are almost in the same latitudinal zone. 
The foraminiferal fauna of the Vishakapatnam beach is a characteristic warm-
water assemblage. Cushman (1950) divided the Recent warm-water foraminiferal 
fauna of the world into four main geographical provinces, namely, East African, 
Indo-Pacific, West Indian, and Mediterranean. His East African province includes 
the West Coast of Indian and a small portion of the southern part of the East Coast. 
The major part of the East Coast, including Vishakapatnam beach and almost 
entire Bay of Bengal, is covered by a zone containing an admixture of the East 
African and Indo-Pacific faunas. This 'mixed zone' extends from Bay of Bengal 
up to Great Australian Bight, passing through the western coast of Sumatra and 
Java (Fig. 2). Towards the East of this zone, lies the Indo-Pacific foramgeographi-
cal province. 
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FIG. 2. Major Warm Currents in the Indian Ocean together with the broad distributions 
of warm-water foraminiferal fauna. 
True to its geographical setting, the foraminiferal assemblage of the Vishaka-
patnam beach is a 'mixed' one as it includes several species of Foraminifera belong-
ing to East African as well as Indo-Pacific province. Heron-Allen and Earland 
(1915) described several species of Foraminifera from the Kerimba Archipelago 
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(Portuguese East Africa) and the following species also occur in the Vishakapatnam 
assemblage : Q. seminulum, S. antillarium, S. communis, T. tricarinata, R. trigomda, 
T. terquemiana, E. advenum, E. crispum, and P. lateralis. Braga (1960) made a 
detailed study of the foraminiferal fauna from the coast of southern Mozambique 
and the following species arc also present in the Vishakapatnam assemblage : 5*. 
communis, T. tricarinata, T. trigonula, E. crispum, and P. lateralis. Recently, Albani 
(1965) recorded foraminiferal fauna comprising of forty-three species, from the 
Durban Bay. The species common to Durban Bay and Vishakapatnam assembl-
ages are : Q. seminulum, S. antillarium, S. communis, T. tricarinata, T. trigonula, 
E. advenum, E. crispum, and P. lateralis. Thus, a comparison of Vishakapatnam 
and East African coast foraminiferal assemblages, reveals that Q. seminulum, S. antill-
arium, S. communis, T. tricarinata, T. trigonuala, E.advenum, E. crispum, and P. later-
alis are common to both the regions. The well-known Indo-Pacific species of For-
amiiufera present in the Vishakapatnam assemblage are : S. communis, Q. tropicalis, 
Ammonia dentata, Asterorotalia trispinosa, Pseudorotalia schroeteriana, E. indicum, 
and E. simplex. In the present material, S. communis is, perhaps, the only characteris-
tic Indo-Pacific species which has also been recorded from the East African region. 
From the above discussion, it is found that the foraminiferal assemblage of the 
Vishakapatnam beach includes the elements of both Indo-Pacific and East African 
foramgeographical realms. 
In the establishment of zoogeographical provinces, the role of ocean currents, 
besides temperature and salinity, must not be overlooked. In the Indian Ocean, 
there are a few major warm-water currents (Fig. 2). One such current is the seasonal 
-SW & NE Monsoon Drift. During the summer season, the SW Monsoon Drift 
skirting along the East Coast of Africa, passes through the West Coast of India 
via Arabian sea, and then takes a swing at the southern tip of Ceylon and joins 
the Indian Counter current at a short distance towards the East. A rather weak branch 
of the Drift enters into the Bay of Bengal from the eastern side of Ceylon, follows 
a curved path into the northern part of the Bay, passes through the coast of Burma, 
and gradually dies out betweecn Malaya and Sumatra. This tongue of the Drift 
helps in contaminating the Bay of Bengal, including the East Coast of India, with 
the East African fauna. The North Equatorial and Indian Counter currents cir-
culate water between Sumatra and East Coast of Africa and influence the water-
mass with the Indo-Pacific fauna. 
Johnson and Brinton (1963) noted that different water-masses develop their 
characteristic fauna but,at their margins, where the blending of the two water-masses 
takes place, a mixed fauna may be present. In the present study, the 'mixed zone' 
appears to be a similar case. The waters of the East African and Indo-Pacific 
regions, aided by ocean currents, intermingle in the 'mixed zone' and a 'mixed fauna', 
comprising of the elements of both the realms, is present in it. A major part of the 
Bay of Bengal, including the Vishakapatnam beach, comes under this 'mixed 
zone'. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Marina beach sands, Madras, have yielded fifteen 
species of foraminifera, including four indeterminate 
species. Of these, four species are recorded for the first 
time from Indian waters. The species are very low in 
frequency. The foraminifers do not appear to be indige-
nous but have probably been swept in by strong tidal 
currents and surf-action—a characteristic feature of the 
Marina beach. 
The foraminiferal assemblage is typical of tropical 
waters and Includes seven cosmopolitan and four provin-
cial species. The Indo-Paciflc element dominates over the 
East African one. The intermixing1 of the foraminifera 
of the two realms suggests that the "mixed zone" of 
Cushman should be extended south to Madras. 
INTRODUCTION 
Following James Hutton's time-honored principle 
that "the present is the key to the past," more and 
more attention is now being paid to the study of the 
Recent so that the knowledge thus gained may be 
applied in understanding the history of the earth. 
In India, marine formations are fairly well-devel-
oped along coasts and the main aim of the present 
study is to advance our knowledge of the Recent 
foraminifera from Indian shores which would con-
tribute towards our understanding of the coastal 
formations of the sub-continent. 
The foraminifera from Indian waters have been 
studied only in a cursory way. From the Madras 
area, apparently the only record of foraminifera is 
by Ganapati and Satyavati (1958), who recorded 
twenty-two species from two stations off Madras. 
The Marina beach of Madras is an open sea 
beach facing the Bay of Bengal (text fig. 1). 
Marina is a coarse sand beach with a comparatively 
steep slope and is noted for the surging waves 
which constantly attack it. It is about three and a 
half miles long and is flanked by Cooum River in 
the north and Adayar River in the south. Both the 
rivers are rather small and empty into the Bay of 
Bengal. The detailed hydrological conditions 
around Marina are not known. However, Rao and 
Murty (1968) studied the shelf sediments off the 
Madras coast and observed that while the calcium 
carbonate content at 6 fathoms depth near Madras 
is 1.75%, it increases progressively with depth and, 
at 90 fathoms off Madras, it is 37%. 
The present work is based on four samples col-
lected in January, 1968 from the exposed part of 
Marina beach. It is of a qualitative nature and all 
the species, whether rare or abundant, have been 
identified and illustrated. The assemblage is char-
acteristic of warm waters and includes cosmopol-
itan as well as provincial species of foraminifera. 
It consists of a total of fifteen species which are 
very low in frequency—generally represented by a 
few, or solitary, specimens. Following is a check-
list of the species recovered; of these, only Quin-
queloculina vulgaris and Elphidium crispum were 
earlier reported from the Madras area. 
Quinqueloculina cf. Q. seminulum (Linnaeus) 
Q. vulgaris d'Orbigny 
Q. sp. indet. 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck) 
Glabratella sp. indet. 
^ Ammonia annectens (Parker and Jones) 
--' Ammonia cf. A. hozanensis (Nakamura) 
Pararotalia nipponica (Asano) 
Elphidium crispum (Linn6) 
E. minutum (Reuss) 
Elphidium sp. A 
Elphidium sp. B 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem) 
Amphistegina madagascariensis d'Orbigny 
Florilus scaphum (Fichtel and Moll) 
In the present paper, the classification of fora-
minifera as proposed by Loeblich and Tappan 
(1964) has been followed. Synonymies have been 
considerably cut and the words et syn. follow those 
references in which satisfactory synonymies have 
already appeared. However, important shifts in the 
generic names and all possible references from 
Indian waters have been included. The species are 
alphabetically arranged and brief taxonomic as 
well as ecological remarks have been added. Plate 
figures were drawn by the author. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 
Order FORAMINIFERIDA Eichwald, 1830 
Suborder MILIOLINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily MILIOLACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family MILIOLIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily QUINQUELOCULININAE Cushman, 
1917 
Genus Quinqueloculina d'Orbigny, 1826 
Quinqueloculina cf. Q. seminulum (Linn6) 
Plate 20, figures la, b 
Serpula seminulum LINN£, 1767, Systema Naturae, 
ed. 12, p. 1264. 
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TEXT FIGURE 1 
Index map showing sample localities. 
Quinqueloculina seminulum (Linne) D'ORBIGNY, 
1826, p. 303. BHATIA, 1956, p. 17, PI. 2, fig. 9. 
BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, p. 79, PI. 1, figs, la, 
b. BHALLA, 1968, pp. 380-381, PI. 1, figs, la, b. 
A solitary, slightly broken, specimen referable to 
Q. seminulum was found in the material from 
Marina beach. On its four-chambered side, the 
present specimen shows some resemblance to Q. 
suborbicularis d'Orbigny, described from the Re-
cent of the Mediterranean Sea but, unlike Q. sub-
orbicularis, the tip of its last-formed chamber is 
rounded. 
Q. seminulum is a cosmopolitan species ranging 
from Eocene to Recent. It has been frequently 
reported from near-shore waters where it is found 
in association with other thick-walled foraminifers. 
It tolerates wide range of salinity and temperature 
fluctuations. Kane (1967) recorded it from estu-
arine to truly marine conditions. 
Quinqueloculina vulgaris d'Orbigny, 1826 
Plate 20, figures 3a, b 
Quinqueloculina vulgaris D'ORBIGNY, 1826, p. 302. 
CUSHMAN, 1929 (1918 etc.), p. 25, et syn. 
SETHULEKSHMI AMMA, 1958, pp. 4-5, PI. 1, fig. 
5. GANAPATI and SATYAVATI, 1958, PI. 1, figs. 
24, 26. 
Only two specimens of this small and rather 
broad species of Quinqueloculina were found. They 
somewhat resemble Q. triloculiniforma McLean, 
1956, except that the middle chamber on the three-
chambered side is easily visible. 
Q. vulgaris is a cosmopolitan species and has 
been recorded from cold as well as warm waters at 
various depths ranging from beach to several fath-
oms. From Indian waters, it has been reported by 
Sethulekshmi Amma (1958) from the Travancore 
coast and by Ganapati and Satyavati (1958) from 
ofE the coast of Madras in a 12-97 fathoms depth 
and 71°-80°F. temperature range. 
Quinqueloculina sp. indet. 
Plate 20, figures 2a, b 
A solitary, rather worn, specimen having a 
smooth, porcelaneous, long oval test with slightly 
depressed sutures, bifid tooth, and bluntly triangular 
outline was found which could not be referred to 
any known species of Quinqueloculina. More well-
preserved specimens are required before a trivial 
name can be assigned. 
Genus Triloculina d'Orbigny, 1826 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck) 
Plate 20, figures 4a, b 
Miliolites trigonula LAMARCK, 1804, p. 351, PI. 17, 
fig. 4. 
Miliolina trigonula Williamson. BRADY, 1884, p. 
164, PI. 3, figs. 14-16. 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck). D'ORBIGNY, 1826, 
p. 229, PI. 16, figs. 5-9. BHATIA and BHALLA, 
1
 1959, p. 79, PI. 1, figs. 5a, b. BHALLA, 1968, 
p. 382, PI. 1, figs. 2a, b. 
Two tests with a bluntly angled periphery were 
found in the material from Marina beach. Orig-
inally described by Lamarck from the Eocene of 
France, this species was later recorded from Eo-
cene to Recent elsewhere. T. trigonula has been 
recorded from the Recent sediments of both the 
east and west coasts of India. 
Suborder ROTALIINA Delage and Herouard, 1896 
Superfamily DISCORBACEA Ehrenberg, 1838 
Family GLABRATELLIDAE Loeblich and 
Tappan, 1964 
Genus Glabratella Dorreen, 1948 
Glabratella sp. indet. 
Plate 20, figures 7a, b 
Test high-spired with flat umbilical side; umbil-
ical surface ornamented with minute beads arranged 
in radial rows; sutures acute on dorsal side but 
radial on ventral side; aperture a small crescentic 
opening on umbilical side. 
A solitary, broken, specimen of Glabratella was 
found which could not be referred to any known 
species. This is the first record of Glabratella from 
Indian waters. 
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Superfamily ROTALIACEA Ehrenberg, 1839 
Family ROTALIIDAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Subfamily ROTALIINAE Ehrenberg, 1839 
Genus Ammonia Brunnich, 1772 
Ammonia annectens (Parker and Jones) 
Plate 20, figures 8a-c 
Rotalia becarii (Linne) var. annectens PARKER and 
JONES, 1865, p. 387, 422, PI. 19, figs, lla-c. 
Streblus annectens (Parker and Jones). ISHIZAKI, 
1940, p. 58, PI. 3, figs. 12, 13. BHATIA, 1956, 
p. 22, PI. 3, figs. 1, 2. BHATIA and BHALLA, 
1959, p. 79, PI. 2, figs. la-c. 
Ammonia annectens (Parker and Jones). HUANG, 
1964, pp. 50-52, PI. 2, fig. 3; PL 3, figs. 1, 2, 
text-fig. 3. 
Only two, slightly broken but well-developed, 
specimens of this species were found. Both are 
sinistrally coiled. 
Ammonia annectens is a characteristic Indo-
Pacific species and has been described from differ-
ent areas in the Pacific. From the Indian region, it 
has been recorded from the west coast by Bhatia 
(1956) and from the east coast by Bhatia and 
Bhalla (1959). The known geological range of this 
species is from Miocene to Recent. 
Ammonia cf. A. hozanensis (Nakamura) 
Plate 20, figures 5a-c 
Rotalia hozanensis NAKAMURA, 1937, p. 141, PI. 12, 
fig. 4. 
Ammonia hozanensis (Nakamura). HUANG, 1964, 
p. 53, PI. 1, fig. 4. 
A few specimens which may be questionably 
referred to Ammonia hozanensis were found. Our 
specimens with a low spire and characteristic aper-
tural view are similar to those figured and described 
by Huang (1964) and apparently come well within 
the range of variation of A. hozanensis. However, 
the Indian specimens have a slightly greater num-
ber of chambers in the last whorl and their periph-
ery is comparatively smooth. This difference may 
possibly be due to dimorphism which has not yet 
been studied in this species, or it may be due to 
geographical variation of the species. 
A. hozanensis has previously been recorded only 
from the Indo-Pacific realm and this is its first 
record from the Indian region. It is known to 
range from Miocene to Recent. 
Genus Pararotalia Y. Le Calvez, 1949, 
emend. U)iic, 1966 
Pararotalia nipponica (Asano) 
Plate 20, figures 6a-c 
Rotalia nipponica ASANO, 1936, p. 614, PI. 31, 
figs. 2a-c. 
Pararotalia ozawai (Asano). HUANG, 1964, p. 56, 
PI. 1, figs. 14a-c. 
Pararotalia taiwanica (Nakamura). HUANG, 1964, 
pp. 56-58, PI. 2, figs. 2a-c. 
Pararotalia nipponica (Asano). UJIIE, 1966, pp. 
191-200, Pis. 24, 25. et syn. 
Two specimens of P. nipponica were found. Our 
specimens with equally biconvex test, deeply in-
cised sutures on ventral side, and a large umbonal 
plug compare well with those figured by Huang 
(1964) under P. taiwanica. The Indian forms have 
slightly more developed carina and the periphery 
is comparatively more lobulate but these features 
come within the range of variation of the species. 
P. nipponica has been reported from Japan, 
Taiwan, Philippines, and other areas in the Pacific 
but not previously from Indian waters. The known 
range of this species is from Miocene to Recent. 
Family ELPHIDIIDAE Galloway, 1933 
Subfamily ELPHIDIINAE Galloway, 1933 
Genus Elphidium de Montfort, 1808 
Elphidium crispum (Linne) Cushman and Grant 
Plate 21, figures la, b 
Nautilus crispus LINNE, 1758, Systema Naturae, ed. 
10, p. 709; ed. 13 (Gmelin's), 1788, p. 3370; 
FICHTEL and MOLL, 1798, p. 40, PI. 4, figs. d-f. 
Polystomella crispa (Linne). LAMARCK, 1822, p. 
625. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 20 
FIGS. 
la, b. Quinqueloculina cf. Q. seminulum (Linne), X50. 
2a, b. Quinqueloculina sp. indet., x 100. 
3a, b. Quinqueloculina vulgaris d'Orbigny, X50. 
4a,b. Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck), x36. 
5a, b, c. Ammonia cf. A. hozanensis (Nakamura), X100. 
6a, b,c. Pararotalia nipponica (Asano), X50. 
7a, b. Glabratella sp. indet., x 100. 
8a, b, c. Ammonia annectens (Parker and Jones), X50. 
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Elphidium crispum (Linne). CUSHMAN and GRANT, 
1927, p. 73, PI. 7, figs. 3a, b. CUSHMAN, 1939, 
pp. 50-51, PI 13, figs. 17-21 et syn. BHATIA, 
1956, PI. 5, figs. 11a, b. SETHULEKSHMI 
AMMA, 1958, p. 22, PI. 1, fig. 33. BHALLA, 
1968, pp. 385-386, PI. 2, figs. 4a, b. 
A few specimens of this well-known, cosmopol-
itan species of Elphidium were found. Of all the 
species of Elphidium, this is, perhaps, the best 
studied species. It is known to tolerate a wide 
range of salinity and temperature variations and is 
commonly found in shallow, turbulent waters. 
Cushman and McCulloch (1940), however, re-
corded it from a depth of 2 to 130 fathoms. The 
range of this species is from Miocene to Recent. 
E. crispum has been recorded from the west 
coast of India by Bhatia (1956) and Sethulekshmi 
Amma (1958) and from the east coast by Bhalla 
(1968). An indeterminate species of Elphidium 
was recorded by Ganapati and Satyavati (1958) 
off Madras from 39 to 50 fathoms depth and 71° 
to 80°F. temperature range, appears to be E. 
crispum. However, the types were not seen and, 
as such, no conclusions can be drawn. 
Elphidium minutum (Reuss) Cushman 
Plate 21, figures 2a, b 
Polystomella minuta REUSS, 1864, p. 478, PI. 4, 
figs. 6a, b. 
Polystomella discrepans REUSS, 1864, p. 478, PI. 4, 
figs. 7a, b. 
Elphidium minutum (Reuss). CUSHMAN, 1939, p. 
40, PI. 10, figs. 22-25. BHALLA, 1968, p. 386, 
PI. 2, figs. 6a, b. 
This species was represented by only three speci-
mens. It was recorded from Indian waters by 
Bhalla (1968) from the beach sands at Vishakhap-
atnam, facing the Bay of Bengal. 
The types of Elphidium minutum are from the 
Late Oligocene of Germany. Its known range is 
from Oligocene to Recent. 
EXPLANATION 
FIGS. 
la, b. Elphidium crispum (Linn6), X50. 
2a, b. Elphidium minutum (Reuss), x50. 
3a, b. Elphidium sp. A, X100. 
4a, b. Elphidium sp. B, X100. 
5a, b. Florilus scaphum (Fichtel and Moll), X 10( 
6a, b. Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem), X36. 
7a, b, c. Amphistegina madagascariensis d'Orbigny, 
Elphidium sp. A 
Plate 21, figures Ba, b 
Test somewhat compressed; umbilicus depressed; 
periphery broadly rounded; margin slightly lobu-
late in later chambers; sides nearly parallel in aper-
tural view; eleven chambers in last whorl, gradu-
ally increasing in size as added; sutures slightly 
curved, a little depressed, limbate, with a few, 
rather indistinct, retral processes. 
A solitary, broken, specimen of Elphidium was 
found which could not be referred to any known 
species. It resembles Elphidium incertum (William-
son) ( = Elphidium florentinae Shupak) described 
by Shupak (1934) from the Recent and Pleisto-
cene of Long Island and New York Harbor, U. S. 
A., but differs in having a more rounded periph-
ery and in the nature of sutures and retral proc-
esses. More specimens are needed before it can be 
identified at the species level. 
Elphidium sp. B 
Plate 21, figures 4a, b 
Test compressed; umbilical regions flat with clear 
shell material extending slightly towards aperture; 
periphery sharply angular, strongly lobulate; cham-
bers distinct, thirteen in last whorl, increasing grad-
ually with growth, last chamber broken; sutures dis-
tinct, slightly curved, deeply excavated with a few, 
rather transverse, retral processes. 
A single specimen was found. The striking 
character of the specimen is its deeply excavated 
sutures and incised margin. The present specimen 
somewhat resembles Elphidium argenteum, orig-
inally described by Parr (1945) from the Victoria 
shore sands, but differs in having a strongly lob-
ulate margin, fewer chambers in the last whorl, less 
curved but deeply cut sutures, and in lacking the 
beaded surface and parallel sides. It is likely that 
the present specimen represents a new species of 
Elphidium but more, well-preserved, specimens are 
required before a new name can be assigned. 
OF PLATE 21 
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Superfamily ORBITOIDACEA Schwager, 1876 
Family EPONIDIDAE Hofker, 1951 
Genus Poroeponides Cushman, 1944 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terqucm) 
Plate 21, figures 6a, b 
Rosalina lateralis TERQUEM, 1878, p. 25, PI. 2, 
fig. 11. 
Puhinulina lateralis (Terquem). BRADY, 1884, p. 
689, PI. 106, figs. 2, 3. HERON-ALLEN and 
EARLAND, 1915, p. 714, PI. 53, figs. 6-11. 
Eponides lateralis (Terquem). CUSHMAN, 1931 
(1918 etc.), p. 47, PI. 10, fig. 5. 
Eponides repandus (Fichtel and Moll). TODD, 
1965, pp. 20-21, PI. 7, figs. 3, 4. 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem). CUSHMAN, 1944, 
p. 34, PI. 4, fig. 23. BHATIA, 1956, p. 23, PI. 
3, figs. 3-5. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, p. 80, 
PI. 2, figs. 3a, b. BHALLA, 1968, p. 387, PI. 2, 
figs. 8a, b. 
Only one specimen belonging to Poroeponides 
lateralis was found. This species has been recorded 
in the Recent sediments of both the east and west 
coasts of India. 
P. lateralis is a well-known species with a world-
wide distribution. It has been commonly recorded 
from shallow, warm waters. By virtue of its thick 
test, it is able to withstand abrasion and, conse-
quently, it frequently occurs in shore sands. How-
ever, it is also found rather sporadically in deep 
waters. Said (1949) recorded it from a depth of 
24 to 400 m in the Gulf of Suez and the Red Sea. 
Its known range is from Miocene to Recent. 
P. lateralis shows a wide range of variation. 
Resig (1962) observed that Eponides repandus is a 
juvenile stage in the ontogenetic development of 
Sestronophora Loeblich and Tappan, with Poro-
eponides as an intermediate stage. On the basis of 
priority, Resig (op. cit.) suggested the suppression 
of Poroeponides and Sestronophora in favor of E. 
repandus ( = Nautilus repandus Fichtel and Moll, 
1798)—the type-species of Eponides DeMontfort, 
1808. Cushman et al. (1954) were also of the view 
that the basis of differentiating Poroeponides from 
Eponides is not sound but, in the absence of ade-
quate data, continued to recognise both genera. 
However, McLean (1956) is of the view that 
Eponides and Poroeponides should be distinguished. 
Closs and Barberena (1962) noted that P. later-
alis exhibits considerable variation, especially in 
the shape of its last-formed chamber and umbilical 
region and preferred to include Eponides repandus 
in Poroeponides lateralis. Todd (1965), following 
Resig (1962), suppressed Poroeponides lateralis in 
favor of Eponides repandus. Loeblich and Tappan 
(1964, p. C684), however, maintain Eponides, 
Poroeponides, and Sestronophora as distinct genera 
and their main argument is that the ". . . adult 
stages must be used in classification, and as the 
type-species of Eponides and Poroeponides do not 
have a Sestronophora-like adult, the three genera 
are regarded as distinct." If Resig (1962) is fol-
lowed, then, there will be far reaching implications 
in the systematics of foraminifera as several fora-
miniferal genera show biformed stages in their 
ontogenetic growth. The author agrees with Loeb-
lich and Tappan (1964) and, therefore, Poroepon-
ides has been maintained as a distinct genus in the 
present work. 
Family AMPHISTEGLNIDAE Cushman, 1927 
Genus Amphistegina d'Orbigny, 1826 
Amphistegina madagascariensis d'Orbigny 
Plate 21, figures 7a-c 
Amphistegina madagascariensis D'ORBIGNY, 1826, 
p. 304. TODD, 1965, p. 34, PI. 11, fig. 3; PI. 
12, figs. 1, 2. et syn. 
Only two, rather worn, specimens were found. 
This is the first record of Amphistegina madagas-
cariensis from the Indian waters. Our specimens 
with reflex but rather obscure sutures and thick 
tests come well within the range of variation of the 
species. However, ours exhibit slightly raised um-
bilical knobs and the periphery is abraded due to 
intensive surf-action at the beach. 
A. madagascariensis is considered to be an Indo-
Pacific species. It prefers a shallow, warm water, 
environment and shows considerable variation. Ac-
cording to Todd (1965), A. madagascariensis varies 
with the environment. In beach and near-shore en-
vironments, the tests are generally thicker, sutures 
are rather obscure, and more abundant than in 
deep waters. However, in lagoonal environments, 
the test is large and compressed, and has better 
marked sutures. The types of this species are from 
off Madagascar. 
Superfamily CASSIDULINACEA d'Orbigny, 1839 
Family NONIONNIDAE Schultze, 1854 
Subfamily NONIONINAE Schultze, 1854 
Genus Florilus de Montfort, 1808 
Florilus scaphum (Fichtel and Moll) 
Plate 21, figures 5a, b 
Nautilus scapha FICHTEL and MOLL, 1798, p. 105, 
PI. 19, figs. d-f. 
Nonionina scapha (Fichtel and Moll). BRADY, 
1865 (1867), p. 106, PI. 12, figs. 10a, b. 
Nonion scaphum (Fichtel and Moll). CUSHMAN, 
1930 (1918 etc.), p. 5, PI. 2, figs. 3, 4. BHATIA, 
1956, PI. 5, fig. 15. BHATIA and BHALLA, 1959, 
p. 79, PI. 1, figs. 6a, b. 
The present specimens show flaring tests with 
depressed umbonal regions filled with calcite gran-
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ules and have been, therefore, put under the genus 
Florilus de Montfort. 
Only three broken specimens of this widely dis-
tributed species were found. Florilus scaphum is 
found in shallow as well as deep waters. From the 
west coast of India, it has been recorded by Bhatia 
(1956), and from the east coast, by Bhatia and 
Bhalla (1959). The known geological range of this 
species is from Eocene to Recent. 
DISCUSSION 
Foraminifera are rare in Marina beach sands. 
The reasons for this paucity of foraminifera are not 
known but some indirect evidence may help solve 
this problem. 
Marina beach is bounded by rivers on its north-
ern and southern extremities. These rivers appear 
to play a decisive role in controlling the growth of 
local foraminiferal populations. The fresh-water 
brought in by the rivers intermingles freely with 
the marine-water of the bay resulting in the de-
crease of salinity of the water around Marina. This 
blending also locally lowers the concentration of 
calcium carbonate of the sea-water. Rao and 
Murty (1968) noted that the percentage of calcium 
carbonate is low near Madras. Although these 
authors did not offer any reason for this low per-
centage, the influence of fresh-water may well be 
one of the causes for it. In addition, the detritus 
brought in by the rivers dilutes the foraminiferal 
population in the locality. Under such conditions, 
the growth of algae and other water plants which 
supply food to foraminifers, is also checked. The 
sediments of Marina beach are coarse-grained and 
poor in organic matter, and this, combined with 
great surf-action, provides an inhospitable site for 
the foraminifers to thrive. It is believed that beach 
foraminifera do not live on the beach itself but 
reside very near to the shore-line and are washed 
into the beach region by waves. According to 
Dietz and Menard (1951), the waves are normally 
effective down to a depth of about 30 feet. The 
studies of McMaster (1954) on the New Jersey 
coast, Logvinenko and Remizov (1964) along the 
Sea of Azov, Thompson (1937) in California, 
Nanz (1955) and Miling and Behrens (1966) in 
Texas, and others, show that the beach sediments 
are derived from the continental shelf. This may 
hold true for foraminifers also. In view of the 
foregoing, it is surmised that the foraminifera of 
the present assemblage are not indigenous but were 
washed in from nearby shallow depths by strong 
waves. This would also, perhaps, explain the pres-
ence of normal foraminifers in an environment 
which is low in salinity and deficient in calcium 
carbonate content. 
Prolific foraminiferal assemblages have been 
described from the west coast of India by Bhatia 
(1956) and Sethulekshmi Amina (1958). Bhalla 
(1968) pointed out that the east coast foraminiferal 
assemblage is different from that of the west coast 
and surmised that the Bay of Bengal and the Ara-
bian Sea are two distinct faunal realms. A com-
parison of the foraminiferal fauna from the Marina 
beach with that from the west coast of India reveals 
that Q. seminulum, Q. vulgaris, T. trigonula, A. 
annectens, E. crispum, P. lateralis, and F. scaphum 
are common to both. Except for A. annectens, all 
these species have a world-wide distribution. The 
well-known Indo-Pacific species in the Marina as-
semblage are: Ammonia annectens, Ammonia cf. 
A. hozanensis, Pararotalia nipponica, and Amphis-
tegina madagascariensis. Except for A. annectens, 
none of these species have previously been recorded 
from the west coast of India. The present study, 
therefore, gives credence to the contention of the 
author (Bhalla, 1968) that the Bay of Bengal and 
the Arabian Sea represent two faunal provinces. 
The occurrence of A. annectens, A. cf. A. hozan-
ensis, P. nipponica, and A. madagascariensis is of 
considerable interest in relating the Marina assem-
blage with the known foram-geographical provinces 
in the Indian Ocean (see text fig. 2). 
The Recent warm water foraminiferal assem-
blages of the world have been grouped by Cushman 
(1950) into four main provinces, viz., Mediterra-
nean, West Indian, Indo-Pacific, and East African. 
The Madras assemblage contains the elements of 
Indo-Pacific as well as East African realm. Of the 
fifteen species of foraminifera from Marina beach, 
A. annectens, A. cf. A. hozanensis, and P. nipponica 
are characteristic Indo-Pacific forms. The types of 
A. madagascariensis are from Madagascar but the 
species has also been reported from the Indo-Pacific 
realm. Prolific foraminiferal assemblages have been 
reported from the east coast of Africa. Q. semin-
ulum, E. crispum, and P. lateralis are common to 
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TEXT FIGURE 2 
Major warm currents in the Indian Ocean and dis-
tribution of warm-water foraminiferal faunas. 
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Marina and East African assemblages. However, 
the elements of Indo-Pacific province dominate the 
foraminiferal fauna of the Marina beach. The 
Marina assemblage does not seem to be a true rep-
resentative of this portion of the eastern coast line 
of India because several characteristic species which 
were recorded by Ganapati and Satyavati (1958) 
from off Madras, are absent in the present assem-
blage. This is mainly due to the prevailing ecolog-
ical conditions which inhibit the growth of fora-
miniferal species in the area. 
According to Cushman (1950), the entire west 
coast of India and a small portion of the southern 
part of the east coast fall under the East African 
province. The rest of the east coast and almost all 
the Bay of Bengal are covered by a zone formed 
by the blending of East African and Indo-Pacific 
provinces. This 'mixed zone' extends from the Bay 
of Bengal to the Great Australian Bight and forms 
the boundary between the two provinces. Bhalla 
(1968) discussed the formation of the 'mixed zone' 
and opined that the major warm-water currents in 
the Indian Ocean are instrumental in its develop-
ment. In the Madras assemblage, representatives of 
Indo-Pacific and East African provinces are present 
and it would be reasonable to extend the 'mixed 
zone' of Cushman south at least to Madras. 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE TAXONOMIC STATUS OF PARAROTAL1A 
NIPPONICA (ASANO) AND ALLIED SPECIES OF FORAMINIFERIDA 
S. N. BHAIXA 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
During the course of an investigation of Recent Foraminiferida from the Indian 
waters, the author (Bhalla, 1970) recovered a few well developed specimens of 
Pararotalia nipponka (Asano) ( = Rotalia nipponka Asano, 1936) from the east coast 
of India. While working out the taxonomy of this species, it was realised that a 
certain amount of confusion exists in the nomenclature of P. nipponica and allied 
species of Pararotalia; and a discussion on P. nipponica and related species, which 
have been often referred to in the literature on the Indo-Pacific region, is ,needed in 
order to clarify their, taxonomic positions. The necessity for such a treatment is all 
the more important since some of them have been used in stratigraphical correlations 
in certain countries. In view of this, the following discussion has been attempted 
which tries to tackle the problem. 
It is often difficult to make a distinction between the different members of the 
family Rotaliidae and Pararotalia is one of them. In the past, identical species were 
assigned to different genera by various workers. In recent years, there has been a 
vigorous effort on the part of systematists to evolve a workable criterion for dis-
tinguishing various rotaliid genera. _ Although the situation has greatly improved, 
it is still not completely satistactory. 
The genus Pararotalia was erected by Y. Le Calvez in 1949 with Rotalia inermis 
Terquem, 1882, as its type species. It is widely distributed both in space and time. 
Pararotalia ranges from Upper Cretaceous to Recent but is generally found in the 
sediments of Cenozoic era and is cosmopolitan in occurrence. An excellent account 
of the genus is given by Loeblich and Tappan (1957), and the details of internal 
structure and taxonomic position have been discussed by Reiss (1963) and Reiss and 
Merling (1958), among others. In recent years, a significant contribution towards 
the proper understanding of this genus has come from Ujiie (1966) who has emended 
it also. 
Pararotalia nipponica has been widely recorded from the Indo-Pacific region. 
The other species of Pararotalia which either occur with P. nipponica or could be 
mistaken for it, are Pararotalia taiwanica (Nakamura) ( = Rotalia taiwanica Nakamura, 
1937) and Pararotalia ozawai (Asano) (=Rotalia ozawai Asano, 1951). Both these 
species have also been reported from the Indo-Pacific province. 
A comparison of P. nipponica with P. taiwanica reveals that the only difference 
between the two is the smooth periphery and larger number of chambers in the 
former. According to Ujiie (1966), P. taiwanica is perhaps conspecific with P. 
nipponica. P. nipponka is also closely related to P. ozawai and both of them 
generally occur together (fide Ujite, 1966). In comparison to P. nipponica, P. 
ozawai is small in size and bears spiny projections on its peripheral margin. 
However, Ujiie (1966) noted that, in thin-sections, these spines could be seen in the 
early coils of P. nipponica also. This led him to believe that the disappearance of 
peripheral spines from the later coils of P. nipponica is perhaps due to degeneration 
in the process of ontogeny and that P. ozawai represents the juvenile stage of P. 
nipponica. Except for the size and the peripheral projections, both the species are 
identical. The only character which distinguishes P. taiwanica from P. ozawai is the 
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presence of spiny projections on the peripheral margin of the latter. Todd (1965) 
recorded P. ozawai from the shallow waters at Fiji and Rotonga in the Pacific and 
found it to be highly variable species. She observed a full spectrum of variation 
between the specimens with peripheral spiny projections (ozawai-type) and those 
without spines and almost entire periphery (taiwanica-type). Although she did not 
offer comments on the taxonomic implications of this feature, she seems to have con-
sidered, inter alia, P. ozawai and P. taiwanica to be conspecific. 
From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that P. nipponica is a highly variable 
species. It is commonly found in association with P. ozawai (Ujiie, 1966) which, 
in turn, occurs with P. taiwanica (Huang, 1964). It has not been possible to 
ascertain their true relationship as the types were not available for study; but judging 
from their morphological features, certain generalizations can be made which may 
pave the way for their final taxonomic settlement. 
Pararotalia nipponica 
/ \ 
Development of lobulations on Increase in the s ize of t ea* 
periphery and reduction lh tbe and lose of peripheral spines 
oumber of chambers ^v 
Ifr Addition of > 
Pararotalia laivramcrf , ^ Pararotalia ozavai 
———. peripheral spines r ' 
Figure 1. 
Several authors have studied the above mentioned three species of Pararotalia 
from different angles, viz.; morphological characters, microstructures, etc., but none 
seems to have noticed dimorphism in these species. Dimorphism is an important 
phenomenon in the life history of foraminiferids and has played a vital role in the 
evaluation of foraminiferal genera and species., The presence of lobulated periphery 
and less number of chambers in P. taiwanica in comparison with P. nipponica, are the 
characters sometimes used in distinguishing megalospheric from the microspheric 
generation in several rotaliids. The lobulated periphery and less number of 
chambers in P. taiwanica are not sufficient enough to distinguish this species from 
P. nipponica. Possibly, P. taiwanica represents a megalospheric generation of P. 
nipponica. Similarly, the characters which distinguish P. nipponica from P. ozawai 
are also not well-marked. In comparision to P. nipponica, the test of P. ozawai 
is small and exhibits spiny projections on the periphery. Such projections have also 
been observed in the early coils of P. nipponica (Ujiie, 1966) and, are therefore 
not of much significance from taxonomic point of view. The small size of P. ozawai 
in comparison to P. nipponica is too insignificant a character to distinguish it from 
the latter. In view of this, it is more likely that P. ozawai, perhaps, represents one 
of the stages in the ontogenic development of P. nipponica. P. ozawai has been 
observed to grade into P. taiwanica through a series of transitional forms (Huang, 
1964) and, during this process, the spiny projections of P. ozawai are losfgiving rise 
to smooth margined test of P. taiwanica. This, in turn, would indicate that the two 
species are inseparable and are simply a case of intra-specific variation. 
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Boltovskoy (1965) in his thought provoking article on Foraminiferida cautioned 
against the indiscriminate erection of new species without observing their natural 
variability. In recent times, a number of studies have been made on foraminiferal 
species to demonstrate the effect of temperature, salinity, latitudinal variations, etc., 
on them. A significant contribution in this direction has come from Lewis and 
Jenkins (1969). These authors have studied the control of environment on the 
development of Nonionellina flemingi (Vella) {^Nonion flemingi Vella, 1957) in Recent 
waters off New Zealand. They observed that N. flemingi behaves differently in 
different surroundings. Near Auckland islands, while the juvenile specimens of the 
species were found to be trochospirally coiled with a few chambers in the last whorl, 
the adult forms were planispiral with comparatively more number of chambers in the 
final coil. The effect of latitudinal variation was also pronounced ; with the decrease 
in latitude, the size of the foraminifer also decreased. 
From the above discussion, it becomes evident that in order to arrive at a correct 
taxonomic solution, materials of P. nipponica, P. taiwanica, and P. ozawai from 
different geographical locations should be examined and variation, coupled with 
dimorphism and microstructure, should be thoroughly studied. In all probability, 
it seems likely that only P. nipponica is valid whereas P. taiwanica and P. ozawai are 
its junior synonyms. All the three species are found in Recent waters and provide 
good scope for culture study also. 
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RECENT FORAMINIFERA FROM BEACH SAND AT PURI, 
ORISSA 
S B. BHATIA and S. N. BHALT.A 
Department of Geology, Panjab University, Chandigarh, India 
ABSTRACT—Fourteen species of loramimfera are recorded and illustrated from 
the beach sand a t Pun . These include many characteristic Indo-Pacific species. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE paper is based on samples collected by the senior author from the beach 
sand at Puri (19°84': 85°52'), Orissa, 
in January 1959. Fourteen species of fora-
minifera are recorded and illustrated from 
these samples. Of these fourteen species, 
the following arc the characteristic Indo-
Pacific forms: 
Quinqueloculina tropicalis ? Cushman 
Elphidium simplex Cushman 
Streblus annectens (Parker & Jones) 
S. dentahts (Parker & Jones) 
Astcrorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann) 
Dentostomina agglutinans (d'Orbigny) ? and 
Elphidium advenum (Cushman) have been 
recorded both from the Indo-Pacific and the 
Atlantic regions. The remaining identifiable 
species have a world-wide distribution. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
There are no specific records of foramini-
fera from the beach sand at Puri, Orissa. 
Perhaps the only paper dealing with recent 
foraminifera from the east coast of India is 
by Gnanamuthu (1943). This paper records 
the foraminiferal fauna of the Krusadai 
Island in the Gulf of Manaar. Although a 
large number of species are recorded from 
this area, a majority' of them are poorly 
illustrated and lack proper description. As 
such, the paper can hardly be utilized for 
comparing the faunas of the two areas. As 
far as can be made out from Gnanamuthu's 
paper (op. cit.), the onty species which appear 
to be common in both the areas (Puri and 
the Gulf of Manaar) are the following (the 
figures in parenthesis refer to Gnanamuthu's 
paper): 
Quinqueloculina seminulum (Linnaeus) 
(Plate II, figs. 4a-f) 
Triloculina sp. (Plate III , figs. 2a, b) = 
T. trigonula (Lamarck) 
Eponides repandus (Plate IV, figs. 19a-c) = 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem) 
Some of the Lenticulina and Robulus 
appear to be spiny Streblus. This can only 
be varified after careful restudy of the type 
specimens. 
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTION 
Fami ly MILIOLIDAE 
Genus QUINQUELOCULINA d'Orbigny, 1826 
QUINQUELOCULINA SEMINULUM (Linnaeus) 
(PI. 1, figs, la , b) 
Serpula seminulum Linnaeus, 1758, Systema 
Naturae, 10th Edn., p. 786. 
Quinqueloculina seminulum (Linnaeus) 
d'Orbigny, 1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 7, 
No. 44, p. 303; Cushman, 1917, U.S. Nat. 
Mus. Bull. 71, Pt. 6, PI. 11, fig. 2, p. 44; 
Bhatia, 1956, Contr. Cush. Found. Foram. 
Res., Vol. VII, Pt. I, PI. 2, fig. 9, p. 17. 
This well-known species has a world-wide 
distribution. The species occurs commonly 
in our samples. 
QUINQUELOCULINA TROPICALIS ? Cushman 
(PI. 1, figs. 2a, b) 
Miliolina gracilis (d'Orbigny) Brady, 1884, 
Challenger Rept., Zool., Vol. 9, PI. 5, fig. 3. 
Quinqueloculina tropicalis Cushman, 1924, 
Carnegie Inst., Washington, Publ. 342, p. 63. 
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This species is rare in our material and 
seems to come within the range of variation 
of Q. tro-picalis. 
Genus DENTOSTOMIJS'A Carman, 1933 
DENTOSTOMINA AGGLUl'INANS (d 'Orbignv) ? 
(PI. 1, fig- 3) 
Quinqueloculina agglutinans d'Orbigny, 
1893, Foram. Cuba, PI. xii, figs. 11-13, p. 168. 
Dentostomina agglutinans (d'Orbigny) Ber-
mudez, 1935, Mem. Soc. Cub. Hist. Nat., 
Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 161. 
We have three specimens of this agglu-
tinate miliolid. The aperture is obscure. 
Bermudez (loc. cit.) placed the species under 
Dentostomina. According to Barker (1960, 
p. 16) forms figured by Brady (1884, PI. 8, 
figs. 6, 7) probably represent a different 
species from d'Orbigny's Cuban formsN. ' As 
our specimens are closer to those figured by 
Brady (loc. cit.) we have followed Barker in 
assigning them questionably to Dentostomina 
agglutinans (d'Orbigny). 
Genus TRTLOCUI.INA d'Orbigny, 1826 
TRILOCULINA TRIGONULA (Lamarck) 
(PI. 1, figs. Sa, b) 
Miliolites trigonula Lamarck, 1804, Ann. 
Mus., Vol. 5, No. 3, p. 351. . 
Triloculina trigonula (Lamarck) d'Orbigny, 
1826, Ann. Sci. Nat., Vol. 7, PI. 16, figs. 5-9, 
p. 229; Marks, 1951, Contr. Cush. Found. 
Foram. Res., Vol. 2, Pt. 2, p. 41 (et syn.). 
This species is rare in our material and 
only one specimen was found. 
Family NONIONIDAE 
Genus NONION Montiort, 1808 -
NONION SCAPHUM (Fichtel & Moll) 
(PI. 1, figs. 6a, b) 
Nautilus scafiha Fichtel & Moll, 1798, 
Test., Micr., PI. 19, figs, d-f, p. 109. 
Nonion scaphum (F. & M.) Cushman, 1930, 
U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 104, Pt. 7, PI. 2, 
figs. 3, 4, p. 5; Bhatia, 1956, Contr. Cush. 
Found. Foram. Res., Vol. 7, Pt. 1, PI. 5, 
fig. 15. 
This is a well-known species having world-
wide distribution. Bhatia (loc. cit.) recorded 
it from shore sands of western India. The 
species is common in our material. 
Genus ELPHTDJUM Montiort, 1808 
ELPHIDIUM ADVENUM Cushman 
(PI. 1, figs. 9a, b) 
Polystomella advena Cushman, 1922, Car-
negie Inst., Washington, 311. 
Elphidium advenum Cushman, 1930, U.S. 
Nat. Mus. Bull. 104, Pt. 7, PI. 10, figs. 1, 2, 
p. 25; Bhatia, 1956, Contr. Cush. Found. 
Foram. Res., Vol. 7, Pt. 1, PI. 5, fig. 9, p. 20. 
There are many records of this species 
from the Recent and Tertiary of the Atlantic 
and Pacific regions. Bhatia (loc. cit.) re-
corded it from shore sands of western India. 
ELPHIDIUM SIMPLEX Cushman ' 
(PI. 1, figs. 7a, b) 
Elphidium simplex Cushman, 1933, U.S. 
Nat. Mus. Bull. 161, Pt. 2, PI. 12, figs. 8, 9, 
p. 52; Bhatia, 1956, Contr. Cush. Found. 
Foram. Res., Vol. 7, Pt. 1, PL 5, fig. 13, p. 20. 
The specimens from the Puri beach sand 
arc identical with those described by Bhatia 
from the western coast. It is a characteristic 
Indo-Pacific species with a somewhat lobu-
late periphery, slightly depressed sutures 
and small spiny projections running from 
the umbonal region to the apertural face. 
Common in occurrence. ~- . 
ELPHIDIUM sp. indct. 
(PL 1, figs. 8a, b) 
This is a diminutive species which cannot 
be assigned to any known species. Only 
two specimens were found and more speci-
mens are needed before any definite identi-
fication is made. 
Fami ly ROTALIIDAE 
Genus SXREBLUS Fischer, 1817 
STRERLUS ANNECTENS (Parker & Jones) 
(PL 2, figs, la-c) 
Rotalia beccarii (Linnaeus) var. anneclens 
Parker & Jones, 1865, Philos. Trans., Vol. 
155, PI. 19, figs, lla-c pp. 387, 422,. 
Streblus anneotens (P. & J.) Bhatia, 1956, 
Contr. Cush. Found. Foram. Res., Vol. 7, 
Pt. 1, PI. 3, figs. 1, 2, p. 22. 
This is a characteristic Tndo-Pacific species. 
Bhatia (loc. cit.) recorded the species from 
the west coast of India and discussed the 
taxonomic aspects of the genus Streblus. 
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STREBLUS DENTATLJS (Parker & Jones) 
(P). 2, figs. 2a-c) 
Rotalia beccarii (Linnaeus) var. dentata 
Parker & Jones, 1865, Philos. Trans., 
Vol. 155, PI. 19, figs. 13a-c pp. 387, 
422. 
Streblus dentatus (P. & J.) Bhatia, 1956, 
Contr. Cush. Found. Foram. Res., Vol. 7, Pt. 1-, 
PI. 4, fig. 3, pp. 22, 23. • 
This is again an Indo-Pacific species. 
Rare in our material. 
Genus POROEPON1DES Cushman, 1944 
POROEPONIDES LATERALIS (TerquCITl) 
(PI. 2, figs. 3a, b) 
Rosalina lateralis Terquem, 1878, Mem. 
Geol. Soc. France, ser. 3, Vol. 1, PI. 2, 
fig. 11, p. 25. 
Poroeponides lateralis (Terquem) Cushman, 
1944, Cushman Lab. Foram. Res., Spec. Publ. 
No. 12, PL 4, fig. 23, p. 34; Bhatia, 1956, 
Contr. Cush. Found. Foram. Res., Vol. 7, 
PL 3, figs. 3-5, p. 23 et syn. 
Bhatia (loc. cit.) recorded the species from 
the west coast and discussed the taxonomic 
status of P. lateralis and P. c'ribrorepandus. 
The specimen from the Puri beach sand is 
identical with the west coast forms. 
Genus ASTEROROTALIA Hofkcr, 1951 
ASTEROROTALIA TRISPINOSA (Thalmann) 
(PI. 1, figs. 10a, b) 
Rotalia trispinosa Thalmann, 1933, Eclog. 
Geol. Helv., Band xxvi, No. 2, p. 248. 
Asterorotalia pulchella (d'Orbignv) Hofker, 
1951, Siboga Expcd., Pt. Ill, p. 505. 
Asterorotalia trispinosa (Thalmann) Barker, 
1960, Spec. Publ. 9, Soc. Econ. Palcont. 
Mineral., p. 238. 
This is the first record of this species from 
the Indian region. Our specimens come 
within the range of variation of the species. 
They have a distinct!)' triangular outline, 
with seven chambers in the last whorl. The 
sutures on the dorsal side are raised and 
limbate, while those on the ventral side have 
a narrow covering of a porous plate, charac-
teristic of the genus Asterorotalia. Rare in 
occurrence. 
F a m i l y ANOMALIhflDAE 
Subfamily CIBICIDINAE 
Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808 
CIBICIDES sp. indct. 
• ' (PI. 2, figs. 4a, b) 
This is an indeterminate species. The 
number of chambers in the last whorl varies 
from 8 to 9. The ventral sutures are limbate. 
The periphery is keeled. Common in occur-
rence. 
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EXPLANATION or PLATE 1 
(All figures X(>5 unless stated otherwise) 
la , b. Quinqiteloculina seminalnm (Linnaeus): a, side view; b, apertural view. 
2a, b. Quinqiteloculina tropicalis ? Cushman: a, side view; b, apertural view. 
3. Dcntostomma aggltttinans (d'Orbigny) ?: side view. 
4a, b. BilocitlincUa sp. indet: a, side view; b, apertural view. 
5a, b. Trilocalina trigonula (Lamarck): a, side view; b, apertural view. 
6a, b. Nonion scaphum (Kichtcl & Moll): a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
7a, b. Elphidium simplex Cushman: a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
8a, b. Elphidimn sp. indei: a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
9a. b. Elphidiiim advevmn (Cushman): a, side view; b, peripheral view. 
10a, b. Asterorotalia trispinosa (Tlialmann). x l 2 5 : a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
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•EXPLANATION OF PLATE 2 
. (All figures x65 unless stated otherwise) 
la-c. Streblus annectens (Parker & Jones): a, dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view. 
2a-c. Streblus dentatus (Parker & Jones). x l 2 5 : a, dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral 
view. 
3a, b. Pororcponides lateralis (Terquem): a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
4a, b. Cibicides sp. indet: a, dorsal view; b, ventral view. 
SECTION 9 
SECTION 9 
MISCELLANEOUS 
This section includes work done mainly by the author in areas other 
than Andhra Pradesh. Although, it is not directly related to Andhra 
Pradesh, it is hoped, in future, it would contribute towards a better 
understanding of the Mesozoic and Tertiary formations of this region 
in a broader sense. 
!• Baripada beds of Orissa 
A fairly thick sequence of shales with subordinate limestones of 
marine nature occur in Orissa state on the east coast of India and 
is commonly referred to as Baripada beds, named after the town 
Baripada where they show good exposures (Figure 1). These beds are 
of Miocene age. 
A procoelus vertebra belonging to the caudal region of a reptile 
was described from the Baripada beds (Bhalla and Dev, 1972). The 
state of preservation of the fossil bone and the petrographic study 
of the enclosing sediments suggest a protected, shallow, near-shore 
environment of deposition of these beds. 
In a subsequent paper, three species of Ostrea were described from 
the Baripada beds (Bhalla and Dev, 1975)* The megafaunal evidence 
also indicates a shallow, rather warm, marine environment. 
2. Hesozoic of India 
The editors of the Elsevier Publishing Company, Holland, Professor 
A. M. N. Nairn, U. S. A., and Professor Michel Moullade, Prance, 
35 
36 
offered the author to contribute a chapter on the Mesozoic of India 
for a book, "Mesozoic Geology of the World", being published by the 
Elsevier Company* This article has been accepted for publication 
(Bhalla, MS) and will appear in volume II of the book. 
The complete Mesozoic geology of India has been reviewed in the 
above chapter. The marine, non-marine (Gondvana, in part.) and 
igneous rocks belonging to this era have been dealt with 
incorporating latest work done on them, including radiometric 
dating, geophysical investigations, etc. The final section of the 
article concerns the Mesozoic panorama and gives a summary of the 
geological history of India during the Mesozoic Era. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A major redistribution of land and sea began towards the end of 
the Paleozoic. The rigid Indian Shield remained practically unaffected 
but the marginal areas and regions lying to the north came under 
the influence of this reshuffling. The MesOzoic was then an era of 
rapidly changing paleogeography, the effects of which can be seen 
in the widely distributed rocks. North of the Indian shield, Tethys 
came into existence. Stretching east west, it received a thick 
pile of marine; sediments. Over the Shield area,__the_thiek Gondwana 
fresh-water sequence accumulated. Along the eastern and western 
coastal margins, a pattern of transgression and regression reflect 
sea level fluctuations. There are three physiographic provinces. 
Peninsular and Extra-Peninsular India and the intervening Ganga 
Plain (Fig. 1). 
The triangular, nearly peneplained, plateau composed mainly of 
pre-Cambrian metamorphics, south of the Vindhyan range, forms the 
shield of India. It has been a rigid landmass since the Cambrian 
Period and, except for occasional block-faulting, has not 
experienced major earth movements. This explains the absence of 
post-Cambrian marine sediments except along its fringes. It has 
been exposed to weathering since the beginning of the Paleozoic Era 
with residual mountains and shallow and slow moving rivers. The 
strata are, generally, low dipping or horizontal and show no evidence 
of orogenic movements. 
The Himalayan mountain chain extending from Afghanistan to Burma 
through Pakistan, Kashmir, Nepal, and Assam constitutes Extra-
Peninsular India. This region, once occupied by the Tethys, contains 
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great thickness of marine strata, metamorphic rock s and igneous 
rocks. It was severely affected by orogenic movements and mainly 
consists of mountains formed due to folding, faulting, or 
overthrusting. The rivers are fast flowing and still in young stage. 
The region lying between the Peninsular and Extra-Peninsular 
India stretching from Brahmaputra river in the east to Ganga river 
in the west and further west to Rajasthan, is mainly drained by the 
Ganga and its tributaries and constitutes the Ganga Plain. It is 
quite wide and is almost entirely made up of a considerable 
thickness of alluvium. Originally, a deep depression between the 
Peninsula and the Extra-Peninsula formed by the rise of the 
Himalayas, it has since been filled up by alluvium mainly brought 
down from the Himalayas. There is considerable interest in what 
lies below the alluvium and recently Rao (1973) gave a lucid account 
of the sub-surface geology. 
The Mesozoic rocks occur in the Peninsular as well as in the 
Extra-Peninsular India. They are varied in nature, for not only 
do they include marine and non-marine fades but also volcanics and 
intrusives. Marine Mesozoic strata are well-developed In Extra-
Peninsular India and in the coastal regions of the Peninsula but 
non-Marine Mesozoic rocks, part of the Gondwana sequence, are 
developed in the Peninsula only, in order to facilitate 
presentation, the marine Mesozoic, the non-marine Mesozoic and 
Mesozoic igneous activity have been dealt with separately* 
MARINE MESOZOIC ROCKS 
An almost continuous record of the marine Mesozoic rocks have 
been studied in detail in Kashmir, Spiti, and Kuroaun regions. Strachey 
(1851) was the first to work on the stratigraphy of the Himalayas 
and described a fossillferous sequence of marine Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic rocks. This was followed by stoliczka (1866) on the 
classic area of Spiti. At about the same time Godwin-Austin (1864) 
and Ver Chere and Ver Neiuie (1867) were working on the northwestern 
Himalayas, including Kashmir. They were followed by Lydekker (1883) 
in Kashmir and Grlesbach (1891) in the Kumaun and Spiti regions. 
In the recent past, Pascoe (1959, 1964) and Gansser (1964) have given 
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a good summary of the geology of the Himalayas. 
In the Peninsular India, the marine Mesozoic rocks are not as 
extensively developed as in the Extra-Peninsula and are mostly 
found in the coas ta l regions . 
TRIASSIC 
In India, the marine as well as non-marine f a d e s of Tr iass ic 
rocks are wel l - represented. The present day coas t - l i ne of the 
Peninsula had not yet developed and, consequently, T r i a s s i c marine 
deposi ts are not found in the present coas t a l regions . In the 
i n t e r i o r , a r id and semi-arid condit ions prevai led and fresh-water 
depos i t s , forming a par t of the Gondwana sequence, were l a id down. 
In the Extra-Peninsular India, however, widespread deposi t s of marine 
Tr i a s s i c sediments were accumulated in the Tethys. 
Marine Tr i a s s i c rocks are enormously developed and widely 
d i s t r i b u t e d in Extra-Peninsular India, extending from Kashmir t o 
Nepal, where they succeed the Permian beds without any marked break 
(F ig .2 ) . On an average, they are about 1300 m th ick and comprise 
mainly limestones, dolomites, and shales with abundant cephalopods 
useful in comparisons with the standard subdivisions of the 
European T r i a s s i c . 
The Tr i a s s i c sequence of the e n t i r e Extra-Peninsula b e l t exh ib i t s 
s t r i k i n g uniformity in the l i tho logy of var ious subdivisions without 
observable unconformities. However, some faunal gaps have been 
reported in the sequence. This may be due t o des t ruc t ion or 
non-detection of foss i l s in the areas d i f f i c u l t t o reach. 
The Tr i a s s i c sequence in the S p l t i region of Extra-Peninsular 
India, examined by s to l icaka (1866) and Griesbach (1891), was worked 
out in d e t a i l by Hayden (1904) and subsequently modified by Dlener 
(1912). In the Kashmir region, Mlddlemiss (1910) revised the 
Tr i a s s i c sequence followed by Wadia (1934) and others while several 
addi t ions t o the Tr iass ic s t ra t ig raphy of the Kumaun region were 
made by Helm and Gansser (1939). 
The p r inc ipa l paleontological s tud ies of t he Himalayan Tr iass ic 
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made by Diener (1897-1913), Diener and Kraft (1909), Bittner 
(1899), Mojsisovics (1899), and Jeannet (1959) brought to light ah 
exceptionally rich marine faunal assemblage, particularly in Spiti 
and Kumaun. In Kashmir, the Trlassie is less well-developed and 
fosslliferous. The fauna shows a close resemblance to the Alpine 
Triasslc assemblage with wbich it has been correlated and suggests 
free and uninterrupted communication between the Indian and European 
fauna through the Tethys during this period. 
Spiti-Kumaun region 
A complete section of the Triassic rocks is exposed at Lilang in 
Spitl and, therefore, Triassic of Spiti is sometimes termed as Lilang 
System in Indian geological literature. The strata conformably 
overlie the Productus Shale (Permian) and consist mainly of dark 
limestones and dolomites with subordinate blue-coloured shales. 
Although the depositional environment of these rocks has not yet 
been studied, the constant characters of rock types over wide area 
indicate uniform conditions of deposition, possibly in a clear and 
deep water environment without any significant addition of 
terrigenous material. 
The sequence is approximately 1250 m thick and contains abundant 
ammonites by which it is subdivided into Bunter, Muschelkalk, and 
Keuper, equivalent to the standard Triassic subdivisions of Europe 
(Table I). The subdivisions are of vastly different thicknesses -
the Lower is 12 m, the Middle 120 m, and the Upper is 1100 m 
thick. 
Lower Triassic. The Lower Triassic beds conformably overlie the 
Productus Shale (Permian) and chiefly comprise dark-coloured 
limestones with shale intercalations. In Spiti, the sequence is 
only 12 m thick but eastwards, in Byans and Painkhanda sectors of 
Kumaun region, it attains a thickness of 50 m. There is a prolific 
ammonite assemblage which persists throughout the entire Spiti-
Kumaun belt except in the eastern part, near Nepal border, where 
poorly fosslliferous limestone predominate. 
Near Lilang, the Lower Triassic can be divided into a Lower and 
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an Upper stage separated by a few metres of r a the r unfoss i l i ferous 
shales and shaly limestones representing, perhaps, a minor 
f luctuat ion in the environmental condi t ions . On the bas i s of 
ammonites, t he Lower s tage i s fur ther subdivided i n t o Otoceras, 
Qphiceras, and Meekoceras zones in an ascending order . 
In the Painkhanda sec to r , northeastern Kumaun, the bes t sect ion 
of the Lower stage occurs in the shalshal c l i f f where between the 
Otoceras and Qphiceras zones, a Episageceras zone in tervenes . A few 
metres of dark blue shales are sandwiched between t h e Qphiceras and 
Meekoceras zones which, in tu rn , are over la in by a small thickness 
of grey limestones with indeterminate f o s s i l s . The Upper stage 
contains Hedenstroemia beds in the basa l pa r t , ^overlain by a small 
th ickness of thin-bedded limestones with shale par t ings and having 
abundant Pseudomonotis hlmaica Bi t tner near the t o p . 
In the Byans sec tor , on the southeastern s ide o ^ J n e api-cx*^ 
Kumaun b e l t near Nepal, t he T r i a s s i c seqy^eiee i s much dis turbed and 
comparatively poorly developed than in the northwest although the 
Lower Tr i a s s i c i s t h i cke r than in S p i t i . Here, i t cons i s t s of nearly 
50 m of compact, chocolate-coloured, limestones with some shale 
i n t e r ca l a t i ons and over l i es the Productus Shale (Permian). Near the 
base of the chocolate limestone, a fauna represent ing Otoceras, 
Qphiceras and Meekoceras zones of S p i t i has been recognised while 
towards the top , S i b i r i t e s sp in iqer zone represents the 
Hedenstroemia beds of the western sec to r , m northern Kumaun, near 
Tibetan border, the Lower T r i a s s i c i s represented by the Chocolate 
s e r i e s . I t i s 30-50 m predominantly limestone sequence of 
Scythian age (Heim and Gansser, 1939). 
Middle T r i a s s i c . The Middle Tr iass ic i s t h i c k e r than the Lower 
T r i a s s i c and chief ly cons i s t s of concretionary limestone with a 
very r i ch Muschelkalk fauna, especia l ly cephalopods. Like Lower 
T r i a s s i c , the uniformity in l i thology and faunal assemblage of the 
Middle Tr i a s s i c p e r s i s t s over most of the spifci-Kuraaun b e l t . The 
Middle Tr i a s s i c subdivisions of the Alpine region are recognised 
and well-developed in the Himalayas. 
In S p i t i and Painkhanda sec to r s , the basa l Muschelkalk marking 
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the beginning of Middle Triassic, is represented by 1 in thick shaly 
limestone having Rvnchonella qriesbachi Bittner, rests conformably 
on the Lower Triassic. It is succeeded by 20 m of poorly 
fosslliferous, hard, nodular, limestone equivalent to the Niti 
limestone of Painkhanda sector. The overlying Lower Muschelkalk, 
corresponding to the Lower Anisian of the Alpine region, has 
abundant cephalopods in the lower part and prolific brachiopods in 
the upper part, it is followed by the comparatively thick 
limestone of Upper Muschelkalk containing abundant and widely 
distributed cephalopods along with a few brachiopods, pelecypods, 
and gastropods and represents the Upper Anisian. 
As in Lower Triassic, the Muschelkalk shows a change in lithology 
and fossil assemblage in Byans sector. Here, it is represented by 
poorly fosslliferous limestones having a lower Rhynchonella 
qriesbachi zone* a middle Splrlferlna atracheyi sone, and an upper 
Buddhaltes rama zone - the last having fairly abundant cephalopods 
of Upper Anisian age. The latter fossils are generally distorted 
and the assemblage is more or less endemic. 
The Upper Muschelkalk gradually passes into the overlying 
Ladhian stage in Spitl without any break in lithology or fossil 
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content. The lower portion of the Ladnian sequence - the Daonella 
shales - mainly consists of limestone and shale having Daonella 
lommell wissman and some Ladinlan cephalopods. It is succeeded by a 
uniform mass of dark and hard limestone - the Daonella limestone 
having Daonella lndica Bittner along with other fossils and 
constitutes the upper part of the Ladinlan succession. However, in 
the upper portion of Daonella limestone, the lowest Carnian fauna 
together with the uppermost Ladinlan assemblage has been found and, 
therefore, this part of Daonella limestone represents a passage 
between the Middle and the Upper Triassic, 
The Ladinlan is poorly developed in the Painkhanda sector and 
is represented by a few metres of poorly fosslliferous, thin-bedded, 
concretionary limestone. Daonella lommell, the characteristic 
Ladinlan pelecypod, is not found here but the presence of Joannites 
cf. proayus Diener suggests a Ladinlan age for these beds. 
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In the northern Kumaun, Heim and Gansser (1939) described 20-60 m 
of limestone overlying the chocolate limestone and termed it as 
Kalapani limestone. According to these authors, it ranges from 
Anislan to Carnian. However, subsequently, Ladlnlan has been 
discovered by Sastry (1960) in the eastern Byans and sastry and 
Mamgain (1971) are of the view that the Kalapani limestone represents 
Muschelkalk. 
Upper Triassic. The Upper Triassic, commencing with Carnian, is 
very well-developed and is thickest of all the Triassic subdivisions 
of the Himalayas. In the lower part of the Upper Triassic sequence, 
dark shales and marls predominate but are replaced by limestone and 
dolomite in the upper part. 
The Carnian sequence attains a thickness of 470 m in Spitl. It 
commences with a bed having Joannites thanamensis Diener in the 
upper portion of Daonella limestone and is soon followed by a 
limestone bed having a fossil characteristic of the Julian Alps in 
Europe - Halobia cf. coroata Bittner. These two comprise Halobia 
beds which are followed by thick grey shales with a few cephalopods 
in the lower part and a prolific brachiopod-pelecypod assemblage in 
the upper part. Overlying this is a thick sequence of Tropites 
beds consisting of shales with limestone intercalations. The lower 
part has yielded a rich assemblage of poorly preserved cephalopods 
showing Alpine affinities and having Tropites cf. subbullatu3 Hauer 
belonging to Tuvalic sub-stage of Alps. The upper part of the 
Tropites beds consists of dolomitic limestones having poorly 
preserved fauna, e.g., Dielasma julicum Bittner, etc., also showing 
Tuvalic affinities. 
The Carnian decreases rapidly in thickness towards southeastern 
part of the splti-Kumaun belt and is reduced to only half of the 
Spiti sector. In Painkhanda, the Julie sub-stage of the Himalayas is 
represented by richly fossiliferous Traumatocrinus beds in the lower 
part and an upper part having a thick succession of dark shales and 
shaly limestone constituting the Halobia beds, containing Halobia 
cf. comata and other Julian fossils. 
The Upper Triassic sequence is very much reduced and highly 
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disturbed in Byans sector. At the top of the limestone sequence 
containing Musehelkalk fossils, a lm thick limestone band has 
yielded an exceedingly rich faunal assemblage having an admixture 
of Carnian and Norian fossils. The bed containing the famous 
Tropltes subbullatus and forming the Tropites limestone, corresponds 
to Tropltes beds of Spiti and marks the top of the Carnic stage in 
Byans. 
The Norian stage in the spiti sector commences with the Juvavites 
beds, a thick sequence of shales, limestones, and sandstones 
containing Juvavites anqulatus Diener* These conformably overlie 
the Tropites beds and, in turn, are overlain by Coral limestones 
which have Spiriferlna qrlesbachi Bittner, corals and crinoids. The 
sequence is capped by Montis shales with pelecypod Monotls salinaria 
Schlotheim, an overlying quartzite with some limestone and shale 
containing Spirlgera maniensis von Krafft and finally the thick, 
massive, poorly fossiliferous, Kioto (Meqalodon) Limestone. About 
15 m above the base of the Kioto (Meqalodon) Limestone is a richly* 
fossiliferous horizon with Meqalodon ladakhensis Bittner and 
Dicerocardium himalavense stoliczka termed by stoliczka (fide Diener, 
1912) the "Para Limestone" and assigned to the Rhaetic. However, 
Rhaetic elements are not present and the assemblage is more correctly 
assigned to the Norian. The Upper part of the Kioto Limestone 
contains Spiriferlna cf. obtusa Oppel and belongs to Lias. 
In the Painkhanda sector, the beds of the Norian stage dwindle in 
thickness. The succession commences with nodular limestone beds 
having Proclydonautilus qrlesbachi Mojsisovics and a few poorly 
preserved cephalopods. It passes up to Halorites beds with 
Halorltes procyon Mojsisovics and other ammonites in abundance. The 
following limestone beds contain Spiriferlna qrlesbachi, brachiopods, 
and pelecypods and are overlain by Saqenite or Anodontophora beds. 
The Quartzite series which follows them passes into Kioto (Meqalodon) 
Limestone, marking the top of Norian. 
In the Byans sector, near the Nepal border, the Norian is greatly 
reduced. It is mainly composed of greenish black shales with 
Arcestes overlain by Kioto (Meqalodon3 Limestone. Fossils are rare 
and their preservation is not good. 
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Kioqar-Chit ichun 
in the Kiogar-Chitichun sec tor , northwestern Kumaun, small t o 
huge predominantly limestone exotic blocks are found, They range 
in age from Permian t o Cretaceous and are supposed t o be derived 
from Tibet t o the nor th . T r i a s s i c i s f a i r l y well-represented in 
these b locks . 
The Lower Tr i a s s i c found in blocks near Kiogar-Chit ichun Pass 
has a fauna comparable t o the Lower T r i a s s i c of Spiti-Kumaun t r a c t . 
The Middle Tr i a s s i c observed in the blocks near Chitichun has a 
fauna which exh ib i t s a f f i n i t i e s with s p i r i f e r i n a s t racheyi zone 
(Muschelkalk) of Spiri-Kumaun b e l t . Some blocks a t Malla Johar are 
r i ch in Carnian forms showing close a f f i n i t y with Alpine assemblage. 
The uppermost Noric i s thought t o be represented by unfoss i l i ferous 
gray dolomitlc limestone b locks . 
Kashmir 
The Triassic sequence in Kashmir is the westward extension of the 
Spiti-Kumaun belt and attains almost the same thickness. It consists 
mainly of limestone, dolomite, and shale, and is less fossiliferous 
and less well-exposed than in Spiti-Kumaun region. Although the 
Triassic rocks are present in Lidar Valley, Ladakh, Plr Panjal and 
other parts of Kashmir, the best sections are seen in Vihi district, 
Guryul ravine and Khrew. 
The Zewan beds (Permian) are conformably overlain by poorly 
developed Otoceras beds of Lower Triassic age (Table I). The 
overlying, profusely fossiliferous Ophlceras and Meekoeeras beds are 
almost the same as in the Spiti sector. The upper part of the 
Lower Triassic is marked by a sequence of Hunqarltes-bearing 
limestone beds. 
The Middle Triassic begins with a few metres of unfossiliferous 
limestone followed by compact limestone of Lower Muschelkalk and 
shales and limestones of Upper Muschelkalk. The Muschelkalk is 
richly fossiliferous and the fauna is the same as that of Spiti-
Kumaun tract. The overlying Ladinian is represented by Daonella. 
shales and ?Daonella limestones (Sastry and Mamgain, 1971). 
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The Upper Triasslc in Kashmir is very thick and consists mainly 
of massive limestone and dolomite forming high cliffs practically 
devoid of fossils. At the base are fossillferous, Spiriferina 
stracheyl-bearlnq, Carnlan Myophoria beds overlain by a thick, 
massive, unfossiliferous, limestone and dolomite of Norian age. The 
sequence is conformably capped by the Liassic Kioto (Megalodon) 
Limestone. 
JURASSIC 
The Ju rass i c was a period of world-wide marine t ransgress ion and 
rocks belonging t o t h i s period are well-represented in India. 
Fresh-water fac ies of the Jurass ic a re developed in Peninsular India 
where they form par t of the Gondwana sequence. Marine facies occur 
in Extra-Peninsular India as well as in the coas ta l regions of the 
Peninsula. The p r o l i f i c development of ammonites with t h e i r hab i t a t 
and short time range, make excel lent index f o s s i l s for the J u r a s s i c . 
The Jurass ic rocks of Extra-Peninsular India show more uniformity 
in character than the underlying Tr i a s s i c but are th inner and 
comparatively l e s s widespread. Free communication of the Himalayan 
and Mediterranean fauna through the Tetyhs which was wel l -
es tabl ished during Tr i a s s i c , continued in to the Jurass ic and severa l 
Jurass ic species are common t o both the reg ions . 
The present coas t - l i ne of India began t o develop during the 
J u r a s s i c . The, then, low lying coas ta l regions of the Peninsula, 
mainly Kutch and Rajasthan, were flooded by a shallow Jurass ic sea . 
This see was connected t o the north with the Tethys and extended 
in the south t o Madagascar. This i s the f i r s t major record of the 
marine foss i l l f e rous rocks in the Peninsula. 
Extra-Peninsular India 
The Ju rass ic rocks are f a i r l y well-developed, with a few gaps, 
in the Spiti-Kumaun b e l t , including Garhwal and Kashmir (Fig. 3 ) . 
m comparison with the underlying Tr iass ic rocks, they are poorly 
exposed and are l e s s foss i l l f e rous than t h e i r counterparts in 
Kutch. 
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spiti-Kumaun. The Jurassic sequence in the spltl-Kumaun belt 
conformably overlies the Triassic rocks and attains a thickness 
of 690 m (Table I). 
The Lias in spiti is represented by the upper 420 ra of Kioto 
(Meqalodon) Limestone with spiriferlna cf. obtusa Oppel and 
ammonites, it is continuous with the underlying Triassic portion 
of this limestone. The Kioto (Megalodon? Limestone thins eastwards 
and in Byans, it is reduced to only 360 m as against 690 m in 
Spiti. 
In Kumaun, from Kungribingri to Laptal, a 60-80 m thick sequence 
of shallow marine strata, the Laptal series (Heim and Gansser, 
1939), which contains numerous shell agglomerates with poorly 
preserved specimens of Ostrea, Area, Pecten, Lima, Belemnites, etc., 
lies between the Kioto (Megalodon) Limestone and the overlying Spiti 
shales. It has a Liassic age. The Laptal series has also been 
observed at Niti Pass but is said to be absent in Spiti (fide 
Sastry and Marogaln, 1971). According to Arkell (1956), Laptal 
series probably represents the lateral variation of the upper part 
of the Kioto (Megalodon) Limestone of the Spiti region. 
The Laptal series in Kumaun is followed by 3-4 m of black, 
ferruginous, oolites, the sulcacutus beds, named after the 
predominant fossil Belemnites sulcacutus (Suess). These beds 
also contain ammonites and serve as a good stratlgraphic marker 
extending from Spiti to Byans. Although only a few metres thick, 
they represent the entire Callovian and form a continuous passage 
between the Laptal series and the overlying Spiti shales. Detailed 
examination shows, however, that there are sharp discontinuties at 
the lower and the upper boundaries, suggesting that Dogger is not 
represented. Wherever Sulcacutus beds are absent, as in the Kuti 
Valley, there is a well-marked discontinuity between the Kioto 
Limestone or the Laptal series and the Spiti shales, indicating 
the absence of the Callovian. 
The Spiti shales, named after their type-section in Spiti, are 
widely distributed from Kashmir to Byans and extend further east 
into Nepal and sikkim. They range from Upper Oxfordian to Early 
Cretaceous in age and form a very prominent set of beds in the 
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region. These shales are about 100 m thick but towards north, 
their thickness increases to a few hundred metres. The Spiti 
shales are composed mainly of black to dark grey, soft, micaceous 
and splintery.shales with thin sandstone intercalations. They 
have yielded abundant ammonites, a few pelecypods, and some 
unidentifiable gastropod moulds. The lithology of the shales is 
remarkably uniform throughout the entire region and they form an 
important stratigraphic marker in the otherwise complicated 
structure of the Himalayas. The fossils have been monographed 
by Uhllg (1910a, 1910b) and Holdhaus (1913). The raegafauna 
shows a close resemblance to that of East Africa, Kutch, and 
Central Europe, and is Tethyan in character. 
Numerous fossils, especially ammonites, are found in calcareous 
concretions in the spiti shales. The Spiti shales comprise three 
subdivisions, viz., Belemnite shale, Chidamu stage, and Lochambal 
stage in an ascending order (Diener, 1895). 
The Belemnite shale is mainly composed of black to brown, 
friable shales with abundant Belemnopsis gerardl Oppel (which 
extends into the overlying Chidamu stage). Ammonites are poorly 
represented but the presence of Mavaltes suggests an Upper 
Oxfordian age. The Chidamu stage is similar in lithology to the 
Belemnite shale but is very rich in fossils, with a rich ammonite 
fauna dominated by perisphlnotids, in shale and limestone concretions. 
According to Arkell (1956), the fauna of the Chidamu stage is 
Upper Kimmeridgian to Lower Tithonian in age, thus the Junction 
between the Belemnite shale and Chidamu stage marks a time interval 
covering the Lower and Middle Kimmeridgian. Sastry and Mamgain 
(1971) (Table I), however, consider that chidamu stage ranges from 
Kimmeridgian to Putbecklan. The Lochambal stage, the topmost sub-
division of the spiti shales, is similar in lithology to the 
Chidamu stage. Concretionary ammonites occur in great abundance. 
spitIceras, Blanfordlceras, Neocomites, Holcostephanus, and 
several other forma suggest an age range from uppermost Tithonian 
to Valanglnian. 
Uhlig (fide Pascoe, 1959) observed that the spiti shales were 
formed from the muds deposited by rivers from the south in a 
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northward receding Tethys basin. 
Garhwal. In the Garhwal Himalaya, the 1500 m Tal formation 
(Medlicott, 1864), a sequence of sedimentary strata, occurs 
between Krols (?Jurassic) and Nummulitic limestone (Paleocene-
Eocene). It has been studied by Middlemiss (1887) and others. The 
lower and the upper boundaries of the Tal formation are 
unconformable although the lower may on occasion be sometimes 
transitional to disconformable. The Tals are important for they 
yield the first record of pre-Tertiary fossiliferous beds in the 
Lesser Himalayan zone, although the fossils are fragmentary and 
poorly preserved. 
Well-developed Tal formation is found in four synclines -
Nigalidhar, Korgai, Mussoorie, and Garhwal - covering a distance 
of 180 km from west to east in Himachal Pradesh and Uttar 
Pradesh. It can be divided into three members. Lower, Middle, 
and Upper, recently classified lithostratigraphically by Ganesan 
(1975). The Lower Tal comprises a leached black subarkose with a 
few plant remains; the Middle Tal is mainly unfossiliferous 
arenaceous and argillaceous sedimentst and the Upper Tal consists 
of quartzites, limestone, sandstone with shale and oosparlte and 
has yielded marine fossils. 
The age of the Tal formation Is not yet settled. Tewari and 
Kumar (1966), Bhargava (fide Sastry and Mamgain, 1971), Maithani 
(fide Sastry and Mamgain, 1971) and others have obtained algae, 
bryozoans, fonarainifera, and ostracods from the Upper Tal and 
consider that this part of the Tal formation belongs to Lower 
Cretaceous. However, Ghosh and Srivastava (1962), on palynological 
evidence, consider the Tals to be of Jurassic age while Arkell 
(1956) assigned them to the Upper Jurassic. The consensus is that 
the major part of the Tal sequence is of Jurassic age, probably 
Upper Jurassic, but the upper portion passes into the Cretaceous. 
The depositional environment of the Tal formation has not been 
studied in detail. Arkell (1956) regarded it as the shore facies 
close to the southern shore-line of the Tethys. Bassi and Vatsa 
(1971) studied oolitic limestones belonging to the Upper Tal and 
observed that they accumulated in a shallow, agitated water 
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environment, near to the shore-line. Ganesan (1975) suggested 
that the Tal sequence of Mussoorie sector accumulated in a shallow 
marine basin. He considered that the entire Tal formation occurring 
in isolated synclines from Garhwal in the east to Nigalidhar in 
northwest was deposited in one continuous basin instead of isolated 
basins as suggested by Auden (1934). 
Simla-Garhwal. In the Simla-Garhwal region of Himalaya, a 
prominent, 1100 m sequence of sandstone, shale, and limestone occurs 
and this constitutes the Krol Group. The succession is seen extending 
from near Simla in the west to Naini Tal in the east, a distance of 
about 300 km. The Krol Group overlies the Blalni Formation and 
Infra Krol (TUpper Carboniferous) and is succeeded by the Tals 
(Jurassic-Cretaceous). It is divisible into different formations 
from bottom to top and is practically devoid of fossils. 
Despite the considerable amount of work, the age of the Krol Group 
still remains one of the unsolved problems of Indian stratigraphy. 
This is mainly because until recently, fossils had not been found. 
The age of this Group was generally considered as probable late 
Paleozoic to early Mesozoic on stratigraphic, structural or 
lithological considerations. In recent years, both animal and plant 
fossils from Krols and the overlying Tals have been found and, on 
this basis, Tewari and Kumar (1968) and Bhattacharya and Nlyogi 
(1971) favour a Jurassic age for the upper limit of the Krol 
Group. 
The environment of deposition of the Krol Group has not been 
studied in detail. Recently, Bhattacharya and Niyogi (op.cit.) 
studied the geological evolution of the Krol belt in Simla Hills 
indicating that the lower part of the sequence (Krol sandstone 
Formation) was deposited in a near-shore, high-energy environment 
with occasional marine and sub-aerial Interventions while the upper 
part (Krol A, B and C Formations) accumulated in a shallow and 
stable marine basin. 
Kioqar-Chitichun. Some of the exotic blocks of the Kiogar region 
are composed of earthy-red, thin-bedded, occasionally nodular, 
limestone with shale and marl intercalations containing cephalopods. 
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Various species of Phvlloceras dorainat the assemblage which also 
contains Rhachophyllltes, Analvtoceras, Bctocentrites. Schlothelraia, 
Aeaoceras, Arletltes, etc. The fauna suggests a Liassic age. According 
to Arkell (1956), the white, unfossiliferous, Klogar Limestone is 
probably Upper Jurassic although Helm and Gansser (1939) correlated 
it with the Trlassie Dachsteinkalk of the Alps on llthological 
grounds. 
Kashmir. The Jurassic succession in Kashmir is neither as well-
developed or exposed as in the Spiti-Kumaun belt. Outcrops are found 
in the Plr Panjal mountains, Vihi, Ladakh, and in Zanskar and 
Karakoram ranges which are a direct continuation of the spiti 
region. 
As in> Spiti, the Lias in Kashmir is represented by the upper part 
of the Kioto (Megalodon) Limestone (Table I). In the Karakoram area, 
south of the Karakoram Pass, Impure and compact Karakoral limestone 
occur. They contain several species of Reineekela, Feriaphinctea, 
Ludwiqia, Hecticoceras, etc., with some brachiopods, pelecypods, 
and foraminifera. The fossils are mostly deformed or fragmentary 
but clearly indicate a Callovian age. 
The fosslliferous Spiti shales showing the same lithology and 
characters.as In spiti are known to occur in Remo Valley, around 
the Syntaatis, Ladakh, and in Zanskar and Plr Panjal ranges and 
overlie the Karakoram limestones. As in Spiti, the rich faunal 
assemblage is dominated by ammonites found in concretions. 
Peninsular India 
Marine Jurassic rocks are well-developed and exposed in the Kutch 
and Rajasthan regions of Peninsular India (Fig. 3). They are also 
found in drill cores on the east coast of India, unlike Extra-
Peninsular India, the Jurassic rocks of Peninsula accumulated in 
shallow marine coastal basins established as a result of the 
transgression of the Jurassic sea over these regions. 
Kutch. Kutch is well-known for its rich and varied Tethyan 
fauna, particularly Upper Jurassic ammonites. The Jurassic rocks are 
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widely distributed, well developed, and exposed. They are of 
considerable economic significance as a potential oil producing 
region in India. 
The Meso20ic sequence of Kutch has been studied by Wynne (1872), 
Waagen (1876), Oldham (1893), Spath (1933), Rajnath (1942), Agarwal 
(1956), Poddar (1964), Biswas (1971), and others. The prolific 
megafauna has been monographed by waagen (1876), Gregory (1893, 
1900), Kltchln (1900, 1903) and Cox (1940, 1952). The cephalopod 
fauna was thoroughly revised by spath (1933) who emended the age 
of the different subdivisions as proposed by waagen (op.clt.). In 
recent years, the Jurassic microfossils of Kutch as well as 
Rajasthan have also received the attention of mlcropaleontologists, 
viz., Subbotina et al. (i960), lubimova et al. (1960), and Bhalia 
and Abbas (1976a). 
In Kutch, the Jurassic rocks crop out principally in three 
parallel east-west anticlinal ridges (Fig. 4). The northern chain 
is 161 km in length and forms a series of islands, namely, Patcham, 
Khadlr, Bela, and Chorar while the middle chain, the most prominent, 
extends for 193 km from Lakhpat in the northwest to Habo in the 
east* The most southerly of the anticlinal ridges is 64 km long/ 
extending through the Chaxrwar and Katrol Hills, south of Bhuj. The 
anticlines in these three chains are doubly plunging and due to 
quaquaversal nature of dips, they stand out as isolated domes with 
an east-west alignment* There are four major faults in an east-west 
direction, corresponding to the three anticlinal belts. 
The Kutch Jurassics overlie a Pre-cambrian crystalline basement 
and have been intruded by numerous sills and dykes, part of the 
Deccan Trap igneous activity. The Jurassic sequence reaches a 
thickness of about 1950 m and has been divided into four Groups, 
viz., Patcham, Chari, Katrol, and Umia in an ascending order and 
which range in age from Upper Bathonlan to Tithonian (?Neocoroian) 
(Table II). The youngest Group, ie., the Bhuj Group of Kutch, 
belongs to the Aptian (sastry and Mamgain, 1971). 
The Patcham Group, the oldest Group of Kutch Jurassic sequence, 
was named from Patcham island by Waagen (1876). The basal part of 
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the Fatcham Group, the Kuar Bet beds, consists of sandstones and 
limestones with some shale bands. There is a prolific peiecypod 
fauna with Corbula lvrata Sowerby in abundance, A Stephanoceratid 
is the solitary ammonite occurring in these beds. They are followed 
by Patcham shelly limestone and Fatcham coral beds composed of 
limestones, shales, and marls with rich assemblage of corals, 
brachiopods, pelecypods, and ammonites, including the characteristic 
fossil Macrocephalites triangularis Spath. The total thickness of 
the Patcham Group is estimated to be 300 m. 
Arkell (1956), on ammonite evidence* considered that the Kuar 
Bet beds are of Upper Bathonian age whereas the rest of the 
Patcham and part of the overlying Chari Group, belong to Callovian 
whereas Spath (1933) assigned a Lower Bathonian age to the Patcham 
Group. 
The Chari Group (Waagen, 1676) succeeds the Fatcham Group. The 
Chari Group although generally shaly in comparison with other groups 
of Kutch Jurassic, contains hard limestone and calcareous sandstone 
bands. It is about 366 m thick and has yielded a rich and varied 
megafaunal assemblage of cephalopoda, especially ammonites, with 
some brachiopods, pelecypods, etc. It has been divided into five 
subdivisions. 
The Chari Group commences with the Macrocephalus beds 
(characteristic fossil Macrocephalites macrocephalus) which have 
been further subdivided by use of ammonites. The uppermost part 
of the middle subdivision has bands of limestones containing 
iron-coated, calcareous, oolitic grains having golden colour, the 
Golden Oolite, and these, when present, provide a good stratigraphic 
marker. The fauna consists of a large number of cephalopoda, 
including the characteristic fossil Indocephalltes dia&cmatus 
(Waagen). The Rehmanni beds (abundance of Reineckela rehmanni 
(Oppel)) overlie the Macrocephalus beds and are mostly composed of 
yellow limestone. They pass up into Anceps beds consisting of 
shales in the lower and limestones in the upper part with abundant 
Terebratula and cephalopods. These three subdivisions range 
from Lower to Middle Callovian in age. 
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The succeeding Athleta beds (characteristic fossil "Ammonitea 
(Peltoceras) athlete*) are mainly composed of light grey shales 
with bands of white, yellow, or brown limestone. In addition to 
ammonites* numerous species of pelecypods and some fish remains 
have also been observed. The Athleta beds are of Upper Callovian 
age and their stratigraphic position is easily recognised because 
they underlie green, reddish or brown* oolitic limestones named 
Dhosa Oolite - an important stratigraphic marker and the topmost 
subdivision of the Chari Group. They contain an abundant cephalopod 
fauna with Mavaites* Bpimayltea* Feltoceratoldea, Buaspldoceras, 
Dhosaitea* etc.* pelecypods* and terebratulids. This subdivision 
most probably belongs to Lower Oxfordlan. 
The Katrol Group which overlies the Chari Group* attains a 
thickness of 300 m and is chiefly composed of shales although in the 
upper part* sandstones predominate. It contains abundant 
cephalopoda and pelecypods. The Katrol Group has been subdivided 
into Kantkote sandstones* Belemnites marls of JUrun, Lower Katrol 
beds* Middle Katrol* Upper Katrol sandstone* and Upper Katrol 
shales in an ascending order. 
The Kantkote sandstones comprise grey or pinckish shales in the 
lower part and fine to coarse sandstones In the upper part. The 
rich ammonite assemblage consists of species of Dichototnoaphinctea* 
Epimavitca, Dlacosphinctea, Torqttatiaphinctea, Neaapidoceraa, etc.* 
and suggests assignment to the Bimammatum Zone. The assemblage 
includes Trlgonia smeei Sowerhy and indicates Upper Oxfordlan age. 
The succeeding Belemnites marls of Jurun are composed of marls and 
Belemnites* e.g.* Hlbolites spp.* and some cephalopoda which 
suggest a Lower Klmmerldgian age* The overlying Lower Katrol beds 
consist of shales with some sandstones and marls and contain 
abundant cephalopoda at base. For the first time* Phylloceratlds 
are found in abundance and the assemblage also contains large 
number of Oppellids. They are followed by brown and red ironstones 
of Middle Katrol having prolific Pachygphlnctea and Katroliceras 
fauna. The fauna! assemblage of the Middle and Lower Katrol 
indicates a Middle Klmmerldgian age. Unfosslliferous sandstones 
with a doubtful record of Aulacosphinctoides meridionalis spath, 
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constitute the Upper Katrol sandstone and are of tipper Klmmerldgian 
age. The overlying Upper Katrol shales include the Narha and 
Gajanear beds and have several species of Hildoqlochlceraa and 
Subdichotomoceras with Phvlloceras, Ptvchophvlloceras, etc., but 
Haploceras elimatmn (Oppel) Is the most common element. These 
shales are of Portlandian age. 
The Katrol Group Is followed by the 900 ra thick Umla Group, the 
youngest of the Jurassic sequence In Kutch. The Group mainly 
comprises white, pale-brown, sometimes variegated, sandstones with 
subordinate ferruginous, hard, black or brown grit and a few thin 
bands of shale, X it hoi ogle ally, the beds belonging to umla Group 
are similar to the Gondwana rocks of the Peninsula. Cephalopoda 
are not as abundant as in other Groups and Triqonia and other 
pelecypods became stratigraphically important. 
The Umla Group commences with the umla ammonite beds consisting 
of sandstones and shales with conglomerates. Ammonites are 
abundant, the fauna being dominated by species of Vlrqatosphinctes, 
particularly V. denaepllcatus (waagen). Marine fossils are rare 
in the rest of the Umla Group. The overlying Trigonia beds 
consist of sandstones having Triqonia crassa Kitchln and 
£.• ventrlcosa Krauss and a few other species of Trigonia. They 
are followed, in turn, by unfosslliferous shales and sandstones 
and then by marine calcareous shales with Aostrallceras (the Ukra 
beds). According to sastry and Hamgaln (1971), the Umla Group, 
including the ukra beds, is Tithonian—(?)Neocomian in age but 
Spath (1933), Arkell (1956), Pascoe (1959), Krishnan (1966), and 
others regard the Ukra beds as Aptian. 
The depositlonal environment of the Kutch Juragaics has not been 
studied in detail. Poddar (1964) pointed out that the Patcham, 
Chari, and the lower portion of the Katrol Group constitute the 
marine part of the succession while the remaining sequence is 
mainly paralic to continental in nature. Hardas and Merh (1972) 
observed that the Chari Group was accumulated in a circalittoral 
environment, Katrol in an infralitfcoral to paralic conditions, 
Umla in littoral to lagoonal conditions, and the major part of the 
Bhug Group in a fluvial and deltaic environment. According to these 
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authors , the bas in gradually became shallow from Chari times onwards* 
Balagopal (1969) and Bhalla and Abbas (1976b) show t h a t the deposi t ion 
of the Kutch Ju ras s l c s took place in a near-shore, t e c ton i ca l l y 
unstable marine bas in with migrating s h o r e - l i n e . Observations made 
by Biswas (1971) reveal t h a t the Mesozoic sedimentation in Kutch 
commenced during Bathonian, t h a t the sea a t t a ined i t s maximum depth 
during Callovian-Oxfordian and then regressed from Post-Oxfordian 
t o Neocomian t imes , The sedimentation terminated due t o the regional 
u p l i f t during Upper Cretaceous diastrophiom. 
Recently, Mathur e t al.. (1970), on micropaleontologicai grounds, 
pointed out t h a t some of the s t r a t a considered e a r l i e r as Middle 
Ju rass ic are ac tua l ly Upper Cretaceous t o Paleocene in age. 
However, Bhalla and Abbas (1975) consider t h a t the pos t - Jurass ic 
microfossi ls are not in s i t u in the Ju ra s s i c s t r a t a of Kutch but these 
elements have been brought from the nearby pos t - Jurass ic exposures 
due t o wind t r anspor t in Recent times and t h e i r subsequent 
i n f i l t r a t i o n has placed them in t h e i r present pos i t i on . 
Rajasthan. The sea which flooded Kutch during the Ju r a s s i c , 
a l so covered large pa r t s of Rajasthan, ly ing about 300 km t o the 
nor th . Hare, the Ju ra s s i c rocks although well-developed, are 
poorly exposed due t o vas t cover of sand and alluvium of the 
Rajasthan dese r t except in the Jalsalmer area (Fig. 3 ) , LaTouehe 
(1902) gave a comprehensive account of t he s t ra t ig raphy of the 
Jalsalmer area while the f o s s i l co l l ec t ions and t h e i r co r re l a t ion 
were revised by spath (1933). 
The base of the Ju rass ic sequence i s nowhere exposed in 
Rajasthan but l i e s s t r a t i g r a p h l c a l l y with unconformity above 
the Badhaura formation (Perrao-Carboniferous). The e n t i r e Mesoaoic 
succession in Rajasthan has been divided i n t o following s i x 
formations ranging from Bathonian t o Aptian in age (Table I I I ) . 
As in Kutch, the upper pa r t of the sequence extends in to the 
Cretaceous• 
The Ju ras s i c succession in Rajasthan commences with the l a t h i 
formation - a sequence of p lant-bear ing, current-bedded, sandstones 
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of fresh-water origin which gradually becomes marine towards the 
top* The higher horlsone contain some hard, buff, limestone layers* 
It has yielded a prolific floral assemblage suggesting a Lower to 
Middle Jurassic age (vide Poddar, 1964}* However, its fresh-water 
nature and plant assemblage makes it a part of the Gondwana 
sequence. There Is a gradational contact with the overlying 
Jaisalmer formation* 
The Jaisalmer formation is composed of buff, compact, oolitic 
and shell limestones with layers of calcareous sandstones deposited 
in a shallow, rather unstable, marine basin near to shore-line. 
It has a rich fauna with Terebratula blolicata sowerby, Corbula 
lyrata sowerby, Idlocvcloceras ainolulare Spath, Sindeites slndenals 
Spath. The fauna suggests a callovian age but in the oolitic 
limestones, in the upper part of this formation. Upper Callovian to 
Upper Oxfordian ammonites and foraminifera have been recorded. 
There is a gradual faunal and lithologlcal change from Jaisalmer 
formation into the overlying Baisakhi formation. The formational 
name was assigned by Swatalnath et al. (1959) who regarded lower part 
of the Bedesir formation as a distinct formation. It consists of 
sandstones and gypseous shales indicating deposition in a shallow, 
receding sea. Xt is considered to range In age from Qxfordian to 
Kimmeridgian. In contrast to Kutch, the Callovian and Oxfordian 
are very much condensed in Rajasthan. 
The succeeding Bedsir formation is separated from the Balsakhi 
formation by an unconformity and is composed of ferruginous, 
calcareous grit, current-bedded sandstones, and some shales which, 
combined with fossil assemblage, indicate a shallow, open marine 
environment. The lower part has yielded some Tithonian ammonites, 
• •g*# Pachvsphinctes aff. bathyplocus (Waagen), Virqatosphlnctea 
&££• oppeli spath, etc* The formation has been assigned an upper 
Jurassic age (Krishnan, 1968). 
The overall deposition of the Jurassic sediments of Rajasthan 
took place mainly in a paralic and epinerltic environments. 
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CRETACEOUS 
The marine rocks of t he Cretaceous are widely d i s t r i bu t ed in 
India . At the dawn of t h i s Period, the t e c ton i c condit ions were 
general ly s t ab l e , but the widespread Cenomanian t ransgress ion 
brought about s ign i f i can t paleogeographic changes In India . Marine 
condit ions were es tabl i shed In several coas t a l regions of the 
Peninsula with a p a r t i c u l a r l y r ich and var ied fauna and sequence 
In the Tamil Nadu (Madras) region of South India . Alpine-Himalayan 
erogenic movements during the Upper Cretaceous resu l ted In the 
near ly complete cessa t ion of marine sedimentation In Extra-
Peninsular India v i r t u a l l y ending the long and eventful ro le of the 
Tethys. In coas ta l regions of the Peninsula, the accumulation 
of fresh-water sediments of the Gondwana Group continued in the 
Lower Cretaceous* 
At the end of the Cretaceous Period, commenced the widespread 
out pouring of immense volume of lava in the Peninsula now forming 
the raagnlficient Deccan Trap* The Extra-Peninsular region a l so 
witnessed some igneous a c t i v i t y during t h e Cretaceous but on a 
l imi ted s c a l e . 
Extra-Peninsular mdia 
Marine Cretaceous rocks are developed in S p i t i , Byans, ,and 
Kashmir regions (Table Z) but are not as widespread o r foss i l i f e rous 
as the underlying T r i a s s i c or Jurass ic s t r a t a (Fig* S ) . Moreover, 
the r ichness and d i v e r s i t y of t he South Indian cretaceous fauna 
i s not mirrored in the Extra-Peninsular Cretaceous* 
S p i t l . As pointed out e a r l i e r , the upper pa r t of t he Lochambal 
s tage belonging t o the S p i t l shale sequence contains an uppermost 
Tithonlan t o Valanglnian fauna. This s tage conformably passes up 
in to a 100 m th i ck sequence of hard, yellow, and brown, s i l i c e o u s , 
sandstones and qua r t e i t e s cons t i tu t ing the Giumal sandstones 
(Hayden, 1904). The Giumal sandstones accumulated in a northward 
receding Tethys. They contain a shallow-water fauna but loca l ly , 
some deeper-water f o s s i l s have been recorded. Spite (1914) described 
the Giumal fauna and the cephalopod assemblage was subsequently 
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revised by Spath (1939). The fauna suggests uppermost Valanginian 
or Hauterivian to Albiah age and is markedly different from the 
Lochambal fauna* 
The Giumal sandstones are overlain by more than 33 m of Chikklffi 
limestones and shales after a brief pause in sedimentation. The 
limestones are light grey to whitish, fossiliferous, and widely 
distributed. On the basis of fragmentary Rudistes and on 
stratigraphic grounds, the Chikkim limestone was assigned an 
Upper Cretaceous age. Kohli and sastri (1956) obtained species 
of Globotruncana from the Chikkim limestone and divided the 
sequence into a basal portion having Rotalipora appenninica (ftena)j 
a middle part containing Globotruncana linneana (d'Orbigny)j and 
an upper portion with G. stuarti (de Lapparent) and G. linneana. 
On foramlniferal evidence, they considered the basal part 
Cenomanian, the middle Turonian, and the upper part as S^nonian 
(Campanian). 
The Chikkim limestone passes Upwards into sandy, calcareous, 
grey-green Chikkim shales which have yielded a rich mlcrofaunal 
assemblage (Jain and Gupta, 1973). The presence of Globotruncana 
gansseri dicarinata (Pessagno) suggests a Lower Maestrichtian age 
while other species of Globotruncana, e.g., G. stuarti stuartiformls 
(Dalbiez), G. subclrcumnodifer Gandolfi, G. llnneiana (d'Orbigny), 
and G. tricarinata (Qureau) indicate a range from Campanian to 
Maestrichtian (Jain and Gupta, op.clt.). 
Towards Tibet, the Chikkims are overlain by unfossiliferous 
sandstones and sandy shales of younger Cretaceous age belonging to 
flvach fades. According to Bhargava (fide Sastry and Mamgain, 
1971), the so-called flvsch (Cretaceous) In Spiti may not be "flysch" 
aensu strlcto. The strata were, however, deposited in a still 
shallowing and vanishing Tethys and with them, the marine phase of 
the Extra-Peninsular India was almost over. 
Kumaun. in the Kumaun Himalaya, the spiti shales gradually 
pass into the overlying Giumal sandstones (Table I). These sandstones 
are also developed from Niti Pass to Hundes, near Tibetan border, 
and good sections are exposed at Sangcha Malla in Byans. Here, the 
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Giumal sandstones are glauconltic and contain thin layers of 
siliceous* greenish-grey, shales. Helm and Gansser (1939) estimated 
their total thickness as 500-700 m but this seems to be exaggerated 
in view of tectonic disturbances and lack of fossils and suitable 
map. In the Klogar area, the Giumal sandstones overlie the Splti 
shales. Fossils are rare and show poor preservation. 
At Sangcha Malla, the Giumals are overlain by about 1000 m of 
shales and some sandstones constituting the Plysch. Heira and 
Gansser (1939) divided this sequence into four subdivisions and 
observed radiolarian chert in the topmost part. Indicating the 
deepening of the basin. According to Sastry and Mamgaln (1969, 
Geological Survey of India Report, fide sastry and Mamgaln, 1971), 
the so-called Cretaceous "Flysch* of Sangcha Malla and Belcha 
Dhura do not belong to flysch faeies sensu stricto. These authors 
(Sastry and Mamgain* 1971) considered the sequence to be 
Cenomanlan to Maastrichtian in age. The flysch is overlain by 
sheets of baeic igneous rocks having Exotic Blocks. The blocks are 
generally considered as the remanents of sheets thrust over the 
Cretaceous "flysch"# 
Kashmir. The cretaceous sequence in Kashmir is less well-
developed than the Jurassic (Table I). The outcrops are few and 
occur in mountainous and inaccessible terrain, in Kashmir, the 
Indus flows in an approximately southeast-northwest direction 
following a prominent tectonic aone - the Indus suture (Gansser, 
1964) - in which occur Cretaceous flysch-like deposits - the 
Indus Flysch. Outcrops of the Indus Flysch and associated rocks 
are seen throughout the Indus Valley, extending from near Manga 
Parbat in the northwest to Rupshu and beyond in the southeast. The 
Indus flysch consists of limestones, shales, sandstones, conglomerates 
and volcanics (Dras Volcanics) (see Dalnelli, 1933). 
On the southeastern side of the Nanga Parbat region, from south 
of Astor and passing through Burxll Pass, Dras, and beyond, a 
thick sequence of submarine volcanics. Intercalated with Orbltollna-
bearing sediments, forms a continuous belt up to 16km wide - the 
Dras Volcanics of Da Terra (1935). The volcanics consist of 
basaltic and andeaitic, chloritised and epldotised, lava flows with 
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interbedded, finely laminated, purple and green, tuffs and ash beds 
with shales, and cherts or jasper with slates and agglomerates. 
The sequence is intruded by granites and porphyries with a 
complicated network of sills and dykes, commonly showing dishannonic 
folding. The sequence is about 2000 m thick' and belongs to volcanic 
Indus Flysch facias (Gansser, 1964). 
She Dras Volcanics, according to Wadia (1937), are similar to 
Panjal Volcanics but De Terra (1935) conaideres that they are quite 
different from the older Panjal Volcanics. Their Cretaceous age 
has been confirmed by sahni and Sastri (195?) and Mamgain and Rao 
(1965) on the basis of Orbitolina species they contain. 
The Lower Cretaceous 2ndus Flysch fades near Bureil Pass 
comprises dark, calcareous, shales having Orbitolina bnloarica 
and 0, discoidea which suggest an Upper Barremlan age (Douville, 
1925). m the nearby Gilgit area, Douvllle (OJD.. cit.) identified 
£• buloarica, £. cf, discoidea, Isastraea regular is, etc., 
suggesting an Upper Barremlan or Aptian age. 
in the Ladakh region of Kashmir, the Indus Flysch is well-developed 
(Lydekker, 1883). Several species of Orbitolina, including 
&• bulqarlca, 0. pileus, 0. parma, etc., have been recorded 
(Douville, 1925? Sahni and sastri, 1951). The Indus Plysch of the 
Rupshu area, southeastern Ladakh* has been investigated by 
Berthelsen (1953). 
Northeast of Leh, the principal town of Ladakh, in the Lingzi 
Thang plains, oolitic limestones belonging to the Lingsi Thang 
beds have yielded Sphaerocodium, Radiolltes spp., GvrOPleura 
cenomanensis (d'Orbigny), etc., suggesting a Turonian age. However, 
in the eastern sector of the plains, Orbitolina conulus, choffate11a 
»P** Praeradiolltes hedini Douvllle, Pervinauieria jnflata (Sowerby), 
etc* have been recorded which indicate a Cenomanlan age for these 
beds. Recently, Tewarl et al. (1970a) described Orbitolina spp. 
from a limestone band belonging to Indus Flysch, exposed near 
Khalsi, northwest of Leh, and assigned a Lower Cretaceous (Aptian) 
age to the limestone. 
From the limestones of Chlsil Pass beds, exposed at Chisil Pass, 
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a cenomanian fauna showing very close affinity to the uttattur and 
partly to the Trichinopoly fauna of the South Indian Cretaceous has 
been recorded. The Upper Cretaceous Indus Flysch at Karakoram Pass 
is represented by Karakoram Pass beds having a senonian fauna. The 
assemblage shows strong faunal affinity with the Ariyalur and 
Niniyur (Campanian-Paleocene) fauna of south India end several 
species are common to both the regions. 
A Santonian-Campanlan Indus Flysch foraminiferal assemblage has 
been described by Tewari et al, (1970b) £&cm near Gya in Ladakh. 
The microfauna includes Gaudrvina bronni (Reuss), Dorothia biformis 
Finlay, Cithaxlna qeiaendorferi Frank, Neoflabellina cf. rugoaa 
(d*0rbigny), Pullenia cretacea Cushman. Anomalinoldes eriksdalenais 
(Brotsen), and some Upper Cretaceous planktonic species, e.g., 
Globotruncana fornicata Pluramer, Globiqerlne 11a aspera (Ehrenberg), 
Heterohelix oloboaa (Shrenberg), and H. pulchera (Brotsen). From 
the Kargil area, De Terra (1935) recorded a gastropod assemblage 
indicating Senonian or Maastrichtian age for the Upper Cretaceous 
Flysch* 
The Indus Flysch is thus diachronous ranging in age from Lower 
to Upper Cretaceous. 
Assam. The Cenomanian transgression which covered the eastern 
part of South India, flooded a large area in Assam during Campanian 
times. This northward advancing Cretaceous sea, deposited oldest 
fossiiiferous strata in this region. 
The Cretaceous rocks of Assam were surveyed by Medlicott (1669) 
and Palmer (1923). Some alterations and additions have been proposed 
by Nagappa (1959) and Biswas (1962) while the fossils were chiefly 
described by Spengler (1923). 
m Assam, marine Cretaceous rocks crop out in Garo, Khasl, and 
Jaintla Hills, bordering the southern edge of the Shillong plateau 
and several Isolated patches are seen on the Assam plateau. The 
strata are almost horizontal on the Shillong plateau but dip 
steeply over its southern edge forming monoclines which, in the 
Garo Hills, are overfolded and thrust-faulted. The rocks have been 
grouped into Mahadeo formation and the overlying Langpar formation 
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(Table 17). The sequence is about 320 m thick and is best exposed 
near Therria Ghat. It was accumulated over gneisses or Sylhet 
Trap. Around Cherrapunji, in the Khasl and Jaintia Hills, there 
is locally a basal 30 m of conglomerates which merges with the 
beds of Mahadeo formation towards north. 
The Mahadeo formation is composed chiefly Of hard, coarse, and 
massive sandstones with glauconite. Towards the north, outcrops 
are restricted. Fossils have been observed in a few thin calcareous 
beds near the top. The overlying Langpar formation As more 
persistant and widely distributed. It consists chiefly of fine-
grained, sandy limestone and calcareous shales with some sandstones 
and sandy shale. 
Both the Langpar and Mahadeo formations have a fairly rich fauna, 
including foraminlfera, with affinities with the Ariyalur assemblage 
of the South Indian Cretaceous. The important species common to 
both the regions are Sfriqmatopyous elatus (Forbes), Alectryonla 
ungulate Scholotheim, Nerita (Otostoma? divaricate d'Orbigny, 
lyrla crassicostata Stolicaka, and Eubaeulltea vagina (FOrbes). A 
total of 50 megafossil species out of 02 are characteristic of the 
Upper Senonian. However, the presence of Globotruncana stuayti 
(de ^apparent), Guembelina plummerae Loetterle, Orbitoides, 
Siderolltes calcitrapoides Lamarck in the sequence extends its age 
to Maestrichtian and the upper part having Globioerina 
pseudobulloldes Plummer and G. triloculinoides Pluaroer, etc., 
possibly belong to Danian. 
The Cretaceous fauna of Assam is more closely allied to the 
Cretaceous of South India, Madagascar, and south Africa than that 
of Baluchistan or the Mediterranean, and belongs to the Indo-Pacific 
realm. 
Peninsular India 
Several areas of the Peninsular India were invaded by Cretaceous 
seas (Fig. 5). Those parts of Raj as than and Kutch which were 
transgressed during Jurassic, continued to receive sediments in the 
Cretaceous. Regression had begun, however, so that marine Cretaceous 
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strata are neither as thick nor as widespread as the Jurassic beds. 
The site of active and extensive marine sedimentation during the 
Cretaceous shifted from the Rajasthan-Kutch region to South India. 
There is a fairly extensive development of marina Cretaceous in 
Kutch, Kathlawar, and along the Narmada Valley and some Cretaceous 
beds also occur on the east coast of India. 
Rajaathan. The Cretaceous in Raj as than conformably overlies 
the Upper Jurassic Bedeslr formation. It is represented by Parihar 
formation and the unconformably overlying Abur formation 
(Table H I ) . 
The Parihar formation consists of thick, unfossiliferous, grit* 
gritty sandstones, and quart zose sandstones. Poddar (1964) and 
Krishnan (1968) consider it to be Valanginian to Barreraian in age 
while Sastry and Mamgain (1971) assigned it a Upper Tithonian to 
Neocomian age* However, its correct age is unknown except from 
its stratigraphic position. 
The Abur formation is composed of fossiliferous, buff limestones, 
gritty sandstones, and shales* The lower part was deposited in an 
open marine shelf condition while the upper part was accumulated 
during the regressive phase. Aptian aramonites, e.g., Hoplites 
macconnelli White aves, Deshaveaitea (?)aburenala Spath, etc., have 
been recorded by Spath (1933). 
Kutch. As already noted, the Ukra beds belong to Aptian. They 
attain a thickness of 23 m and are exposed in a small area near 
Lakhpat in northwestern Kutch. A meagre ammonite fauna consisting 
of CQlcmblceras waaqeni Spath, Che Ion Ice ras aff. martini (d'Orbigny), 
a n d
 Crioceraa (Tropaeuro) aff. auatralla (Moore) belonging to the 
Upper Aptian has been recorded by Spath (1933). 
Kathlawar. In Kathlawar, southeast of Kutch, a 41 m thick 
sequence of ferruginous sandstones with thin bands of Impure limestone 
and chert near the top form the wadhwan Sandstone. 2t conformably 
overlies the fresh-water Dhrangdhra formation of Lower cretaceous 
age and is unconformably overlain by the Deccan Trap. The limestone 
has yielded bryozoa, corals, and poorly preserved ammonites which have 
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not been studied in detail. The fauna1 assemblage indicates a 
shallow marine environment and suggests an Albian or Cenomanian age 
(Tedden* 1884). However, sastry and Mamgaln (1971) consider it 
to be of Aptian age (Table II ). 
Narmada Valley* The rectilinear Narmada Valley is defined 
by a group of parallel faults aligned east-north-east——west-south-
west. This Valley, in the western part of the Indian Shield, 
probably developed during the Jurassic-Cretaceous tiroes, and was 
flooded during Cenomanian transgression* 
Exposures of marine Cretaceous rocks occur in a chain of widely-
spaced* isolated, patches arranged in a narrow belt following 
the almost straight east-west Narmada Valley (Fig, 5). The belt 
extends from near Gulf of Carabay in the west to Barwaha in the east, 
covering a distance of about 350 Km. The cretaceous sequence is 
well-developed near Bagh, Hadhya Pradesh, and is commonly referred 
to as Bagh beds. However* some good exposures are also found at 
Chlrakhan and in the Alirajpur-Jhabua areas of Gujarat state, it 
was mapped by Blanford (1869) followed by Bose (1884)* Roy 
Chowdhry and sastri (1962)* and others. The fauna and the age of 
the Bagh beds have been mainly studied by Duncan (1887)* Vredenburg 
(1907)* Fourtat* (1918)* Chiplonker (1937* 1939a* 1939b, 1941, 
1942)* Verma (1968)* and Jain (1969). Murthy et al, (1963) and 
Poddar (1964) coined new names of local importance for different 
lithotopes. 
In Narmada Valley* the Cretaceous sequence rests unconformably 
over Archaean granites and gneisses. It begins with thick fresh-
water Nimar sandstones which have yielded upper Jurassic to 
Hauterlvlan plant fossils (Murthy et al., op.cit.). in the upper 
part* marine bivalves and shark teeth have been found and this 
part is considered as the basal Bagh beds (vide Sastry and Mamgain* 
1971). 
The marine Bagh beds a.s. overlie the Nimar sandstones. The 
various subdivisions of the Bagh beds in the eastern and western 
sectors of the Narmada Valley have been summarised in Table V, 
The lowest subdivision is the 12 m thick Nodular limestone in 
the eastern sector of the Narmada Valley, it is richly fossillferous* 
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whitish, argillaceous, compact, mostly nodular limestone and is 
widely distributed. Marine fossils, e.g., Heroiaater fcurtesy 1 
Chiplonker, Parastantoceras rnintoi (Vredenburg), Proplacentlceras 
stantoni var. bolli (Hyatt), Collopoceras acindiae (Vredenburg), 
C. bosei (vrendenburg), etc., have been recorded from it. 
The overlying Coralline limestone is red or yellow in colour and 
mainly consists of abundant small fragments of bryoeoa, e.g., 
Cerinopora dispar Stollcska, and other shells. A thin band (3 ra) 
of marl * Deola and Chirakhan maris - sometimes intervenes between 
the Nodular limestone and Coralline limestone but recent 
investigations (Boy Chowdhry and saatri, 1962; Sahni and Jain, 
1968} show that it is not a distinct horizon but has resulted from 
the weathering of these limestones. Wherever present, it contains 
abundant fossils also present in the underlying and the overlying 
limestones. 
The other subdivisions, higher in the sequence, are found in the 
western sector of the Narroada Valley. Here, 2*3 m thick Oyster bed, 
a bioclastlc calcarinlte or rudite, with abundant shells of oysters, 
e.g., Oatrea levraeriei d'Orbigny, disconfonaably overlies the Nimar 
sandstone. It passes into the 100 m thick, compact, greyish-white, 
unfosslliferous Rajpipla limestone without any break and, in turn, 
is overlain by Peccan Trap or Lameta Group. The Rajpipla limestone 
is very well-developed around Rajpipla and is the topmost 
subdivision of the Bagh beds (Sastry and Mamgain, 1971). 
The fauna of the Bagh beds is interesting for it illuminates 
the controversial age of these beds and helps in visualising the 
Cretaceous paleogeography of western India. 
The different groups of fossils occurring in the Bagh beds have 
provided conflicting evidences for the precise age of these beds. 
This problem has been reviewed by Verma (1968) and Jain (1969), 
it is generally considered, however, that Bagh beds extend from 
Cenomanian to aanonian (Krishnan, 1968; Sastry and Mamgaln, 
1971). 
The Bagh fauna shows close affinity with the Cretaceous fauna 
of Europe and Arabia with some elements in the Cretaceous of South 
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India also* This led workers to assume that there was practically 
no connection between the gulf of Tethya which penetrated into the 
Narraada Valley and the Indo-Pacific sea which flooded the east 
coast of south India and the Assam region* veri?a_ (1968) recorded 
14 species of sharks from the Bagh beds of which 8 are either the 
same or closely allied to the South Indian cretaceous. Verma 
(op.cit,} discussed the paleogeography and observed that as a 
result of the break ftp of the Gondwanaland, the two regions were 
linked up by a strait via Cape Coraorin and Ceylon during Turonian 
tlines which allowed the intermingling of the faunas, He regarded 
the comparatively thin succession of the Bagh beds as a condensed 
sequence homotaxial with the thick development of the tipper 
Cretaceous in south India. 
Central India. A sequence of 6-35 m of chery limestones with 
some earthy sandstones and sandy clays underlie the Deccan Trap 
In Central India and constitute the Lameta Group {Matley, 1921). 
It crops out as a narrow border around the traps and is of shallow 
marine origin (Chanda, 1966}* It may unconfonoably overlie the 
Archaean gneisses, the Upper Gondwana, or sometimes the Bagh beds. 
It occupies the same or a slightly higher stratigraphic position 
than the Bagh beds* 
The Lameta Group is generally uttfos-sillferous but has yielded 
some anglespermous plant fossils, algae, molluscs, and fish 
remains. However, it is the dinosaurs which constitute the chief 
element of the fossil assemblage. These have been found in the 
vicinity of Pisdura in Chanda district and Jabalpur. Von Huene 
and Matley (1933> described the vertebrate assemblage which 
includes Titanoaaurus indicus Von Huene, Antarctosaurua 
septentrlonales Von Huene, mdosuchus raptorius Von Huene, 
I* matlevl Von Huene, compsosuehus solus Von Huene, Laevisuchus 
indicus Von Huene, Laplatasaurus madaqascariensis (Deperet), etc* 
The lameta dinosaurian fauna of jabalpur and Pisdura are closely 
allied to the Cretaceous of Madagascar, Patagonia, and Brazil and 
suggests a Turonian age (see also de Lapparent, 1957). However, 
Poddar (1964) and others consider the Lameta Group fco be of 
Senonian age. 
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East coast> There are marine intercalations in the otherwise 
fresh-water Upper Gondwana sequence of the east coast of India 
which occurs in patches from near Cuttack in the north to 
Tiruchchirappalli (formerly spelt as Triehinopoly) in the south 
along the eastern coast-line of the Peninsula. This sequence 
has been divided into three stages. In the Middle stage -
Raghavapuram in Bluru, vammevaram in Ongole, and srlperumbudur in 
Madras - is a marine fauna in addition to a terrestrial flora 
(Table VI). This stage consists of a moderately thick sequence 
of shales. It has yielded poorly preserved ammonite assemblage 
comprising "stephanoceras opis (soverby)", Hocodlseua of. pereelanua 
(d'Orblgny), H. cf. H. calllaudlanus (d'Orbigny) Pascoeltes 
budavadaensls Spath, P. crassa Spath, Gvamoplltes aimplex Spath, 
etc., of Lower Cretaceous age (spath, 1933). A rich foraminiferal 
assemblage mainly comprising species of Ammobaculites and 
Haplophragmoides has been described by Bhalla (1969a). The 
fauna compares well with that of the lower Cretaceous of the 
Great Artesian Basin, Australia* 
The deposltlonal history of the Middle stage, though interesting 
due to the presence of land flora and marine fauna in the same bed, 
sometimes in a single hand specimen, has not yet been studied in 
detail. However, Bhalla (1968a) deduced the paleoecology of the 
Raghavapuram shales and observed that the lower part of the 
sequence was deposited in an open marine environment while the 
upper part was accumulated in a brackish* shallow-water, near-shore, 
marshy conditions. 
The Middle stage of the East Coast Gondwana contains a Jurassic 
land flora and Lower Cretaceous marine fauna and as a result its 
age was much debated. Bhalla (1972) observed that the plant 
fossils are probably reworked whereas the animal fossils are 
in situ, favouring an Aptian or Albian as the upper age limit* 
South India. The South Indian Cretaceous, first discovered 
by Kaye in 1840 (in Blanford, 1862)# studied by Blanford (op.cjt.)» 
and the fossils examined by Stollcska (1873). The classification 
of these rocks was modified by Kossmat (1897, 1898), and Rao 
(1956) reviewed the findings of the earlier investigators. A large 
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volume of literature exists on the south Indian Cretaceous fauna 
and stratigraphy, beyond the scope of the present treatment. 
The Cretaceous rocks of Tiruchchirappalli («Trlchinopoly) and 
adjoining areas of south India, constitute one of the finest 
development of the marine fosslliferous Cretaceous sequence in the 
world. The well-known Cenomanlan transgression invaded a large 
tract of the Coromandel Coast, the marine deposits are almost 
continuous from Upper Albian to Maestrichtian and continue into 
the Tertiary. This sedimentary sequence* extending from 
Pondicherry in the north to Rameswaram in the south, accumulated 
in a pericratonlc basin known as Cauvery Basin. In recent years, 
Cauvery Basin has been extensively explored for oil and gas 
possibilities and this has brought to light new information in 
this region* important contributions to the structure and 
tectonics of the Cauvery Basin, mostly from geophysical data, 
have been made by Kailasam and slmha (1963), Kailasam (1966), 
Ramanathan (1968), Satpathy and Kanungo (1973)* and others. 
The Cauvery Basin developed due to block subsidence during 
different periods of its history although some areas remained 
tectonically positive throughout* Sub-surface pre-cambrian 
crystalline ridges divided the Basin into sub-basins and these 
have been cut by numerous basement faults (Varadarajan and 
Jagtap, 1968). The maximum depth of the Basin is estimated to be 
3-3.5 km. A thick sequence of marine Cretaceous is developed 
in its western part while the Tertiary succession is developed 
in its eastern part. The provenance was nearly peneplained at the 
beginning of Cretaceous but was subsequently elevated and material 
was brought in by easterly flowing streams* 
The stratigraphy of the Cauvery Basin has been discussed by 
Ramanathan (1968) while its sedimentation history and evolution 
have received the attention of Ramanathan (op.cit.), Datta and 
Bedi (1968), Venkataraman and Rangaraju (1968), and others* 
Conditions varied in the different sub-basins at different times 
due to structural controls. 
The Cretaceous rocks of south India crop out from near the 
coast to more than 100 km west of the present coast-line, and 
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form a nearly continuous belt stretching for about 160 km in a 
northeast-southwest direction. The outcrops are generally poor 
due to vast spread of Cuddalore Sandstones (Mio-Pliocene) and 
alluvium. They occur in four main sectors* vis.* Tiruchchirappalli, 
Pondicherry* Vriddhachalam* and Thanjavur (Fig, 6), The beds 
overlie mostly the Archaean but occasionally rest on tipper Gondwana 
rocks. The rocks contain a rich and varied invertebrate fauna of 
Indo-Pacific nature* one which also shows some affinities with 
the Mediterranean and West European fauna. Thus, it illuminates 
the paleogeegraphy of the region and provides a clue to the 
communication route followed by the ancient marine fauna. The 
development of Middle Cretaceous-Lower Tertiary marine sequence 
is also useful in deliniating the much debated Cretaceous-Tertiary 
boundary* 
The best developed sequence of the Cretaceous is found in the 
Tiruchchirappalli sector. 
(1) Tiruchchirappalli. The cretaceous rocks in the Tiruehchlrappall 
sector occur in a 60 km belt. The sequence has been divided into 
Uttattur* Trichinopely, and Arlyalur groups in an ascending order 
(Table VI). The overlying Winiyur group belongs to Paleoeene 
(Hagappa* 1960# Mamgain et aj..* 1S68) and not to the uppermost 
Cretaceous as considered by earlier workers. 
The Uttattur group is exposed in the western part where it 
overlies the Upper Gondwana plant beds or rests directly upon 
Archaean rocks* The younger groups are exposed successively 
towards east coast. On the basis of ammonites, Sastry et al. 
(1968) proposed nine biostratigraphic cones ranging from Upper 
Albian to Maestrichtian for the Cretaceous sequence of the 
Tiruchchirappalli sector. 
(a) Uttattur group is mainly composed of fine silts* calcareous 
shales* and sandy clays with phosphatic and calcareous concretions 
and gypsum and attains a thickness of 700 m. At several places* 
pale* pure, and compact coral limestone is present at the base of 
Uttattur sequence. The upper part of the group is arenaceous 
and exhibits current bedding. On the whole* the group shows 
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characters of coastal deposits. 
A 27-55 m sequence of grey shales occurring unconf ormably below 
the basal coral reef limestone of the uttattur group, have been 
named as Dalmiapuram Formation by Bhatia and Jain (1969)• Bhatia 
and Jain (1972) obtained a rich foraminiferal assemblage, including 
Triatlx tricarinatum acutanqulum (Reuss), Gavellnella rudis 
(Reuss), Eoguttulina anqlica Cushman and Osawa, Gavelinopsls 
umbonella (Reuss), etc., from the Dalmiapuram Formation and 
suggested an Aptian-Albian (in parts) age. The presence of this 
Formation indicates the existence of pre-Uttattur marine sediments 
in the Tiruchchirappalli sector. 
The Uttattur has a rich fauna and has yielded a variety of 
foraminifera, cephalopoda, peleeypods, gastropods, corals, 
brachiopods* which show an Indo-Pacific affinity but some cephalopoda 
are allied to the Cenomanlan of Europe* The majority of 
cephalopoda are not found in the higher groups. Sastry et al (1968) 
divided the uttattur group into Schloeribachla inflate, Calvcoceraa 
newboldl, and Mammitea cone 1 Hat urn cones in an ascending order 
ranging from Upper AlbIan to Lower Turonian in age. 
(b) Trichinopoly group unconformably overlies the Uttattur 
group. The outcrops form a northeast-southwest belt which thins 
out towards the north, gradually overlapping the Uttattur and, in 
turn, almost wholly overlapped by the Ariyalurs. St is composed 
of calcareous grit, sandstone, and some shale and sandy clay with 
bands of shell limestone, with gastropods and peleeypods, near 
the base. Granite pebbles commonly occur in the gravels and 
conglomerates. The beds are about 600 ra thick with abundant fossil 
wood, including huge tree trunks, false bedding, and other 
features suggesting accumulation in a shallow water, coastal 
environment• 
A large number of invertebrates, especially peleeypods and 
gastropods with some cephalopoda, brachiopods, corals, etc., occur 
in the Trichinopoly group but the assemblage is not as rich as 
that of Uttattur and is somewhat different from it. Sastry et al. 
(196B) divided the group into Lewealceras valu, Kossmaticeras 
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th»obaldlainim and plaeentjfcccras tanmlAciaro eones from botton to top 
with ages ranging from Middle lEHroniaQ to Santonian. 
<c} Ariyalur group is^ in turn, uncon£omiable upon the 'TrichinopoJ 
group and is more tfldely distributed than the other two groups. 
Sa^oaures are, however, poor* Zt consists of sandstones with some 
marly clays, calcareous shales, and limestones and shows uniform 
bedding and very low dips. It: is about 1200 m thick (Ramanathan, 
1968} and contains a very rich and well*pzeserved faunal asseai>lage 
which indicates a shallow, rather calm, marine eaviroi»nent. 
However, towards the upper part, it is mostly unfossiliferous and 
the strata were deposited probably in lacustrine ennrironment. 
Pelecypods and gastropods are the most abundant fc»sils in the 
Ariyalur group but cephalopods, echinodezms, brachiopods, bryozoans, 
£or«iiini£era« ostracodes, fishes, and ireptiles are also present. 
Sastry et §1.* (1968} divided this group into Karanadites karapadense 
eone <silla}dcudi formation), Hauericeras retribda gone (Kallaxikurichehi 
formation), and Pachvdiscus otocodensis (Ottakkovil formation), 
overlain by unfossilifer^is beds (Kallamedu formation) whixsh 
contain fragments of dinosaurian boiss. The entire group ranges 
from Campanian to Maestrichtian and is unconformably overlain by 
Niniyur group of Paleocene age* 
A rich and varied miorof aunal asseniblage has been described 
from the Ariyalur group of Tiruchchirappalli secrtor. Rao et al,. 
(1968) pointed out that the fossiliferous beds of the Ariyalur 
group can be divided into two bio->stratigrapaiio assenblage cones 
on the basis tiif Globotruncana species. The lower cone is 
characterised by |g« lapoarenti lapparenti Brotsen, G. linneiana 
(d'Oxbigny), O. tricarinata (Qureau) assemblage suggesting a 
eampanian age while the upper cone has G. contuse (Chshman), 
S.* qansseri BOlli, O, stuarti stuartiformia Dalb^s assenbla^^ 
along with Orbitoides and belongs to Lower Maestrichtian. The 
overlying beds contain scanty dinosaurian fauna, vie., Megalosaurus 
sp., Yitanosaurus indicus lydekker, which probj^ly belongs to 
Upper Maestrichtian (Prasad, 1968). 
(2) pondicherry. The Pondicherry sector marks the northern limit 
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of the Cretaceous exposures of South India (Fig. 6)* Only the 
Ariyalur group is represented hBxe which attains a thickness of 
more than 250 m and occurs in a poorXy eaqposed %B km belt, resting 
directly upon the Archaean. The sequence consists of coassive 
arenaceovis limestones and marls in the lower part constituting the 
Valudavur formation (lAnisoceras or Valudavur beds) and calcareous 
sandstones« shell limestones# and shales in the upper part belonging 
to Mettuveli formation («Trigonarca beds). The Metttcnreli formation 
is conformably overlain by Nerinea beds (nPondicherry formation) 
CMurthy# 1968# Rajag<;:^ lan# 1965 ^ fide McGOHfran, 1968) which are 
equivalent to the basal 13iniyur group and of Paleoeene age. 
The Pondicherry Cretaceous has yielded a rich and varied 
micro- and megafaunal asseii&tlage which is dominated by peleeypods 
and gastropods but also contains cephalopoda and other 
invertebrates« The fossils WCB most abundant in the Valudaur 
formation and show best preservaticoi* Anisoeeras Occurs frequently 
and some other arononites are Gattdrvceras Jcavei (Forbes)« Pseudo-
n^vllites indra (Foj^ tes), Bacttlites vagina Foiibes^  Brahroaites 
brahma (Forbes)« etc. The overlying itettuveli formation is less 
fossiliferfims and ammonites are few* Triaonarea qladrJna (d*Orioigny), 
Turritella breantiana d'Orbionv. et«., are, however* numerous. The 
combined fauna of both these formations suggests a Campanian to 
Haestrichtian age (Sastry and Mamgain« 1971). Two nlcrofaunal 
acmes ^ a lower Glcbotruncana tricarinata and an u^per G, gansseri -
have been recognised which also indicate a Canpanian to 
Haestrichtian age for the cretaceous sequence (Rajagqpalan« 1965f 
l4cGowran« 1968). Th^re is coaisiderable difference of opinion 
regarding the precise age of the u£q;>ennost part of Mettuveli 
formation and the lowest part of Nerinea beds. However^ r the presence 
of lower Danian in the Pondicherry sector is not certain (McGowran, 
op,, cit •) and, as such# the nature of the cemtact between 
Mottuveli formation (Haestrichtian) and the ccmformably cverlying 
nerinea beds (Paleoeene) remains unsolved. 
The depositional environment of the Cretaceous sequence of the 
Pondicherry sector has been studied by Banerji (1968) who ctoseiyed 
that the accumulation of sediments commenced in a moderately deep 
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marine basin Which fluctuated between inner and outer self 
conditicms and then gradually became shallow towards the close 
of the Cretaceous. 
<3) Vriddhaehalam. Only the Ariyaltir group is found occurring 
in a 24 kin belt stretching northeast-southwest, north of 
VriddhachalaiQ (Fig* 6). The ejgposures are poor and in comparison 
to Ticuchchirappalli and PondictMrry sectors« the sequence is 
thin and fossils are sparse* The beds CKsrerlie the Archaean and, 
in turn, are succeeded by Cuddalore sandstones towards the east. 
They consist of sands and sandy clays with som& limestone and 
Sandstone near the base. There is a rich microfaunal assenblage* 
stratigraphy of this sector has been wosked out by Banerji (1966), 
mainly on the basis of foreoninifera and the a ^ has been discussed 
by Sastry et al» (1969). The lower, fossilifercms, part of the 
Cretaceous sequence has been named as Patti fos^ nation and the 
upper* unfossiliferous part as PalsOeottai formation. The Patti 
formation has been divided into a lower FrCHOdJeularia pattienais 
ssone and the upper 01ciboti:%itPcana tricarinata'^#• foitiicata 
assetsblage ssone. The coiift>ined age of Patti and Palakottai formations 
was considered as late santonian to Ujp^r Maestrichtian. 
(4) Thanjavur* southeast of Tirfetehchirappalli, the Cretaceous 
exposures are seen a few kilometres west of Thanjavur («4^ anJore) 
and occur in subcrops near Pattukkottai, abimt 4S km southeast of 
Thanjavur (Fig* 6)« Only the Ariyalur groiip is represented in this 
sector and is composed of fJdable, fine-gi^ained, argillaceous 
sandstones directly overlying the Archaean near Budalur. Cellepora, 
jaaocerarous, etc*, are foui»Sl and a rich microfaunal assenblage, 
including Gl^botimncamt cf • llnnelana, has been reeorded from a 
structural well inear Pattukkottai. 
The zonal distribtition of foraminifera in the Cauvery Basin has 
recently been discussed by Raju (1970)« 
Other Areas 
Bengal Basin. Due to thick and widespread development of Ganga 
alluvium, little is known about Bengal Basin and the only source of 
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information is the *fell data obtained by the Zndo-stairtrae Company 
£or the exploration of petroleum in this region. Biswas (19S9« 
1963) pointed out that in Bengal Basin« there is almost a con^lete 
sequence frcxn Upper Capetaceous to lower Tertiary. The Cretaceous 
rocks have yielded diagnostic Upper Cretaceous forantinifera but 
they are not richly fossiliferous. The correlation of the 
Cretaceous sequence of the Bengal Basin and Assam region is given 
in Table W . 
Andaman Islands, The Andaman group of islands in the Bay of 
Bengal is the southward extension of Arakan Yoma mountains of 
Burma and this tectonic belt passes furtl^r down to Svwtatra and 
Java* 
In Andamans, the Cretaceous is represented by basic and ultrabasic 
intrusives, the Serpentine series which also contains some maxble, 
silicified shales, quartsites, poreellanic limestone, etc., 
intercalated with radiolarian chert and jasper (Tjiible VIZ). The 
pOrcellanic limestone was considered by Tipj^r <1911} as similar 
to Parh limestone (Upper Cretaceous) Of Baluchistan and his view 
was shared by Nagappa <1959). The oocurrence of Globotruaeana area 
Cttshman, G. atuarti (de Lapparent), and £. eontusa in j'asper towards 
the top of the volcanic suite, indicates a Maastrichtian age 
(Guha and Mohan* 1965). 
HOK-MAI^IME HBSOZOXC (OONDWAJNA, IN PART.) 
INTRCDUCTKai 
The Gondwana rocks ranging from Permian to Ziower cretaceous, 
occuj^ an important place in Indian stratigraphy. They are mainly 
composed of sandstones and shales of fresh^water origin, «kith a 
few marine intercalations an the east coast, and attain a thickness 
of about 6100 m. These rocks are widely distributed in the 
Peninsular India with a few occurrences reported from the Sactra-
Peninsula, especially Kashmir. Saccept for some faulting and 
igneous activity, e.g., Rajaahal Trap and basic Intruaives, they are 
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praictically undisturbed in the PeoinsuXa but ia the Extra-Peninsular 
India, they shon signs o£ structural disturbances. 
The term •Gondwana* was coined in XS72 by MedXieott in an 
unpublished manuscript report of the Geological Susvey of India 
for a set of fresh^ -water strata in the erstirhile state of Go»a 
in Central India but it was Feistmantel (ie?6) who brought it 
into print* AS the {;i^ ological inv^estigations o£ the different 
parts of India progressed^ more Gondwana outcrops were discoirered 
and they proved to be the major coal«bearing strata in the ooimtry. 
In addition to coal^ these sediments ccmtain a prolific floral 
assexciblage too - the Gondwana Flora - which is not restricted to 
India alone but occurs in other continents of southern Hamisphere 
as well* 
The Gondwana rocks and the associated coalfields of the Peninsula 
are beat developed in three long and narrow tracts - Damodar-Son^ 
Itohanadi, and Godavari valleys« These tracts are the main tectonic 
troughit in which Gondwana s«»diments and coal have been preserved. 
Bhatia and Kao (1974}# on gec^hysical evidence, estimated the 
maxiRmm thickness of Gondwana sediments in Satpura tract as 2*7 km 
and in Godavari traet 4*6 km» 
There is a good deal of controversy as to whether the enosmous 
thickness of Gondwana sediments accumulated in these gradually 
subsiding troughs due to contemporaneous faulting {Wmt, 1931) or 
whether deposition took place over a vast area but is only 
preserved in these doim->faulted tracts (Jowett, 19aiS; Robinson, 
1967| Elliot, 1973 }• The age of the trough faulting is still 
uncertain but the faults are considered to be mainly post-Lcwer 
Gondwana <Krishnan, 1968 )• 
in the Peninsula, the Gondwana sequence rests unec»kformably 
upon the Archaean metamorphics or the Vindhyan or equivalent 
formations (Candsrian or pre<«Caiebrian} and are unconformably 
overlain by the Deccan Trap and associated sedimentary rocks. 
Although the Gondwana seqpience ranges from Permian to Lower 
Cretaceous, the coal occurs mainly in the Permian part of the 
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sequence and due to its economic significance» it is this part 
which has received maximum attention in this country whereas the 
Mesossoic portion of the sequence is mainly of academic interest. 
PISTR3BUgI0N 
Gondwana rocks are widely distributed in Hndia and ccmplete 
sequence is found in the Beninsula, in the Extra-Feninsula^ only 
Paleozoic part of the sequence is present and,therefore, this 
region ha^ been excluded. 
Condwana exposures in the Peninsula are found in Damodar<'3on« 
Hahanadi, Wardha-Godenrari, and Narmada Valleys, Rajmahal Hills, 
Chattisgarh# Rajasthan, Kutch, Kathiawar, and in a chain of 
isolated outcrops along the east coast of the country in Eluru, 
Ongole, Madras, and Tiruchchirappalli areas (Fig. 7). In Chindwara 
and ilagpiir regions of Central 3^dia, the Gondwana rocks prdoably 
lie concealed below ti^ vast expanse of the Deccan Trap. 
FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGE 
The Mesostoic part of the Gondwana sequence in India contains a 
rich floral assentolage and also a fausnal asseii&)lage which includes 
both vertebrates and invertebrates. The vertebrate fauna 
predominates in the Triassic part but in Jurassic and Lcmer 
cretaceous portions, it is replaced by the prolific development of 
flora. 
Flora 
The genus Dicroidiuro makes i t s f i r s t appearance in Scythian and 
at ta ins the acme of i t s development in the Rhaetic. The other plants 
which are associated with i t include Nfeocalamites, Danaeopsis, 
Parsorophyllum, Araucarites, e t c . m the Jurassic and younger 
s t ra ta , an altogether different but s t i l l rich f loral assenblage 
comprising DictvQgaroites, Hilssonia, Paqiophvllum, Gleichenites, e t c . , 
with the index foss i l Ptilophvlluan i s found. In addition, pollens 
and spores, e .g . , Nidipollenites, Satsanqisaccites, Classopollia, 
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Cica t r i coa lapor l t e s , Polycinqula t lspor i tes / e t c . , aans a l so known 
In the Hesoisoic pa r t of the Indian Gondwana. 
Fatina 
The Gondwana sediments are chiefly of fresh-water origin and 
contain a meagre fresh-water invertebrate fauna and a comparatively 
rich vertebrate fauna (Table VIII)* Marine intercalations 
occurring within the otherwise fresh<««rater Mesoeoic Gondwana on the 
east coast, contain a prolific foraminiferal assemblage and some 
ammonites. 
In the Scythian and Jurassic, l3nio and Batheria are foundi 
Tikkia occurs in the late upper Triassic/ and Eryon has been recorded 
from the Upper Jurassic sediments. Marine invertebrates in the 
East Coast Gondwana include Lower Cretaceous ammonites, e.g., 
HolcodiscuSi, Lvtoceras, Pascoeites, Gvmnoplites, etc., (Spath, 
1933) and a rich foraminiferal assemblage dominated by 
Haplophraqmoide s and Ammobaculites and showing lower Cretaceous 
affinities (Bhalla, 1969a, 1969b}. 
Vert^rates are well-represented in the Triassic and play a 
significant role in the stratigraphic correlation and contribute 
towards paleoge<^raphic reconstructions. Amongst places, 
ATOblypterqs occurs in the pz^-early upper Triassic and Ceratodus, 
Depedius« Lepidotusr Jhinorania, etc., are found in the upper 
Triassic. The amphibian remains in the Scythian are Gonioglyptua« 
Qlyptocmathus, mdobrachvops, mdobenthosuchus, etc., and in 
Camian to liorian Metaposaur, Maatodonsaurus, Pachyqonia, etc., 
occur. The reptiles, e.g., Belodon* Paraauchus, Braehvsuchus, 
Paradepedon, etc., have been recorded from the postopermian to 
pre-nearly upper Triassic sediments and dinosaurs occur in early 
upper Triassic and younger sediments (Tables VIZI, XX), Recently, 
Chatterjee and Roy-Chowdhury (1974) have given a good review of the 
Triassic Gondwana vertebrates from India and compared them with 
those from other parts of the world. 
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CLASSIFICATION 
The classification of tbe Gondwana sequence has reiaalned one 
of the ticklish problems of Indian stratigraphy ever since it was 
discovered by Medlicott more than a century ago. The enormous 
thickness of the Gondwana rocks distributed widely in space and 
ranging frcxn Permian to Lower Cretaceous eomreys the idea of 
supergroup. As stated elsewhere# the Goni^ana sediments contain 
a prolific floral asseniblage and scene aniisal remains which provide 
a fairly accurate basis for the classification of the sequence* 
The main controversy, hcwever, is whether the entire Gondwana 
sequence can be divided into two or three subdivisions. 
The Gondwana floral assemblage can be divided into tiro major 
floras « the lower* Glossopteris Flora and the upper, Ptilophyllum 
Flora (Feistmantel, 1676). On this basis, the Gondwana sequence 
was divided into Lower and Upper Gondwana (Medlicott and Blanford, 
1879) and was accepted by Oldham (1893), Cotter (1917), Pox 
(1931), Fascoe (1959) and others. The different floral assemblages 
of the XjQwer and Upper Gondwana ate usually separate but may 
sometimes overlap. 
The occurrence of a transitional Triassic flora marked by the 
presence of Dicroidium (Feistroantel, 1882) led Vredezdsurg (1910) 
to propose a thsree-fold classification for mdian Gondwana • Lower 
having Glossopteris Flora, Middle with Dicroidiwn Flora, and the 
Upper characterised with Ptilophyllum Flora, coraresi^nding to the 
Euroi}ean Permian, Triassic, and Jurassic periods. This found 
support from Wadia (1949), Lele (1964) and others. According to 
supporters of three-fold classification, such a scheme is based 
not only on floristic limits but takes into consideration the 
lithological, paleoclimatologioa, and faunal history of the 
subdivisions as well. 
The Gondwana sequence has been classified mainly on the basis 
of lithostratigraphy, and different names for the same formation 
have been given in different areas. In several cases, 
chzonostratigraphic rai^ terms have been misused for lithostratigraphic 
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units. Fossil contents also have been talcen into consideration. 
On the basis of fossil contents of the different lithostratigraphic 
units. Shah et al,. (1971) have recently proposed a bloatratigraphic 
classification of the Indian Gondwana. The floral assendblage 
does not contain index fossils to precisely fix the age and, 
therefore# the authors have based their claasiolation on the 
occurrence of asseinblages and abundance of different forms (Table XX). 
A correlation of blostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic units of 
the JQidian Gondwana has also been attempted by these authors 
(Table X)« A total of five Assemblage Zones comprising eleven 
Subeones ranging from Sakmarlan to Wealden were recognised for 
the entire Oondi#ana sequence by them. Of these, three Assemblage 
zones and six Subzones belong to l^sosoic* Space here does not 
permit the detail treatment of different Asses^lage zones and 
Subzones which have been discussed by Shah eib al. (1971). 
CLIMATE 
The caccumulation of the Triassic part of the Gondwana sequence 
took place in a warm, arid or set!ii->arld, clijmate with widespread 
land conditions. The characteristic Dlcroldluni Flora of the 
Triassic developed and reptiles and ainphlblans were common. 
In the Jurassic Period, a milder and humid climate pravalled 
with the luxuriant growth of ^cna, <}yeadophytes, and conifers 
from which a few coal seams developed. This climate continued 
into the liower Cretaceous when the Gondwana sedimentation came to 
an end* 
UPPER ACE LIMIT 
The upper age limit of the Xndian Gondwana is not properly 
defined and remains a problem. This Is mainly because in a few 
places, viz,^ Bast Coast, Kutch, etc#, the uppermost part of the 
Gondwana sequence contains an admixture of terrestrial plants and 
marine animals and a discrepancy exists in their chronological 
assessment. 
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The XTpper Gondwana rocks of Eluru, Ongole, and Madras are 
well-developed and have been divided Into three stages - I^ ower, 
Middle, and Upper - which have been given local n^nes in the three 
areas. The Middle stage, Raghavapurant in JBluru, vatnmevarain in 
Qngole, and sriperuaii>udur in Madras, has yielded an Q^per Jurassic 
Gondwana flora along with Lower Cretaceous ammonites and 
foraminifera. Bhalla (1972) observed that the fauna of these heda 
is indigenous while it is yet to be established that the plant 
fossils are not reworked and on this basls# favoured an Aptian 
or Albian upper age.limit for the Bast Coast Gondwana. 
In the Kutch region, the tAnia Group contains Gondwana plant 
fossils of U^per Jurassic a ^ interstratifled with rocks having 
Tithonian to Uem&T Cretaceous eoarine fauna* including aisenonites. 
The age indicated by flora and fauna exhibits almost the same 
discrepancy as arhown by the assenS^ lages of the Bast coast Gondwana. 
This attracted the attention of workers on. Gondwana rocks and 
some of them (Shah et, ajL., 1971f JRao and Venkatachala, 1971) 
consider that the Lower Cretaceous "laarin^  intercalations in the 
Gondwana" belong to marine Ciietaceeus sequence rather than beiJng 
a part of the Gon^ana succession. However, Bose and sukh Dev 
(1956), Singh (1966), and Roy (196i} have confirmed that the 
Ptilophyllum Plora ranges up to Wealden and shah et, al« (1971, 
p.308) observed, ",«. the palaeobotanical, jpalaeogeographical and 
tectonic considerations tend to fix the upper agd limit of the 
Gondwanas at the top of Ifealden.** 
PAIEOMASNETIC STUDIES 
Paleomagnetic studies of Parsora, Tizupati, and Satyavedu 
sandstones have been made. The paleoDoagnetic data obtained fixm 
Parsora sandstones (Trlassic) by Bhalla and Va£ina (1969) indicates 
that during the t^per Triassic times, the l^ ndian landmass was in 
southern Hemisphere. Pullaiah and verraa (1970) have shown that 
Tirupati sandstones (7Albian) are normally magnetised in the 
lower pairt which is just the opposite of what is observed in the 
Deccan Trap (Upper cretaceous to Socene or Oligocene). The 
paleomagnetic results obtained by Mital at al. (1970) from satyavedu 
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sandstones (TAlblan) lends credence t o t h e i r c o r r e l a t i o n with the 
Tirupat i sandstones based on s trat igraphic and pa leonto log ica l 
cons iderat ions . The paleomagnetic s t u d i e s s trong ly supports 
northward d r i f t i n g o£ the Indian landmass during Cretaceous 
titttes while i t was s t i l l in the southern Hemisphere. 
MBS0S2OIC JGNBOUS ACTIVITY 
The jaaj£>r episodes of the SieBoz^ie igneous activity, both 
e x t r u s i v e and in trus ive , are confined t o the Peninsular Bidia 
(Pig , 8 ) . The ex trus ive rocks are c h i e f l y b a s a l t i c lavas of the 
Deccan Trap and Rajnmhal Trap in the Peninsula and sy lhe t Trap 
of Assam and Dras Volcanics of Kashmir in Extra-Peninsular India. 
The sy lhe t Trap i s considered as equivalent t o the Rajinahal Trap 
while Dras Volcanics« d i scussed e a r l i e r , i s the counterpart 
of the Deccan Trap of the Peninsula. The Rajahwundry Trap, on 
the e a s t coas t of India, h i t h e r t o considered as CretaOeous i n age, 
belongs t o ear ly Eocene (Bhalla, 196m>) and i s , there fore , not 
d iscussed here . 
The in trus ive igneous a c t i v i t y of the Mesossoic Era in t h e 
Peninsula occurred in the region occupied by the Gondwana rocks 
l y i n g between Deccan Trap and Rajmahal Trap whi le in Extra-
Peninsular India, i t i s probably represented by the b a s i c and 
u l t rabas i c in t rus ive s of Sljala (Pilgrim and west, 1928), Garhwal 
(Jain, 1972), and other areas of the Hiroalay»B. some of which, 
<m s tra t igraphic cons iderat ions , may be doubtful ly equivalent t o 
Dras vo lcan ic s (Cretaceous), 
The disrupt ion of the Gcmdwanaland in the MesOzoic Era brought 
about s i g n i f i c a n t changes i n the cont inents of the S«R:ithern 
Hemisphere and generated intense diastrophisra. F issures opened 
in the Indian landmass al lowing an immense volume of lava t o 
w e l l ou t . They are c a l l e d as traps (Swedish word meaning 
(Swedish word meaning ' s t e p s ' ) due t o t h e i r s t e p - l i k e outcrops. 
Due t o t h e i r hor izonta l nature and consequent wide ex tens ion , 
p r a c t i c a l l y nothing i s known of the underlying rocks . 
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DECCAN TRAP 
The Deccan Trap is extensively developed in Peninsular India, 
extending from 69 «5** to 82** E and 16® to 23** N and occupying an 
area of about S12«000 sq. km (Fig. 8). It has a volume of about 
700,000 cu* )an« attains a thickness of ov^ er 2000 m near the 
Boiia>ay coast and thins out towards east where 30-60 ni thick traps 
occur near RajahmundzY. Bore hole data collected by 'Glomar 
Challanger' in 1972 fron the Arabian Sea reveal the presence of 
Deccan Trap there and Pepper and Everhart (1963) believe that 
these traps extend beloM the €anga plains. Xt is evident that 
the Deccan Trap must have originally covered a mach wider area 
than seen to-day, 
Vhe characteristic flat-topped hills and step-like appearance 
of their outcrops constitute sc»Re of the picturesque scenery 
of the Deccan Trap country. Flows vary in thickness from a few 
metres t© 35 m and individual flows have been traced for over 
100 km near Kagpir* They are horisscmtal but sometimes show low 
di£M3 and were subjected to gentle folding and faulting. 
In addition to surface flows, dykes and sills have also been 
found in the Deccan Trap, sills are generally doleritic and have 
been found in the Upper Gondwana strata of Satpura and Rewa 
areas and also in the Jurassic rocks of Kuteh. Dykes axe more 
nuooerous than sills, range from a few metres to more than 60 m in 
thickness* and are seen in (^jarat, satpura, and Hyderabad areas 
and also in the Haztnada Valley. Dykes may represent post-trap 
hypabyssal i^ase (Auden« 1949) or some of them say have acted as 
feeders to the Deccan Trap flo»m (Krishnan, 1953). 
The Deccan Trap flows have been divided into LoiiKtr, Middle, and 
Upper traps, m places* their moiotony is disrupted by the 
presence of volcanic ash beds, especially in the upper part, or 
by intercalated **Inter-trappean** sedimentary strata. The Inter-
trappean sediments have been assigned a l^leocene or Lower Eocene 
age on the basis of their fossil asseBdt>lage. 
The trap rock is generally a non-porphyritic basalt or dolerite 
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in dark green to almost black shades, amygdaloidal and va8ix;ular, 
very hard, compact and exhibiting characteristic spheroidal 
weathering* It may vary from £i2)ely crystalline to coarse grained. 
The traps are uniform in mineral and chemical composition and 
include some acid varieties also. Their average specific gravity 
is 2.9. Balakrishna (1967) obsexved that the traps are elastically 
isotropic and noted compressional wave velocity to range from 
5.1-6.2 km/sec which is related to the porosity in the trap 
rock ~ 18 %*4.5 :9I^  respectively. 
^he common type of Deccan Trap rock is mostly composed of 
abundant labxradorite and clinopyroxsne and generally shows ophitic 
texture. Phenocrysts of felspar in dolerite and intexBtitial 
glass in basalts frequently occur. Magnetite and ilmenite are 
c<:»nmonly found as minor constituents* If present, olivine is rare. 
Zeolites, chalcedony, calcite, etc., generally occur as fillings 
in amygdules. West (1956) gave a lucid account of the petrography 
and petrogenesis of the Deccan Trap flot^ s of western India. 
Chemically, it is almost uniform in composition (Washington, 1922; 
Sinha and Karkare, 1964| Chaterjee and Ghc^h, 1970). The studies 
of west (1958), Eao (1964) and others have shown that the x>arent 
magna of the Deccan Trap was tholeiitic, somewhat more basic 
than normal. 
The paleomagnetic study of the Deccan Trap by Vexma and Mitui 
(1972) and others show that there was only cme major geomagnetic 
field reversal in the Deccan Trap from reverse polarity in the 
lower part to normal polarity in the upper part - the change 
occurring at an elevation of abcjut 650 m from the mean sea level 
near the Bonibay coast (Deutsch et ajL,*, 1959), although Bhimasankaram 
and Pal (1970) opined that there was probably more than one field 
reversal .in the Deccan Trap, Deutseh et ajL, (1958) estimated a 
a drift of about 50^ in latitude for the Indian landmass in the 
past nearly 70 m.y. From the magnetic data, McElhinny (1966) 
suggested a few degrees drift during the Deccan Trap activity but 
this has been refuted by Verma et al.. (1971 )• However, these 
studies confirm that during Deccan Trap eruptions, India was in 
southern Hemisphere. 
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The mode o£ Deccan Trap eruption is a controversial topic. 
The majority of workers believe that they are mainly fissure 
eruptions and the fissures now being represented by the position 
of dykes (Heat, 1959). West (1971) csbserved that the northward 
drifting jbidia at the time of the breaking up of Gondwanaland in 
late Cretaceous generated tension in the rear allowing the 
development of numerous fissures through which Deccan Trap magma 
welled out* Krishna Brahmam and Negi (197$)« on geophysical 
evidence« reported the presence of rifts below the Deccan Trap 
in western Sndia while Etarmada rift in the north and Godavari 
rift in the east are already known, According to the authoss 
(Krishna Brahmam and Negi# op.cit.), fractures associated with 
these rifts served as fissures through which magma came out* 
Central type of i^eous activity is also kna%m (Eao« 1964/ Agashe 
and Gupta, 1968), However^ Biswas and Deshpande (1973) consider 
that the majority of Deccan Trap eruptions are of Hawaiian type 
frcsn * shield volcanoes'^ 
Pascoe (1964) summarijsed various evidences for the age of the 
Deccan Trap and concluded that it ranges from Upper Cretaceous 
to ixswer Socene while Krishnan (1960) considered it to be Up£^r 
Cretaceous to Oligocene* It is« however^ generally regarded 
that the effusion of the Deccan Trap lava c^ rmnenaed in the 
Upper cretaceous and continued well into the Tertiary* Only a 
few radiometric dates are available for the Deccan Trap. In 
recent years, Rama (1964) obtained a range from 43jh2 - 6%^ m.y. 
for the Deccan Trap while W^ lljnan and HcBlhinny (1970) have shown 
a range from 59*0£L.l m«y« to 64,1H:1*9 m.y« for different flows 
from various parts* However, more data are required before 
radiometric dates for the Deccan Traps can be relied upon. 
RAJMAHU. TRAP 
Named after the Rajmahal Hills in Bihar where it attains a 
thickness of ever 600 m, the Rajmahal Trap occupies an area of 
about 110,000 sg. km (Fig. B). It is also found in the Bengal 
Basin below a thick blanket of younger formations and alluvium 
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(Bisveis, 1963} and may be in continuity with the Sylhet Trap 
further east. The geology o£ the Rajmahal area was described 
by Ball (1877). 
The Rajniahal Traps are mainly £l0ws of basaltic lava with almost 
uniform composition but# at places# they may be associated with 
dolerite and dacite* Dacite forms the earliest flows followed 
by a number of basaltic flows, and andesite which is the youngest 
of all, occurs in the form of dykes. The thickness of individual 
flows varies from 20-75 m, some dolerite dykes have penetrated 
Rajmahal Trap which shows local faults, particularly at its 
westeam boundary. The sequence incorporates a few interstratifications 
of clay and sandstones containing plant fossils and also those 
having tuffs and ash betds* 
The petrography, chemical composition, etc., of the Rajmahal 
Trap have been dealt with by a few woj:kers (Beshmukh, 1964; 
sarbadhikari^ 1968). Although the Rajtoahal Trap closely resenbles 
the Deccan Trap in lithology# mineral and chemical composition, 
their exact relationship has not yet been established. 
The principal mode of eruption of the Rajmahal Trap is the 
same as that of Deccan^rap, i.e., fissure eruption, sazbadhikari 
(1968) <3bserved that the western border of the Rajmahal Trap 
marks the main vent and, in general^ lava flowed from there and 
covered the Rajmahal region in the east. There was one primitive 
basic magna of tholeiite composition from very early times and 
this served as the parent magma for Deccan Trap as well as for 
Rajmahal Trap (west« 1958). 
The precise age of the ftajmahal Trap is ocmtroversial. On 
floral evidence from the associated Gondwana sediments, the 
Rajmahal Trap was considered as not younger than Upper Jurassic 
(fide Krishnan, 1968). However, Biswas (1959) and Dettmann (1963) 
noted the Early Cretaceous affinity of the Rajmahal Flora making 
inter alia the Rajmahal Trap also to be of Early Cretaceous age. 
Sah and Jain (1965) recognised certain Early Cretaceous spores 
and pollens from the Rajmahal intertraps but considered the 
assenftDlage as transitional between Early Jurassic and Early 
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Cretaceous. Krlshnan (op.clt.) believes that these traps may be 
of Upper Jurassic to early Cretaceous age (vide etiam Pascoe, 
1964). The Early Cretaceous age of the Rajmahal Trap gets further 
credence from radiometric a^ determinations by Radhakriahnamurty 
(1963) and McDougall and McElhinny (1970)« The chronological 
testimony of different data, in recent years» is strongly in 
favour of Early Cretaceous age for the Rajmahal Trap. 
Paleomagnetic studies of Rajmahal Trap by Clegg et, al. (1956), 
Athavale et §!• (1963 )t and Radhakrishaanturty (1963) indicate 
that the traps are of noinsial polarity and at the time of their 
effusion, the Indian landmass was in Southern Hemisphere. 
SYIiHET TRAP 
Deriving its name from sylhet district in Bangladesh, near 
2ndo»Bangladesh border, where it is well-developed^ the sylhet 
Trap occurs along a @0 km long 4 km wide tract in Shillong 
Plateau in Assam, 3^dia (Fig. 6). Separated from the nearest 
outcrop of Rajmahal Trap on the west by a distance of about 300 km, 
the sylhet Trap is over 600 m thick and is probably equivalent 
to the Rajmahal Trap and of the same age (Krishnan, 1968). While 
these traps may be in continuity balow the vast spread of Ganga 
Plain (Pascoe, 1959| Biswas, 1963), they do not resemble each 
other. 
The trap rock is mainly dai:k blue, bedded andesite. In places, 
it is bas4ltic in nature and shows ainygdules which are generally 
filled with caloite. Ash beds, especially in the upper part, 
are present. The Sylhet Trap has been pierced by dykes at some 
places. 
The paleomagnetic study of the Sylhet Trap by Athavale et al,. 
(1963) indicates that it has normal polarity, ccoitemporary to 
the Rajmahal Trap, and of Upper OUrassic to ZiOwer Cretaceous age 
(vide etiam Athavale and Verroa, 1970, Table 1). 
BASIC ZNTRUSiyBS 
A 500 km long tract between the northeastern margin of the 
S^ x. 
Deccan Trap and western margin of the Rajmahal Trap (Fig. 8) 
contains a series of Gondwana exposures in which lie ijnportant 
coalfields* viz., Korea-<:hiri{niri« Karanpura, Bokaro, Jharia, and 
RaniganJ belonging to the Son«.l}aittodar belt. These Gondwana rocks 
are pierced by numerous dykes and sills of two laain types i 1» mica 
peridotite or lamprophyre and 2« dolerite or basalt. 
The peridotite intrusives occur in an anastomosing manner and 
have affected beds up to Panchets only (Lower Gondwana) whereas 
doleritic and basaltic dykes occur in a regular pattern« cutting 
across coal seams* fault planes* and peridotite intrusives in the 
l£Mer Gondwana strata and have penetrated the overlying Mesozoic 
part of the Gondwana sequence. These dykes are also found in 
Satpura and Assam regions but are uncommon. 
The doleritic and basaltic intrusives occur mainly in the form 
of regularly disposed dykes, are sosnetlmes over 122 m thick, are 
unaffected by fault planes or coal seams* ^hey occur along faults 
and are considered younger than the faulting. Petrologically, 
they are similar to those in the Deccan Trap. The age of the 
dolerite dykes is a matter of controversy and so is their relationships 
with the Deccan Trap and Rajmahal Trap. Generally, they are 
considered as the hypabyssal phase of the Rajmahal igneous activity 
but may well belong to the Deccan Trap or both. 
Athavale and Verma (1970) made a palecsnagnetic study of the 
dolerite dykes and observed that at the tjioe of their intrusion* 
India was in Southern Hemisphere. These authors strongly supported 
Pascoe (1964) that the Mesosoic igneous activity in India began 
with an extrusive phase in the east giving rise to Sylhet Trap and 
Rajmahal Trap* followed by an intrusive yhase represented by 
dolerite dykes in the adjoining country in the west* and then 
passed further west in the form of Deccan Trap eruptions. This 
contention gets further credence from the palec«nagnetic studies, 
including radiometric age determinations of these rocks (fide* 
Pascoe* 1964). It is* therefore* evident that sylhet Trap, 
Rajmahal Trap, dolerite intrusives, and the Deccan Trap are the 
different manifestations of a continuous igneous activity which 
S3 
ccsmroensed during the l/awer Cretaceous in the east and subsided 
in the west during Eocene or Oligocene times. 
MESOZOIC PANORAMA 
The Mesoaoic history of India was varied and eventful. 
However^ in view of lijoiited infoxsnation available # only broad 
generalisations can be made in respect of the Mesozoic 
paleogeography of India which are tentative and subject to 
modifications• 
The Mesotisoic Era dawned with the Tethys occupying the Extra-
Peninsula and land existing through nmch of the Peninsular 
terrain« A thick pile of fossil iferous marine strata were 
accumulated during the Triassic which are magnificiently 
exposed in a nearly continuous belt, stretching from Kashmir 
in the northwest through Spiti to Komaun in the southeast* The 
reraarXable uniformity in lithoiogy of different Triassic 
subdivisions* without significant breaks, suggests a practically 
uniform depositional environment throughout the Eactra-Peninsula, 
The Himalayan Triassic fauna exhibits close resemblance with 
the European counterpart and several species are common to both 
the regions, thereby indicating a free communication between 
i^xtra-Peninsular India and Europe through the Tethys. In the 
Peninsular India* theita are sporadic records of Triassic 
continental deposits* mainly restricted to the Damodar Valley, 
Mahadeva* and Pranhita--Godavari basins. Dicroidium Flora developed 
and reptiles and amphibians became frequent. The fossil and 
sedimentological evidences indicate a warm, arid or semi-arid, 
climatic conditions in India during the Triassic Period. Although 
Gondwana sedimentation continued into the Mesotoic, the intensive 
coal-forming phase of the late Paleozoic was over. The overall 
deposition of the Triassic Gondwana sediments to63c place uz^er 
fluviatile environment which locally became lacxiatrine. The 
red bed assemblage of the Lower and Middle TriassJUs (PaiKshet 
Group) accumulated most prcft>ably in flood plains of meandering 
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rivers# while those of the Upper Triasaic (Mahadeva Group), 
occurring in Central India, were deposited largely in channels 
o£ braided streanos* The regional paleoslope was dominantly 
towards northwest and north up to the close o£ Middle Triassic 
(Pachmarhi Formation)• During Xate Triassic and Middle-Upper 
Jurassic tiroes, it shifted towards west and southwest in Central 
India, and in late iirurassic to I^ ower Cretaceous, it completely 
reversed towards southeast in the east coast region (Casshyap, 
1977). These reversals of the paleoslopes were tectonically 
induced. 
The Tethys in the Sxtra-Peninsular mdia continued to receive 
sediiaents during the ^ Ttirassic, and the marine rocks of this 
period occur in the entire Kashmir-Kumaun belt. The free 
intermingling of the Himalayan and Mediterranean fauna through 
the Tethys was maintained. As elsewhere in the world, tihe Jurassic 
witnessed a widespread transgression of the sea in several 
coAstal regions of India. During Middle and Upper Jurassic times, 
almost the entire Kutch-oRajasthan region of western India was 
covered by a gulf which was evidently in direct ccanmunication 
with the Tethys in the north. Indeed, the Jurassic rocks of Kutch 
and Rajasthan form the first significant record of the 
fossiliferous marine deposit in the Indian Bsninaula. The close 
affinity of the Jurassic fauna of Kutch with those of Africa and 
Madagascar suggests that the Tethyan gulf which covered Kutch-
Rajasthan region extended to Madagascar after skirting the 
east coast of Africa. The occurrence of Upper Jurassic rocks, 
encotintered in bore-holes dilong the eastern coast of South India, 
indicates that the present day eastern coast-line of India 
started to develop during the closing phase of the Jurassic 
Period. The fluviatile sedimentation, constituting a part of the 
Gondwana sequence, continued to progress in the Peninsular India. 
The semi-arid climate of the Triassic was progressively replaced 
by milder and humid conditions and a new flora- — Ptilophyllw« 
Flora — emerged which continued into the Lower Cretaceous. The 
Gondwana rocks of Middle-Upper Jurassic age (Jabalpur Group) in 
Central India indicate a rapid rate of sedimentation and are 
Z3«# 
comparable to flood pXain deposits (Casshyap, 1977}* 
India witnessed significant paleogeographical changes during 
the Cretaceous Period, some marine rocks of this period occur in 
the Extra-PeninsuXa but they are not as widespread and richly 
fossiliferous as their counterparts in the peninsular Bidia. !rhe 
Tethys receded towards north, coinciding, perhaps, with the 
initial pulses of Alpine-Hiioalayah orogeny due to northward 
moving Indian Shield. Although the Tethyan gulf occupied much of 
the Kutch-Rajasthan region during the Jurassic, the absence of 
marine Ceneananian and younger strata indicates its regression 
from this region before the onset of Cenoraanian transgression. 
However, an ara of thi^ gulf invaded the linear Harmada Valley 
during Cenomanian transgression and in which sediments of Bagh 
beds and also^ perhaps, Xiameta Group were accumulated. The 
eastern eoast>»line of Sndia which started to develop in Late 
Jurassic^ continued to cleave further due to rtapturing of the 
Indian and Bast Antartica Plates. This gave way to the Indo-
Pacific sea which transgressed on the Coromandal Coast during 
Lower Cretaceous times. This sea also flooded some coastal 
areas of Andhra Pradesh and later on, it engulfed the southern 
part of Assam. 
The Bagh bed fauna shows close reseiriblance with the Cretaceous 
fauna of Arabia and Eur^te and also eichibits affinity with the 
South Indian Cretaceous assemblage. The similarity of the 
Chisil Pass fauna (Cencxnanian) and Karakoram Pass fauna (senonian) 
of Kashmir with the Cretaceous assend^ lage of South India, is also 
wellnmarked. This widespread faunal similarity may indicate 
that the arm of the sea which iogressed into the Narmada Valley 
during cenomanian times was in connmnication with the Tethys in 
the north and Cretaceous sea in the southecti part of Xadia. 
Although the Campanian fauna of Assam ahows strong affinity 
with the Cretaceous asseinblage of south Zttdia, it does not 
resentole either to Bagh or Kashmir Cretaceous assetcblage^ This 
would then suggest that the South Bidian Cretaceous sea, perhaps, 
served as a connecting link between widely separated regions of 
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Assam and Bagh-Kashialr« prcsbabXy belonging to different 
paleobiogeograpblcal realms. 
The fresh-water oondwana rocks continued to be deposited on the 
margins of the ^ninsular Shield through the Lotrer Cretaceous. The 
mild and humid climate which was established during the Jurassic^ 
persisted till the closing phase of the Gondwana sedimentation. 
The Gondwana irocks occurring in the coastal areas of the Peninsular 
India, are generally fluvio-Kleltaic b<;kt locally paralic and 
marine due to proximity of the basins to the uswmr Cretaceous 
sea* 
During late Cretaceous« intense diastro^ism was generated due 
to fragmentation of Gondwanaland which developed fissures in the 
Peninsular India allowing an Immense irolume of lave to oome out, 
now in the form of Deccan Trap. The Diras Volcanics of Kasharair 
which ai^ equivalent to the Deccan Tjrap, represent the Cretaceous 
igneous activity in the Siitra-Feninsular mAi&» 
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Fig . 1» Map o£ India* showring Peninsula, £xtra«>Penin9ula and 
Ganga Plain* 
F ig . 2 . Marine Tr iass ic of Xndia. 
F ig . 3 , Marine Jurass ic of India . 
F ig . 4 . Geological map of KUtch. 
F ig . 5 , Marine Cretaceous of India . 
F ig . 6« Geological map of South India, mainly showing 
occurrences of Cretaceous rocks. 
F ig . 7 . Non-marine Mesosoic of India (Oondwana, p a r t . ) . 
F ig . 6 . Map of India, showing cxicurrences of Mesosoic 
igneous rocks. 
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EXPlANtaimS OF tmiMS 
Table I . Marine Mesozolc sequence In Extra-Peninsular India 
(After Saatry and Mamgain, 1971)• 
Table I I . Mesozoic sequence of Wfest coas t (After Sastry and 
Manigain, 1971). 
T ^ l e I I I . Mesosoic sequence ^ Rajasthan. 
Table 17. Marine Mesozolc sequence in Assaro and Bengal Basin 
(After sas t ry and Mamgaln, 1971), 
Table V. Marine Mesozolc sequence of Narroada Valley (After 
Sastry and Maingain« 1971). 
Table VI. Marine Mesozolc sequence in South India and East 
coast (After Sastry and Mamgain, 1971}. 
Table VII . Mesozoics of Andaman group of Islands (After sas t ry 
and Mamgain, 1971), 
Table VI I I . Dis t r ibut ion of fresh-water fauna in the Asseiriblage 
Subzones of the Indian Gondwana (After Shah e t a l . , 
1971), 
Table DC. Bios t ra t igraphic c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of t he mdian Gondwana 
(After Shah e t a l . , 1971). 
Table X. Correlat ion of Bios t ra t ig raphic and Li thos t ra t ig raphic 
un i t s of the Indian Goi^hfana (After Shah e t a l .« 1971). 
Table II Mesozoic sequence of West Coast (After Sastry 
and Mamgain^ 1971). 
Group KDTCH subdivision with Characteristic fossils KATHIAWAR 
European 
stratigraphic 
aqoivalepts 
Bhuj 
Onia 
Katrol 
Ucnia plant beds (aZamia shales) with 
Ptilophvlluin flora 
Wadhwan sandstone 
with liinest<»Qe and 
cherty bands ccmtain-
ing corals r bryosoa 
and some i l l preserved 
anatuxnites 
Aptian 
(Ukra bedss calcareous shales with Austrjaliceras 
( sp. 
(Unfossilifexous shales and sandstones 
(Trigonia beds 
(Utnia snoiuMaite bed with large Virqatosphiactes sp. 
(Upper Katrol shales (sNarha & Gajansar beds) with 
( Hildoqlochiceras 
(Upper Katrol sandstone mostly barren with a 
( doubt^l record of Aulacosphinctoides sp» 
(Middle Katrol red sandstone with Torquatisphinctes 
( sp. and Katroliceras sp.« etc* 
(Lower Katrol bedst shales with asnmonites at base 
(Belemnites marls of ourun 
(Kantkote sandstone with Suapidoceras, 
( Taramelliceras sp. 
Dhosa («^^ha) Oolite with Mayaites, Spiniayaites> etc. 
Athlete beds with Metapeltoceras« Peltoceras and 
Reineckeites 
Anceps 
beds 
Chari Rehmanni 
beds 
Macro-
cephalus 
beds 
Uppers Yellow Limestone with 
Kinkeliniceras & Hubertoceras sp. 
Lower: Sandy calcareous shales with 
mdosphinctes sp. 
Upper: yellow limestone with Reineckeia 
tyranniforrois and Idiocycloceras* etc. 
Lower: yellow limestone with Reineckeia 
rehcnanni 
Upper: limestone 
Middles shale with w 
ferruginous nodules i 
Lower: White limestone^ t 
intercalated shales h 
Macrocephalites, 
Dolikephalites. etc. 
Patcharo 
Patcham coral bed with Macrocephalites^ 
Sivaiiceras, Proceraties* e t c . 
Patcham shel ly l imestc^e with 
Macrocephalites spp. '^ 
Kuar Bet beds near Khera with Coitoula 
lyrata, Protocardia and Pseudo*" 
trapezium^ e t c . 
7 Neocomian 
7ithonian 
Portlandian 
Upper Kimmeridgiaa 
Middle Kiameridgian 
Lower Kinsaeridgian 
Up. Oxfordian 
? Lr. (^fordian 
Up. Callovian 
Middle and Lower 
Callovian 
Up. Bathoniaa 
Archaean granites and gneisses 
Toble III Mesozolc sequence in Rajasthan. 
Formation Lithology Age 
Abur 
formation 
Limestone, sandstone and shalei 
Hoplit;e3 roacconnelli, 
Deshavesites C?)aburen3is, e t c . ; 
(108 m } . 
unconformity 
Aptian 
Parlhar 
formation 
Bedesir 
formation 
Grit, gritty sandstone, 
quartKose sandstoner 
unfossiliferousr (832 m) 
Grit« sandstone and shaiei 
Paehysphinctes aff. bathyploeus* 
Virgatosphinctea a£f« oppeli, 
etc.; (332 m ) . 
Vaianginian to 
Bairremian 
Dpper JUrassio 
-— unconformity 
Baisakhi 
formation 
Jaisalmer 
formation 
Lathi 
formation 
Sandstone and gypseous shale 
(274 m) 
Oolitic and shell limestone with 
layers of calcareous sandstonei 
Coibula lygata, JEdiocvoloceras 
sinqulare, Sindeites sindensis, 
etc,; (355 m}* 
sandstones with plant fossils 
in the lower part# become mariim 
in upper part having a few 
limestone layersr (61 m). 
— unconf onnity — — -
Oxfordian to 
Kimmeridgian 
Callovian to 
?Ct)cfordian 
LOMer to Middle 
Jurassic 
Badhaura 
formation 
Psrmo^ 
Carboniferous 
Tabid IV Marine Mesozolc sequence in Assam and Bengal Basin 
(After Sastry and Maingaln, 1971). 
Eurppean 
S t ra t lg raph lc 
Ecmlvalents 
Assam shelf Bengal Basin 
U 
P 
P 
c 
H 
E 
T 
A 
C 
B 
O 
U 
s 
Danlan (liower 
Paleocene) 
Therrla stage coarse felspathlc 
Cherra sandstones and 
formation mottled elays 
Sylhet 
limestone 
Maestrlchtlan fojsmatlon 
Globlqerina 
pseuddbulloides 
G.tr l locial lnoldes, 
e t c . , towards the 
t o p . Fine grained 
sandy limestone 
and calcareous 
shales t^lth 
GlobotrutKsana 
g t u a r t l , Oitoltoidea, 
Side r o u t e s , e t c . 
Jalangl 
formation 
Campanlan Hahadeo formation 
Glauconitic 
sandstone with 
siderolltes 
calcltgOBOldes, 
Styqmatopyqus 
elatus, 
Eubaeulltes vagina, 
Inoeeramus sp.etc. 
Ghatal 
formation 
Gnelsses/Sylhet Trap Bolpur formation 
Table V Marine Me&ossoic sequence of Narmada Valley (After 
Sastry and Kamgain^ 1971). 
European 
Stratigraphic 
Scfuivalents 
Western Kannada 
Valley 
Eastern Narmada 
Valley 
Deccan Trap/Lameta 
beds 
Deccan Trap/Lameta 
beds 
Senonian 
Coniacian 
Turonian 
Bajpipla lioiestone 
B un£osslllferou8 
(100 m) 
* Oyster beds with 
CollopQceras and 
Proplacentjceras 
H 
(2-3 in) 
B 
Coralline limestone 
(10 m) with 
iprpplacenticeras sp. 
Nodular limestone (12 m) 
Placent jeeras sp»# 
Parastantonoceras sp. 
Cenomanian 
Lower 
Cretaceous 
E 
D 
S 
Calcareous sandstone 
(Upper Nimars with 
oysters and shark 
teeth) 
Calcareous sandstone 
(Upper Nimars, 1-2 m 
with shark teeth and 
oysters) 
Himar sandstcnoe with 
plant fossils 
Nimar aat^stone with 
plant fossils 
Archaean granites and gneisses 
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Table VII Mesozoics o£ Andaman group of Zslands (After Sastry 
and Mamgaln, 1971). 
European 
StratIgraphic 
Equivalents 
Formation with lithology and fossil content 
Eocene 
Paleocene 
Shales and liiaestone 
containing Miscellanea 
miscella and 
Distichoplax biserialia 
Muthakhari 
group 
(700 m) 
Hope Toim 
conglomerate 
liipa Black 
shales 
Maestrichtian 
(l^per 
Cretaceous) 
Older 
Mesozoics 
Ophiolite suite with basic 
and ultra-basic intruslves 
intercalated with 
Radiolarian cherts and jaspers. Towards the top 
of the Volcanic sui te the jaspers contain Globotruncana 
agca^ G. s t ua r t i , 
G. contUsa, 
Older sedinientaries with 
crystal l ine limestone, 
quartsite8# jaspers« e t c . 
unfossiliferous 
Basement not exposed 
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Table IX 
Bios trat igrapbic c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of 1 ^ M i a n CSondwana (After Shah e t 
Standard 
Scsile Asseicblage zon^s 
Assesiblage Soh-scraes 
wealden 
Upper 
Jurassic 
Middle 
lower 
i 
Q) 
m 
S 
> 1 
tfeichselia-Onvchiopia 
Assemblage sub-^zone 
Paoiophvllmn Brachyphy-
Hum 
Assenblage Stib-ss^ raae 
Dictv<Ksamitea» 
Pteroyhvllu» 
Ass^sblage siib-zone 
jteqa f o s s i l s PIANT P0SS3 
c ladophlebis s a l i c i f o l i a 
I fe iehsel ia re t jgu la ta 
Onvchioi^^ paradoxaa 
Glelchenitea rei idl»asis 
BrachvpbYllttsTeiotaai i tel l , 
B . expaosiaa 
ScaiMsaritea s t r i a t u s 
A^  chandaensis 
Ginkgoites fe i s taaante l i 
Cladi 
On' 
l e b i s indictts 
p s i l o t o i d e s 
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A NOTE ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FOSSIL VERTEBRA FROM 
BARIPADA BEDS (MIOCENE), ORISSA 
S. N . BHALLA AND PRAMHNDRA DEV 
Department of Geology, Aligaih Muslim University, Aligarh 
Introduction: During the course of a palaeontological investigation of the Bari-
pada beds, a vertebra was found entombed in limestones exposed on the left bank of 
the river Burhabalang, a short distance south of Baripada (22^54' : 86''44'^  in Orissa. 
Jena (1942, 1943) noted the presence of vertebrate remains in those beds; but neither 
their descriptions nor identifications were given by him. This note gives for the first 
time an account of the fossil vertebra from these beds. A few invertebrate fossils, 
especially lamellibranchs, are found associated with this fossil bone. 
I. Anterior view 2. Posterior view 3. Lateral view 
4. Dorsal view 5. Ventro-lateral view. 
Description: The vertebra is procoelous i e. hollow in front and with ball behind. 
Most parts of the vertebra are broken except the centrum which is somewhat cylindri-
cal in nature. Neural canal is visible. The broken part of the left transverse process 
is slightly inclined towards the neural canal. The presence of prominent elongated 
keel-like swelling on the ventral side points towards the possible development of the 
ventral process. These features combined with the overall shape and size of the 
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veilebra, indicate tiiat it probably belongs to the caudal region of some reptile, 
possibly a crocodile. 
Measurements (in mm): 
Length at the centre 47.25 
Diameter of hollow end 29.76 
Diameter of ball end 23.00 
The present vertebra was found entombed in a sandy to silty, sparse intramicrite 
containing variable amounts of skeletal debris. The occurrence together of well-
rounded intraclasts on the one hand and poorly sorted, entire, skeletal debris along-
with large quantities ofmicrite on the other, suggests that the limestone was deposit-
ed essentially in a protected nearshore environment e. g. lagoon, in which there was 
periodic influx of intraclasts produced in a high energy environment such as a shoal 
area. In the light of these, it is quite possible that the vertebra under study was 
brought into the present environment of deposition along with the intraclasts from 
adjoining shoals or beaches inhabited by crocodiles and other vertebrates by occas-
sional storms. This may also explain why despite thorough search, the other parts 
of the skeleton were not found in the vicinity. It appears likely that the original 
skeleton was dismembered by wave action or by any other means on shallow beaches 
or shoals, and then the fragmented parts were scattered and reworked into the present 
environment during storms. 
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OSTREA IN THE MIOCENE BEDS OF MAYURBHANJ, ORISSA 
S. N. BHALLA AND PRAN4ENDRA DEV 
Department of Geology, Aligarh Muslim Univeiiiiy, Aligaih 
Introduction: The Miocene beds of the district Mayurbhanj in the state of 
Orissa, are fairly well-exposed along'the banks of the river Burhabalanga, especially 
to the south of Baripada town (2r56 ' : 86°44'). They are commonly known as 
Baripada beds and have yielded a rich and varied assemblage of both mega and 
microfossils. The megafossils from the Baripada area were given a cursory treatment 
by palaeontologists in the form of abstracts and brief notes. The present assemblage 
of megafauna comprises species of O si tea. Leda, gastropods (molds only), and a few 
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fragmentary remains of vertebrates, including a scute of Chelonia which is being 
reported here for the first time. The fauna is characterised by the abundance of 
Ostrea which is a reliable indicator of palaeoecology and a few species occurring in the 
present assemblage also throw light on the controversial age of the Baripada beds. 
Systematic Descriptions: The following three species of Ostrea have been 
recovered in the present fossil collection from the Baripada beds: Ostrea (Crasso-
slrea) gajensis Vredenburg, Ostrea papyracea Noetling, and Ostrea promensis 
Noetling. 
Super family: OSTREACEA 
Family: OSTREIPAE 
Genus: 0.j/fea Linnaeus, 1758 
Subgenus: Crassostrea^?iCCo,\%91 
Ostrea (Crassostrea) gajensis Vredenburg 
• (Figs. 3a, b) 
Ostrea sp. Bose, 1904, p. 167. 
Ostrea sp. 4 garma, 1957, p. 104, figs, 4a, b. 
Os?/-ea go/^n/zTYredenburg, 1928, p. 423, pi. 24, fig. 1. 
Ostrea (Crassostrea) ^a/enm Vredenburg. Fames, 1936, pp. 150-151, pi. 1. 
Remarks'pOstrea (Crassostrea) gajensis is a characteristic species of the Gaj 
beds (Lower Miocene) of Pakistan. It was first described by Vredenburg (1928) and 
is also known from the Miocene of Burma. In the Baripada beds, it frequently 
occurs in yellow and yellowish-brown limestone bed exposed along the left bank of 
the river Burhabalanga near the village Mahulia, about 3 km south of Baripada. 
The present specimens having large size and massive ligament area with much 
foliaceous left valve, agree well with Ostrea gajensis described by Vredenburg (1928) 
from the Gaj beds of Pakistan. They are identical with those illustrated by Fames 
(1936) from the Baripada beds. Ostrea sp. 4 Figured by Sarma (1957) from these 
beds is identical with this species. 
• Ostrea pqpyracea'Hotxy^ng 
(Figs. 2a, b) 
Ostrea papjwacea Noetling, 190l'[ p. 111-^D1. 3, fies. 3a, b—7a, b. 
Remarks: A few specimens belonging a Ostrea papyracea, origmair> ^escribed 
by Noetling (1901) from the Miocene of Burma have been recovered fronK the 
Baripada beds, exposed near the village MuVurmatia, about 13 km south of Baripada 
town. A comparison of the specimens from Baripada with the types of Ostrea 
papyracea deposited in the palaeontological collections of the Geological Survey of 
India, Calcutta, reveals that our forms are less elongate and are slightly smaller than 
the Burmese specimens. This slight difference in the shape and size of the shell may 
be attributed to the local ecological conditions. 
Ostrea promensis'NoetWng 
(Figs, la, b) 
Ostrea promensis Noetling, 1901, pp. 109-111, pi. 2, figs. 3a, b ; pi. 3, figs, la, 
b-2a, b.—Modak, 1952, p. 180. 
Remarks: The exposures of Baripada beds at Mukurmatia yielded several well-
preserved specimens of Ostrea promensis, originally described by Noetling (1901) 
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from the Miocene of Burma. A check at the Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, 
with the types of O. promensis Noetling, reveals that the Baripada specimens fully 
share the shape, size, ornamentation, etc., with the types from Burma. 
Noetling (1901) remarked that O. papyracea and O. promensis represent the 
extinct forms of Ostrea as their living representatives are not known. 
Figure 1. Ostrea promemii Noelling Left valve; a, external vjew; 
b, internal view. 
Figure 2. Oitrea pnpyracea'Hoe.lWna. Rigin valve; a, external view; 
b, interndl view 
Piguie 3 Oitrea (Crassoslrea) eaicnsi^ VreAzn\)Wg. Left valve; 
A, external View, b. internal view 
Palaeoec<>lou;v • Ostrea is a well-known, cosmopolitan lamellibranch and is 
abundantly represented in the Baripada beds The Recent species of the genus have 
been thoroughly investigated by different workers and a good deal of literature exists 
on their ecology and palaeoecology. 
Ostrea lives in shallow marine waters, generally at depths of less than 30 m. 
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According to Stenzel et al. (1944), oysters are indicative of a near shore, shallow 
water environment. Norris (1953) observed that in Texas bays, modern oysters are 
known to occur at depths of less than 1.8 m. The existence of Ostrea in a near shore, 
shallow water environment with sandy bottom has been recognised by Volkes (1945). 
Grabaii (1932) observed that oysters are attached to mangrove roots and are con-
sequently exposed during low tides. Ladd (1951) studied the reef-building oysters 
and found that they require salinity between that of fresh water and sea water for 
their optimum environment. Parker (1955) remarked that fluctuations in salinity 
results in diflferential growth and development of oyster shells. Yonge (1966) 
observed that Crassostrea generally inhabits turbid water having low salinity condi-
tions. The studies of Tremeir and Tremeir (1952) show that oysters generally thrive 
in the widely fluctuating conditions that prevail in very shallow waters, e.g., inter-tidal 
zone, and some species are inhabitants of estuaries. According to these authors. 
Ostrea is a prominent member of the assemblage of littoral zone and is an important 
constituent of a coral-reef assemblage. Observations on the temperature tolerance by 
Ostrea indicate that it flourishes in 10°C to 25°C. 
The above synthesis of the ecological data on Ostrea indicates that it lives in a 
shallow water, near-shore marine environment and generally prefers warm water 
conditions. 
Additional evidence pertaining to the palaeoecology of the Baripada beds is 
available from the studies of the present authors (Bhalla and Dev, 1972) who, vi'hile 
describing a fossil vertebra from these beds containing abundant Ostrea, also made a 
petrographic study of the enclosing limestone to deduce the depositional environment 
and observed that the limestone was accummulated in a near shore, shallow water, 
protected environment. 
The foregoing discussion reveals that the deposition of the Baripada beds took 
place in a shallow, rather warm water, marine environment, very near to the shore-
line. 
• Age: The Baripada beds were first considered to be Eocene to Oligocene in age 
by Pilgrim {vide Bose, 1904) on the basis of Ostrea spp. showing similarities with 
Ostrea multicostata Deshayes, recorded from the upper part of the Eocene of Paris 
Basin, and O. torresi Phillipi, from the Magellania beds (? Oligocene) of Patagonia. 
Eames (1936) assigned a Lower Miocene age for these beds, mainly on the presence 
of Ostrea (Crassostrea) gajensis—a characteristic species of Gaj beds (Lower 
Miocene) and also recorded from the Lower Miocene of Burma. The view of Lower 
Miocene age has been shared by other workers also, including Jena (1942), Modak 
(1952), Tewari and Awasthi (1960). However, Mohanti (1966) suggested a Neogene 
age on the basis of overall faunal assemblage of the Baripada beds. Deriving evidence 
from foraminifera, Sarma (1957) observed that the Baripada beds are younger than 
Miocene and may be even Plio-Pleistocene in age. On the evidence of a mammalian 
tooth, Chaudhuri (1958) favoured a Lower Pleistocene age for these beds. 
The present assemblage of Ostrea from the Baripada beds comprises three 
species namely, Ostrea (Crassostrea) gajensis Vredenburg, 0. papyracea Noetling, 
and O. promensis Noetling, all having been originally described from the Lower 
Miocene of the Indian subcontinent. However, on the basis of the first occurrence 
of Orhulina suturalis Brcinnimann—a marker species of planktonic foraminifera 
widely known from the Middle Miocene—the authors are inclined to consider the 
Baripada beds to be of Middle Miocene age. The planktonic foraminifera are widely 
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used in the precise age deduction of the Tertiary sediments and there is no reason 
to doubt the chronological testimony of Orbulina suturalis as against Ostrea which is 
an attached genus having a long geological range. 
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APPENDIX I 
APPEMDIX I 
PORTIONS OF THE WORK CONSIDERED FOR THE PH.D. DEGREE 
The following portions of the present work were considered for 
the Ph*D. degree of the authors-
1. The systematic descriptions of foraminifera from the Raghavapuram 
shales (Section 2| Bhalla 1969a)» At the time of put>lieiition of 
this paper, the following! were added: 
(a) Comparison of Raghavapuram foraminifera with those from the 
Great Artesian Basin in South Australia, described by 
Dr. N. H. tudhrook. 
(h) A few changes in the nomenclature of foraminifera as 
suggested hy Dr. Ludbrook. 
(o) Causes of compression and distortion in Ammobaculites* 
(d) Elaboration of the age of the foraminiferal assemblage, 
its affinities with those from other regions, and the 
Indo-Australian association during the Lower Cretaceous, 
(e) All the figures of foraminifera on plates were redrawn by 
the author from original photographs. The method of 
drawing was kindly demonstrated by Dr. Ludbrook* 
2. Paleoecology of the Raghavapuram shale (Section 2; Bhalla 1968o). 
Views of a few authors on the ecology of foraminifera and 
figures 3 And 4 were added at the time of publication. 
3* The systematic descriptions of the foraminifera, paleoecology, 
and age of the Infra-trappean beds of the Pangadi area 
(Section 3} Bhalla, 1966). 
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4. The Bystem&tic desoriptlone of foraminlfersi, paleoecology, and 
age of the Inter-trappean heds of the Fangadl area (Section 5i 
Bhalla, 1967)» along with a brief report of ostracodes from these 
beds (Section 3; Bhalla, 19^5). At the time of publication of the 
paper on foraminifera (Section 5j Bhalla, 1967), all the figures 
on plate were redrawn by the author from original photographs. 
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APPENDIX II 
EXPERIENCE AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF S. N. BHALLA 
1. I have nearly fourteen years experience of teaching postgraduate 
classes and over seventeen years of research experience* 
2. I have to my credit forty-nine research publications (see Section 1) 
in Indian and foreign journals of repute. 
5, Introduced mioropaleontology in the Aligarh Muslim University in 
1964 and initiated research programmes in micropsdeontology 
leading to Ph.D. degree. 
4. Two research scholars have successfully completed their Ph.D. 
degree under my supervision. One Postdoctoral Fellov has done 
advimced research and three Research Fellows are doing doctoral 
research under my guidance. 
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